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Abstract text: Subduc  on zone earthquake and tsunami hazards aff ect tens of millions 
worldwide and the recurrence of these disasters can be evaluated with paleoseismic 
techniques, because earthquake cycles (and their supercycles) typically span many 
millennia. In these three chapters, I discuss a suite of analyses I use to evaluate the 
sedimentary record of earthquakes as sampled in cores collected by the authors on the 
R/V Roger Revelle in 2007 off shore Sumatra, cruise RR0705, aka KNOX05RR. In the fi rst 
chapter I discuss the mid- to late-Holocene recurrence of earthquakes in the region 
of the 2004 Sumatra-Andaman subduc  on zone earthquake. I es  mate that the early 
Holocene to historic recurrence of turbidity current triggering earthquakes in the region 
of the 2004 Sumatra-Andaman subduc  on zone earthquake to be 260 ± 160 calendar 
years. I iden  fy the uppermost turbidite in fi  een cores to have been deposited as a 
result of strong ground shaking from this 2004 earthquake. In the second chapter I 
compare and contrast the physiographic control of seismoturbidite deposi  on along the 
con  nental margins of the Sumatra-Andaman and Cascadia subduc  on zones. Cascadia’s 
margin is dominated by glacial cycle constructed pathways which promote turbidity 
current fl ows for large distances. Sumatra margin pathways do not inherit analogous 
sedimentary systems, so turbidity currents and their deposits are more localized. 
Finally, I discuss slope stability and earthquake ground mo  ons along the con  nental 
margin off shore the coast of Sumatra. In this third chapter I relate the poten  al for 
slope instability with core stra  graphy in slope basin cores along the Sumatra-Andaman 
subduc  on zone, both for generic earthquakes and for the 2004 earthquake. Using 2-D 
profi le factor of safety analyses, I es  mate that slopes become unstable when a seismic 
load of <0.2 g is imparted. Using infi nite slope factor of safety analyses, I conclude that 
turbidity currents are triggered by earthquakes of at least magnitude M = 7. For the 
2004 Sumatra-Andaman subduc  on zone earthquake, I fi nd that the shaking intensity 
from ground mo  on does not explain the thickness of turbidites, which must be 
explained by other factors like site eff ects, site geomorphology, or source proximity.
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1

A Sedimentary and Geophysical Inves  ga  on Off shore of Sumatra: Sub-
duc  on Zone Earthquakes, Ground Mo  ons, and Submarine Landslides

 Chapter 1: Abstract

The temporal and spa  al distribu  on of great earthquakes along subduc  on zone 
faults drive the geologic hazard in coastal regions and contribute signifi cantly to risk 
es  mates. Recent earthquakes have broken basic principles held to be true about fault 
zone proper  es and recurrence of subduc  on zone earthquakes, calling into ques  on 
our theories of seismogenesis and what controls fault rupture through  me. Submarine 
paleoseismology is one strategy that allows one to view these earthquake pa  erns 
through  me and space. Historic and prehistoric earthquakes associated with the 
Sunda subduc  on zone off shore Sumatra provide us with a natural laboratory for our 
inves  ga  ons.

In the fi rst chapter, I evaluate pa  erns of past earthquakes off shore northern 
Sumatra, using sediment core, seismic refl ec  on, and mul  beam bathymetric data. I 
use stra  graphic correla  on methods as a basis to a  ribute a seismogenic landslide 
triggering mechanism for turbidity currents off shore Sumatra. I do this by ruling out 
alterna  ve landslide triggering mechanisms. I use core geophysical and seismic refl ec  on 
data to correlate sedimentary deposits as a strategy to establish the spa  al extent of 
earthquakes. I use radiometric ages to constrain the  ming of sedimentary deposi  on 
with the use of age models. Finally I make es  mates of recurrence for earthquakes on 
the megathrust in the region of the 2004 Sumatra-Andaman subduc  on zone (SASZ) 
earthquake.

In the second chapter, I use sediment core stra  graphy to interpret the turbidity current 
deposi  onal systems and compare the systems off shore Sumatra with those off shore 
Cascadia. Slope basin sedimentary systems are similar along both margins, but channel 
systems in the trench are a strong indicator of the spa  al extent of coarse grained 
turbidites. Sumatra lacks modern extensive axial trench channel systems, so the coarse 
frac  on of turbidity currents appears to be more localized.

In the fi nal chapter, I conduct slope stability analyses and use modeled earthquake 
ground mo  on intensi  es as a seismic load to these slope stability models. I also 
compare sta  c slope stability analyses with these pseudosta  c (seismic) results. I 
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take results from the 2004 slip model, along with intensi  es modeled for generic 
earthquakes, to base interpreta  ons about what are the driving factors for deposi  on of 
turbidites in the slopes off shore northern Sumatra.

While there is s  ll more work to be done with these cores, I fi nd that the sedimentary 
geologic evidence for earthquakes is convincing. Recurrence of great subduc  on zone 
earthquakes in the region of the 2004 SASZ earthquake is 260 ± 160 years. It is highly 
likely that we cored a turbidite triggered by the 2004 earthquake, based on 14C and 
210Pb age data and the correla  on between core geophysical data and seismologic 
observa  ons of the earthquake. Seismic refl ec  on data collected off shore Sumatra 
shows that these earthquake records found in the cores may be used to extend back in 
 me the recurrence of seismic cycling, from the Holocene into the latest Pleistocene. 

Landslide triggering appears to be highly sensi  ve to the regions of higher slip during 
megathrust earthquakes, but the sedimentary record may be biased depending on the 
sedimentary se   ng.

Chapter 2 – A 7,500 year earthquake history in the region of the 2004 Su-
matra-Andaman Earthquake

Historic ruptures of the subduc  on zone fault off  shore Sumatra have spa  ally and 
temporally spanned the en  re length of the subduc  on zone. Diff erent earthquakes 
have fi lled all the space, along strike, from the southern  p of Sumatra to the 
northernmost extent of the 2004 earthquake slip region. These Sumatra-length coeval 
ruptures have been documented for various sec  ons of the fault (Sieh et al., 2008; 
Meltzner et al., 2010, 2012) and may rupture in unison (over months to decades). 
Twenty-fi rst century ruptures have not yet fi lled in the en  re fault length, along strike, 
off  shore of Sumatra. We may expect more earthquakes in the southern Sumatra margin 
given the slip defi cit measured by Chlieh et al., (2008) in the region of the earthquakes 
that occurred there in 1797, 1833, 2007, and 2009 (Chlieh et al., 2008; Prawirodirdjo et 
al., 2010; Philibosian et al., 2012). 

We collected 144 piston, gravity, Kasten, and mul  - cores in accre  onary prism piggy 
back basins and subduc  on zone trench se   ngs in order to test our ideas about 
studying earthquakes by using turbidites. We collected mul  beam bathymetry 
and shallow seismic refl ec  on data to locate our coring sites in places likely to be 
depocenters for these turbidite systems. Our sediment cores extend the paleoseismic 
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record into the early Holocene. Our seismic refl ec  on data may extend the paleoseismic 
record into the latest Pleistocene.

There are many poten  al triggers for submarine landslides and one of the principal 
strategies to evaluate each as a likely trigger is based on stra  graphic correla  on of 
these turbidites. Most all non-earthquake trigger mechanisms act upon either site-
specifi c spa  al extent (e.g. methane hydrate destabiliza  on or hyperpycnal fl ow from 
high river fl ow) or other regionally limited areas. Alterna  ve triggers that do act upon 
regions as equally extensive as earthquakes are rarer (e.g. bolide impacts) or more 
frequent (e.g. tsunamis) than the deposits found in our cores. If deposits can be 
correlated from sites that have unique sediment sources and the core sites extend over 
large lateral distances, it is reasonable to interpret them as seismoturbidites (turbidites 
deposited from seismogenically triggered turbidity currents). I use geophysical 
proper  es from the cores, along with the basic laws of stra  graphic superposi  on, to 
help me correlate the deposits. 

Each paleoseismic method has limita  ons that impart some fi lter to their ability to 
record earthquakes. This depends upon, at least, earthquake magnitude. Coral micro-
atoll paleoseismology is limited temporally to ~800 years and in an eleva  on restricted 
region near the coast. Tsunami deposits are sensi  ve to spa  al proximity to the 
ocean and therefore rela  ve sea-level (Dura et al., 2011), in addi  on to taphonomic/
bioturba  on problems in the tropical coastal regions. Turbidites are sedimentary records 
and are indirect, or secondary evidence of earthquakes. Each of these data sets has 
limita  ons in their applica  on to the number and/or aliasing of seismic cycles along the 
subduc  on zone (Natawidjaja et al., 2004; Briggs et al., 2006; Natawidjaja et al., 2006; 
Meltzner et al., 2010, 2012). We need to include all these evidences to obtain a full 
catalog of large magnitude earthquakes on any given subduc  on zone.

Using 120 14C ages, we constrain the  ming of seismoturbidites and conclude with a 
recurrence interval of 260 ± 160 years for earthquakes in the 2004 SASZ earthquake 
region. Plank  c foraminiferid tests provide organic material for our radiocarbon 
age determina  ons. Slope cores are the only cores shallower than the carbonate 
compensa  on depth, so are the only cores that have 14C based age control. None of 
the trench cores have 14C based age control. We use radiocarbon age models to be  er 
constrain the  ming of deposi  on for the turbidites in our cores.
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I also inves  gate sedimentological characteris  cs and use measures of rela  ve and 
radiometric age for the uppermost turbidite in cores collected near the 2004 SASZ 
earthquake region. I interpret the uppermost turbidite in 15 cores to have been 
deposited as a result of the Mw 9.2 26 December 2004 Sumatra-Andaman subduc  on 
zone earthquake. 210Pb and 14C age determina  ons support this interpreta  on.

Chapter 3 – Seismoturbidite Record as Preserved at Core Sites along the 
Cascadia and Sumatra-Andaman Subduc  on Zone

Turbidite paleoseismology has been a successful tool in regions where an understanding 
of the fl ow systems and pathways can be developed in order to maximize the poten  al 
for successful core site selec  on (sites that have good stra  graphic records). I evaluate 
the turbidity current pathways in the Sumatra and Cascadia margins to help me 
interpret the stra  graphy cored off shore Sumatra. Source proximity, basin eff ects, 
turbidity current fl ow path, earthquake rupture pa  erns (both temporal and spa  al), 
hydrodynamics, and topography all likely play roles in the deposi  on of the turbidites 
as evidenced by the ver  cal structure of the fi nal deposit. Channel systems tend to 
promote low-frequency components of the content of the current over longer distances, 
while more proximal slope basins and base-of-slope apron fan se   ngs result in a 
turbidite structure that is likely infl uenced by local physiography and other factors

The sedimentary systems of the con  nental slope and abyssal plain off shore Sumatra 
and Cascadia are controlled by the tectonics of the accre  onary prism and by the glacial 
history of the regional and local sources of terrestrial sediment (Stow, 1990; Underwood, 
2005). There is a wide range of sedimentary se   ngs in both margins. While Cascadia 
has a local source of sediment, especially during low sea-level stands and during glacial 
periods of increased sediment supply, Sumatra has mostly the sediments that are 
upli  ed into the accre  onary prism originally sourced from the Bengal and Nicobar 
fans. Because of this diff erence in sediment supply, Cascadia has large turbidity current 
channel systems that tend to promote turbidity current propulsion (Goldfi nger et al., 
2012, 2013). These ac  ve channel systems are absent along the trench off shore Sumatra 
(Pa  on 2013), so turbidity currents may not travel great distances and turbidites may be 
more proximal in nature (making them more diffi  cult to correlate).
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Chapter 4 – Slope Stability: Factor of Safety along the Seismically Ac  ve 
Con  nental Slope Off shore Sumatra

In order to test the hypothesis that slopes along the Sumatra margin are suscep  ble to 
seismic loading, we conduct slope stability Factor of Safety (FOS) analyses for seafl oor 
surfaces imaged with mul  beam bathymetry. I fi rst model sta  c slope stability and 
then apply a seismic load for a pseudosta  c stability analysis. I evaluate ground mo  on 
predic  on equa  ons and select two empirical forms to derive seismic loads for these 
FOS analyses. I es  mate Arias Intensity and Peak Ground Accelera  on for submarine 
slopes from earthquakes of magnitudes M = 6, 7, 8, and 9.

Balancing driving forces with resis  ng forces, we conduct regional analysis using 
infi nite slope Newmark displacement techniques (Newmark, 1965) for transla  onal 
style landslides. First we use sta  c condi  ons to test that slopes are stable under 
sta  c condi  ons. Then we apply a seismic load for this same regional analysis for a 
pseudosta  c FOS analysis. Secondly we conduct a series of site-specifi c Morgenstern-
Price type Method of Slices (Morgenstern and Price, 1965; Morgenstern, 1967) sta  c 
and pseudosta  c analyses for slopes immediately upslope of our core sites. I iterate 
seismic loads to determine the cri  cal seismic accelera  on required to induce slope 
failures along these 2-D profi les.

Based on the regions that drain to some core sites in the region of the 2004 SASZ 
earthquake, I evaluate the possible seismic contribu  on to slopes that deliver to 
those core sites. These core sites have sedimentary source areas that sample diff erent 
distances to the fault, similar ranges of slopes, and, in the case of the 2004 earthquake, 
diff erent distances to the heterogeneous slip patch. Sedimentary evidence probably 
from the 2004 SASZ earthquake supports our interpreta  on that deposi  onal se   ng 
(geomorphology) can be a major factor controlling turbidite deposi  on.

All slope and trench sites are sta  cally stable (FOS < 1) and sensi  ve to ground 
mo  ons generated by earthquakes of magnitude greater than 7. We conclude that 
for earthquakes of magnitude 6 to 9, PGA of 0.4-0.6 to 1.4-2.5 g would be expected, 
respec  vely, from exis  ng GMPE’s. However, satura  on of accelera  ons in the 
accre  onary wedge may limit actual accelera  ons to less than 1 g (Skarlatoudis and 
C. B. Papazacho, 2012; Stewart et al., 2013). Arias intensi  es of 0.4-1.7 to 7.9-33 
m/s are es  mated for the M = 6 and M = 9 events, respec  vely, are expected in the 
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source regions of piggyback basins for local slope failures. Typical sites have mean 
Dn displacements of 0.1, 1.6, 7.7, and 16 cm for earthquakes of M = 6, 7, 8, and 9; 
suggested thresholds for displacement range between 5 and 10 cm. Thus the observed 
turbidite stra  graphy in the Sumatra piggyback basins can be explained by local ground 
mo  ons during earthquakes with magnitude greater than ~7, given the sta  c stability. 
Ground shaking along the con  nental slope off shore Sumatra is a func  on of distance to 
the fault (“Rdist”) for generic earthquakes and for the 2004 SASZ earthquake (Sorensen 
et al., 2007). Landslide dimensions may relate to Mw and Rdist, but possibly dominated 
by site condi  ons. Es  mates of ground mo  on depend upon the rate of a  enua  on with 
distance (i.e. the shape of the a  enua  on curve; PGA vs. AI).

Conclusion

The combina  on of the methods described in these three chapters provides 
independent ways of evalua  ng the sedimentary record of earthquakes along the 
subduc  on zone off shore Sumatra. Geophysical and stra  graphic based correla  ons 
of sedimentary deposits are supported by 14C analyses, seismic refl ec  on records, and 
tephrologic analyses. Core site isola  on from terrigenous sources, and from each other, 
further support our interpreta  ons. The antecedent sedimentary pathways present in 
Cascadia are absent in Sumatra, explaining the proximal nature of sedimentary deposits 
cored in the trench. Seismic slope stability analyses, at the regional- and site-scale, also 
support the hypothesis that earthquakes may trigger landslides along the accre  onary 
prism off shore Sumatra, Indonesia. Core site selec  on is vital and some favorable factors 
include: high relief sedimentary source areas, close distance to the fault and slip patches, 
loca  ons away from segment boundaries, and channelized turbidite systems.
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Chapter 2 Abstract

In order to inves  gate the possibility of a long term paleoseismic record from off shore 
sedimentary records in Sumatra, we collected 144 deep sea sediment cores in the trench 
and in lower slope piggyback basins of the Sumatra accre  onary prism. We used mul  -
beam bathymetry and seismic refl ec  on data to develop an understanding of catchment 
basins, turbidity current pathways, and deposi  onal styles, as well as to precisely locate 
our gravity, piston, Kasten, and mul  - cores. We use detailed physical property data, 
including Computed Tomographic X-Ray- (CT) and Gamma-density, magne  c suscep  -
bility, and CT imagery to evaluate the turbidite stra  graphy at each site, and to test for 
poten  al correla  ons between isolated sites in piggyback basins and the trench. We use 
radiocarbon age control for most piggyback basin sites above the Carbonate Compen-
sa  on Depth (CCD), and use 210Pb and 137Cs to evaluate the  ming of the most recent 
sedimentary deposits. 

Along the northern Sumatra margin, we fi nd evidence for very young turbidites, most 
likely emplaced within the past few decades, at the seafl oor in both the 2004 and 2005 
earthquake rupture zones with no overlying hemipelagic sediment. We observe rapid 
die-out of these deposits with distance from the slip zones, from local sources of sedi-
ment supply, and in the segment boundary between the slip zones. The likely 2004 turbi-
dite has a dis  nc  ve stacked structure of three major fi ning upward sequences observed 
at several basin and trench sites. Many individual turbidites show strong similari  es be-
tween isolated sites, as well as having similar emplacement  mes. The correlated beds 
at slope sites do not appear to extend south of the 2004 rupture area, but may do so 
in the trench. The most probable explana  on for the similarity of  ming and individual 
turbidite structure in isolated basin and trench stra  graphic sequences is a seismogenic 
origin. 

A 6,500 year earthquake history in the region of the 2004 
Sumatra-Andaman Earthquake
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Based on these observa  ons and radiocarbon based age control, our lithostra  graphic 
correla  ons between isolated basin and trench core sites supports the interpreta  on 
that 28 turbidites can be linked spa  ally over a distance of 350 km within the southern 
por  on of the 2004 Sumatra-Andaman subduc  on zone earthquake rupture zone. The 
mean interseismic  me, or recurrence Interval (RI) es  mate, for probable strong to great 
(magnitude > 6) earthquakes in the 2004 rupture region for the last 6.5 ± 0.06 ka is 260 
± 160 years. The ages of eight of the eleven uppermost beds are consistent with the ter-
restrial paleoseismic/tsunami records in Thailand, Sumatra, and the Andaman Islands. 
We interpret the uppermost turbidite in 15 cores to have been deposited as a result of 
the Mw 9.2 26 December 2004 Sumatra-Andaman subduc  on zone earthquake. 210Pb 
and 14C age determina  ons support our interpreta  on.

2-1.0 Introduc  on

Following the Mw 9.2 26 December 2004 Sumatra-Andaman and 11 March 2011 To-
hoku-Oki subduc  on zone earthquakes and tsunamis, earthquake geologists have been 
re-evalua  ng global models of subduc  on zone earthquake recurrence (i.e. Ruff  and 
Kanamori, 1980; Shimazaki and Nakata, 1980). Given the short record of historic earth-
quakes (a few centuries) and the knowledge that many subduc  on zones have great (M 
> 8) earthquake return periods that span mul  ple centuries, it has been diffi  cult to prop-
erly document, characterize, and develop new models of their recurrence (Wesnousky, 
1994; Murray and Segal, 2002; Satake and Atwater, 2007; Stein and Okal, 2007; Hindle 
and Mackey, 2011; Schlagenhauf et al., 2011; Colela et al., 2012; Kagan, 2012; Parsons, 
2012; Parsons et al., 2012; Béjar-Pizarro et al., 2013; Davis et al., 2013; Goldfi nger et al., 
2013; Heki and Mitsui, 2013; Ide, 2013; Kopp, 2013; Ninis et al., 2013). Many aspects 
of subduc  on zone seismogenesis have been evaluated to understand the likelihood of 
size or  ming of future earthquakes (Chlieh et al., 2008; Ruff  and Kanamori, 1980; and 
Wiseman and Bürgmann 2011); parameters include: lower plate age, convergence rate, 
fault coupling ra  o, seismicity, geodesy, etc. Paleoseismology can reveal the behavior of 
a fault through mul  ple earthquake cycles by using longer  me spans than possible with 
historical and instrumental records (McCalpin, 1996; Goldfi nger et al., 2012). Proxies for 
earthquake magnitude found in the paleoseismic record may eventually provide some 
measure of the cycling of plate convergence rates through  me (Goldfi nger et al., 2012 
a, 2013 a). Submarine (and sublacustrine) paleoseismology is benefi  ed because the 
sedimentary record, while it comprises secondary evidence for earthquakes (McCalpin, 
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2009), can commonly be well preserved for long  me scales.

Strong ground shaking from earthquake rupture has been inferred to trigger turbidity 
currents that poten  ally deposit a very long record of past earthquakes in the form of 
turbidites (Dallimore et al., 2005; Enkin et al., 2013; Goldfi nger et al., 2003, 2008, 2012 
a; Inouchi et al., 1996; Karlin et al., 2007; Noda 2008; Rajendran et al., 2008; Shiki 2000; 
Nakajima and Kanai, 2000; St-Onge et al., 2004, 2012). The combined evidence from 
sedimentology, tests of synchroneity, stra  graphic correla  on, and analysis of non-earth-
quake triggers can be used to develop a reliable earthquake record for submarine fault 
zones, in some cases (Adams, 1990; Karlin and Abella, 1992, 1996; Karlin et al., 2004; 
Moernaut et al., 2007; Drab et al., 2012; Goldfi nger et al., 2012; Gràcia et al., 2012; 
Pouderoux et al., 2012; Barnes et al., 2013; Smith et al., 2013).

In this paper, we describe our ini  al results from a submarine paleoseismic inves  ga  on 
conducted off shore of Sumatra in the region of the 26 December 2004 Mw 9.2 earth-
quake (Ishii et al., 2005; Subarya et al., 2006; Chlieh et al., 2007; Stein and Okal, 2007). 
We introduce the geologic se   ng and our ra  onale for examining the stra  graphic 
record for evidence of earthquakes, or the lack thereof. Building on an ini  al examina-
 on of styles of sediment transport (Pa  on et al., 2013), we closely examine the marine 

turbidite stra  graphy and event  ming to test for the possibility of regional synchronous 
deposi  on during earthquakes. 

2-1.1 Sumatra Andaman Subduc  on Zone Plate Boundary Seismicity

The December 26, 2004, Mw ~9.2 earthquake that struck Sumatra and the Andaman 
- Nicobar Islands (e.g., Park et al., 2005), resulted in a tsunami that inundated coastal 
communi  es around the Indian Ocean, killing over 220,000 people. This earthquake was 
followed by the Mw 8.7 Nias earthquake in March, 2005 (e.g., Hsu et al., 2006; Briggs et 
al., 2006), and by further earthquakes in 2007 (e.g., Konca et al., 2008) and 2010 (New-
man et al., 2011). These earthquakes all ruptured sec  ons of the megathrust between 
the subduc  ng India-Australia plate and the overriding Burma-Sunda microplate (Fig. 
2-1), and they appear to cons  tute a repea  ng rupture series (Sieh et al. 2008). The 
2004 and 2005 events were the fi rst great subduc  on earthquakes in this region to be 
analyzed using advanced seismological and geode  c techniques.

Historic SASZ earthquakes in the 2004 rupture zone (Chhibber, H. 1934; Bilham, 2005; 
Malik et al., 2011: 1679, 1762, 1847, 1881, and 1941) were much smaller (magnitude < 
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Figure 2-1. Plate-Tectonic Se   ng. SRTM bathymetry and topography is in 
shaded relief and colored vs. eleva  on (Smith and Sandwell, 1997).The India-
Australia plate subducts northeastwardly beneath the Sunda plate (part of 
Eurasia) at modern rates (GPS velocity based on Nuvel-1A; Bock et al., 2003; 
Subarya et al., 2006): India/Australia are black vectors and Australia/Asia are 
orange vectors. Historic ruptures (Bilham, 2005; Malik et al., 2011) are plo  ed 
in grey, with years of rupture in white. Paleotsunami and paleoearthquake 
sites are plo  ed in green and labeled with a le  er: a (Rajendran et al., 2007), b 
(Rajendran et al., 2007), c (Grand-Pre et al., 2008), d (Monecke wet al., 2008), 
e in purple (Meltzner et al., 2010), f (Jankaew et al., 2008), g (Rajendran et al., 
2008), h (Nair et al, 2010), I (Rhodes et al., 2011), j (Malik et al., 2011). RR0705 
cores are plo  ed in orange, SO-002 cores are plo  ed in yellow (Sumner et 
al., 2013). The loca  on of Fig. 2-3 and Fig. S 2-2 is shown as a black rectangle. 
Bengal and Nicobar fans cover structures of the India-Australia plate in the 
northern part of the map, are delimited on their southern boundary with 
dashed black lines (Stow et al., 1990).The 2004 and 2005 earthquake epicenters 
are plo  ed.
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8.0) than the 2004 earthquake (Fig. 2-1). Historic earthquakes further south along the 
margin were also generally of smaller magnitude, north to south: 2002 M = 7.3, 1861 M 
= 8.6, 1907 M = 7.6, 1984 M = 7.9, 1935 M = 7.7, 1797 M = ~8.6, 1833 M = ~9; 2000 M = 
7.9; 2007 M = 8.4, 7.9; 2009 M = 7.5; 2010 M = 7.8 (Newcomb and McCann, 1987; Rivera 
et al., 2002; Abercrombie et al., 2003; Natawidjaja et al., 2006; Konca et al., 2008; Bo-
thara, 2010; Kanamori et al., 2010; Philibosian et al., 2012). Recent inves  ga  ons of sec-
ondary evidence le   behind by tsunami as sand sheets in northern Sumatra (Monecke et 
al, 2007), Thailand (Jankaew et al., 2008), and the Andaman-Nicobar (A-N) Islands (Ra-
jendran et al., 2008), along with coral microatoll evidence (Meltzner et al., 2010; 2012; 
Philibosian et al., 2012) suggest the penul  mate subduc  on zone earthquake most likely 
occurred 500-700 years ago, and an ante-penul  mate earthquake/tsunami in Sumatra 

(Monecke et al, 2007; Rajendran et al., 2008), the Andaman and Nicobar Islands (Ra-
jendran et al., 2008), and India (Rajendran, 2007) likely occurred ~ 900-1,200 years ago. 
These ini  al studies suggested that recurrence of Mw>8 earthquakes is about half a mil-
lennia within the past 1,200 years.

The southern 2004 rupture was centered beneath a ~150 km-wide forearc plateau which 
contrasts with the typical wedge structure of many accre  onary margins (Moore and 
Karig 1980; Henstock et al., 2006; Fisher et al., 2007). The rupture ini  ated near Simeulue 
Island, and propagated up-dip and northwestward at 2-2.5 km/sec (e.g., Ammon et al., 
2005; Ishii et al., 2005; Chlieh et al., 2007; their Figs. 1, 3). Moment release appears to 
have been concentrated in three main patches that were captured in nearly all inversion 
models (Ni et al., 2005; Tolstoy and Bohnens  ehl, 2006; Ishi et al., 2008; Chlieh et al., 
2007). Off shore N Sumatra, the loca  on of the greatest seismic moment release (e.g., Am-
mon et al., 2005), the rupture propagated rela  vely far seaward beneath a large part of 
the forearc plateau/prism, and was not focused beneath the forearc basins as suggested 
by some recent models (Wells et al., 2003; Song and Simons, 2003). In contrast, slip dur-
ing the 2005 rupture was concentrated beneath the forearc islands and did not propagate 
co-seismically beneath the seaward-tapered wedge. Velocity strengthening slip occurred 
up- and down-dip post-seismically over the next few months (Hsu et al., 2006).

2-1.2 Physiography of the Sumatra Andaman Subduc  on Zone 

 The Sumatra Andaman subduc  on zone (SASZ) is formed by the Indo-Australia plate 
subduc  ng 50-70 mm per year at ~N30E beneath the Burma microplate of Eurasia (Fig. 
2-1; Bock et al., 2003; Subarya et al., 2007). Con  nental margin morphology in western 
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Sumatra is dominated by the upper plate structure of a Ter  ary and Quaternary accre-
 onary prism with structural highs and forearc basins (Karig et al., 1980; Fisher et al., 

2007). Fold and thrust belt topography forms longitudinal, discon  nuously linked basins 
that can be either isolated, or drain to the trench. Canyon systems tend to be short and 
drainage catchments are rela  vely small, limi  ng the poten  al areal extent of source 
areas for turbidity currents (Graindorge et al., 2008). 

The absence of trench-parallel channel systems off shore Sumatra is likely due to the low 
late-Pleistocene sedimenta  on rate and the interrup  on of the trench by subduc  ng 
features.  Southward transport in the trench is thought to be cut-off  from Himalaya de-
rived sediment by a large landslide at 14° north (Moore et al., 1976) and the intersec  on 
of the ninety-east ridge with the subduc  on zone trench (Fig. 2-1). The outer forearc is 
isolated from northern Sumatra terrestrial sediment sources by the broad, unfi lled Aceh 
forearc basin (Matson and Moore, 1992). 

The trench deepens southward from 4.5 km to 6.5 km, from 5° N to 7° S, and is fi lled 
with sediment several km thick in the north from the Nicobar fan, par  ally burying lower 
plate structures that trend across the trench (Dean et al., 2008; Graindorge et al., 2008). 
The outer forearc is sedimentologically isolated from northern Sumatra by the longitu-
dinal forearc basin, which is comprised of the Aceh, Simeulue, Nias, Pini, Siberut, and 
Bengkulu Neogene forearc sub-basins (Sieh et al., 2000; Susilohadi et al., 2005). Sedi-
ment input from the off shore islands of Simeulue, Nias, and Siberut Island is possible for 
some basins in the central and southern Sumatra outer margin. Lack of input from the 
forearc basin and from northern sediment sources results in recent sediment starva  on, 
thus the abyssal seafl oor topography is dominated by trench sub-parallel bending mo-
ment normal faults and north-striking fracture zones. Topography is controlled largely by 
the blocks of sediment up to 4 km thick (Bandopadhyay and Bandopadhyay, 1999; Fisher 
et al., 2007) upli  ed from the Indo-Australia plate (likely by duplexing of the accre  on-
ary complex) to form the upper part of the accre  onary prism and marginal plateau 
(Fisher et al., 2007; Mosher et al., 2008; Gulick et al., 2011). Through-going submarine 
canyon systems are absent, but short canyon systems linking some basins in short paths 
through the outer slope to the trench exist (Pa  on et al., 2013, their Fig. 1). Many basins 
do not drain to the trench and have an expanded Holocene sec  on (e.g. Lamb et al., 
2006). Outer forearc canyon systems have channels only on the fl anks of the lower slope 
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and these channels die out in the trench, trending to the south, within ten’s of km from 
the canyon mouths. This morphology controls turbidite channel fl ow within the trench, 
which is possibly unmixed and dominated by proximal sedimentary processes (Pa  on et 
al., 2013). 

2-1.3 Turbidite Paleoseismology and Ra  onale as Applied to the Northern 
Sumatran Margin

Paleoseismology is the study of evidence for past earthquakes. Primary evidence of past 
earthquakes generally involves the iden  fi ca  on of sedimentary deposits (including 
soils) that have been off set by fault rupture, typically found in an excava  on of ground 
across the fault (McCalpin, 2009). Secondary evidence of past earthquakes is interpreted 
from sedimentary deposits that contain evidence of the fault mo  on from an earth-
quake (Atwater and Hemphill-Haley, 1997; Goldfi nger, 2009). The paleoseismology of 
subduc  on zone faults is primarily based on secondary evidence because the subduc  on 
zone fault is located in the submarine se   ng, where fault trenching is not yet possible. 
Examples of secondary evidence for subduc  on zone earthquakes include tsunami de-
posits (Hemphill-Haley, 1995), buried marsh soils (Atwater, 1987), landslides (Wilson and 
Keefer, 1985; Schulz et al., 2012)), and turbidites (Goldfi nger et al, 2003). 

Paleoseismicity in lacustrine and marine environments has been tested and applied in 
numerous locali  es globally, under a variety of condi  ons of climate, sedimenta  on rate, 
subaqueous se   ng: Lake Baikal (Lees et al., 1998 a, b), Ecuador (Ratzov, et al., 2010), 
Iberian margin (Gràcia et al., 2010), Chile (Moernaut et al., 2007), Kumano trough, Japan 

(Shirai et al., 2010), Lake Washington, Washington (Karlin et al., 1992, 1996, 2004), Lake 
Tahoe, California (Karlin et al., 2004), Okinawa trough, Japan (Huh et al., 2004, 2006), 
central Switzerland (Monecke et al., 2006), Saguenay Fiord, Canada (Syvitski et al., 1996; 
St-Onge et al., 2004), Canadian arc  c (Grantz et al., 1996), Kuril trench (Noda et al, 2008), 
Lake Biwa, Japan (Shiki 2000), southern margin Japan (Abdeldayem et al., 2008), Casca-
dia (Goldfi nger et al., 2003; 2012; Pastor et al., 2009, 2012; Enkin et al., 2013; Blaise-Ste-
vens et al., 2011), the Northern San Andreas fault in California (Goldfi nger et al., 2003; 
2008); south and south-central Chile (Moernaut et al, 2007; Van Daele et al., 2013), Gulf 
of California (Gonzalez-Yajimovich et al., 2007), the Santa Barbara basin (Gorsline et al., 
2000), Lake Biwa (Inouchi et al., 1996), eastern Japan Sea (Nakajima, 2000), and Marma-
ra Sea (Sari and Çağatay, 2006). 
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Earthquakes are well known as subaerial landslide triggers, with a possible minimum 
triggering earthquake magnitude of M ~ 5 (Keeper, 1984). Landslide density is found to 
be greater in areas of stronger ground accelera  on (Meunier et al, 2007). Earthquake 
magnitude thresholds for submarine landslides are less well constrained than subaerial 
landslides (M~ 7.1 in Cascadia, Goldfi nger et al., 2012, 2013 a; M = 7.4 in Japan, Naka-
jima and Kanai, 2000; M = 7.3 in northern California/Cascadia, Wilson and Keefer, 1985; 
Rollins and Stein, 2010; M = 5.2 in Venezuela, Lorenzoni et al, 2012), probably because 
the evidence of minimum values is largely lacking. Earthquakes are posed as one of the 
dominant submarine landslide triggers (Ross, 1971; Almagor and Wiseman, 1977; Hamp-
ton et al., 1978, 1996; Masson et al., 2006), with most historic examples a  ributed to 
ground accelera  ons from earthquakes (Mosher et al., 2010). 

Submarine landslides may transform into turbidity currents that leave behind deposits 
called turbidites (Morgenstern, 1967; Stow and Bowen, 1980; Felix and Peakall, 2006); 
known as seismoturbidites or seismites when earthquake triggered. Turbidity currents 
are turbulence driven (autosuspension) sediment rich gravity fl ows (Bouma, 1962; 
Middleton, 1967; Kneller and Buckee, 2000). The sedimentary sequence of an individual 
deposit refl ects the  me-history of deposi  on from the turbidity current as it passes a 
sedimentary deposi  onal se   ng (Baas et al., 2004). In other words, the ver  cal struc-
ture of a turbidite is a sampling of the longitudinal velocity and density structure of 
the causal turbidity current (Lowe, 1982; Kneller and McCaff rey, 2003). Early assump-
 ons were that turbidity currents are the result of a single impulse of sediment into the 

system, and that mul  ple fi ning upward sequences were due to erosion of later currents 
into younger ones (Ericson, 1952; Kneller and McCaff rey, 2003). More recent studies 
have revealed that some  mes the input of sediment into the turbidity current was not 
singular, but was likely formed from a heterogeneous (with  me) fl ux of sediment (Lowe, 
1982; Piper et al., 1999; Nakajima and Kanai, 2000, Kneller and McCaff rey, 2003; Gold-
fi nger et al., 2008; 2012 a; Pastor et al., 2012). For this and other reasons, it is diffi  cult to 
interpret the physical components of a turbidite based on a single or a few cores with-
out having core data sampled from upstream and downstream within the same channel 
system (Kneller, 1995), and within mul  ple systems in the case of regionally triggered 
mul  ple currents. 

Adams (1990) and Goldfi nger et al. (2003, 2012 a) suggest eight plausible triggering 
mechanisms for turbidity currents: 1) storm wave loads, 2) earthquake loads, 3) tsu-
nami wave loads (local or distant), 4) sediment loads, 5) hyperpycnal fl ows, 6) volcanic 
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explosions, 7) submarine landslides, and 8) bolide impacts. In addi  on to these triggers, 
 dal bo  om currents may be included in this list (Thomson et al., 2010). Of the possible 

landslide triggers listed by Adams (1990), Sultan et al. (2004), and Goldfi nger et al. (2010, 
2012 a), only bolide impacts, hyperpycnal fl ows,  des, wave loads, gas hydrate destabili-
za  on, and earthquakes can directly trigger submarine landslides, as other phenomena 
may simply precondi  on the slope for failure (Goldfi nger et al., 2012 a). This subset of 
triggers can be evaluated in terms of plausibility, expected frequency, sedimentology, 
aerial extent, and correspondence to other evidence onshore, and other factors. Some 
suggest turbidite structure is evidence that autocyclic forcing dominates turbidite de-
posi  on (Kneller and McCaff rey, 2003; Dennielou et al., 2006), but they do not consider 
a longitudinal change in sediment fl ux within the turbidity current. Others suggest that 
the allocyclic forcing of turbidity currents is preserved in the turbidite structure because 
the current fl ows were triggered by a shared source, possibly due to earthquakes (Morey 
and Goldfi nger, 2004; Garret et al., 2011, Goldfi nger et al., 2011, 2012 b). Amalgama  on 
is posed as an indicator that the turbidites were deposited from mul  ple turbidity cur-
rents, merging and forming a longitudinal structure refl ected in the deposit (Nakajima 
and Kanai, 2000), possibly from mul  ple slides on slopes. In Lake Biwa, Nakajima and 
Kanai (2000) conclude these mul  ple pulses are the results of synchronous triggering 
of mul  ple parts of the canyon system. It is likely a combina  on of mul  ple factors. The 
turbidite correla  ons in Sumatra are in some part based on the correla  on of shared 
turbidite structures between cores (Goldfi nger et al., 2012 a; Pa  on et al., 2013). Gold-
fi nger et al. (2003, 2007, 2008, 2012 a) and Morey and Goldfi nger (2004) a  ribute a 
seismogenic trigger to Cascadia turbidity currents through stra  graphic correla  on of 
turbidites with shared sedimentary structures (i.e. “fi ngerprints”), supported by a frame-
work of deposi  onally constrained radiocarbon ages and rela  ve age tests, demonstrat-
ing that they represent synchronous deposi  on (Goldfi nger et al., 2012; 2013 b).

The study of turbidite paleoseismology is the most well developed for the Cascadia sub-
duc  on zone (CSZ; Goldfi nger et al., 2012 a, 2013 a). The seminal work of Adams (1990) 
used a tephra datum (Mazama Ash, approx. 7.7 ka; Bacon, 1983; Zdanowicz et al., 1999; 
Klug et al., 2002; Bacon and 2006) and a confl uence of separate channels to constrain 
the number of turbidites above the tephra in each core (confl uence test; Adams, 1990), 
and is in part the basis of the original case for seismogenic triggering of these turbidity 
currents. What also contributed to the success of the work in Cascadia was the extensive 
research done on both the turbidite systems off shore, and the terrestrial paleoseismol-
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ogy in the region, which provided a chronologic framework with which to compare with 
the submarine results. While others inferred that the CSZ was seismogenic (Adams, 
1984), Atwater (1987) found the fi rst evidence of paleodeforma  on related to subduc-
 on zone earthquakes along the CSZ in the form of sand sheets overlying coseismically 

subsided inter  dal deposits. Therea  er, more evidence of paleodeforma  on, paleotsu-
nami, and paleoliquefac  on was found and compiled into a large catalog of paleoseismic 
events that had varia  ons in space and  me (Petersen and Madin, 1997; Obermeier et 
al., 2000; Kelsey et al., 2002; Leonard et al., 2004; Kelsey et al., 2005; Nelson et al., 2006; 
Goldfi nger et al., 2008; 2012). Onshore, it was not possible to directly correlate stra  -
graphic evidence from site-to-site because the terrestrial sedimentary evidence was dis-
con  nuous between sites north to south (Nelson et al., 2006). It was not un  l the sub-
marine record was developed that the spa  otemporal linkages could be made between 
off shore sites, and with less certainty, to the exis  ng terrestrial records (Goldfi nger et 
al., 2008, 2012 a; Wi  er et al., 2011, 2013). Unfortunately such an extensive terrestrial 
record for past earthquakes is not well developed for the SASZ.

In this paper we test the plausibility of a seismogenic trigger as a source for the ob-
served turbidite stra  graphy in northern Sumatra primarily by 1) using tests for synchro-
nous triggering of sedimentologically isolated turbidite systems and 2) using sedimen-
tologic characteris  cs (e.g. structure) of the turbidites. We apply both tests to aid in 
discrimina  on between seismic and non-seismic trigger sources. Radiocarbon age es  -
mates provide constraints to help link turbidite stra  graphy between mul  ple sites and 
provide independent tests of our correla  ons. Our ra  onale was to seek sites that were 
sedimentologically isolated from terrestrial sediment sources and from each other, re-
ducing the list of poten  al turbidity current triggers to just earthquakes and self-failures. 
With the problem reduced to this simpler case, if turbidites can be correlated between 
sites separated by a large distance or that are isolated from each other, synchronous 
triggering can be inferred. Individual linkages are commonly subject to the uncertain  es 
in radiometric age control and interpreta  on, thus a large number of sites is preferred in 
order to help overcome these problems and construct tests for synchroneity. While sec-
ondary evidence, if synchronous deposi  on over a wide areal extent is supported by the 
suite of temporal and spa  al criteria, and most or all other triggering mechanisms are 
unlikely, then seismogenic origin is the most likely mechanism (Goldfi nger et al., 2003, 
2008, 2012; Shiki, 2000; Gorsline et al., 2000; Nakajima, 2000; Shiki et al., 2000). 
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2-2.0 Methods

We used primarily 10 cm piston and gravity coring as the primary methods to collect 
turbidite stra  graphy, supplemented with Kasten-, box-, and mul  -cores (the la  er two 
are used to sample the sediment-water interface and the upper-most units with minimal 
disturbance). 20 cm square Kasten cores are useful as they provide a larger volume of 
sediment from which volume restricted age samples (CaCO3 foraminiferid tests) are col-
lected.  

2-2.1 Site Selec  on and Coring

As in all geologic and paleoseismic inves  ga  ons, selec  ng the best sites is cri  cal. We 
use con  nental margin physiography to narrow the selec  on of sites to those most 
likely to preserve seismoturbidites, while excluding as many other sources as possible. 
We located core sites that would be most likely to preserve stra  graphy with deposits 
that have the greatest dynamic range in par  cle size (texture) above the background 
sediment par  cle size or density. With a large dynamic range in texture, the dis  nc  on 
between hemipelagic mud and turbidite sediment is enhanced, important for calcula  ng 
background sedimenta  on rates and sampling for age control. A large dynamic range in 
texture also helps with stra  graphic correla  on, discussed below. Core sites that are too 
distal have turbidites with very li  le varia  on in density and par  cle size (Kneller and 
McCaff rey, 2003), making it diffi  cult to characterize the structure of any given deposit. 
Distal sites in an un-channelized se   ng may fade very rapidly from local sources (Nelson 
et al., 1986; Baas et al., 2004, 2005; Johnson et al., 2005; Goldfi nger et al., 2012 a; Pat-
ton et al., 2013). Conversely, core sites that are too proximal are commonly dominated 
by a series of amalgamated debrites (Bouma, 2004), making interpreta  on problema  c. 

Our ra  onale for selec  ng core sites also considers issues of age control, sedimentary 
isola  on, and geospa  al relevance to historic and prehistoric fault segments. We select 
core sites in slope basins due to the absence of usable radiocarbon material in cores 
collected in the trench. Another benefi t of these slope basin core sites is that they typi-
cally have isolated submarine landslide source areas. On the other hand, this is a disad-
vantage for paleoseismology as most coring sites are therefore more proximal to their 
source which may result in noisier and less dis  nguishable sedimentary structure that is 
more diffi  cult to compare from site to site. 
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We a  empt to correlate strata between slope basin and trench cores in order to provide 
age control to the trench stra  graphy. Ini  ally we focus our correla  ons on the basin-ba-
sin correla  ons since the radiocarbon is one of the most powerful independent tests of 
our correla  ons. The absence of long trench-parallel channel systems in Sumatra howev-
er, lends to the poten  al that a given turbidity current will not travel a suffi  cient distance 
along the trench axis, and thus confound its associa  on with a given earthquake by its 
spa  al extent and posi  on alone. 

We are not only interested in developing a chronology of earthquakes along this subduc-
 on zone, but we are also interested in inves  ga  ng the spa  al limits to past earthquake 

ruptures. Because recent earthquakes exhibit segmenta  on, we adopt these segments 
to help us locate core sites, allowing us to test the idea that there may be some perma-
nence to them. While this premise was untested in 2007, it has subsequently been sup-
ported by onshore paleoseismic work (Jankaew et al., 2008; Monecke et al., 2008; Sieh 
et al., 2008; Fujino et al., 2009; Meltzner et al., 2010, 2012; Dura et al., 2011; Philibosian 
et al., 2012). We choose core sites that are within these historic and recent prehistoric 
segments, as well as at the segment boundaries. Since the eff ects of earthquakes taper 
rapidly with distance from the fault slip (deforma  on: Natawidjaja et al., 2004, 2006; 
Meltzner et al., 2006, 2010, 2012; Sieh et al., 2008; Philibosian et al. 2012; ground shak-
ing: Arias, 1970; Keefer, 1984; Wilson and Keefer, 1985; Wilson, 1993; Campbell, 1997; 
Kayen et al., 1997; Youngs et al., 1997; Atkinson and Boore, 2003, 2011; Travasarou et 
al., 2003; Sorensen et al., 2007; Boore and Atkinson, 2008; Zhao et al., 2012), the sedi-
mentary evidences of these earthquakes may also be spa  ally limited. Sites that receive 
sedimentary input that has been transported in the trench would violate the spa  al 
limit premise. But in some cases, with sites that have basements with higher underly-
ing seismic veloci  es, may not taper so rapidly (Jibson and Harp, 2012). Cores that are 
near segment boundaries may be diffi  cult to correlate because they may either have 
diminished sedimentary records (deposits with lower dynamic range of density or lesser 
developed structure) or have records from the overlapping fault segments (possibly for 
larger magnitude earthquakes). Trench cores are more likely to include records from 
adjacent slip regions since the trench may transport these turbidity currents, while the 
slope cores are less likely due to their smaller source areas and shorter transport paths 
parallel to the margin. Our ini  al correla  ons have been focused on cores within each of 
these fault segments and this is the fi rst paper in a series; focusing primarily on evidence 
in the region of the 2004 SASZ earthquake in this paper.
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Mul  beam mapping was essen  al to evaluate the physiographic se   ng for the relevant 
sedimentary systems. Mul  beam bathymetry and backsca  er data were collected with 
the Kongsberg EM-120 system on the R/V Roger Revelle, and edited on board using “MB-
System” so that coring sites could be chosen in real-  me (RR0705 Superquakes07 Cruise 
Report h  p://www.ac  vetectonics.coas.oregonstate.edu/sumatra/report/index.html). 
Prior to the cruise, exis  ng bathymetric data were compiled. Sumatra bathymetry was 
collected by expedi  ons lead by: Japanese (R/V Natsushima: Japan Agency for Marine 
Earth-Science and Technology, Jamstec), United Kingdom (HMS Sco  : UK Royal Navy and 
Southampton Oceanography Centre, NOCS), French (R/V Marion Dufresne: Ifremer), and 
German (R/V Sonne: Federal Ins  tute for Geosciences and Natural Resources, BGR) ships 
and shared u  lizing a coopera  ve agreement with these interna  onal ins  tu  ons and 
the Indonesian Government (Agency for the Assessment and Applica  on of Technology, 
BPPT), without which, our coring study would not have been possible (Henstock et al., 
2006; Ladage et al., 2006). The EM 120 has a depth resolu  on of 10, 20, and 40 cm, for 
pulse lengths of 2, 5, and 15 milliseconds, and covers depth ranges from 20 to 11,000 
meters. A  er edi  ng the raw data, we visualized and rendered the bathymetric data us-
ing Fledermaus and ArcGIS so  ware applica  ons in order to plan for poten  al core sites.

We extensively used 3.5 kHz Compressed High Intensity Radar Pulse (CHIRP) seismic pro-
fi les of the shallow sub-bo  om to survey Holocene turbidites stra  graphy in trench and 
slope basins to aid in core site selec  on. We used a Knudsen 320BR, (FM CHIRP mode 
typically sweeping 2 to 6 kHz) at full bandwidth and data rate. These lines were heave-
corrected in real  me using the ships PosMV320. We post-processed the data using Sioseis 
(h  p://sioseis.ucsd.edu/sioseis.html; Henkart, 2011) using band pass fi ltering, mu  ng, and 
a heave fi ltering algorithm. Digital correla  on processing of the CHIRP signal reduces the 
eff ec  ve frequency, improving the signal to noise ra  o and boos  ng the eff ec  ve ver  cal 
resolu  on to ~25 cm, degraded somewhat by off -axis “sca  erers,” vessel mo  on, and the 
water column. In addi  on to the u  lity of developing a poten  al core site, these seismic 
refl ec  on data can reveal the con  nuity (or lack thereof) of repeated local turbidite sedi-
menta  on, local faul  ng, and mass was  ng deposits both within and between sites. 

A  er we selected a core site, we typically deployed a 6.66 cm diameter gravity corer. 
This core was used as a reconnaissance tool due to the higher velocity that the core 
can be deployed to the sea fl oor (100 meters per minute, versus 40 meters per minute 
for larger diameter cores). For sites where good turbidite stra  graphy was found, we 
then deployed a 10.14 cm diameter Piston-Trigger core pair. Due to equipment failures 
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(sheave bearings below deck were incapacitated due to high temperatures near the 
equator), piston cores were mostly deployed on a rail-road track constructed from spare 
parts, from the stern deck with the stern A-frame. This confi gura  on limited the length 
of the piston corer to two core sec  ons (2 X 10’), with a maximum coring depth of 6.09 
m (20’). Trigger cores had a maximum coring depth of 3.05 m (10’). The 1,000 to 2,200 
kg weight stand (a  ached to the piston corer) drives the piston core into the seafl oor 
with greater velocity than the trigger corer (possibly eroding surface sediment from the 
sea fl oor), thus some core tops are lost from the piston, but not the trigger nor mul  -
cores. Kasten and Box cores tend to collect the uppermost sediments because of their 
large aerial extent.

All cores were scanned for geophysical proper  es (mul   sensor core logging (MCSL) 
including: gamma density, low resolu  on magne  c suscep  bility (MS) using a loop sen-
sor, p-wave velocity, and resis  vity) and then split lengthwise and imaged with a Geo-
Tek high-resolu  on line-scan camera, and fi nally described on lithostra  graphic data 
sheets. Subsequently, high-resolu  on point magne  c suscep  bility data were collected 
from each core using a point sensor (Bar  ngton MS2E high-resolu  on surface sensor) 
at 0.5 or 1 cm intervals. Following the cruise, cores were then scanned with Computed 
Tomographic X-ray techniques (CT scans) using a Toshiba Aquilion 64-slice Computed 
Tomography (CT) unit at 0.5 mm voxel resolu  on. CT data also provide densostra  -
graphic informa  on (down-core varia  on in density) when CT imagery is used for down-
core line-scan analysis. CT data permit a refi ned view of the strata and the eff ect of core 
disturbance, while gamma and magne  c data refl ect signals that average these eff ects 
over a ver  cal distance related to the amount that the sediment is disturbed ver  cally. 
Grain size analysis was done using laser diff rac  on par  cle size measurements using a 
Beckman-Coulter LS 13 -320 laser counter (Blo   and Pye, 2006) with a Fraunhofer based 
Polariza  on Intensity Diff eren  al Sca  ering (PIDS) op  cal model. Par  cle size analyses 
are limited to a size range of 0.040 μm to 2,000 μm. In a limited number of cores we 
collected down-core X-ray Fluorescence (XRF) measurements and superconduc  ng rock 
magnetometer measurements of remnant magne  za  on. 210Pb and 137Cs isotopic analy-
ses, and Accelerator Mass Spectrometry (AMS) 14C radiocarbon analyses were performed 
for age control. We also conducted Neutron Ac  va  on Analysis (NAA) on a Mul   Core, 
seeking evidence of short-lived radionuclides and isotope chemistry. Core geophysical 
methods and radiometric age analyses are further summarized in Appendix S 2-1.
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2-2.2 Age Control

Age control for stra  graphy is provided by Accelerator Mass Spectrometer (AMS) 14C, 
137Cs, and 210Pb radiometric techniques. 14C data is based on decay with a half-life of 
5,730 years and is useful for strata up to ~50,000 years old (Stuiver and Polach, 1977; 
Stuiver and Braziunas, 1993; Hughen et al., 2004; Fairbanks et al., 2005; Reimer et al., 
2009, 2013). 210Pb data, based on a shorter half-life of 22.3 years (Noller, 2000; Faure and 
Mensing, 2005), provides informa  on about sedimentary deposi  on for the past ~150 
years. 137Cs data, based on the half-life of 30.17 years (Faure and Mensing, 2005), but 
may have a shorter eff ec  ve half -life closer to a decade (Robinson et al., 2003). 137Cs 
age data can reveal the  ming of sedimenta  on a  er 1954 (Robbins et al, 1978). We use 
210Pb and 137Cs age data to constrain the  ming of deposi  on for the most recently de-
posited sediments. While 210Pb and 137Cs have similar half-lives, 210Pb input is con  nuous, 
while 137Cs input was episodic (Faure and Mensing, 2005). The peak input for 137Cs was 
during 1962/1963 as a result of fallout from above-ground nuclear tes  ng. Nuclear ac-
cidents, like Chernobyl, are an addi  onal source of 137Cs (Faure and Mensing, 2005). 137Cs 
has been detected in seawater (Alam et l., 1996) and sediments (Michels et al, 2003) in 
the northern Bay of Bengal.

In order to evaluate the  ming of the possible 2004 turbidite with radiometric tech-
niques, we collected sediment samples below the turbidite at 1 cm spacing. 210Pb sam-
ples were prepared and analyzed using methods developed by Guillaume St. Onge at 
Ins  tut des sciences de la mer de Rimouski (Flynn, 1968; St. Onge, 2004; Levesque et al., 
2006). 137Cs samples were prepared and analyzed using methods developed by Robert 
Wheatcro   at Oregon State University (Gilmore and Hemingway, 1995; Wheatcro   and 
Summerfi eld, 2005).

To es  mate ages of the turbidites using radiocarbon, we extract the calcium carbonate 
tests of plank  c foraminifers preserved in the hemipelagic sediment below each turbi-
dite to provide a maximum limi  ng age. We u  lize plank  c foraminiferid species as they 
most closely represent the age of the youngest sea water, the surface water that is most 
closely in 14C equilibrium with the atmosphere. We sample below each turbidite because 
this is the sediment closest in age to the turbidite. We typically do not use the age of the 
sediment above the turbidite because the boundary between the top of the turbidite tail 
and the overlying hemipelagic sediment is diffi  cult to iden  fy reliably, and bioturba  on 
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is also concentrated at this boundary. These methods are also outlined in Goldfi nger et 
al. (2012 a).

Sources of sampling error include basal erosion, sediment deforma  on from coring, 
diff erences in stra  graphic thickness between cores, bioturba  on, etc. Some of these 
factors cannot be evaluated readily because of the coring induced deforma  on of stra  -
graphic thickness and sedimentary structure (aleatory uncertainty: how well do the 
sediment cores represent the real sedimentary thicknesses). Bioturba  on is diffi  cult to 
evaluate as a factor controlling age es  mates because we do not have mul  ple cores in 
a single loca  on that have both bioturbated sedimentary sec  on and non bioturbated 
sedimentary sec  on. Erosion can be es  mated in some cases (Goldfi nger et al., 2012), 
but the tests require mul  ple cores at a site, and thus we are unable to test this fac-
tor due to the lack of mul  ple cores at most sites. We a  empted to es  mate erosion, 
but the cores that were collected in close proximity (<10 km) were not good candidates 
because some cores had poor turbidite structure, highly bioturbated sediment, or 
extensive coring deforma  on. These confounding factors made it diffi  cult to dis  nguish 
hemipelagic sediment from turbidi  c sediment, to interpret the stra  graphic contacts/
boundaries between these deposit types, and to es  mate stra  graphic thicknesses for 
more than one core at any core site.

Other sources of uncertainty include factors that aff ect some of our assump  ons re-
garding how well the sediment age actually represents the  me of deposi  on for the 
turbidite. Sources of this type of epistemic uncertainty include changes in the age of the 
surfi cial sea water at the  me of deposi  on, changes in carbon export to the seafl oor 
(rate of foraminiferid sedimenta  on), changes in species distribu  on through  me, etc. 
Changes of the age of seawater can be aff ected by upwelling, bringing older water to the 
surface, making the sediment appear older in radiocarbon years. If carbon fl ux to the 
seafl oor increases during the  me the sample represents, the age determina  on would 
be biased to an age represen  ng the higher carbon fl ux (this would change the concen-
tra  on of forams per unit volume of sediment, biasing the age towards the  me that had 
a higher concentra  on of foraminiferid tests). If the species distribu  on changes through 
 me, if deeper shallow water species might dominate, the age of the sediment would 

be older. We do not have suffi  cient data to evaluate nor test these sources of aleatoric 
uncertainty.
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Sediment samples were removed from the cores while avoiding the 0.5 cm of mate-
rial nearest the core walls to avoid visible or undetected deforma  on and fric  on drag 
along the core walls. In some cases, highly irregular turbidite bases resulted in sampling 
an interval below the basal irregulari  es. We corrected these ages by subtrac  ng the 
 me represented by the sediment “gap.” Hemipelagic sediment samples were freeze 

dried to separate clay par  cles to improve rinsing through a sieve, washed in a dilute 
Calgontm (sodium hexametaphosphate) solu  on to keep the fi ne par  cles in suspension, 
sieved through a 125 μm stainless steel sieve, then dried in a warm oven. Typically 25-50 
individual plank  c foraminifers (depending on size and mass) are iden  fi ed and removed 
from this dried > 125 μm size frac  on using a fi ne sable brush moistened with dis  lled 
water. Foraminiferal sample ages are determined using Accelerator Mass Spectrometry 
(AMS) methods at the Keck AMS facility at University of California, Irvine in collabora  on 
with John Southon.

Radiocarbon age repor  ng follows a set of standards (Stuiver and Polach, 1977). “Lab” 
radiocarbon ages are reported in years before present (BP, measured from 1950) with 
a two standard devia  on lab error (Stuiver et al, 1998). We used OxCal V 4.2.3 to cali-
brate 14C ages (Stuiver and Braziunes, 1993; Bronk Ramsey, 2009; Reimer et al., 2013). 
We applied a marine reservoir correc  on to account for the marine reservoir for marine 
radiocarbon samples. In addi  on to the global marine reservoir, we apply an addi  onal 
regional correc  on (∆R) of 16±11 years using the IntCal13 and Marine13 databases 

(Reimer et al., 2013). Only two ∆R values are available for the Sumatra area and these 
(like nearly all ∆R values globally) are based on latest Holocene ages (located north of 
Sumatra and south of Sumatra). While constraints are few for this correc  on and do not 
extend far into the past, we are correla  ng marine sites to other nearby marine sites, so 
the local correla  ons are likely valid (absolute ages will contain addi  onal uncertainty). 
We used a sedimenta  on rate based age model which allows es  ma  on of turbidite em-
placement ages, accoun  ng for gaps between the sample and turbidite base. We propa-
gated all uncertain  es using root mean square (RMS) calcula  ons using es  mates of the 
uncertain  es at each step. This calcula  on included the lab uncertain  es, and resulted 
in the fi nal reported 95.4% error range for each radiocarbon age (see OxCal code Table S 
2-1). We use a moving average hemipelagic sedimenta  on rate (see Appendix S 2-1 for 
a more detailed descrip  on). This calcula  on includes the lab uncertain  es and yields 
the fi nal reported 95.4% error range for each radiocarbon age. No lab mul  pliers were 
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applied to the data because labs now include the uncertainty in their results that was 
previously accounted for by the lab mul  plier (Sco   et al., 2003; Goldfi nger et al., 2012 
a).

We construct a series of OxCal age models to incorporate stra  graphic informa  on into 
the age calibra  ons. OxCal uses Bayesian sta  s  cs to incorporate prior informa  on (e.g. 
stra  graphic or age progressive informa  on) into the age calibra  ons (Bayes and Price, 
1763; Bronk Ramsey, 2008). OxCal age models are constructed with two components: 
the model structure (priors) and the age measurements (likelihood). Because age depo-
si  onal models o  en have many independent parameters, OxCal uses Markov Chain 
Monte Carlo (MCMC) simula  ons to sample age distribu  ons and generate a fi nal distri-
bu  on (Bronk Ramsey, 2009). We also build our OxCal age models with nested func  ons, 
such as the “Combine” func  on (discussed below).

For our OxCal age models, we use two deposi  onal models: Sequence and P_Sequence 
(Bronk Ramsey, 2009). The “Sequence” model considers the stra  graphic order (super-
posi  on) of the ages. The “P_Sequence” model considers the stra  graphic order and the 
rela  ve stra  graphic depth. We use the P_Sequence model for age calibra  ons within 
cores because we can make es  mates of stra  graphic depth within a core. Because the 
rela  ve depths are diff erent between cores (due to diff erences in hemipelagic sedimen-
ta  on rates and sampling errors), we cannot use P_Sequence, so we use the Sequence 
model. 

For the P_Sequence model, we constrain the depth by using the hemipelagic depth for 
the samples (Bronk Ramsey, 2009). Because turbidites represent instantaneous changes 
in sedimenta  on rate, they do not refl ect the long term sedimenta  on rate between 
turbidite emplacements. For this reason, we remove the depth associated with the 
turbidite thicknesses. We also use the OxCal “Date” func  on to generate synthe  c ages 
for the bases of turbidites that have no direct radiocarbon age sample (Bronk Ramsey, 
2001).

For our Sequence age model (Bronk Ramsey, 2009), we use ages from all slope cores in 
the region of the 2004 SASZ earthquake. There are three ways in which we es  mate the 
age of the correlated turbidites: single ages, combined ages, and synthe  c ages. Some 
correlated turbidites have only a single radiocarbon age determina  on and this is the 
age we include in our model. For correlated turbidites that have mul  ple ages, we use 
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the OxCal “Combine” func  on (Bronk Ramsey, 2001). We use our stra  graphic correla-
 ons to determine which lab ages to consider for all age Combines. The Combine func-
 on takes the lab age Gaussian distribu  ons and combines these distribu  ons prior to 

calibra  on. OxCal performs tests to evaluate how well the combined ages fi t their com-
bined age distribu  ons. Below we discuss ways in which we discriminate ages that do 
not pass these tests of best fi t. The results of these tests are included in the log fi le (Ap-
pendix S 2-1). As with the P_Sequence model, for turbidites that do not have radiocar-
bon age determina  ons, we generate synthe  c ages with the OxCal “Date” command. 

We also provide temporal limits to the posterior age distribu  ons with the OxCal 
“Boundary” func  on (Bronk Ramsey, 2008, 2009), a “prior.” We place a Boundary at the 
“beginning” of the model (oldest) so that the modeled age determina  on for the earli-
est age does not signifi cantly extend into the past. We place a boundary and the “end” 
of the model (youngest) because the sediment cannot be younger than 2007, the year 
the sediment was collected. We use these boundary func  ons in the P_Sequence and 
Sequence age models.

The Combine func  on calculates a chi-squared test to determine if the sampled ages 
represent the same age popula  on. For each Combine, a T value is given and a thresh-
old value is given. If the T value rises above the threshold value, the Combine fails the 
chi-squared test. The Combine func  on also calculates agreement indices, as described 
below. While this is simply an analy  cal test that ignores geologic variability, it remains a 
useful fi lter in the absence of other prior informa  on. 

The P_Sequence and Sequence analyses, as well as Combine func  ons, use MCMC simu-
la  ons to determine the degree to which the prior model agrees with the observa  ons 
(in terms of likelihoods) with the agreement indices, A, Acomb, Amodel, and Aoverall. “A” iden  -
fi es which samples do not agree with the model. Acomb tests whether the distribu  ons 
can be combined. Amodel tests to see if the model can be used given the ages used in 
the model. Aoverall is a product of the other agreement indices. In order to pass, OxCal 
agreement indices should be over 60% (Bronk Ramsey, 2008) which represents the area 
of overlap of the PDF’s. We adopt these criteria in our age models.

When age combines fail the chi-squared and agreement index tests, we remove outli-
ers manually as an itera  ve process. We fi rst include all ages for correlated strata. When 
tests fail, we examine the geologic context and remove the most probable outlier un-
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 l all tests pass. We begin with the ages that have the lowest agreement index or are 
clearly older outliers.

2-2.3 Lithostra  graphic Correla  on

We use integrated stra  graphic correla  on techniques, including visual lithostra  graphic 
descrip  on (color, texture, and structure, etc.), CT image analysis, and lithostra  graphic 
log correla  on of MSCL geophysical data (Fukuma, 1998; Karlin et al., 2004; Abdeldayem 
et al., 2004; St-Onge et al., 2004; Hagstrum et al., 2004; Waldmann et al., 2011) to cor-
relate turbidites based on the turbidite “architecture” (Amy and Talling, 2006). Stra  -
graphic correla  on using geophysical signatures represen  ng ver  cal turbidite structure 
is a primary tool for tes  ng individual deposits for their areal extent, a signifi cant part of 
the criteria used to discriminate seismoturbidites from other possible types. Down-core 
geophysical proper  es for individual turbidites are refl ec  ons of the ver  cal grain size 
distribu  on of the bed (Kneller and McCaff rey, 2003; Amy et al, 2005; Goldfi nger et al., 
2012 a). Goldfi nger et al. (2012 a) call the shape of the down-core geophysical proper-
 es for a deposit the “fi ngerprint” for that deposit. We verifi ed the effi  cacy of this proxy 

for the Sumatra lithologies with par  cle size analysis (cores 96 and 55; Fig. 2-2). Oth-
ers have found that individual turbidite structure, as refl ected by grain size proxies, can 
be uniquely formed for individual turbidites and can be used to trace individual beds 
between sites (Amy et al., 2005; Amy and Talling, 2006; Goldfi nger et al., 2012 a). Tur-
bidites at diff erent loca  ons, that share a common “fi ngerprint” in this way, may share 
a similar sequence of sediment stra  graphy. Core geophysical data are plo  ed versus 
depth le   to right (gamma density, CT density, PMS, MS). Core par  cle size data are 
plo  ed versus depth le   to right (Mean, Median, Mode, and d10; d10 is the par  cle size 
that 90% of the par  cles are larger). Also, for this core alone, we plot resis  vity (RES, in 
Ohms) versus depth. Local maxima in par  cle size data match with local maxima in the 
geophysical data.  

The most sensi  ve criteria for correla  ng fi ne grained turbidites (which may not be 
visible to the naked eye) is the density profi le (Inouchi et al., 1996), which we augment 
with very high resolu  on CT density profi les and 3-D CT imagery. Density and magne  c 
suscep  bility tend to co-vary with par  cle size; larger par  cles and magne  c minerals 
are generally denser. An excep  on to this are tephras, while they have larger MS values, 
they are not denser than the over- or under-lying hemipelagites. The other MSCL data, 
p-wave velocity, was less eff ec  ve because the sensors do not make suffi  cient contact 
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Figure 2-2. Par  cle Size Proxies. Core geophysical data are compared with par  cle size 
data for cores A. 96PC and B. 55PC. Plo  ed for each core, from le   to right, are RGB 
imagery, CT imagery, gamma density (g/cc , grams per cubic cm in light blue), CT density 
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with the core liner, so there are large gaps and excursions in the data. Resis  vity shows 
a longer wavelength response to the sedimentary structure than the other geophysical 
data, so we do not use this proxy.

Lithostra  graphic correla  on techniques have been used to correlate stra  graphic units 
since the 1960’s (Prell, 1986; Lovlie and Van Veen, 1995). In detail these “fi ngerprints” 
represent the  me-history of deposi  on of the turbidite and in several cases linked to 
plate boundary earthquakes, have been shown to correlate between independent sites 
separated by large distances and deposi  onal se   ngs (Goldfi nger et al., 2008, 2013). 
The turbidite itself is commonly composed of single or mul  ple coarse frac  on fi ning 
upward stacked units termed “pulses”. The rarity of a fi ne tail (Bouma Td and Te; Bouma, 
1962) or subsequent hemipelagic sediment between pulses indicates there is commonly 
li  le or no temporal separa  on between units. The lack of temporal separa  on of the 
pulses in Cascadia has been inferred to represent deposi  on over minutes to hours, and 
thus most likely represent sub-units of a single turbidite (Goldfi nger et al., 2012 a). We 
combine all these correla  on tools when possible. The more tools we use successfully 
for a certain correla  on makes that correla  on more certain.

2-3.0 Results

The Sumatra slope and trench physiography results in trench segments that are isolated 
from each other and commonly from isolated slope basins, and therefore off ers op-
portuni  es to compare the stra  graphic sequences in sites that have unique sediment 
sources. The basins and trench segments are fed by small canyons that have limited 
drainage areas on the slope and form small fan/aprons. Slope sites used in this study 
include cores 109, 108, 104, 103, 102, 97, 96, and 95, which all have isolated sediment 
sources. In the trench, cores 03, 05, 107, 105, 99, 98, and 94 receive sediment from 
both upstream (“up trench”) in the trench and downslope transport from the con  nen-
tal slope (Pa  on et al., 2013). Fig. 2-3 shows the source and possible fl ow rela  ons for 
these cores. 

We placed core sites in both trench loca  ons and con  nental slope basin loca  ons. Core 
loca  ons are given in Table 2-1 and shown in Figs. 2-1, 3; S 2-2. The slope basin sites are 
necessary because all trench cores are deeper than the CCD, nega  ng the trench sites’ 
usefulness in providing radiocarbon age control. Fig. 2-3 shows core data for cores 108, 
105, 104, 103, and 96 (all regional cores are shown in Fig. S 2-2). The light-grey (in CT im-
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Core Name Degrees
N

Degrees
E

Water
Depth (m)

Core
Length

(m)
RR0705-03TC 4.5365° 92.9339° 4,483 1.91
RR0705-03PC 4.5365° 92.9339° 4,483 2.73
RR0705-05TC 4.4804° 92.9267° 4,498 0.91
RR0705-05PC 4.4804° 92.9267° 4,498 3.08
RR0705-16GC 3.2866° 94.0353° 1,911 1.95
RR0705-18GC 3.2761° 94.0198° 1,820 3.14
RR0705-55PC -4.5197° 100.2131° 6,046 2.61
RR0705-88TC 1.3115° 96.2635° 5,197 0.91
RR0705-88PC 1.3115° 96.2635° 5,197 4.71
RR0705-90MC 1.52° 96.3793° 3,836 0.14
RR0705-93TC 1.7209° 95.8124° 5,040 1.20
RR0705-93PC 1.7209° 95.8124° 5,040 4.92
RR0705-94PC 2.1242° 95.051° 4,918 3.81
RR0705-95PC 2.8745° 94.2061° 3,418 2.23
RR0705-96TC 2.9336° 94.139° 3,410 1.33
RR0705-96PC 2.9336° 94.139° 3,410 4.40
RR0705-97MC 2.9336° 94.139° 3,412 0.68
RR0705-98TC 2.6921° 94.1° 3,410 1.22
RR0705-98PC 2.6921° 94.1° 3,410 4.77
RR0705-102MC 3.6051° 93.6315° 3,073 0.22
RR0705-103TC 3.6051° 93.6315° 3,073 1.63
RR0705-103PC 3.6051° 93.6315° 3,073 4.74
RR0705-104TC 3.8716° 93.4747° 3,476 1.92
RR0705-104PC 3.8716° 93.4747° 3,476 4.58
RR0705-105TC 4.0787° 93.181° 4,486 0.55
RR0705-105PC 4.0787° 93.181° 4,486 2.75
RR0705-107TC 4.327° 92.9177° 4,518 1.79
RR0705-107PC 4.327° 92.9177° 4,518 0.81
RR0705-108TC 4.6598° 93.1428° 2,959 1.28
RR0705-108PC 4.6598° 93.1428° 2,959 3.70
RR0705-109MC 4.6598° 93.1428° 2,959 0.06

TABLE 2-1. CORE LOCATION COORDINATES AND 
CORE INFORMATION

agery) sand bases of turbidites are easily iden  fi ed and MSCL maxima in gamma density 
and magne  c suscep  bility correlate well with the CT density maxima. 

The lithostra  graphy in the northern Sumatra slope and trench cores is dominated by 
turbidites interbedded with massive hemipelagic mud and less common tephras. Biotur-
ba  on is common and core-induced deforma  on is observed in some cores. Turbidites 
are composed of coarse silt to coarse sand bases, with fi ning upward sand and silt to clay 
sub-units, addi  onally slope cores have abundant forams. The coarse frac  on is com-
posed of mica and quartz grains with rare mafi cs, consistent with a Himalayan source of 
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core depth in meters. Intermediate contours of 3,475 m and 3,080 m depict the shape 
of the basins. E. Core 105 is plo  ed with the core depth in meters. F. Core 98 is plo  ed 
with the core depth in meters. G. Core 94 is plo  ed with the core depth in meters. H. 
Five principle cores that we use in our correla  ons and age models are plo  ed versus 
depth in cm. MSCL core geophysical data are plo  ed (gamma density, CT density, point 
magne  c suscep  bility, from le   to right) and CT imagery displays lower density material 
in darker grey and higher density material in lighter grey. Slope cores are labeled in 
light blue; trench cores are labeled in dark blue. 14C ages are reported in calendar years 
before present (cal yr BP; 1950). Grey rectangles refer to Fig. 2-8. 
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Figure 2-4. Turbidite Division Classifi ca  on. A. Bouma (1962) and van der Lingen 
(1969) turbidite structure classifi ca  on for fi ne grained turbidites is dra  ed on the le  . 
Divisions are designated by le  ers A through F, typically designated with a preceding “T.” 
Stow (1977) and Piper (1978) turbidite structure classifi ca  on system for fi ne grained 
turbidites is dra  ed on the right. Piper (1978) divisions are designated by E and F le  ers. 
Stow (1977) divisions are designated with “T-#.” Both Stow and Piper divisions fi t within 
the Bouma Te division. B. Turbidites in cores 96PC and 108PC are plo  ed with turbidite 
division systems in displayed in A. Plo  ed from le   to right are gamma density, CT 

the accre  ng Bengal and Nicobar fans (Stow et al, 1990). Basal turbidite sub-units are 
composed of primarily foraminiferal hash in some piggyback basin cores. Sand sub-
units commonly range in thickness from 0.5 to ~20 cm, are parallel laminated and cross 
laminated, and commonly underlie massive sand beds. Finer material is composed of silt 
to clay sized par  cles (Fig. 2-4). 0.5- to 10.5-cm thick primary tephras are rare and can 
be correlated between sites using electron microprobe and laser abla  on ICPMS data 

(Salisbury et al, 2010, 2012). Similar turbidite stra  graphy is found in all slope basins 
(cores 108, 104, 103, and 96) and trench sites (cores 107, 105, 98, and 94), spanning 350 
km along strike.

We describe the turbidite structure in the RR0705 cores using Bouma (1962), van der 
Lingen (1969), Stow (1977), and Piper (1978) fi ne grained classifi ca  on system divisions 
and label the sedimentary layers according to these systems (Stow, 1985; Fig. 2-4A). A 
complete Bouma sequence (Bouma, 1962) would comprise superposed divisions Ta, Tb, 
Tc, Td, Te, and F. Stow and Piper divisions fi t within the Bouma division Te, in superposed 
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Sample Number
Lab Sample 

Number * Sample Name
Core 

Number
Depth 
(cm)

Lab Age † 

(yrs)
Lab Age 

Error
Cal. Age § 

(yrs)
Cal. Age 

Error
Hemi Sed 

Rate (cm ka-1)#
Sed Rate 

Error
SUM-172 76995 RR0705_108TC_020_022_SUM-172 108TC 21 1930 20 1410 70 16 2
SUM-080 65294 RR0705_108PC_039_041_SUM-080 108PC 40 2020 20 1460 90 16 2
SUM-081 65295 RR0705_108PC_132.5_134.5_SUM-081 108PC 133.5 3040 20 2950 40 12 1
SUM-083 65296 RR0705_108PC_156_158_SUM-083 108PC 157 3500 20 3360 70 12 1
SUM-046 54321 RR0705_108PC_175_177_SUM-046 108PC 176 4070 20 3870 40 7 1
SUM-194 76996 RR0705_108PC_194_196_SUM-194 108PC 195 4340 20 4430 60 15 2
SUM-045 54320 RR0705_108PC_212.5_214.5_SUM-045 108PC 213.5 4630 20 4830 60 18 2
SUM-042 54303 RR0705_108PC_257_259_SUM-042 108PC 256 4840 20 5240 40 15 2
SUM-044 54305 RR0705_108PC_290.5_292.5_SUM-044 108PC 291.5 5950 20 6350 50 11 1
SUM-043 54304 RR0705_108PC_312.5_314.5_SUM-043 108PC 313.5 6120 20 6610 50 7 1
SUM-041 54302 RR0705_108PC_330_332_SUM-041 108PC 331 6690 30 7180 70 4 0
SUM-195 77247 RR0705_108PC_345_347_SUM-195 108PC 346 7180 20 7590 60 4 0
SUM-176 77107 RR0705_104TC_011_013_SUM-176 104TC 12 710 20 310 70 2.7 0
SUM-175 77106 RR0705_104TC_047.5_049.5_SUM-175 104TC 48.5 1220 20 750 80 2.7 0
SUM-060 65529 RR0705_104PC_049.5_051.5_SUM-060 104PC 50.5 1070 20 580 70 10 1
SUM-062 54325 RR0705_104PC_067.5_069.5_SUM-062 104PC 68.25 1270 20 840 50 10 1
SUM-061 65530 RR0705_104PC_122_124_SUM-061 104PC 123 1630 50 1050 70 10 1
SUM-082 65531 RR0705_104PC_158_160_SUM-082 104PC 159 2040 20 1520 60 10 1
SUM-115 65532 RR0705_104PC_207_209_SUM-115 104PC 208 2420 220 1860 100 10 1
SUM-235 107807 RR0705_104PC_326_328_SUM-235 104PC 327 3000 40 2840 110 30 3
SUM-177 76991 RR0705_103TC_012.5_014.5_SUM-177 103TC 13.5 1310 20 820 80 2 0
SUM-178 76992 RR0705_103TC_036_038_SUM-178 103TC 37 1890 20 1380 70 3 0
SUM-179 76993 RR0705_103TC_039_041_SUM-179 103TC 40 2070 20 1650 60 3 0
SUM-180 76994 RR0705_103TC_079_081_SUM-180 103TC 79.5 2990 20 2740 60 3 0
SUM-084 65297 RR0705_103PC_020_022_SUM-084 103PC 21 1230 20 850 50 11 1
SUM-054 54323 RR0705_103PC_049_051_SUM-054 103PC 50 1940 30 1510 80 21 2
SUM-085 65298 RR0705_103PC_092_094_SUM-085 103PC 93 2710 20 2380 70 11 1
SUM-055 54324 RR0705_103PC_111_113_SUM-055 103PC 112 2990 20 2720 40 8 1
SUM-087 65299 RR0705_103PC_174_176_SUM-087 103PC 175 3930 20 3930 70 11 1
SUM-050 54306 RR0705_103PC_209_211_SUM-050 103PC 210 4360 20 4420 50 11 1
SUM-052 54322 RR0705_103PC_277_279_SUM-052 103PC 278 5100 20 5540 30 16 2
SUM-053 65528 RR0705_103PC_300.5_302.5_SUM-053 103PC 301.5 5360 30 5660 50 13 1
SUM-224 107805 RR0705_103PC_324_326_SUM-224 103PC 325 5580 30 6090 70 17 2
SUM-249 117616 RR0705_102MC_065_075_SUM-249 102MC 7 460 20 50 60 NA NA
SUM-227 107808 RR0705_96PC_206_208_SUM-227 96PC 207 480 20 110 120 6 1
SUM-228 107806 RR0705_96PC_222_224_SUM-228 96PC 223 1150 20 560 20 14 1
SUM-089 65300 RR0705_96PC_287.5_289.5_SUM-089 96PC 288.5 1490 20 1020 50 19 2
SUM-090 65301 RR0705_96PC_374_376_SUM-090 96PC 375 2120 20 1650 70 28 3
SUM-232 107809 RR0705_96PC_399_401_SUM-232 96PC 400 2410 20 2100 160 26 3
SUM-199 80463 RR0705_18GC_000_001_SUM-199 18GC 0.5 3850 20 3780 80 0.9 0
SUM-200 80464 RR0705_18GC_020_021_SUM-200 18GC 20.5 12180 30 13600 150 1.4 0
SUM-201 80465 RR0705_18GC_040_041_SUM-201 18GC 40.5 15380 30 18250 270 1.9 0
SUM-249 107821 RR0705_16GC_005_007 _SUM-249 16GC 6 2800 20 2500 130 3.5 0
SUM-250 107822 RR0705_16GC_021_022_SUM-250 16GC 21.5 8800 30 9430 60 2.4 0
SUM-251 107823 RR0705_16GC_041_042_SUM-251 16GC 41.5 17740 80 20630 420 1.2 0

TABLE 2-2. RADIOCARBON AGE RESULTS FOR AGES ANALYZED IN THE 2004 SASZ EARTHQUAKE REGION

# Hemipelagic sedimentation rate is calculated from dividing unit thickness by the calibrated age.
- Radiocarbon concentrations are given as fractions of the  Modern standard, D 14C, and conventional radiocarbon age, following the conventions of Stuiver and Polach 1.
- Size-dependent sample preparation backgrounds have been subtracted, based on measurements of 14C-free calcite.

- All results have been corrected for isotopic fractionation according to the conventions of Stuiver and Polach 1, with 13C values measured on prepared graphite using the AMS spectrometer. These 
can differ from 13C of the original material, if fractionation ocurred during sample graphitization or the AMS measurement, and are not shown.

* Radiocarbon samples were analyzed at the Keck Carbon Cycle Accelerator Mass Spectroscopy Facility at Earth System Science Dept., UC Irvine.
† Lab-reported age errors reported to 2 standard deviations and are reported in radiocarbon years.

§ Calibrated age ranges before A. D. 1950 according to Stuiver and Reimer 2 calculated using marine reserevior correction and regional delta R offset ( R = 16); errors are reported to 95.4% error. 
Ages are eported in calendar years.

order, E1, E2, E3 or T0, T1, T2, T3, T4, T5, T6, T7, and T8. Not every turbidite has a com-
plete sequence of either system of structural divisions. 

We show typical turbidites, some mul  -pulse, from cores 96PC and 108PC in Fig. 2-4B. 
Mul  -pulse turbidites may have superposed and repeated divisions (e.g. core 108 312-
294 cm: Tc-d, Td, Tc, T3, T6, T7) or just superposed divisions (e.g. core 108 291-280 cm: 
Td, T3, T4, T7). All mul  -pulse turbidites have mul  ple maxima in the geophysical data 
(commonly refl ec  ng grain size varia  ons) that correspond to the structural divisions. 

Forty-fi ve radiocarbon ages and thirty-seven 210Pb samples were analyzed for the cores 
within the 2004 SASZ earthquake region. Table 2-2 lists the 14C ages used in our OxCal 
age models and includes the lab age (in radiocarbon years), calibrated age (in calendar 
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years before present, 1950 AD), and the moving average sedimenta  on rate for that 
sample. The sample name is a compila  on of the cruise name, the core number and 
type, the sample interval (in cm), and the sample number. We use the sample name in 
OxCal to track core and stra  graphic informa  on through the age modeling. Synthe  c 
ages generated with P_Sequence age models are designated by gray labels in Fig. 2-3. 
Calibrated ages are plo  ed in core fi gures and are used to establish the framework for 
lithostra  graphic correla  on. We found no age inversions (where older ages superpose 
younger ages) in these age data that span the middle to late Holocene. Three ages from 
two cores (16GC and 18GC) extend into the latest Pleistocene at depths of approxi-
mately 20 cm, resul  ng in low sedimenta  on rates. We discuss the results and itera  ve 
processes for the age models in the discussion sec  on.

2-3.1 Surfi cial Turbidite in the 2004 Rupture Zone

The uppermost turbidite in fi  een cores (01GC, 05TC, 26GC, 88TC, 93TC, 94PC, 95PC, 
96PC/TC, 97MC, 99MC, 102MC, 104PC/TC, 107PC, 108PC/TC, and 109MC; Appendix S 
2-2, S 2-6), shares common characteris  cs of recent deposi  on based on the lithostra  -
graphic descrip  ons, radiometric age es  mates, and rela  ve age evalua  ons. We here 
present the basis for our correla  on of the deposits in these cores. Five cores do not 
appear to contain a complete deposit and just have the base (01, 26, 104, 107, and 108). 
It is not possible to evaluate the completeness of the sec  on in six cores due to coring 
deforma  on (05, 88, 93, 94, and 109). One core set has a complete deposit when the 
cores 96PC, 96TC, and 97MC are combined. Sediment in 96PC and 96TC is deformed 
and compressed in places, so it is diffi  cult to assess the true thickness of the turbidite in 
these cores. Core 102MC may also have the en  re turbidite sec  on, though in a thinner 
deposit (approximately 6 cm thick; Appendix S 2-2). 

We use core 96 for our discussion of the sedimentologic characteris  cs because it is 
probably complete and has the most expanded sec  on of this deposit, though many 
of these sedimentologic quali  es (e.g. the unconsolidated “soupy” nature of the up-
permost turbidite) are shared in all fi  een cores. We scale the TC to the PC based on 
common stra  graphic contacts, resul  ng in an es  mated thickness of 308 cm (Fig. 2-5). 
We could not determine if 97MC included sediment missing from the top of 96TC, so 
we did not use this core to add to our es  mate of the thickness. Core 96 is located in 
an enclosed basin (Fig. 2-5E) and has an extensive record of the uppermost turbidite as 
revealed by CHIRP seismic data collected in a cross-basin transect (Fig. 2-5 E, F). In this 
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Figure 2-5. RR0705-96PC Core, Site, and Seismologic Record. What is possibly the 2004 
turbidite is displayed in this fi gure from cores 96PC and 96TC, plo  ed as a composite 
core. A. From le   to right, mean grain size (μm, log scale), point magne  c suscep  bility 
(ms, SI X 10-5), gamma density (g/cc), CT density (greyscale digital number), RGB imagery, 
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(lithologic log), texture, and the lithologic notes are plo  ed vs. depth. B. Detailed 
turbidite structure based on CT imagery. From le   to right: i. CT imagery uninterpreted, 
ii. CT imagery interpreted, iii. turbidite structure interpreta  on, iv. turbidite structure 
division classifi ca  on; v. turbidite structure descrip  on. C. Results from smear slide 
based ver  cal biostra  graphic transects for core 96PC. Percent biogenic and percent 
lithologic are plo  ed vs. depth in m. D. The mean, minimum, and maximum par  cle 
size distribu  on for sediments collected within the uppermost turbidite (in purple) and 
within hemipelagic sediments underlying the uppermost turbidite (in green) are plo  ed. 
These are compared with the combined distribu  ons (in blue). E. Core sites 96 and 95 
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of N45E. The lighter brown line and lighter blue polygon designates a possible thick 
turbidite, the uppermost tail of which is at the base of core 96PC.

Fig. 2-5 cont.
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core the uppermost turbidite is described as soupy and water laden (lithologic notes, 
120 cm, 170 cm; Fig. 2-5). The water content was so high that, during shipboard litho-
logic descrip  on, care was required to prevent the sediment from pouring out of the 
core. The refl ec  vity of the RGB image is consistent with these observa  ons (the wet 
sediment is shiny, especially no  ceable between 5 and 10 cm). The uppermost sedimen-
tary deposit consists of a mul  -pulse, upward fi ning, quartz-mica, medium sand to silty-
clay, turbidite. The turbidite has three main pulses, with addi  onal smaller pulses, as 
evidenced in the par  cle size, CT density, gamma density, CT imagery, and sedimentary 
texture data (Fig 2-5 A). The three main pulses are resolvable in these seismic refl ec  on 
data (blue dots, Fig. 2-5 F).We classify the turbidite structures (Fig 2-5 A, B) with the 
same system as in Fig. 2-4 A. There is li  le to no bioturba  on, possibly indica  ng mini-
mal post-deposi  onal  me before collec  on (Fornes et al., 2001). There is no oxida  on 
in the surfi cial sediment, which may also indicate rela  ve post-deposi  onal  me (Sayles 
et al., 1994; Mar  n and Sayles, 2003); oxida  on of surfi cial sediments can take months 
to a few years (Sayles et al., 1994; Mar  n and Sayles, 2003). Foraminifera are absent in 
surfi cial sediment in this and other cores, indica  ng that a probable lack of hemipelagic 
sediment at the surface. We see no evidence of  hemipelagic material in cores 94, 96, 
97, 99, 102, nor 109, while cores 01, 05, 26, 88, 93, 95, 99, 104, 107, and 108 are likely 
missing their tops and off er no constraint on the presence of hemipelagic sediment at 
the surface (Fig. S 2-2). 

The base of the turbidite has some interes  ng characteris  cs that may reveal details 
about the nature of deposi  on (erosional vs. deposi  onal) and length of  me of deposi-
 on (rapid or slow). The lowermost lamina  ons include embedded mud clasts, possibly 

of the underlying sediment. The basal contact of the turbidite shows further evidence of 
erosion, that the turbidite intruded sediment into the underlying mud. The shape of the 
basal contact also suggests the turbidite loaded the mud (pushed downwards, deform-
ing the upper contact of the underlying mud).

Remarkably, the CT density of the coarse sec  on of the 102MC uppermost turbidite 
is quite similar to the geophysical data from core 96PC (Fig. 2-3). In the trench, down-
trench and south of the 2004 earthquake slip zone, cores 88TC and 93TC contain turbi-
dites that also appear to have similar geophysical fi ngerprints to that found in core 96PC.
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2-3.1.1 Age Constraints 

We describe the results of our tests of deposi  onal  ming with absolute age (radiomet-
ric) and rela  ve age (bioturba  on, oxida  on, and biostra  graphy). We did not sample 
cores 108 and 104 because the CT imagery shows evidence of erosion and stra  graphic 
disturbance (making it diffi  cult to determine what sediment to sample). Core 96PC and 
core 102MC were be  er candidates, but there remains a thin turbidite between the age 
sample and the uppermost turbidite in core 96. Age determina  ons and calibra  ons for 
these two cores are given in Table 2-3. We report the lab age, the simple calibrated age 
(only a gap correc  on age model), the Sequence age (age model for within the core for 
96PC), and the P_Sequence model (a second age model for within the core for 96PC). 
102MC is not a candidate for a P_Sequence model because there is only one age sample 
for this core. Lab ages are reported to 2 sigma error and calibrated ages are reported to 
95.4% error. The simple calibrated age is not constrained by any priors, other than the 
correc  on for the thickness of the overlying hemipelagic sediment. The Sequence age is 
only slightly more well constrained with the “priors” of stra  graphic order and the coring 
date age boundary. The age calibra  on that includes the most amount of “prior” infor-
ma  on is the P_Sequence age, including stra  graphic posi  on as well as stra  graphic 
order. The stra  graphic thickness “prior” constraint is responsible for the short  me 
span (error range in years).

We do not prefer any age model of any other, but all their error ranges span the year 
2004. The BC/AD age ranges for these three models are 1980 ± 60, 1950 ± 60, and 2010 
± 10 years. The simple calibra  on and sequence age models for core 102MC result in 
slightly older ages. The 102MC age models include a gap correc  on, so if the sedimenta-
 on rate is slightly underes  mated, the age results would be older.

We use the exponen  al decay of 210Pb ac  vity with depth, and in the presence/absence 
of 137Cs, indica  ve of deposi  on since 1954, to evaluate the  ming of deposi  on for 
these uppermost sediments. Sediment from cores 94PC and 105PC were analyzed for 
210Pb and 137Cs ac  vity using gamma coun  ng (system described in the Methods sec  on). 
Results are plo  ed in Table 2-4 A and Fig. 2-6. Sediment from cores 96PC, 96TC, and 
102MC were analyzed for 210Pb ac  vity using the other gamma coun  ng system de-

Core Sample Name
Lab
Age Error

Calibrated
Age Error

Sequence
Age Error

P_Sequence
Age Error

96PC RR0705_96PC_206_208_SUM-227 480 20 -30 60 0 60 -60 10
102MC RR0705_102MC_065_075_SUM-249 460 20 40 40 50 60 na na

TABLE 2-3. RADIOCARBON AGES UNDERLYING THE UPPERMOST TURBIDITE IN CORES 96 AND 102.
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Sample Number* Sample ID † 210Pb (dpm/g) Error
Depth
(cm)

RR0705-96PC
7169 PR0705-96 PC 22-23 7.93 0.26 222.5
7170 PR0705-96 PC 23-24 7.30 0.24 223.5
7171 PR0705-96 PC 24-25 10.37 0.34 224.5
7172 PR0705-96 PC 25-26 11.22 0.36 225.5
7173 PR0705-96 PC 26-27 8.99 0.30 226.5
7174 PR0705-96 PC 27-28 4.31 0.15 227.5
7175 PR0705-96 PC 28-29 3.97 0.13 228.5
7176 PR0705-96 PC 29-30 6.08 0.21 229.5
7177 PR0705-96 PC 30-31 2.46 0.09 230.5

RR0705-96TC
7240 PR0705-96 TC 126-127 4.55 0.19 126.5
7241 PR0705-96 TC 127-128 4.62 0.19 127.5
7242 PR0705-96 TC 128-129 4.21 0.18 128.5
7243 PR0705-96 TC 129-130 4.20 0.18 129.5

Sample Number* Sample ID † 210Pb (dpm/g) Error
Depth
(cm)

RR0705-96PC
7169 PR0705-96 PC 22-23 7.93 0.26 222.5
7170 PR0705-96 PC 23-24 7.30 0.24 223.5
7171 PR0705-96 PC 24-25 10.37 0.34 224.5
7172 PR0705-96 PC 25-26 11.22 0.36 225.5
7173 PR0705-96 PC 26-27 8.99 0.30 226.5
7174 PR0705-96 PC 27-28 4.31 0.15 227.5
7175 PR0705-96 PC 28-29 3.97 0.13 228.5
7176 PR0705-96 PC 29-30 6.08 0.21 229.5
7177 PR0705-96 PC 30-31 2.46 0.09 230.5

RR0705-96TC
7240 PR0705-96 TC 126-127 4.55 0.19 126.5
7241 PR0705-96 TC 127-128 4.62 0.19 127.5
7242 PR0705-96 TC 128-129 4.21 0.18 128.5
7243 PR0705-96 TC 129-130 4.20 0.18 129.5

RR0705-102MC
7254 PR0705-102 MC 6-7 17.00 0.58 5.5
7253 PR0705-102 MC 7-8 14.01 0.49 6.5
7252 PR0705-102 MC 8-9 6.64 0.24 7.5
7251 PR0705-102 MC 9-10 4.51 0.16 8.5
7250 PR0705-102 MC 10-11 5.53 0.23 9.5
7249 PR0705-102 MC 11-12 5.42 0.22 10.5
7248 PR0705-102 MC 12-13 2.76 0.12 11.5
7247 PR0705-102 MC 13-14 2.47 0.12 12.5
7246 PR0705-102 MC 14-15 2.77 0.13 13.5
7245 PR0705-102 MC 15-16 2.39 0.12 14.5
7244 PR0705-102 MC 16-17 2.53 0.12 15.5

TABLE 2-4 A. 210Pb RESULTS FOR CORES 96PC AND 96TC

TABLE 2-4 B. 210Pb RESULTS FOR CORES 96PC, 96TC, and 102MC
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Figure 2-6. 210Pb age data and Possible 2004 Deposit Core Loca  on Map. A. Analy  cal 
results are plo  ed for cores 90MC, 94PC, 96PC, 96TC, and 105TC. 210Pb decay per minute 
are plo  ed vs. depth with blue dots, alongside core data. Regressions are plo  ed for 
some cores. Core data include core depth (cm), CT imagery, turbidite structure, and 
sedimentary texture. 14C ages are listed in cal yr BP with 95.4% error. Gray shaded ages 
are es  mates based on our P_Sequence age model, discussed in the text. 14C sample 
loca  ons are outlined in dashed red lines. B. Map showing the cores that contain a 
deposit that may have resulted following the 2004 SASZ earthquake. Cores with a 
possible 2004 seismoturbidite are plo  ed in light orange and labeled with the ocean 
depth at the core site. Core 90MC, with a possible 2005 seismoturbidite, is plo  ed in 
dark orange.
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scribed in the Methods sec  on. Results are plo  ed in Table 2-4 B and Fig. 2-6. No 137Cs 
ac  vity was measured in core 94PC nor core 105PC.

Each of the fi ve sampling sequences show evidence of excess 210Pb ac  vity underlying 
the uppermost turbidite in these cores, indica  ng deposi  on at least within the past 
150 years. The spacing of samples in 94PC and 105TC were located simply to test for 
presence or absence. Both cores show evidence of recent deposi  on. We improved our 
sampling strategy for analyzing the age in 96PC, 96TC, and 102MC by sampling directly 
beneath the turbidites in depth-adjacent sample loca  ons. 96 and 102 show exponen  al 
decay, but 96TC does not, sugges  ng the sediment in 96TC is very young and probably 
mixed. 

2-3.2 Regional Lithostra  graphy within the 2004 Rupture Zone

Regional correla  ons of turbidites in our cores are made with integrated stra  graphic 
correla  on techniques. First we present some correla  on results that are strongly sup-
ported by our methods. These more robust correla  ons are stronger since they sa  sfy 
more criteria including stra  graphic order (superposi  on), matching sequences of 
geophysical property signals (fi ngerprints), etc., and are supported by radiometric age 
analyses. Then we present the results of our core to core correla  ons in detail. We men-
 on the correla  ons that are not as robust, if they sa  sfy fewer criteria. Reasons for this 

may be due to a poor stra  graphic record (coring sediment deforma  on, bioturba  on, 
small dynamic range in par  cle size/density), lack of radiometric ages (e.g. trench cores), 
lack of actual correla  on, or some other reason. Finally we present the results of our age 
calibra  ons and age modeling.

In Fig. 2-7 we show the compila  on of twenty-eight beds we infer to be regionally 
correlated turbidites, with  e line thickness related to correla  on certainty. Of these 
twenty-eight, 13 to 17 are found in core 108, 22 in core 105, 25 in core 104, 25 in core 
103, and 16 to 17 in core 96PC. The three factors that most support our correla  ons are 
that these turbidites are in similar stra  graphic sequence, many have shared fi ngerprints 
with dis  nc  ve details, and they have consistent underlying radiocarbon ages. The more 
unique the signature, the more able we are able to correlate and more highly we weight 
that correla  on. The superposi  on and sequence of these deposits with unique signa-
tures provides boundary condi  ons within cores, between cores (PC and TC pairs), and 
between core sites. Fig. 2-7 shows that the strongest correlated beds include regional 
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turbidites T-1, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 13, 16, 19, 21, and 25 (boldest  e lines). We next pres-
ent several groups of these well-correlated turbidites, T-4 and T-5, T-5 through T-7, and 
T-15 through T-18 in cores 105, 104, 103, and 96. Examples of these correla  ons are 
detailed in Fig. 2-8 and Fig. 2-9. 

We here describe the correla  ons for three turbidite sequences in cores 105, 104, 103 
and 96, spanning 170 km and represen  ng a source region of at least 5,000 km2 (Fig. 2-3 
A). Cores 104, 103, and 96 are in sedimentologically isolated slope basins and core 105 
is in the trench (Fig. 2-3 A). Core 104 source areas may be somewhat shared with core 
105, but a landward vergent fold in the trench probably isolates 105 from these sources. 
We fi rst describe the confi gura  on of Fig. 2-8 and then review these three turbidite 
sequences. For each sequence, there are three panels; (i) the un-scaled cores, (ii) the 
un-scaled geophysical proper  es (MCSL and CT data), and (iii) the “fl a  ened” geophysi-
cal proper  es. The un-scaled core fi gures are ver  cally clipped versions of the main core 
fi gures, clipped to the stra  graphic sec  on of interest. From le   to right, the core fi gures 
show gamma density (light blue), CT density (dark blue), the lithologic log, the CT scan, 
and point magne  c suscep  bility (PMS; red). Green  e lines show the correla  ons for 
the bases of these turbidites, with certainty designated like in Fig. 2-7. We then group 
each geophysical property data from each core. Each data set has the same range of val-
ues for the horizontal axes (gamma density = 0 – 2.5 g/cc; CT density = 0 – 255 dn (gray 
scale digital number); and PMS = 0 – 100 SI X 10-5). These geophysical data maintain their 
original ver  cal scale. The lower panel then shows how geophysical data are fl a  ened 
to the base of the turbidites using one core at the fi xed 100% ver  cal scale (note the  e-
lines are horizontal). 

The concept of fl a  ening core data to shared stra  graphic horizons is based on the 
hypotheses that the stra  graphic sequences in the cores correlate and represent the 
same sedimentary history. This hypothesis can be tested with unlimited combina  ons 
of cores and requires only the assump  on that the turbidite deposi  on consumes zero 
 me. The result is that a fl a  ened core diagram is “hung” on uniform  me horizons, 

represented by the bases and tops of each turbidite. The thicknesses of the turbidites 
naturally vary between cores at a single site for a variety of reasons. Because turbidi  c 
and hemipelagic sedimenta  on rates vary for core sites at diff erent sites, the thicknesses 
of stra  graphic units also vary for those core sites. It is this variability in stra  graphic 
thickness that is removed when a core sequence is fl a  ened. The technique of fl a  en-
ing simply scales the core data to match these varia  ons in thickness and sedimenta  on 
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Figure 2-9. T-18 Correla  on. T-18 is correlated between cores 108, 105, 104, 103, and 
96 using the same confi gura  on as Fig. 2-8. This sedimentary sequence has three panels 
with diff erent core confi gura  ons: i. Ver  cally true scale of core data (le   to right: 
gamma density, CT density, RGB imagery, CT imagery, point magne  c suscep  bility, 
and 14C ages with 95% error), ii. Ver  cally true scale of geophysical property data sets 
grouped for data type, and iii. Geophysical property data are fl a  ened to stra  graphic 
contacts. Green correla  on  e-lines designate the base of T-18 (thick line) and the base 
of the overlying turbidite (thin line).
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rate. We choose one core (labeled in purple in Fig. 2-8) to hold at a fi xed ver  cal scale 
and then scale (“fl a  en”) the data from other cores to that core. While interpre  ng our 
correla  ons, we fl a  en all cores to each other; but Fig. 2-8 shows an example of how we 
fl a  ened several cores to a single core.

The fi rst turbidite pair T-4 and T-5 are correlated between these four cores, 105, 104, 
103, and 96, based on the stra  graphic sequence shared between these cores. T-4 and 
T-5 are mul  -pulse turbidites with fi ne and very fi ne sand upward fi ning to medium to 
coarse silt. T-4 and T-5 are both preceded by thinner mul  -pulse coarse to medium silt 
turbidites. In core 105, these “precursor” turbidites each have ~3 main pulses and are 
upward coarsening. While the other cores have lower turbidi  c sedimenta  on rates, the 
geophysical data show a concomitant upward trend in turbidite mass (coarsening up-
ward), with a mul  -pulse geophysical property trend. Cores 104 and 103 have “precur-
sor” turbidites for T-4 that are slightly diff erent (upward fi ning in core 104; a low mass 
overall for core 103, resul  ng in an indis  nguishable geophysical fi ngerprint). The base 
of the texturally fi ner part of the tail in T-5 is correlated with a yellow dashed line in Fig. 
2-8 A. There is a single 14C age for T-4. The two ages for T-5, in cores 104 and 103, have 
overlap in their error ranges.

With a similarly large regional extent, we correlate T-6 and T-7 between these same 
cores 105, 104, 103, and 96 (Fig. 2-8 B). The overlying sequence of well correlated T-4 
and T-5 provide an upper boundary condi  on for these correla  ons. T-6 and T-7 in 
these cores form a sequence of a thin muddy turbidite overlain by a thicker and coarser 
mul  -pulse turbidite. T-7 is a fi ne sand to silt, mul  -pulse turbidite, upwards coarsening 
in core 96 and upwards fi ning in cores 105, 104, and 103. T-6 is fi ne sand to silt, mul  -
pulse, upwards fi ning turbidite. In core 104, the base of T-6 is a sequence of ~32 coarse 
silt to very fi ne sand, 1-3 mm thick, upwards fi ning lamina  ons. In core 104, this coarser 
turbidite head is overlain by the tail that has 1-3 cm coarse silt lamina  ons interbedded 
with ~6 very fi ne sand, 1-3 mm thick lamina  ons. One of these coarser lamina  ons is 
correlated with a yellow dashed line in Fig. 2-8 B. T-6 in other cores has a similar depth-
density sequence, but 104 has a more expanded sec  on, so the stra  graphic details are 
less observable in the other cores. The two 14C ages in cores 96 and 104 have overlap in 
their 95.4% error ranges.

Due to the poor preserva  on of turbidite structure and the fi ne texture of turbidites 
T-15 through T-18 in 96PC, these turbidites are here only correlated between cores 105, 
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104, and 103 (Fig. 2-8 C). These cores span ~70 km and represent a region of at least 
2,100 km2. This turbidite sequence shows how stra  graphic order (superposi  on) plays 
a role in addi  on to the geophysical property trend fi ngerprints. The dominant turbidite 
is T-16, a fi ne sand to silt upward fi ning mul  -pulse turbidite. We compare the sequence 
T-17, 16, and 15 in regard to the sequen  al upward change in rela  ve trends of CT densi-
ty and PMS data. For PMS, T-18 has rela  ve intermediate values, T-17 has lowest values, 
and T-16 has the largest values. The gamma density sequence begins with the lowest val-
ues for T-18, intermediate values for T-17, and the largest values for T-16. These sequen-
 al trends match between all three cores. The diff erences in trends of these geophysical 

data refl ect how these proxies for grain size are imperfect. If they were perfect proxies, 
the density and PMS trends would match within a core and possibly between cores.

In addi  on to turbidites T-4 through T-7 and T-15 through T-17 we correlate in Fig. 2-8, 
T-18 has unique sequences that are shared between cores in slope cores (96, 103, 104, 
and 108) and trench cores (105, 03, 05; Pa  on et al., 2013).T-18 is a mul  -pulse, upward 
fi ning, fi ne sand to silt turbidite (Fig. 2-9). PMS data show a large maxima near the base 
of this deposit, most remarkable in cores 105 and 104, though in 108 and 103 as well. In 
cores 108 and 105, T-18 is 60 cm and 23 cm thick respec  vely, with a 20 cm thick sandy 
base in each core. Core 108 has several upward fi ning pulses of laminated and massive 
mud which are only ~3 cm thick in core 105. If the lowermost turbidite in core 96 is T-18, 
a coarse sandy base of the turbidite, as found in other cores, is missing. Considering the 
thickness of the tail of this turbidite and turbidites with similar tail thicknesses in other 
cores, the sandy base may be on the order of tens of cen  meters. The three 14C age 
es  mates underlying T-18 in cores 108, 104, and 103 do not have overlap in each of their 
error ranges. The ages in cores 108 and 104 are slightly older than the age in core 103, 
though the 95.4% error overlaps for ages in 103 and 104.

In addi  on to the more well-correlated deposits, which are supported with more cor-
rela  on criteria; we also describe some more poorly-correlated deposits. Some of these 
turbidites are well correlated in some cores, but not in other cores. T-12 is poorly corre-
lated between all cores (Fig. 2-3 and S 2-2). In core 105, 104, and 103, T-12 has a 4 pulse 
upward fi ning structure and texture, though is very bioturbated in core 103. Between 
108 and 105, T-5, T-7, T-14, and T-15 are not well correlated possibly due to the high 
bioturba  on in core 108. There are fewer apparent turbidites in 108 younger than T-18, 
making it more challenging to link deposits due simply to the numbers of turbidites and 
superposi  on alone. 
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The fi rst core-to-core comparison is between core 108 in a slope basin and core 107 in 
the trench. Core 108 is in a small basin that has a 25 meter high sill to the north and a 
200 meter sill to the south (Fig. 2-5). This basin probably par  ally drains to the north, 
given that turbidity current fl ow depths may be over 100 meters (Muck and Underwood, 
1990; Völker et al., 2008). Core 107 is in the trench axis 45 km to the southwest of core 
108. Stra  graphy in cores 108PC and 108TC correlate well with no apparent missing sedi-
ment from core 108PC. The TC has ~45 cm of repeated stra  graphic sec  on, which hap-
pens if the core penetrates the seafl oor mul  ple  mes (e.g. when the ship is op  mally 
heaving for this to occur). We observe that core 107 has more turbidites between T-1 
and T-10. Core 108 is bioturbated in this sec  on, possibly confounding the geophysical 
property representa  on of those deposits, making it more diffi  cult to uniquely corre-
late strata. T-14 in core 108 also has an indis  nct geophysical property trend, though is 
upward fi ning in both cores. Based solely on the comparison of T-18 between these two 
cores, this is a poor correla  on. The correla  on of T-18 between cores 108 and 107 is 
most supported by the correla  on between 107 and 105, presented next.

Moving southward, we compare strata between two trench cores, 107 and 105 (Fig. S 
2-2). Core 107 is located in the axis of the trench at 4,520 meters water depth. While 
coring core 107, the core tripped prematurely at ~1,134 meters water depth. This 
changed the depth confi gura  on of the PC and the TC, leaving the PC as a lower posi  on 
(the PC cores sediment before the TC). T-1 is present in 107PC, but not 107TC. The TC is 
typically more likely to sample the uppermost sediment. Sediment in core 107PC is high-
ly disturbed from coring, but is suffi  ciently preserved to tenta  vely correlate with 107TC. 
Core 105 is located on a 20+ km wide terrace that is ~100 meters above the depth of 
the trench axis at a depth of 4,480 m, 11 km from the trench axis which has a depth 
of 4,550 meters water depth. Core 105 is west of gently sloping 0.5 km high landward 
verging an  cline (Henstock et al., 2006; Sultan et al., 2009) isola  ng this core from direct 
sedimenta  on from higher relief bathymetry to the east. 105TC sampled ~15 cm more 
sediment than 105PC, so core 105 is shown as a PC/TC composite core. T-1 is apparently 
missing in core 105TC. There is some dense sediment at the very top of 105TC, which 
may be T-1, but that would be diffi  cult to test. The uppermost 210Pb sample has presence 
of ac  vity beneath this possible T-1 deposit (Fig. 2-6). There is no MC at the 105 core 
site, so we are not certain that the sediment water interface was sampled in 105TC. T-2 
in core 107TC is very bioturbated, the gamma density matches nicely between these two 
cores but the CT density does not. While T-3 in these cores has a low dynamic range in 
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turbidite texture and geophysical property trends, we correlate the sequence of T-4 and 
T-5 with high certainty (Fig. 2-8), which further supports our correla  ons of T-2 and T-3. 
We correlate T-6 through T-10 with high certainty due to shared sequences of geophysi-
cal property trends and shared pa  erns of turbidite structures. In core 107, turbidites 
underlying T-10, down to T-14, are disturbed due to coring and are therefore more dif-
fi cult to correlate. In core 107, the turbidites underlying T-14 are muddy and have low 
dynamic range in density, so do not have characteris  c trends in geophysical proper  es. 
We correlate the lower turbidites in core 107 with core 105 with less certainty.

Comparing the next set of cores, 105 and 104 distanced 40 km apart, core 104 is located 
at 3,480 meters water depth near the base of a ~1.5 km tall cliff , within and near the 
edge of a slope basin that is being dissected by a submarine canyon from the southeast 
(Fig. 2-3). Cores 104PC and 104TC contain the same uppermost stra  graphy, including 
the coarse sandy base of T-1. Core 104TC includes over 1 m of repeated stra  graphic 
sec  on. The turbidites in core 104 are more thinly laminated than those in 105, but the 
geophysical property trends match well for most of these correlated turbidites. Correla-
 ons of T-4 through T-7 are presented above. Turbidites underlying T-16 down to T-18 

are closely spaced and diffi  cult to interpret. T-18 provides a robust anchor point and 
boundary condi  on for the underlying correla  ons T-19 through T-21. We correlate tur-
bidites T-21 through T-25 with low certainty due to the closely spaced fi nely laminated 
turbidites in core 104. These fi nely laminated turbidites are diffi  cult to dis  nguish from 
each other within core 104.

Cores 104 and 103, the next core pair, are distanced 34 km apart. Core 103, at a depth of 
3,070 meters, is located near the center of a 2-4 km wide fl at-bo  omed slope basin that 
slopes at ~1° to the east, with no resolvable channels (Fig. 2-3). The basin is enclosed 
by a 20 meter sill on the northwestern boundary, which probably permits par  al fl ows 
of sediment outside of this basin. When combined with 102MC, the same core site as 
103PC, we correlate turbidites between cores 103/102 and core 104 with high certainty, 
ranging from T-1 through T-10, T-16, T-18, T-21, and T-25. Core 103 is missing T-1, but 
T-1 through T-3 are sampled in core 102, providing stra  graphic overlap of T-2 and T-3 
between these cores (Appendix S 2-2). The lowest ~50 cm of 103TC contains repeated 
stra  graphic sec  on. Turbidites in core 103 are much thinner overall, than core 104 (e.g. 
the base of T-7 is at a depth of 32 cm in core 103 and at a depth of 119 cm in core 104). 
In cores 103 and 104, the sequence of T-8 and T-9 shows an overall upwards increase in 
PMS values, helping to uniquely iden  fy these correlated turbidites. The sequence T-10 
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and T-11 also has matching and superposed geophysical fi ngerprints in cores 103 and 
104. The turbidites between T-11 and T-15 are too bioturbated in core 103, so do not 
have suffi  ciently dis  nguishable geophysical property trends, so those correla  ons are 
less certain. The sequence T-15 and T-16 also has matching and superposed geophysi-
cal fi ngerprints in cores 103 and 104. We correlate T-17 less confi dently because of the 
fi nder texture in core 103 and more numerous laminae in core 104. T-18, T-21, and T-25 
have slightly more certain correla  ons that constrain lesser certain correla  ons for the 
interbedded turbidites. T-18 has a higher mass than the over- and underlying turbidites, 
providing a boundary condi  on for those other correla  ons. Cores 103 and 104 have a 
very dis  nct PMS trend for T-21, which supports the high certainty of that correla  on. 
There are more turbidites that appear to correlate between 104 and 103 than do to 
other cores, but these turbidites do not get T numbers because of their limited aerial 
extent. Due to the closely spaced lamina  ons and lack of hemipelagic sediment in core 
104, there are few 14C ages in the lower sec  on. This makes it diffi  cult to test these cor-
rela  ons independently.

We fi nally present the results of our correla  ons between cores 103 and 95/96/97 (Fig. 
2-5, 2-7, S 2-2). Cores 95 and 96/97 are located in two small (~50 square km) enclosed 
basins, within a larger slope basin that par  ally drains to the south over a 70 meter high 
sill at 3,350 meters water depth (Fig. 2-5 E). Core 95 contains strata that are correlated 
one-for-one with strata in core 96, but the sediments in core 95 are quite disturbed, so 
we leave that core out of the correla  on fi gures and later discussion. The overlap in stra-
 graphy between 96 PC and TC and 97 MC were presented earlier. Based on the down 

core trend in 210Pb data, the ~5 cm thick sediment underlying T-1 in core 96TC is likely 
from the seafl oor and is repeated sec  on possibly from the seafl oor. Based on this ob-
serva  on, it is possible that the base of T-1 is not in core 96TC. Turbidites in core 96 are 
generally thicker and less bioturbated than those in core 103. Besides the highly certain 
correla  ons presented earlier for Fig. 2-8, the turbidites underlying T-11 are more bio-
turbated, thinner, and fi ner in texture than most overlying turbidites, owing to the less 
certain correla  ons between cores 103 and 96. Finally, since T-18 is not en  rely within 
core 96, this correla  on is less certain and untestable.

Trench cores 98 and 94 are the southernmost trench cores in the 2004 earthquake slip 
region (Fig. 2-6). Core 98 is west of gently sloping 0.5 km high landward verging an  cline, 
possibly isola  ng this core from direct sedimenta  on from higher relief bathymetry to 
the east. Core 94 is located off -axis from the trench and downslope of several poten  al 
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landslide source areas in the form of submarine canyons, base of slope apron fan chan-
nels, and local landslide amphitheater complexes (Pa  on et al., 2013). In the trench, 
cores 98PC and 98TC overlap completely and neither sampled the sediment-water 
interface, evidenced by core 99MC; which has the uppermost turbidite we interpret to 
be T-1 (Appendix S 2-2). Most turbidites in core 98 are muddy with low dynamic range 
in density/par  cle size. This, coupled with the lack of 14C ages, leads to generally less 
certain correla  ons. At the southern limit of the 2004 earthquake slip region, core 94PC 
sampled the uppermost turbidite that we interpret as T-1. Core 94 is highly deformed 
and lacks 14C age control, so these correla  ons are also less certain (Appendix S 2-2). 
However, 210Pb age data are consistent with our interpreta  on that this is T-1. 

Further south in cores 93 and 88, we make moderately certain correla  ons with the 
turbidite underlying the uppermost turbidite in those cores. We correlate these second 
turbidites in these cores to be T-1 found in our other cores men  oned above (Appendix 
S 2-2). The geophysical property trends are almost iden  cal between these cores and are 
very similar to the geophysical fi ngerprint of T-1 in core 96. 

2-3.2.1 Radiocarbon Age Results

Raw calibrated ages were presented in Table 2-2, but here we present the results of our 
age model based calibra  ons for deposits older than T-1. Bayesian modeling of radiocar-
bon calibra  ons takes into account varying degrees of stra  graphic informa  on as prior 
constraints for these calibra  ons. We u  lize P_Sequence age models for within-core 
age calibra  ons and present these results in Fig. 2-7 and Appendix S2-5 B-E. We use 
Sequence age models for the region-wide comparison of ages between cores and sum-
marize these age model results in Table 2-5. All ages ini  ally considered in our model are 
in Table 2-5 A. Ages that we consider in our fi nal age model are in Table 2-5 B. Below we 
discuss how we choose which ages to include in our fi nal age models. 

Where mul  ple 14C ages exist for correlated turbidites, and where ages do not suggest 
erosion or other problems, we test whether they are consistent with our stra  graphic 
correla  on model by using the ‘Combine’ func  on in OxCal so  ware (Bronk Ramsey, 
2008). “Combined” ages for turbidites 5, 8, 9, 11, and 14, are computed with the com-
bina  on of either two or three ages (Appendix S 2-5). OxCal takes the lab ages and 
calculates a pooled mean lab age prior to calibra  on. The result is a probability density 
func  on age range, based on the contribu  on of all combined ages. We evaluate the 
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Regional 
Turbidite 
Number

Core 
Number Sample/Combine Name*

Unmodeled 
Median Age 

(yrs BP)†

1 Sigma 
Error 
(yrs)

Modeled 
Median Age 
(yrs BP) §

1 
Sigma 
Error 
(yrs) Acomb # A ** Excluded

Start Boundary T-0 Boundary(2007) (60)             -        (60)              -      -       100    
1 Synthetic Sum-T-1 -             -        (30)              40       -       -    
2 96PC  RR0705_96PC_206_208_SUM-227+N(8,1) 50              50         70               50       -       -    
3 104TC  RR0705_104TC_011_013_SUM-176+N(35,3) 300            40         310             40       -       -    
4 Combine Sum-T-4 Combine 650            10         650             10       70        -    
4 104PC  RR0705_104PC_049.5_051.5_SUM-060+N(9,1) 620            30         650             10       -       80     
4 96PC  RR0705_96PC_222_224_SUM-228+N(8,1) 670            20         650             10       -       70     
5 Combine Sum-T-5 Combine 730            20         730             20       120      -    
5 104TC  RR0705_104TC_047.5_049.5_SUM-175+N(12,1) 730            30         730             20       -       110    
5 103PC  RR0705_103PC_020_022_SUM-084+N(5) 740            40         730             20       -       120    
6 Synthetic Sum-T-6 -             -        890             90       -       -    
7 Combine Sum-T-7 Combine 1,050         40         1,050          40       40        -    
7 104PC  RR0705_104PC_122_124_SUM-061+N(17,2) 1,160         60         1,050          40       -       40     yes
7 96PC  RR0705_96PC_287.5_289.5_SUM-089+N(3) 1,010         40         1,050          40       -       70     
8 Synthetic Sum-T-8 -             -        1,190          90       -       -    
9 Synthetic Sum-T-9 -             -        1,350          90       -       -    
10 Combine Sum-T-10 Combine 1,480         20         1,480          20       10        -    
10 108PC  RR0705_108PC_039_041_SUM-080+N(41,4) 1,520         30         1,480          20       -       70     
10 108TC  RR0705_108TC_020_022_SUM-172+N(44,4) 1,420         40         1,480          20       -       50     yes
10 104PC  RR0705_104PC_158_160_SUM-082+N(5) 1,580         40         1,480          20       -       -    
10 103PC  RR0705_103PC_049_051_SUM-054+N(18,2) 1,450         40         1,480          20       -       120    
10 103TC  RR0705_103TC_036_038_SUM-178+N(23,2) 1,400         40         1,480          20       -       40     yes
11 Combine Sum-T-11 Combine 1,640         30         1,630          30       110      -    
11 103TC  RR0705_103TC_039_041_SUM-179+N(0) 1,620         40         1,630          30       -       110    
11 96PC  RR0705_96PC_374_376_SUM-090+N(7,1) 1,670         50         1,630          30       -       100    
12 Synthetic Sum-T-12 -             -        1,730          80       -       -    
13 Synthetic Sum-T-13 -             -        1,840          90       -       -    
14 104PC  RR0705_104PC_207_209_SUM-115+N(17,2) 2,040         270       1,940          70       -       -    
15 96PC  RR0705_96PC_399_401_SUM-232+N(12,1) 2,010         40         2,030          40       -       -    
16 Synthetic Sum-T-16 -             -        2,230          150     -       -    
17 Synthetic Sum-T-17 -             -        2,510          160     -       -    
18 Combine Sum-T-18 Combine 2,750         20         2,750          20       120      -    
18 108PC  RR0705_108PC_132.5_134.5_SUM-081+N(0) 2,780         30         2,750          20       -       100    
18 104PC  RR0705_104PC_326_328_SUM-235+N(6,1) 2,750         40         2,750          20       -       130    
18 103TC  RR0705_103TC_079_081_SUM-180+N(0) 2,740         30         2,750          20       -       100    
19 108PC  RR0705_108PC_156_158_SUM-083+N(74,7) 3,290         30         3,300          30       -       -    
20 Combine Sum-T-20 Combine 3,930         30         3,930          30       -       -    
20 108PC  RR0705_108PC_175_177_SUM-046+N(43,4) 4,040         50         3,930          30       -       20     yes
20 103PC  RR0705_103PC_174_176_SUM-087+N(125,13) 3,760         40         3,930          30       -       -    
21 Combine Sum-T-21 Combine 4,450         30         4,450          30       110      -    
21 108PC  RR0705_108PC_194_196_SUM-194+N(24,2) 4,430         40         4,450          30       -       110    
21 103PC  RR0705_103PC_209_211_SUM-050+N(3) 4,470         40         4,450          30       -       110    
22 Synthetic Sum-T-22 -             -        4,630          90       -       -    
23 108PC  RR0705_108PC_212.5_214.5_SUM-045+N(46,5) 4,780         30         4,790          30       -       -    
24 Synthetic Sum-T-24 -             -        4,930          90       -       -    
25 108PC  RR0705_108PC_257_259_SUM-042+N(52,5) 5,070         60         5,110          60       -       -    
26 103PC  RR0705_103PC_324_326_SUM-224+N(17,2) 5,920         40         5,930          40       -       -    
27 108PC  RR0705_108PC_290.5_292.5_SUM-044+N(19,2) 6,320         30         6,320          30       -       -    
28 Combine Sum-T-28 Combine 6,430         30         6,440          30       90        -    
28 108PC  RR0705_108PC_312.5_314.5_SUM-043+N(53,5) 6,470         40         6,440          30       -       100    
28 103PC  RR0705_103PC_383_385_SUM-253+N(13,1) 6,400         40         6,440          30       -       90     
29 108PC  RR0705_108PC_330_332_SUM-041+N(64,6) 7,140         30         7,140          30       -       -    
30 108PC  RR0705_108PC_345_347_SUM-195+N(174,17) 7,450         30         7,460          30       -       -    

End Boundary -8000 -             -        -              -      -       -    

** Agreement Index A.

TABLE 2-5 A. RADIOCARBON AGE OXCAL MODELING RESULTS FOR TURBIDITE AGES IN THE 2004 SASZ EARTHQUAKE REGION

* Sample names that are indented are the ages included in the combine function, named above them.

† Calibrated age and errors reported to 1 standard deviation and are reported in calendar years. Calibrated age ranges before A. D. 1950 according to Stuiver and Reimer 
calculated using marine reservoir correction and regional delta R offset ( R = 16). These ages are the result of simple calibrations, prior to any statistical manipulation 
during the "Combine" analysis (aka. unmodeled). Synthetic age estimates are designated with sample names "Sum-T-#" and have no unmodeled ages.
§ These are the results of calibration with the "Combine" function. Years are reported as in the unmodeled results.
# Agreement Index Acomb.

Combine results using three criteria: a chi-squared test, the OxCal agreement index 
“Acomb” (>60), and convergence integral “C” (>95) (Bronk Ramsey, 1995, 2009). The 
combine func  on is normally used with the prior informa  on that the samples come 
from either the same sample, or from the same horizon (Bronk Ramsey, 2008). Our 
lithostra  graphic correla  ons cons  tute the evidence of the same horizon, though with 
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Regional 
Turbidite 
Number

Core 
Number Sample/Combine Name*

Unmodeled 
Median Age 

(yrs BP)†

1 Sigma 
Error 
(yrs)

Modeled 
Median Age 
(yrs BP) §

1 
Sigma 
Error 
(yrs)

Acomb 
# A **

Start Boundary T-0 Boundary(2007) (60)             -        (60)              -      
1 Synthetic Sum-T-1 -             -        (30)              40       
2 96PC  RR0705_96PC_206_208_SUM-227+N(8,1) 50              50         70               50       
3 104TC  RR0705_104TC_011_013_SUM-176+N(35,3) 300            40         300             40       
4 Combine Sum-T-4 Combine 650            10         650             10       
4 104PC  RR0705_104PC_049.5_051.5_SUM-060+N(9,1) 620            30         650             10       66.4
4 96PC  RR0705_96PC_222_224_SUM-228+N(8,1) 670            20         650             10       77.6
5 Combine Sum-T-5 Combine 730            20         730             20       72.3
5 104TC  RR0705_104TC_047.5_049.5_SUM-175+N(12,1) 730            30         730             20       121.4
5 103PC  RR0705_103PC_020_022_SUM-084+N(5) 740            40         730             20       114.7
6 Synthetic Sum-T-6 -             -        870             80       116
7 96PC  RR0705_96PC_287.5_289.5_SUM-089+N(3) 1,010         40         1,020          40       
8 Synthetic Sum-T-8 -             -        1,140          90       
9 Synthetic Sum-T-9 -             -        1,290          90       
10 Combine Sum-T-10 Combine 1,420         30         1,430          30       
10 108TC  RR0705_108TC_020_022_SUM-172+N(44,4) 1,420         40         1,430          30       108.3
10 103PC  RR0705_103PC_049_051_SUM-054+N(18,2) 1,450         40         1,430          30       112.2
10 103TC  RR0705_103TC_036_038_SUM-178+N(23,2) 1,400         40         1,430          30       102.8
11 Combine Sum-T-11 Combine 1,640         30         1,630          30       99.1
11 103TC  RR0705_103TC_039_041_SUM-179+N(0) 1,620         40         1,630          30       106.2
11 96PC  RR0705_96PC_374_376_SUM-090+N(7,1) 1,670         50         1,630          30       107.5
12 Synthetic Sum-T-12 -             -        1,730          80       98.5
13 Synthetic Sum-T-13 -             -        1,840          90       
14 104PC  RR0705_104PC_207_209_SUM-115+N(17,2) 2,040         270       1,940          70       
15 96PC  RR0705_96PC_399_401_SUM-232+N(12,1) 2,010         40         2,030          40       
16 Synthetic Sum-T-16 -             -        2,230          150     
17 Synthetic Sum-T-17 -             -        2,510          160     
18 Combine Sum-T-18 Combine 2,750         20         2,750          20       
18 108PC  RR0705_108PC_132.5_134.5_SUM-081+N(0) 2,780         30         2,750          20       116.2
18 104PC  RR0705_104PC_326_328_SUM-235+N(6,1) 2,750         40         2,750          20       100.7
18 103TC  RR0705_103TC_079_081_SUM-180+N(0) 2,740         30         2,750          20       127.1
19 108PC  RR0705_108PC_156_158_SUM-083+N(74,7) 3,290         30         3,300          30       99.2
20 103PC  RR0705_103PC_174_176_SUM-087+N(125,13) 3,760         40         3,760          40       
21 Combine Sum-T-21 Combine 4,450         30         4,450          30       100.2
21 108PC  RR0705_108PC_194_196_SUM-194+N(24,2) 4,430         40         4,450          30       109.2
21 103PC  RR0705_103PC_209_211_SUM-050+N(3) 4,470         40         4,450          30       106.6
22 Synthetic Sum-T-22 -             -        4,630          90       106.5
23 108PC  RR0705_108PC_212.5_214.5_SUM-045+N(46,5) 4,780         30         4,790          30       
24 Synthetic Sum-T-24 -             -        4,920          80       
25 108PC  RR0705_108PC_257_259_SUM-042+N(52,5) 5,070         60         5,100          60       
26 103PC  RR0705_103PC_324_326_SUM-224+N(17,2) 5,920         40         5,930          40       
27 108PC  RR0705_108PC_290.5_292.5_SUM-044+N(19,2) 6,320         30         6,320          30       
28 Combine Sum-T-28 Combine 6,430         30         6,440          30       
28 108PC  RR0705_108PC_312.5_314.5_SUM-043+N(53,5) 6,470         40         6,440          30       92.9
28 103PC  RR0705_103PC_383_385_SUM-253+N(13,1) 6,400         40         6,440          30       99.5
29 108PC  RR0705_108PC_330_332_SUM-041+N(64,6) 7,140         30         7,140          30       90.3
30 108PC  RR0705_108PC_345_347_SUM-195+N(174,17) 7,450         30         7,460          30       

End Boundary Start Boundary(-8000) 9,950         -        9,950          -      

** Agreement Index A.

TABLE 2-5 B. RADIOCARBON AGE OXCAL MODELING RESULTS FOR TURBIDITE AGES IN THE 2004 SASZ EARTHQUAKE REGION

* Sample names that are indented are the ages included in the combine function, named above them.

† Calibrated age and errors reported to 1 standard deviation and are reported in calendar years. Calibrated age ranges before A. D. 1950 according to Stuiver 
and Reimer calculated using marine reservoir correction and regional delta R offset ( R = 16). These ages are the result of simple calibrations, prior to any 
statistical manipulation during the "Combine" analysis (aka. unmodeled). Synthetic age estimates are designated with sample names "Sum-T-#" and have no 
unmodeled ages.
§ These are the results of calibration with the "Combine" function. Years are reported as in the unmodeled results.
# Agreement Index Acomb.

some uncertainty. We acknowledge that our combine results may impart a shorter  me 
range than is supported by the a priori age range. 

We present here the results of our criteria tests for P_Sequence and Sequence age 
models and how we used these criteria to remove select ages from our Sequence age 
models. Of the combines shown in Figure 2-7 or Table 2-6, there were no chi-squared or 
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108 107 105 104 103 102 98 # 96 95 94 #

1 P_sequence 96PC -50 10 xx xx xx xx xx xx xx
2 R_date 96PC 100 110 xx xx x xx x
3 R_date 104TC 310 70 xx xx x xx x
4 Combine 104PC,96PC 640 30 xx xx xx xx x xx xx x
5 Combine C 730 50 xx xx xx xx xx x xx xx x
6 Synthetic 870 140 x xx xx x xx xx x
7 R_date 96PC 1,020 70 xx xx xx xx xx x xx xx x
8 Synthetic 1,160 170 xx xx xx xx x x x
9 Synthetic 1,270 170 xx xx xx xx x xx xx x

10 Combine
108TC,103P

C,103TC 1,420 50 xx xx xx xx xx x xx xx x
11 Combine 103TC,96PC 1,630 60 xx xx x xx xx x
12 Synthetic 1,760 150 xx x xx x
13 Synthetic 1,840 160 xx x xx x
14 R_date 104PC 1,930 140 xx xx xx xx x xx x
15 R_date 96PC 2,030 80 x xx xx xx x xx x
16 Synthetic 2,290 280 xx xx xx x xx x
17 Synthetic 2,460 280 xx xx x x x

18 Combine

108PC,104P
C,103TC,108

PC 2,760 40 xx xx xx xx x x
19 R_date 108PC 3,240 70 xx xx xx xx x x

20 Combine
108PC,103P

C 3,760 70 xx xx x xx x

21 Combine
108PC,103P

C 4,440 50 xx x x x
22 Synthetic 4,620 160 xx x x x
23 R_date 108PC 4,790 60 xx x x x
24 Synthetic 4,940 160 xx x xx x
25 R_date 108PC 5,090 110 xx x xx
26 R_date 103PC 5,940 80 xx x
27 R_date 108PC 6,320 60 xx x
28 Combine C 6,440 60 xx x
29 R_date 108PC 7,140 60 xx
30 R_date 108PC 7,450 70 xx

# trench cores with sediments of low dynamic range, or greater coring deformation, are correlated with lesser certainty.

TABLE 2-6. RADIOCARBON AGES AND PRESENCE/ABSENCE FOR REGIONAL TURBIDITES IN THE 2004 
SASZ EARTHQUAKE REGION

Core Presence of Regional Turbidite §

* (1) R_date ages are the result of using the Sequence command in OxCal. (2) Combine are ages based on the "Combine" 
function in OxCal. (3) Synthetic ages are based on the "Date" command in our OxCal age model. Synthetic ages are not 
attributed to any "source" core.

† Calibrated age and errors reported to 95% error and are reported in calendar years. Calibrated age ranges before A. D. 
1950 according to Stuiver and Reimer calculated using marine reservoir correction and regional delta R offset ( R = 16). 

§ The more certain that a regional turbidite is present in a given core is designated xx. The less certain that a regional 
turbidite is present in a given core is designated x.

Source 
Core(s)

95% 
Error 
(yrs)

Regional 
Median Age 

(yrs BP) †
Analysis 
Type *

Regional 
Turbidite 
Number

agreement index failures for the P_Sequence age models. The Sequence age model had 
several failures for the age combina  ons (Combine func  on; Table 2-5). Combines for 
T-7 and T-10 fail the chi-squared test and the agreement index tests. The Combine for T-7 
passes the chi-squared test, but ini  ally fails the Acomb index at 39.5% and An of 50.0%. 
We removed age SUM-061 (core 104PC) from the Combine because the Agreement 
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Index “A” was lower at 36.1%, leaving a single age calibra  on for the T-7 age es  mate. 
The Combine for T-10 ini  ally fails the chi-squared test with 4 degrees of freedom at 5%, 
Acomb 9%, and An = 31.6%. For the T-10 Combine, we fi rst remove the age SUM-082 
because it has the lowest agreement index value for Index “A” at 2.8%. We then applied 
a Combine with the remaining four ages, but the results s  ll failed with the agreement 
index “Acomb” at 48.2%. We next removed age SUM-080 (core 108PC) because it had 
an Index “A” value of 32.5. We include SUM-172, SUM-054, and SUM-178 (from cores 
108PC and 103PC respec  vely) in our fi nal Combine. The fi nal Combine for our T-10 age 
es  mate resulted with a passed chi-squared test and an agreement index Acomb of 
109.6%. 

2-3.2.2 Regional Stra  graphic Correla  on Summary

The more certain correla  ons temporally span 3.9 ka (T-1 through T-20) in core 108, 
2.8 ka in core 104 (T-1 through T-18), ~3.9 ka in cores 102/103 (T-1 through T-20), and 
1.6 ka in core 96 (T-1 through T-12; Fig. 2-3). These more certain correla  ons include 9 
turbidites in core 108, 9 turbidites in core 107, 18 turbidites in core 105, 19 turbidites 
in core 104, 19 turbidites in core 103, 11 turbidites in core 96, 7 turbidites in core 98, 7 
turbidites in core 94, 5 turbidites in core 93, and possibly 10 turbidites in core 88. When 
we include lesser certain correla  ons, there are 13 turbidites in core 107, 23 in core 105 
and 18 in core 96. We fi nd that these cores 108, 107, 105, 104, 103, and 96 contain 45%, 
87%, 92%, 100%, 100%, and 100% of these correlated turbidites.

We have tested poten  al correla  ons between sites within the 2004 rupture zone 
itera  vely using the available age control, pa  erns of variability in the overall sequence 
of turbidites, and detailed comparisons for intra- inter-site similarity between individual 
turbidites. We fi nd that in some cases, individual turbidite characteris  cs are similar 
enough, within and between sites, that they may be used to track individual events in 
the sequence. The stra  graphic sequences with the most unique “fi ngerprints” (Gold-
fi nger et al, 2013) carry the strongest correla  ve weight and act as “anchor  es” for our 
correla  ons (Figs. 2-3 and 1-6). 14C ages provide age control provides a temporal frame-
work for our correla  ons. We designate turbidites with numbers corresponding to their 
order down from the seafl oor. Turbidites are assigned T-numbers which designate these 
events as beds which we interpret as regionally correla  ve (e.g. T-1), coun  ng down 
from the uppermost turbidite.
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2-4. Discussion

2-4.1 The 2004 Turbidite

We use this sec  on to discuss our interpreta  on that the uppermost turbidite in twelve 
cores to be the result of strong ground shaking form the 2004 SASZ earthquake. Our 
interpreta  on is supported by the lithologic descrip  ons, sedimentologic proper  es, and 
several measures of rela  ve and absolute age. This interpreta  on is further supported 
by the similarity of the sediment geophysical proper  es plo  ed versus depth and possi-
bly the plots of seismic energy release versus  me and la  tude.

We found the uppermost turbidites in cores 109, 108, 107, 104, 102, 99, 97, 96, 95, and 
94 to be composed of sediment that is grey and has a high water content (i.e. “soupy”), 
par  cularly at the seabed. There is no hemipelagic sediment overlying this deposit nor is 
there oxida  on observed of the uppermost sediment in any of these cores. This deposit, 
if correlated, spans as much as 500 km and is present in cores with unique and isolated 
sediment source areas (Fig. 2-3, Appendix S 2-6)

Oxida  on of sediments provides a qualita  ve assessment of rela  ve age, and oxida  on 
of the uppermost sediment is rapid in most se   ngs. Turbidite tails typically have rela-
 vely high organic content compared to hemipelagic and pelagic sediments (e.g. Cowie 

et al., 1998), reducing the  me constant for surface oxida  on. In several studies, the 
response  me for oxida  on of the upper sediments has been quan  fi ed. Hammond et 
al. (1996) modeled the reac  ons responsible for O2 and NO3 profi les in the central equa-
torial Pacifi c. The uppermost sediments were assumed to be mixed at rates described 
by 234Th and 210Pb profi les. They described a dominant and more labile frac  on which 
oxidized in days to months, and a less labile frac  on that oxidized in decades. Sayles et 
al. (2001) also found response  me to be short at 0.3-1.6 years for high fl ux sites, and 
5-80 years for very low fl ux sites. Smith (1987) found response  mes of 0.1-0.2 years for 
high fl ux sites, and 1-5 years for low fl ux sites. While detailed data on oxida  on rates do 
not exist for Sumatra, we infer from these studies that oxida  on would most likely be 
apparent if the uppermost event were more that ~ 5 years old at the  me of collec  on, ~ 
2.6 years a  er the 2004 earthquake.

Using the available constraints, our P_Sequence 14C age model for the uppermost turbi-
dite in core 96PC suggests a median age of -60 +- 10 cal yr BP (Table 2-3). 210Pb age data 
in cores 96 and 102 are consistent with an age within the past few decades at most, as 
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are the radiocarbon ages (Fig. 2-6, 7). We therefore interpret this young turbidite as 
likely the result of the 2004 earthquake, with the evidence spanning a distance of ~350 
km along strike, a region of at least 10,500 km2 (Fig. 2-3). 

137Cs was undetectable in cores 94PC and 105TC due to at least one of several possible 
reasons (Table 2-4). Either there was insuffi  cient 137Cs in this region of the Indian Ocean 
to detect given the gamma coun  ng methods of Wheatcro   (Wheatcro   and Summer-
fi eld, 2005) or the sediment was deposited prior to 1954. Based on measurements from 
sea water (Alam et al., 1996), there may have been 137Cs in the sea water. In this case, 
the 137Cs may not have deposited in suffi  cient concentra  on at the sea fl oor. If sedimen-
ta  on rates are suffi  ciently low, and there was suffi  cient erosion, then we would not 
expect to fi nd 137Cs ac  vity in these cores. 

Site condi  ons play an important role in proximal sites such as those in this study. Of all 
cores, core 96PC has the most expanded sec  on of what we interpret to be the 2004 
seismoturbidite. The expanded sec  on is possibly due to the core site, found in the cen-
ter of a 40 km long by 7 km wide slope basin that probably does not drain completely, 
possibly causing the sediment to pond (Fig. 2-5 E). Underlying turbidites are also thicker 
than interpreted correla  ves in other cores, sugges  ng the reason for thicker deposits 
is site related. For example, T-6 and T-7 are 23 cm and 30 cm thick in 96, but only 6 and 
3 cm thick in 103PC. We use the en  re sedimentary sec  on above the oldest 14C age in 
each core to calculate the overall sedimenta  on rate (Table 2-5). The overall sedimenta-
 on rate for the past 2 ka in core 96 is 1.9 ± 0.07 mm/yr, 0.59 ± 0.01 mm/yr in core 103 

(minimum since the 2004 deposit is absent in this core), 1.03 ± 0.03 mm/yr in core 104, 
and 0.45 ± 0.01 mm/yr in core 108 (minimum because, while the base is present the 
uppermost por  on of the possible 2004 deposit is absent). The stra  graphic sec  on in 
104PC has a similar overall sedimenta  on rate as 96PC, though the higher rate at the 
104 core site is possibly due to the posi  on at the base of an oversteepened slope (Fig. 
2-3 D). Since over the past 2 ka the hemipelagic rate varies li  le along strike (Table 2-2), 
the primary source for varia  on in overall sedimenta  on rate is likely due to diff erences 
in turbidite deposit thicknesses.

2-4.2 Lithostra  graphic Correla  on in the SASZ 2004 Region

The correlated framework shown in Fig. 2-7 represents a deposi  onal history of turbi-
dites spanning 6,500 years, with a poten  al for a longer record based on the seismic 
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refl ec  on results. Our lithostra  graphic correla  ons are based on correla  on criteria, 
some qualita  ve (including stra  graphic superposi  on, geophysical proxy fi ngerprint-
ing, visual lithostra  graphic descrip  ons) and some quan  ta  ve (rela  ve and absolute 
ages, and tephrostra  graphy). As listed in the results, when more correla  on criteria are 
sa  sfi ed by a par  cular correla  on, the uncertainty in that correla  on reduced, and the 
corresponding  e line is thicker and solid. Radiocarbon age results are plo  ed for the 
sediment underlying the correlated turbidites. The map (Fig. 2-3 A) shows the core loca-
 ons and the isolated source areas for the basin cores. 

We have presented a few of the key correla  ons within which the post 6,500 year Ho-
locene turbidite sequences are interpreted as coherent framework. Refer to Fig. 2-8 for 
the following discussion of how correlated turbidites may diff er between cores. These 
diff erences in coarsening or fi ning upwards (in T-4 / T-5 pair) may be due to either site ef-
fects or diff erences in earthquake ground mo  on (Fig. 2-8 A). The diff erence (in T-6 / T-8 
set) may be due to site condi  ons or possibly due to varia  ons in the triggering for the 
source areas of the diff erent cores (Fig. 2-8 B). 

There are many reasons that might contribute to these diff erences in structure between 
turbidites correlated between diff erent cores. Highly bioturbated sediment may alter the 
geophysical property (changing the shape of the “fi ngerprint”) or structural interpreta-
 on of the turbidite. Highly deformed sediment may not be well correlated if the deposit 

has a low signal to noise ra  o (low dynamic range in density or par  cle site) because 
their geophysical property fi ngerprints are not very unique.  

Turbidites T-1 and T-18 have shared characteris  cs that suggest that T-18 is par  ally con-
tained in core 96PC. T-1 and T-18 are both much thicker than other turbidites in some 
cores (Fig. 2-9). Core 96 appears to have the muddy tail for the T-18 turbidite, but this 
is diffi  cult to test since the base of the T-18 deposit is absent. Possibly suppor  ng this 
hypothesis is the seismic refl ec  on data, which shows an acous  cally opaque deposit 
below the depth of the core that appears to fade upward to a depth overlapped by the 
core depth (dark brown ver  cal line in Fig. 2-5 F). The spa  al limit of the seismic refl ec-
 on profi le is designated by a yellow line in Fig. 2-5 E. In core 108, the uppermost turbi-

dite is missing its tail and possibly much of the coarser sec  on as well. This is indicated 
by the observa  on that the gamma and CT density of the deposit is high compared to 
the rest of the core’s turbidites, and decreases li  le with depth indica  ng a truncated, 
dense deposit. Comparing the upward decrease in density of the CT Imagery in T-18 with 
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T-1 in core 108, T-1 is a much more massive and thick turbidite than all the other turbi-
dites in that core and only slightly more than T-18. If these rela  ons hold true in core 96 
alike, then the upward decrease in density in the tail of T-18 is consistent with this dif-
ference in turbidite size. Therefore we interpret the lowermost turbidite in core 96PC to 
correlate with T-18 in core 108.

We note that some turbidites are absent across some intervals in the 2004 rupture 
region. For example, T-2 to T-6 may not present in core 108 (Fig. 2-3). Likewise, T-1 to T-3 
appear to be absent in core 103. These omissions may be due to site condi  ons, ero-
sion, coring ability, or rupture characteris  cs (slip, direc  vity, dura  on of shaking.). If this 
were due to the result of site physiography and source proximity, cores that are more 
proximal than ideal in most cases would be expected to generate greater variability, as 
has been observed in Cascadia (Goldfi nger et al., 2008, 2012 a). The missing sec  on in 
103 may be the result of over penetra  on or erosion of the seafl oor while coring since 
core 102 includes an uppermost turbidite that is missing in 103.  The uppermost sedi-
ment can some  mes be eroded from the sea fl oor by the piston core during coring due 
to the high velocity of the corer compared to trigger cores. In this case, the uppermost 
sediment is missing from both the PC and the TC. The missing sec  on in 108 and 103 
may be the result of diff erences in turbidi  c sedimenta  on rate, leading to increased 
bioturba  on in the more fi nely grained and thin turbidites (Goldfi nger et al., 2013 b), 
making the turbidites more diffi  cult to dis  nguish from background sedimenta  on. 
These missing sec  ons may also be due to erosion of previous turbidites during the 
emplacement of any given overlying turbidite. Natural variability of this type is expected 
even at a predominately seismogenically dominated margin, and observed in Cascadia 
(Adams, 1990; Goldfi nger et al., 2012 a) and elsewhere (Pouderoux et al., 2012). It is also 
possible, and even likely, that at any single core site, we did not sample in the op  mal lo-
ca  on. This, given rela  vely limited  me for survey for each site, and the reconnaissance 
nature of our understanding of local slope processes, may have resulted in poten  ally 
missing the best deposi  onal area for a given set of strata. 

Another possible explana  on for the varia  on of completeness of the stra  graphic 
record may be due to features from the earthquake itself. Subduc  on zone earthquake 
ruptures generally have non-uniform slip, leading to varia  ons in seismic moment re-
lease through space and  me (Barrientos and Ward, 1990; Konca et al., 2007; Moreno 
et al., 2009, 2011). Ground mo  ons at the sea fl oor likely relate to these varia  ons in 
slip (Arias, 1970). The ground mo  ons also a  enuate in response to a series of factors 
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including distance to the slip and crustal or site characteris  cs (e.g. rheology of underly-
ing seascape; Bilek et al., 2004; Bilek, 2007; Mahani and Atkinson, 2013). One core may 
be a shorter distance to larger slip region (higher energy release) for one earthquake, 
but at a greater distance than another core for a diff erent earthquake. Ground mo  ons 
also respond to the direc  on of slip (Kramer and Lindwall, 2004) so any given submarine 
slope may be in an orienta  on that favors or retards slope instability. As the sequences 
correlate well overall, local variability due to basal erosion, heterogeneous source areas 
within the region, coring deforma  on, and site geomorphology would be expected, re-
gardless of the triggering mechanism.

T-1, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 13, 16, 18, 21, and 25 are best explained by seismic triggering. T-2, 
3, 11, 12, 14, 15, 17, 19, 20, 22, 23, and 24 are less well correlated, but are a  ributed 
to a seismogenic trigger due to their spa  al extent with isolated sediment source areas. 
Other thinner and less coarse/dense turbidites are even less well correlated. Some of 
these turbidites are men  oned as “precursor” turbidites, some are simply in between 
be  er correlated turbidites. While these other turbidites may be explained by a seis-
mogenic trigger, we leave them out of our earthquake chronology because of the low 
certainty of these correla  ons. In the following sec  on we will further discuss the site 
controls to deposi  on at our core sites.

2-4.2.1 Site Eff ects 

We observe some sites within which the individual beds have persistent and similar sedi-
mentary structures. These self-similar repeated sedimentary structures may be due to 
local geomorphologic condi  ons or basin eff ects. For example, cores 104PC and 104TC 
record what we interpret to be regional turbidites T-1 through T-10, and T-14 through 
T-25 by correla  on to other sites. In these cores though, each bed is replaced by a se-
quence of many thin coarse pulses as part of their single event structure. The core loca-
 on for 104 is at the base of a steep slope with ~1.5 km of relief, and the canyon mouth 

outlet is less than 1 km to the east of the site (Fig. 2-3 D and Fig. S1-3). We interpret that 
local retrogressive failure accompanying each seismic event, such as observed by (Piper 
et al., 1999) may explain the repeated thinly laminated structures in this core. 

Another example is core 96, which has fi ner grained turbidites and higher overall sedi-
menta  on rate (turbidites are thicker; Table 2-7). Core 96 is located in a closed slope-
basin fed by very low relief terrain that does not form large channels (Fig. 2-5 E). The 
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low relief terrain possibly explains the fi ne-grained texture. The enclosed basin may be 
responsible for the rela  vely over-thickened turbidites. Also, core 103 is in a loca  on 
that has a low gradient, wide fl oodplain channel directly upslope, possibly explaining 
the low dynamic range of turbidite texture in this core (Fig. 2-5 D). Core 103 is located at 
the western edge of a small (~20 km2) basin with eastward sloping seafl oor. This 1° slope 
may explain the thinner turbidite deposits in this core. 

Our interpreta  on for proximity control on turbidite deposi  on is supported by looking 
at some trench cores, 98 and 94; along with some slope cores, 104 and 103. Core 98 is 
located in the trench in a posi  on protected from higher relief mass was  ng processes 
sourced from the slope by a landward vergent an  cline (Fig. 2-3 F). The turbidites are 
thin and less sandy than core 94, likely a result due to this eff ect (Fig. S 2-3). In contrast, 
core 94 and is located near the mouths of numerous canyon systems, and generally has 
thicker and sandier turbidites (Fig. 2-3 G). One amphitheater shaped landslide source 
area directly feeds the seafl oor surrounding core 94 (arrow designates downslope direc-
 on in Fig. 2-3 G). Proximal dominance is further supported by stra  graphy in cores 103 

and 104. While these cores are closely spaced (34 km; Fig. 2-3 D) and correlate well with 
each other (Fig. 2-7, 8, 9), the diff erences in turbidite style (thickness, structure) may 
refl ect autocyclic forcing. For example, core 104 is located at the base of steep slope 
faces, so the turbidite beds are thicker overall than in core 103, which is located down-
stream of several small canyon confl uences and has turbidites that are thinner and bet-
ter organized. The thicker overall deposits in core 104 are possibly due to retrogressive 
failures of the adjacent high relief source area immediately to the north of this core (Fig. 
2-3 D). Because they are close in distance, they probably experience a similar magnitude 

Core Depth* Error Age † Error§ Sed Rate # Error**
108 344 0 7,590 60 0.45 0.01
104 445 1 4,340 120 1.03 0.03
103 380 1 6,430 70 0.59 0.01
96 400 1 2,100 120 1.90 0.07

* Depth of the deepest age in the core, in cm.

Table 2-7. OVERALL SEDIMENTATION RATES

† The deepest calibrated age in the core with uncertainty reported 
to 95.4% error and reported in calendar years. Calibrated age 
ranges before A. D. 1950 according to Stuiver and Reimer 
calculated using marine reservoir correction and regional delta R 
offset ( R = 16). 

** Root Mean Square error
# Sedimentation Rate in mm per year.
§ 95.4% Error in calendar years.
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of ground shaking, reducing the likelihood that ground shaking varia  on contributes to 
turbidite structure varia  on between these cores.  

2-4.2.2 Stra  graphic Correla  on Summary

The coherence of the turbidite “fi ngerprints” and radiocarbon ages between isolated ba-
sin and trench sites, over 350 km along the strike of the subduc  on zone, suggests that 
many or most of the correlated turbidites have a common trigger (Figs. 2-3, 7, 8, 9, 10). 
The good stra  graphic correla  on between sites isolated from each other, land sediment 
sources, and from other triggering mechanisms, coupled with compa  ble radiocarbon 
ages suggest that the most likely triggering mechanism is regional earthquakes. Uncor-
related events present at some sites may be random sediment failures or smaller local 
earthquakes. These uncorrelated turbidites are thin and have low mass with non-unique 
fi ngerprints, making it diffi  cult to interpret their origin. 

2-4.3 Age rela  ons

Radiocarbon ages provide a test of the temporal coherence of our correla  ons, but we 
also use them as a fi rst order control on the age of turbidites and recurrence of earth-
quakes responsible for those turbidites (detailed radiocarbon methods are described 
in Appendix S 2-1). Trench cores are deeper than the carbonate compensa  on depth 
(CCD), so they do not contain calcareous material suffi  cient for 14C age control. For this 
reason, correla  ons between these and other cores do not have an independent test for 
our stra  graphic correla  ons. Therefore all of our correla  ons in the trench cores are 
tenta  ve (Fig. 2-7). One source of aleatory uncertainty is basal erosion. Erosion preced-
ing turbidite deposi  on would erode the youngest sediments underlying the turbidite, 
causing 14C ages derived from those sediments to be older than the  me of deposi  on. 
Erosion may be evaluated by collec  ng mul  ple cores at a given site (methods in Gold-
fi nger et al., 2012 a; Pastor et al., 2009). These erosion es  mates are minimum es  mates 
because there are no direct observa  ons of the sea fl oor prior to the deposi  on of these 
turbidites, and erosion of all sites may be missed. Due to equipment failures, we were 
unable to collect mul  ple cores at each site, limi  ng our ability to evaluate erosion. 
Therefore all our age models do not include any assessment of basal erosion. The eff ect 
is likely overes  mate of event ages, resul  ng in increased sca  er of ages between sites 
for events if they are synchronous and no eff ect if they are not. 
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Figure 2-10. Earthquake Chronology. Space-Time rela  ons for stra  graphy cored in the 
2004 rupture region are plo  ed (vs. forearc distance) as blue circles with 95.4% error 
bars. Green  e-lines show stra  graphic correla  ons (thicker = correla  on more certain, 
dashed = less certain). Region-wide events are designated by a horizontal dashed grey 
line and labeled with peak ages on the le   margin, along with the “sequence” age as 
grey squares with 95.4% error bars. Red x symbols designate correlated turbidites that 
lack 14C age control. Terrestrial paleoseismic and paleotsunami data are plo  ed by dots/
diamonds and triangles respec  vely, as designated in the legend. Data plo  ed to the le   
of 108PC are not plo  ed vs. forearc distance as they are further north than the fi gure 
limits. The 2004 earthquake extends beyond the northern la  tudinal extent of this 
fi gure (Chlieh et al, 2007). See Figs. S 2-1 and S 2-5 for more detailed radiocarbon age 
discussions.
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There does not appear to be a systema  c control on which ages failed. Some excluded 
ages are part of a pair of ages from a PC and TC at the same core site (e.g. T-10, cores 
104 and 103). In both cases, the TC age is older than the PC age. We pose the TC sample 
ages may be diff erent because the sediment is more compacted due to the diff erences 
between PC and TC coring methods. T-20 has an older age in 108. While there is no evi-
dence for erosion, we fi nd no other sedimentological reason for this older age. None of 
the excluded ages overlap with ages from overlying nor underlying turbidites, so these 
age models are not inconsistent with the stra  graphic order of ages in adjacent cores.

A  er these outlier ages are excluded, the remaining ages sa  sfy these measures of 
agreement.  The age model is therefore consistent with our stra  graphic correla  ons 
within the uncertain  es inherent in radiocarbon. The external criteria on which the 
lithostra  graphic correla  ons are based support the inference that these horizons, in 
this context, most likely represent the same event temporally. We therefore have com-
bined them sta  s  cally in Table 2-6 and Figs. 2-3, 2-7. The OxCal code and output of our 
radiocarbon age model with both modeled and un-modeled ages listed in Table 2-6 are 
found in Appendix S 2-5. 

Lithostra  graphy, radiocarbon ages, and geophysical fi ngerprin  ng suggest a good cor-
rela  on of turbidites T-1 through T-28 between cores 108, 105, 104, 103, through T-16 in 
core 96, and through T-7 in 107; spanning the 2004 rupture zone (Figs. 2-7 & 2-10). Less 
well correlated are turbidites 20 through 24, in cores 108 and 103. Some ages are incon-
sistent with the preferred stra  graphic interpreta  ons in Fig. 2-7, but none of the ages 
overlap with underlying turbidite ages. These small diff erences in age may be due to 
diff erences in basal erosion (more erosion means an older age) or to minor diff erences in 
the marine reservoir (which are not yet resolvable). 

2-4.3 Origin of the Sumatra turbidites

2-4.3.1 Ra  onale

We now review the ra  onale developed for the a  ribu  on of seismogenic triggering of 
turbidity currents in Cascadia and elsewhere and apply those principles to interpret the 
sediment stra  graphy in our cores off shore Sumatra. The triggering of submarine land-
slides off shore Cascadia has been a  ributed to earthquakes based on mul  ple lines of 
evidence. As in Sumatra, one line of evidence is lithostra  graphic correla  on based on 
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the presence of a similar sequences of turbidites based on turbidite mass sequences, 
age, number of coarse pulses, geophysical fi ngerprints, and the number of turbidites 
above external chronostra  graphic data (e.g. the Mazama Ash and a Holocene-Pleisto-
cene faunal boundary; Griggs and Kulm, 1970). Turbidite mass is the integra  on of den-
sity with volume (core cross sec  onal area  mes depth), calculated for each turbidite. 
The number of coarse pulses refers to the number of fi ning upward subunits with each 
single bed, as inferred from the geophysical data.

Dis  nguishing seismoturbidites from those triggered by other mechanisms can be very 
diffi  cult, and in some cases impossible. Two approaches can be applied, separately or 
in concert, to make this dis  nc  on; (1) sedimentology of the deposits themselves, and 
(2) correla  on of deposits to establish regional synchronous deposi  on unlikely to be 
caused by processes other than earthquakes. The principle basis for a  ribu  ng a seis-
mogenic trigger to the turbidite record is that regional and synchronous deposi  on is 
unlikely to have been generated by a trigger other than an earthquake (Goldfi nger et al., 
2007, 2008, 2012 a; Pa  on et al., 2013). 

One way to correlate turbidites includes the confl uence test and Cascadia turbidites 
pass the confl uence test (Adams, 1990, Goldfi nger et al., 2003, 2007, 2008, 2012 a). This 
test assumes that if the channel system has the same number of turbidites above and 
below a confl uence, it can be surmised that the deposits in all loca  ons were laid in the 
same short period of  me las  ng minutes to hours (Goldfi nger et al., 2012 a). Because 
of this similarity in stra  graphy between cores in this example, the researchers conclude 
that the trigger for these turbidity currents aff ected a broad region (1,000’s km2). These 
correla  ons provide the basis and jus  fi ca  on for the geophysical fi ngerprint correla-
 on method. In support of their fi ndings, Goldfi nger et al. (2003, 2008, 2012 a) correlate 

turbidites in cores that sample unique source areas (Cascadia Channel with Juan de Fuca 
Canyon and Hydrate Ridge Basin West with Rogue Canyon distanced 250 km southwards 
along strike), a correla  on test independent of the confl uence test that further supports 
the areal extent of the trigger for these turbidites. Cascadia margin cores contain depos-
its that pass mul  ple tests of synchronous earthquake origin and generally contain mul-
 ple coarse fi ning upward sub-units, consistent with other seismoturbidites (Nakajima 

and Kanai, 2000; Goldfi nger et al., 2008, 2012 a). Goldfi nger et al. (2012 a) also correlate 
the turbidite mass and the number of coarse units to the rupture length of the causa  ve 
earthquakes. In addi  on, because seismoturbidites with isolated source areas in Casca-
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dia have geophysical property fi ngerprint based correla  ons with suffi  cient similarity to 
suggest the ver  cal structure indeed represents allocyclic (seismic) forcing.

Because of the diff erence in basin and site eff ects and turbidite channel architecture 
between Sumatra and Cascadia (Pa  on et al., 2013), the tests for seismogenic triggering 
are slightly diff erent. As in Cascadia, we base our correla  ons largely on three factors 
(1) sedimentary source isola  on (2) deposit geophysical property “fi ngerprint”, and (3) 
 ming or age control. Sumatra cores in slope basins are isolated from each other, so this 

is used as the primary way to test for regionality of triggers: cores with unique sedimen-
tary sources that have turbidites with shared fi ngerprints demonstrate that triggers are 
regional and not local. Most alternate triggers, such as hyperpycnal fl ow, wave loads, 
and gas hydrate destabiliza  on, fail this test because these mechanisms do not aff ect 
regions of 1,000’s km2.

Finally, the detailed deposi  onal structure of turbidites is likely a combina  on of sev-
eral turbidity current forcing factors. Since turbidite deposi  on is a sedimentary result 
of the passing turbidity current, the forcing factors probably also control the structure 
of the turbidite. Factors that promote allocyclic forcing (i.e. sedimenta  on and erosion 
controlled by the source or input of sediment fl ux; Underwood et al., 2005) can include 
the source of the ini  al landslide, such as whether the turbidity current is from hyper-
pycnal fl ow or a seismogenically triggered landslide (Seilacher, 1969; Shiki et al, 2000; 
Morey and Goldfi nger, 2004; Garret et al., 2011; Goldfi nger et al., 2012 A, B). Factors 
that promote autocyclic forcing (i.e. sedimenta  on and erosion controlled by local or site 
processes) include fl ow dynamics, site geomorphology, and proximity (Middleton, 1967; 
Nelson et al., 1986; Muck and Underwood, 1990; Kneller and McCaff rey, 1995; Kneller 
and Buckee, 2000; Mulder et al., 2003; Baas et al., 2004, 2005; Amy et al., 2005, 2006; 
Dennielou et al., 2006; Felix and Peakall, 2006). These forcing factors may compete 
depending upon core loca  on, local physiography, and distance to the source region of 
the turbidity current. If trigger source forcing dominates over a suffi  ciently large region, 
turbidites deposited by those turbidity currents that share this common forcing may 
also share a common turbidite structure. As a result, these turbidites would also share a 
common “fi ngerprint.”
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2-4.3.2 Sumatra Specifi c Factors

When considering the origin of the turbidite sequences in northern Sumatra, we fi rst 
review the relevance of diff erent poten  al triggers in the region of the 2004 SASZ earth-
quake. Of the poten  al triggering mechanisms proposed (Adams, 1990; Goldfi nger et al., 
2003, 2012; Shanmugam, 2008), only a subset of these triggers applies off shore Suma-
tra. Addi  onally, several mechanisms do not directly trigger slope failure, but simply 
precondi  on slopes for failure (e.g. sediment loading, tectonics oversteepening, and 
regional gas hydrate destabiliza  on). The remaining mechanisms are: hyperpycnal fl ows, 
wave loading, bolide impact, self-failures and earthquakes (intra- and inter-plate). Fre-
quent gas hydrate destabiliza  on events linked to local as opposed to regional tempera-
ture changes would likely not occur synchronously, and thus could not be responsible for 
triggering frequent submarine landslides found in our cores across large areas. Crustal 
earthquakes and structural over steepening and self-failures would leave behind highly 
localized deposits because their impact is localized. Bolide impacts may also leave a 
regional turbidite record, but their recurrence, on the order of 1,000’s of years, is far too 
long to explain the chronostra  graphy in our cores (Rampino and Stothers, 1984; Rampi-
no 1984, 1999, 2002; Ward, 2002; Chesley and Ward, 2006). The remaining process that 
can be both regional and synchronous include hyperpycnal fl ows, wave loads (storm and 
tsunami), and earthquakes, which we discuss below.

1-4.3.2 a Hyperpycnal Flow

 Very large storms could poten  ally generate hyperpycnal fl ows, leaving behind hyper-
pycnites as the result of fl uvial delivery of sediment to the coastal margin or through the 
resuspension of sediment along the con  nental shelf. However, the turbidity current 
source areas of our core sites are isolated from terrigenous input by the broad, unfi lled 
forearc basin in northern Sumatra. In the region of the 2004 SASZ earthquake, core sites 
are located with landslide source areas that have no direct connec  on with either con-
 nental shelf or fl uvial sedimentary systems because the 50 – 70 km wide unfi lled Aceh 

Basin isolates the outer prism from this terrigenous input. The forearc plateau rises an 
average of 2.2 km above the forearc basin fl oor, eff ec  vely trapping all terrigenous input 
in the basin. The Sumatra forearc plateau has a number of islands that could provide 
terrigenous input to sites downslope in the outer forearc. The nearest island, Simeulue, 
is 130 km to the southeast of our nearest slope core site, and there is no sedimentary 
pathway linking Simeulue to any of the core sites discussed here. We also note that hy-
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perpycnites are reported to ini  ally coarsen upwards and then fi ne upwards, represent-
ing the waxing and then waning of the hyperpycnal fl ow (Mulder et al., 2003; St-Onge et 
al., 2004). Turbidites in our cores do not show evidence of this deposi  onal sequence, 
consistent with the observa  ons of the spa  al isola  on of landslide source areas that 
feed our core sites. 

1-4.3.2 b Wave Loading

Wave loads can poten  ally trigger submarine landslides in two ways, (1) cyclic changes 
in pore pressure causing liquefac  on induced slope failure and (2) shear failure of sedi-
ment on the slope, canyons, or shelf. These wave loads can be induced from storm 
waves and from tsunami waves.

Signifi cant wave height, Hs (m), and spectral mean and peak wave period, Tm and Tp (s), 
have been modeled with buoy data and measured using satellite al  metry (Young, 1998; 
Lemmet et al., 1999; Alves and Young, 2003; Izaguirre et al., 2011) for the northeast-
ern Indian Ocean in the region of our paleoseismic survey. Buoy data models es  mate 
Hs with a 100 year return period to be 3.5 to 9.5 m (Caires and Sterl, 2004). Alves and 
Young (2003) use GeoSat, ERS-1, and Topex/Poseidon satellite al  metry measurements 
to es  mate Hs with a 100 year return period to be 6 to 10 m. Izaguirre et al. (2011) use 
TOPEX, Jason-1, Jason-2, EnviSat, GFO and ERS-2 satellite missions from 1992-2010 to 
es  mate Hs with a 20 year return period at 5 to 7 m. Young (1999) calculate Tm and Tp 
using the Spectral Wave Model WAM (Komen et al., 1984) and fi nd Tm to range from 
10-13 s and Tp to range from 6-8 s in the region of our paleoseismic inves  ga  on. Mea-
surements collected for these es  mates are short lived and may not fully capture the 
variability, poten  ally missing extreme events possibly occurring in the past 6,500 years. 
Given this possible limita  on, we adopt these values as characteris  c for the northeast 
Indian Ocean.

Cheng et al (2001) suggest that passing waves, whether storm or tsunami, induce pore 
pressure loads that increase with each successive wave. If the sediment proper  es result 
in undrained condi  ons, the increased pore pressure may induce liquefac  on and induce 
slope failure. Based on models of cyclic loading and drainage tests, where pore space 
decreases and shear strength increases, the sediment can result in being more resistant 
to slope failure (Miyamoto et al., 2004). This cyclic loading, whether from passage of 
storm or tsunami waves, is likely to retard slope failure. Chang et al. (2004) modeled 
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this resistance to liquefac  on in saturated sandy nearshore se   ngs off shore Taiwan. 
The maximum depth that liquefac  on was induced was 15 m, much shallower than the 
source areas in this study. Storm wave heights ranged from 1.5 to 7 m and wave periods 
ranged from 5 to 12 s, both consistent with Hs and Tm and Ts for off shore Sumatra. We 
therefore conclude that wave loading at depths of 1,500-6,000 m in the source areas 
for our turbidite cores is unlikely. We note that the lack of cyclones in equatorial waters 
(Peduzzi et al., 2012) all but rules out massive regional storms as a sediment source via 
either hyperpycnal fl ows or wave loading. Were such cyclones present in the past, they 
would s  ll fail to trigger turbidity currents on the forearc slope with the majority of mini-
mum depths relevant to this study of ~1,500 m. 

Weiss (2008) calculated the poten  al capability of the 2004 SASZ subduc  on zone 
tsunami to possibly move fi nd sand in a maximum depth of 985 m in the Bay of Bengal 
and 335 m in the region of our paleoseismic inves  ga  on. Weiss (2008) concluded that 
tsunamis of similar size or small than the 2004 tsunami would be unlikely to ini  ate mo-
 on on sea fl oor sediments with low cohesion. Poten  al source areas for slope cores in 

this study range from 1.5 to 6 km, all deeper than the Weiss (2008) maximum modeled 
depth. Core 108 has a small region of poten  al source area that reaches depths as shal-
low as ~750m, but since the cores that have correlable deposits have deeper poten  al 
source areas, the poten  al for tsunami wave loading as a trigger for the landslides that 
resulted in the turbidites in our cores is very limited. 

Further evidence contraindicated for tsunami triggering is their frequency. Historic 
tsunami in the northeast Indian Ocean account for over 100 tsunami between 416 and 
2007 A.D. (Dunbar and Stroker, 2008)). Other accounts include ninety tsunami in the 
Indian Ocean between 326 BC and 2005 AD (Rastogi and Jaiswal, 2006). If these rates 
were extended through the Holocene, there were possibly 800 tsunami during the  me 
represented by our cores. This frequency is incompa  ble with the turbidite frequency 
in our cores so is unlikely to be a common trigger for turbidity currents in the source 
regions upslope from the RR0705 and SO-002 cores.

2-4.4 Paleoseismic implica  ons

We a  ribute our correla  ons a range of certain  es based upon how robust our cor-
rela  on criteria are sa  sfi ed (as discussed above). Key correlated turbidites include T-1, 
T-4, T-5, T-6, T-7, T-15, T-16, T-17, T-18, T-20, and T-25. These correla  ons are made with 
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higher certainty and provide boundary condi  ons for over- and under-lying turbidite 
correla  ons. Some turbidite correla  ons are made with lesser certainty, T-2, T-3, T-8, 
T-9, T-10, T-11, T-13, T-14, T-19, T-21, T-22, T-23, and T-24. Turbidite correla  ons with the 
least certainty include T-12, T-26, T-27, and T-28.

There are some alterna  ve triggers that remain, hyperpycnal fl ows, wave loading, bolide 
impact, self-failures and earthquakes (intra- and inter-plate). We have been able to rule 
out hyperpycnal fl ows, wave loads, and bolide impacts based on frequency (bolide, tsu-
nami), sedimentary structure (hyperpycnal), and geographic proximity to fl uvial sources 
(hyperpycnal). Self-failures do not explain the regional extent of the deposits found in 
our cores. The remaining trigger we cannot completely rule out is earthquake triggering 
due to crustal or slab earthquakes. Whether an earthquake trigger is from the megath-
rust or from some smaller fault relates directly to the rupture area and shaking intensity.

2-4.4.1 Comparisons to onshore paleoseismology

We compare the  ming of turbidite deposi  on with earthquakes recorded in micro-atoll 
stra  graphy along the forearc islands of Sumatra (Fig. 2-10). We note that the  ming of 
the paleoearthquake record of the Mentawai segment (Sieh et al., 2008) overlap in  me 
(are consistent) with each of the four youngest turbidite ages from this study. However 
ages from the Mentawai segment are inconsistent (do not overlap) with earthquakes 
on Simeulue (Meltzner et al, 2010). Thus while long earthquake sequences such as the 
2004-2010 sequence along Sumatra may have occurred in the past, they are not neces-
sarily the rule over the 6,500 year record. Further analysis of the turbidites in the 2004-
2005 rupture areas may determine whether the 2004-2005 stress triggering rela  ons 
(McCloskey et al., 2005; Briggs et al., 2006; Hsu et al., 2006; Konca et al., 2007; Chlieh et 
al., 2007, 2008; Meltzner et al., 2012, 2013; Kopp et al., 2013) are a persistent feature 
along the Sumatra margin.

We directly compare our results with secondary records of earthquakes in the form of 
sandy deposits interpreted to be paleotsunami deposits in the terrestrial record. Our 
turbidite based evidence suggests the ages of the six events prior to 2004 were 70 ± 110, 
310 ±70, 650 ± 30, 730 ± 50, 870 ± 140, and 1,020 ± 70 cal yr BP. Based on paleotsunami 
evidence in Thailand, the penul  mate tsunamigenic earthquake recorded onshore in 
Phra Thong was younger than 270 ± 40 cal yr BP (may correlate with T-3) and the ante-
penul  mate tsunami was younger than 1,280 ±40 cal yr BP (may correlate with T-8 or 
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T-9; Fujino et al., 2009; Jankaew et al., 2008; Fig. 2-10). Based on upli  ed marine abra-
sion pla  orms, penul  mate and ante-penul  mate earthquakes occurred 700 ± 40 and 
1,080 ± 100 cal yr BP respec  vely in the Andaman-Nicobar Islands (may correlate with 
T-5 and T-7 or T-8; Rajendran et al., 2008). Similarly, paleotsunami evidence in Aceh, 
Sumatra, suggests the penul  mate large tsunami  ming was 600 ± 60 cal yr BP and the 
ante-penul  mate tsunami  ming was 1,020 ± 110 (may correlate with T-4 and T-7 or T-8; 
Monecke et al., 2008). Based on coral microatoll paleoseismology (Meltzner et al, 2010) 
the penul  mate events comprised a series of earthquakes between 480 ± 10 and 558 ± 2 
cal yrs BP (may correlate with T-3 and T-4). Meltzner et al. (2010) speculate about two to 
three possible missing earthquakes that may have occurred between their penul  mate 
earthquake and the 2004 earthquake. Philibosian et al. (2012) also hypothesize about 
missing earthquake records in their micro-atoll records along the Mentawai segment 
of the Sunda megathrust. Thresholds for recording earthquakes with coral micro-atolls 
are probably diff erent than that for recording earthquakes in sedimentary deposits. The 
ages for T-2 and T-3 are consistent with their hypothesis if there were two earthquakes, 
depending upon which coral based earthquake evidence correlates with which turbidite 
based earthquake evidence (70 ± 110 and 310 ± 70 cal yr BP; Table 2-6). 

Although these comparisons are somewhat coarse, the off shore evidence is broadly con-
sistent with the early reports of onshore paleoseismic events. Paleotsunami, microatoll, 
and upli  ed abrasion pla  orm evidence also may not record all earthquakes and thus 
may also represent maximum intervals for recurrence of great earthquakes sensi  ve to 
the recording thresholds of the diff erent methods. 

1-4.4.2 Temporal Pa  ern

We calculate mean recurrence intervals (RI) based on turbidite ages within single cores 
and based on turbidite ages from all cores with three diff erent methods (Table 2-8). First 
we calculate the RI by dividing the age of the oldest turbidite in each core by the region-
al number of correlated beds for that core. We then calculate the RI by fi nding the mean 
RI at each turbidite. Finally we determine the RI by determining the mean interseismic 
interval in each core. We perform these calcula  ons for each core and then fi nd the 
mean for all cores (bo  om row Table 2-8).

Based on 14C ages and the oldest well correlated seismoturbidite (T-18) in core 108PC, 
the average recurrence interval for earthquakes large enough to generate a correlat-
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Core R.I. (years) S.D. Core R.I. (years) S.D. Core R.I. (years) S.D.
108 240 30 108 210 30 108 340 170
104 170 20 104 180 20 104 180 70
103 240 30 103 200 30 103 280 180
96 140 50 96 140 50 96 190 150

all cores # 200 40 all cores # 190 40 all cores # 260 160

TABLE 2 8. RECURRENCE INTERVAL ESTIMATES

# The mean for "all cores" is the mean of the ages in that column (and an rms calculation of
the standard deviation).

Mean (T #/Age) † Mean (Interseismic Time) §Oldest Age/T # *

* R.I. is calculated by dividing the age of the oldest turbdidite in each core by the regional T
number for that core.

† R.I. is calculated by averaging the R.I. calculated at each turbidite that is calculated in the
first three columns of this table.

§ R.I. is calculated by averaging the interseismic interval in each core.

able geologic record in the region of the 2004 earthquake is 240 ± 30 years (Table 2-8). 
Our es  mates for the recurrence of large earthquakes in the region of our cores ranges 
from 140 ± 50 to 340 ± 170 years. Given a fault normal convergence rate of 34-37 mm 
a-1 in this region (Subarya et al., 2006) and a coupling ra  o of 1, earthquakes like the 
2004 earthquake (slip of ~20 m; Chlieh et al., 2007) would yield an average recurrence 
of 530 - 590 years, somewhat longer than our average recurrence interval. However, we 
know li  le of the magnitudes of past earthquakes, nor of the coupling ra  o along the 
SASZ. Our es  mate is consistent with the RI es  mate from Chlieh et al. (2007) of 140-420 
years, which they es  mate by dividing the rupture potency (a func  on of moment mag-
nitude and rigidity; Wesnousky, 2008) by its accumula  on rate. Given a RI of ~220 years 
for events large enough to generate observable turbidites, and that smaller earthquakes 
may be unrecorded, our interval es  mate is a maximum. 

We present our down-core RI es  mates in Table 2-9 and plot them versus age and cor-
related turbidite number in Fig. 2-11. Time is in calendar years and listed with 95.4% 
error. These es  mates are calculated by dividing the  me between correlated turbidites 
by the number of correlated turbidites that are represented by that  me span. RI es  -
mates have down-core trends that match between cores, suppor  ng our correla  ons 
because such similarity would not be expected for other random turbidite genera  ng 
processes. Goldfi nger et al. (2003) found similar between-core matching trends in down-
core RI es  mates for Cascadia subduc  on zone earthquakes (their fi gure 4). Longer RI 
 mes are represented by maxima in these plots centered approximately at 600, 4,000, 

and 6,000 years. The longer RI span maxima centered at 4 ka is a more robust example 
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Core
Regional

T# *
Age (cal
yr BP)

Error R.I. † Error R.I. § Error

96PC
3 110 30 60 30 80 30
4 560 40 190 50 450 50
7 1,020 80 170 90 150 90

11 1,650 100 170 120 160 120
16 2,100 90 140 130 90 130

103PC
5 850 70 210 70 230 70

10 1,510 80 170 100 130 100
16 2,380 60 160 100 140 100
18 2,720 40 160 80 170 80
20 3,930 70 210 90 600 90
21 4,420 60 220 100 500 100
na# 5,540 40
na# 5,660 50
26 6,090 70 240 90 330 90
na# 6,430 70

104PC
4 580 50 190 50 210 50
5 840 60 210 80 260 80
7 1,050 80 180 100 110 100

10 1,520 80 170 110 160 110
14 1,860 110 140 130 90 130
18 2,840 100 170 150 240 150

108PC
10 1,460 70 160 70 170 70
18 2,950 40 170 80 190 80
19 3,360 70 190 70 420 70
20 3,870 40 200 70 500 70
21 4,430 60 220 70 560 70
23 4,830 50 220 70 200 70
25 5,240 40 220 70 200 70
27 6,350 60 240 70 550 70
28 6,610 50 240 80 260 80
na# 7,180 60
na# 7,590 60

# turbidite age is not regionally correlated with sufficient
certainty.

* Correlated turbidite number.
† R.I. is calculated by dividing the age of the turbidite by the
regional turbidite number minus 1.
§ R.I. is calculated by dividing the preceding interevent time by
the number of preceding turbidites

TABLE 2 9. DOWN CORE RECURRENCE INTERVAL
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Figure 2-11. Down-Core Recurrence 
Interval. Recurrence Intervals (RI) 
are determined by dividing the  me 
between turbidites by the span of 
turbidites that  me represents (Table 
2-8). The 95.4% error is plo  ed as 
ver  cal error bars. The RI is plo  ed 
in a diff erent color for each core. A. 
RI is plo  ed versus regional turbidite 
number. B. RI is plo  ed versus age in cal 
yrs BP.

of  me-length varying RI’s because it has more direct ages for a more con  nuous record 
of correlated turbidites in mul  ple cores. The RI maxima at 6 ka has fewer correlated 
turbidites in core 103 than in core 104. The RI trends between cores 96, 103, and 104 
for T-3 through T-9 match each other, but the maxima centered at 0.6 ka is much longer 
for 96 than for the other cores. These down-core varia  ons in RI es  mates support our 
correla  on results and may also represent periodicity in subduc  on zone earthquake 
supercycles (Sieh et al., 2008; Goldfi nger et al., 2013 a).
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2-4.4.3 Extent of the 2004 turbidite and the paleoseismic record in seg-
ment boundaries

We note that the southernmost evidence for the 2004 turbidite is observed in core 95 
in a slope basin and core 88 in the trench (Fig. 2-12). Slope cores provide a be  er con-
straint to the spa  al limita  ons of ground shaking because their sedimentary sources 
are spa  ally restricted. Trench cores are less reliable to base a maximum distance limit 
for the eff ect earthquake triggering of turbidity currents because turbidity currents can 
travel down-trench some unknown distance (“trench mixing”). The nearest slope cores 
that likely lack a 2004 deposit is 92PC/TC and 91MC. 91MC has sedimentary sec  on not 
sampled in core 92 and has an uppermost turbidite that is highly bioturbated with pres-
ence of forams, suppor  ng our interpreta  on that this core, at a range of ~100 km from 
the southern termina  on of 2004 slip, lacks a 2004 deposit. We do not have radiometric 
age es  mates for this deposit however.

There are few examples of rupture termina  on as observed in turbidite paleoseismic 
records with enough core data to constrain them. One such example was recently 
published for the Sumatra margin. Sumner et al. (2013) collected several cores ~ 50 km 
south of the rupture zone (Chlieh et al., 2007) of the 2004 Sumatra Mw 9.2 earthquake 
(cores designated by the prefi x SO-002; Fig. 2-12). They used SO-002 core data to state 
that not all large earthquakes generate turbidity currents. The 2004 earthquake did 
indeed generate a widespread turbidity current (Figs. 2-3, 2-6, 2-10), thus the SO-002 
and RR0705 cores may be used, instead, as part of a crude sensi  vity test for triggering 
distance along strike. The value of this test is limited by the spa  al extent of the SO-002 
cores. In addi  on to the limita  ons of spa  ally relevant SO-002 core sites, some were 
located in fl at fl oored wide basins that have proven to be of limited use for paleoseis-
mology in slope se   ngs, possibly due to insuffi  cient turbidite genera  ng topography or 
due to the lack of channelized turbidity currents (e.g. cores RR0705-16GC and 18GC with 
older radiocarbon ages at shallow depths and highly bioturbated sediment with indis  n-
guishable sedimentary structure). Other SO-002 cores were located >30 km from their 
local canyon, and > 20 km from subdued local slopes. The slope failures leading to these 
SO-002 core sites are not channelized and thus the turbidity currents rapidly weaken 
as they spread across the basins (Nelson et al., 1986; Johnson et al., 2005; Pa  on et al., 
2013). Core 2MC (of Sumner et al., 2013) includes a surfi cial turbidite likely to be the 
2004 turbidite based on its thickness and geophysical property fi ngerprint. Sumner et al. 
(2013) agree with our interpreta  on that SO-002-02MC includes a 2004 or 2005 deposit 
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(their Figure 2 B). This core is located closer to the limit of slip for the 2004 earthquake 
than are any RR0705 slope cores, including core 96.

Given these limita  ons, a maximum triggering distance on the order of ~ 50 km for the 
2004 event to deposit a record in less than favorable sites is supported by the data. The 
2004 earthquake had northward direc  vity, away from the core sites (Ammon et al., 
2005; Ishii et al., 2005; Chlieh et al., 2007). Because of the distance and rupture direc  v-
ity, the SO-002 slope core sites were not ideal to record a turbidite from the 2004 earth-
quake. Also, the main slip patch at the southern end of the rupture (i.e. Chlieh et al., 
2007) was considerably north of the core sites, thus this value could be very diff erent for 
other earthquakes. Along strike die-off  of ground mo  ons in the Tohoku earthquake at 
both north and south ends of the rupture was an order of magnitude, from ~ 1 g to ~ 0.1 
g in a distance of ~100 km (Goto et al., 2012). Across-strike (along-dip) energy radia  on 
is broader because the energy is largely directed across strike in thrust earthquakes. This 
is a result of the orienta  on of maximum stress prior to the earthquake, which is parallel 
to the across-strike direc  on.  Ground shaking across strike > 0.5 g extended across the 
forearc and well onshore, over 300 km width, for the Tohoku-Oki earthquake (Goto et 
al., 2012). Records of ground shaking for the Tohoku-Oki earthquake exceeded 1 g, but 
these large values are a  ributed to site condi  ons that may have amplifi ed the ground 
shaking (Zhao et al., 2012).

We also observe that the turbidite record becomes less robust in the region of the 
segment boundary of the 2004-2005 earthquakes, as well as the 2005 region. Seg-
ment boundaries typically are characterized by low or no slip during earthquakes and 
commonly have complex structural and slip transfer mechanisms from one segment to 
another (Barrientos and Ward, 1990; Bürgmann et al., 2005; Konca et al., 2005; Chlieh 
et al., 2007, 2008; Schurr et al., 2007; Hok et al., 2011; Kiser et al., 2011; Hayes et al., 
2013). They also have many small earthquakes occurring in between large events, lead-
ing to a confusing and likely incomplete record (e.g. historic earthquakes off shore Suma-
tra, Fig. 2-12). Briggs et al. (2006) show the 2004 earthquake slip along the 2004-2005 
boundary diminishing to zero at the boundary, near the north end of Simeulue Island. 
We fi nd the turbidite record in the 2004-2005 segment boundary (including our cores 
and those of Summer et al., 2013), considered in the regional context presented here, 
consistent with the presence of a persistent segment boundary. 
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2-4.4.4 Paleoseismograms?

Submarine landslides can be triggered when seismic waves propagate through the land-
slide source area. If the source-  me func  on (Tanioka and Ruff , 1997; Bilek et al, 2004; 
Bilek, 2007) of the slope failures drives the sediment fl ux into the landslide system, and 
allocyclic forcing dominates (Underwood, 2005; Dennielou et al., 2006), the longitudinal 
structure of the resultant turbidity current will have maxima associated with the peaks 
in seismic energy. Therefore, the ver  cal structure of the turbidity current is expected to 
have coarse pulses of sediment corresponding to each pulse (maxima) in seismic energy. 
The general structure would have a coarse grained base and fi ne upwards, with mul  ple 
coarse sub-units for each peak in seismic energy; par  cle size scaling with seismic en-
ergy. 

We note that the 2004 turbidite has three major fi ning upward coarse pulses in our 
cores and that the 2004 SASZ earthquake has three primary slip sub-events (Lay et al, 
2005). There are several minor coarse pulses, for a total of six main pulses in the tur-
bidite base. The rela  on between the earthquake source-  me func  on and the corre-
sponding deposit originally led previous authors to suggest the deposit structure can be 
used as a “paleoseismogram” (Seilacher, 1969; Morey and Goldfi nger, 2004; Goldfi nger 
et al., 2007, 2012 a). Seilacher suggested that sedimentary structures could develop as 
the result of seismic loads to exis  ng sedimentary deposits, while Goldfi nger et al. sug-
gest that the sediments are deposited following the earthquake record the earthquake 
source mechanism in the deposit. The source-  me func  ons produced by others (Ishi et 
al., 2005, Chlieh et al., 2007; Stein and Okal, 2007; Tolstoy and Bohnens  ehl, 2006) are 
plo  ed in comparison to the most upper turbidite in core 96PC Fig. S 2-7. There is good 
agreement between these plots of seismic energy release and the ver  cal sedimentary 
structure leading us to our comparison (Pa  on et al., 2013; their fi gure 6). This inter-
preta  on is supported by results from lab experiments that related sediment fl ux with 
changes in sequen  al deposi  on of sediments with varying density (Garret et al., 2011; 
Goldfi nger et al., 2012 a). We speculate that this uppermost turbidite off shore Sumatra 
probably sa  sfi es the Goldfi nger defi ni  on of “paleoseismogram” (Morey and Goldfi n-
ger, 2004; Goldfi nger et al., 2007, 2012 b).
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2-5. Conclusions

Turbidite stra  graphy is ubiquitous in isolated slope basin and trench sites along the 
northern Sumatra margin. Physiography isolates these sites from terrestrial sediment in-
put, from Himalayan derived sediment, and from large storms, providing good locali  es 
to inves  gate the poten  al for earthquake paleoseismology. Stra  graphic correla  on 
and radiocarbon ages support serial deposi  on of synchronous turbidites over the past 
~ 6,500 years. Based on the source isola  on for these core sites, the correla  ons desig-
nated in Figs. 2-7, 2-8, 2-9, and 2-10 represent strong evidence for earthquake triggering 
of submarine landslides that are responsible for these turbidites. 

The fact that these Sumatra cores, in sedimentologically isolated and hydrodynamically 
unique systems, share turbidites with deposi  onal histories that match in consider-
able detail, suggests that they also share a common trigger mechanism. For alterna  ve 
triggers to explain these sequences, these triggers would need to randomly aff ect the 
diff erent regions with similar frequency and result in landslides with similar turbidite 
structures, in the same stra  graphic order. Goldfi nger et al. (2003, 2008, 2011, 2012 a, 
b, 2013 a, b), have proposed that these shared characteris  cs are, in part, a result of the 
 me history of ground shaking causing a change in sediment fl ux (submarine landslides) 

during the earthquake. Correla  on of strata is further supported by 14C ages of individual 
turbidites and hemipelagic intervals between earthquakes.

The youngest turbidite likely correlates with the 26 December 2004 great SASZ Mw 9.2 
earthquake. This earthquake triggered turbidity currents in mul  ple submarine drainage 
systems that le   stra  graphic evidence in the form of mul  -pulse turbidites in isolated 
slope basin and trench depocenters. Previous great earthquakes in the same region 
have shaken suffi  ciently to trigger at least 27 (and as many as 30) turbidity currents and 
deposit corresponding turbidites during the past ~ 6.5 ka, with an average repeat  me of 
260 ± 160 years. The off shore turbidite record is consistent with both plate mo  on and 
land paleoseismic ages for eight prehistoric earthquakes approximately 400, 600, 800, 
1,000, 1,500, 2,300, 6,000, and possibly 7,100 years ago. The  ming of the four most 
recent earthquakes is similar to  ght clusters of earthquakes recorded by live corals (Sieh 
et al., 2008) along the Padang/Mentawai segment of the Sumatra subduc  on zone, 400 
km to the south, sugges  ng along-strike sequences of earthquakes over rela  vely short 
 me intervals.
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We fi nd that selec  ng core sites is essen  al when a  emp  ng to evaluate the sedimen-
tary record of past earthquakes. Based on the presence of a turbidite we interpret to be 
the result of the 2004 SASZ earthquake in RR0705 and SO-002 cores, we fi nd a minimum 
triggering distance for earthquakes of this magnitude to be ~50 km. This is a crude es  -
mate since this measurement is to the edge of the slip models and the maximum shak-
ing intensity responsible for triggering turbidity currents is heterogeneous and aniso-
tropic (e.g. depending upon factors such as slip direc  vity, slip magnitude, and hanging 
wall or foot wall posi  on). The best coring sites will conjoin as many posi  ve factors as 
possible (factors that promote seismogenic triggering of turbidity currents and promote 
the deposi  on and preserva  on of their turbidites). We pose a series of factors that are 
ideal: core sites nearest maximum shaking intensity (e.g. not at slip patch boundaries), 
core sites that have high relief sources upslope, core sites that are associated with tur-
bidity current channels and canyons, and core sites that may promote expanded stra  -
graphic sec  on (such as enclosed basins).

The success of turbidite correla  on in Cascadia, the northern San Andreas, and Sumatra 
suggests that some fi rst order structure of the turbidity current maintains integrity de-
spite the fl uid dynamic complexity of turbidity currents. We speculate that the longitudi-
nal heterogeneity of the current, allocyclic forcing imparted by the heterogeneous earth-
quake rupture itself (the source-  me func  on of the earthquake) may be recorded in the 
deposits (Morey and Goldfi nger, 2004; Goldfi nger et al., 2008, 2011, 2012 a; Garret et 
al., 2011). Our model predicts that these sub-events, minutes apart, may be recorded as 
discernible coarse pulses within the turbidite that can be correlated over large distances 
(Fig. 2-8, 2-9). A similar conclusion was drawn for Cascadia earthquake turbidites (Gold-
fi nger et al., 2012 a); the mechanism has been tested in fl ume studies, and is predicted 
by theory and analog models (Goldfi nger et al., 2012 a and references therein, 2012 b; 
Garret et al., 2011). There may be poten  al to correlate the seismogenic forcing of these 
landslides with further work.
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Chapter 3 Abstract

We evaluate turbidite deposi  on along slope and trench se   ngs for the Cascadia and 
Sumatra-Andaman subduc  on zones. Source proximity, basin eff ects, turbidity current 
fl ow path, earthquake rupture pa  erns, both temporal and spa  al, hydrodynamics, and 
topography all likely play roles in the deposi  on of the turbidites as evidenced by the 
ver  cal structure of the fi nal deposit. Channel systems tend to promote low-frequency 
components of the content of the current over longer distances, while more proximal 
slope basins and base-of-slope apron fan se   ngs result in a turbidite structure that is 
likely infl uenced by local physiography and other factors. Cascadia’s margin is dominated 
by glacial cycle constructed pathways which promote turbidity current fl ows for large 
distances. Sumatra margin pathways do not inherit these sedimentary systems, so 
turbidity currents appear more localized.

3-1. Introduc  on

Sedimenta  on of ac  ve margins is commonly dominated by turbidite systems. During 
sea level high stands, or for regions isolated from terrestrial sedimenta  on processes, 
these systems may principally be driven by seismic cycles (Nelson et al., 2011; Goldfi nger 
et al., 2012 a). Accre  onary prism architecture provides a fi rst order control on fl ow 
paths for mass was  ng processes (Bouma 2004, 2006, Bourget et al., 2010; Pouderoux et 
al., 2012). The prism’s morphology in turn is driven by convergence rate, plate coupling, 
backstop strength, upper plate rheology, and lower plate topography and sedimenta  on 
history. 

Paleoseismology is a science that can reveal the behavior of a fault system through 
mul  ple earthquake cycles (Atwater, 1987; McCalpin, 1996; Atwater and Hemphill-Haley, 
1997; Nelson et al., 2006; Goldfi nger et al., 2008, 2012 a). Strong ground shaking from 
rupture of earthquakes has been inferred to trigger turbidity currents that poten  ally 
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leave a very long record of past earthquakes in the form of turbidites (Dallimore et al., 
2005; Goldfi nger et al., 2003, 2008, 2012 a; Inouchi et al., 1996; Karlin et al., 2007; Noda 
2004; Okamura, 2004; Shiki 2000; St-Onge et al., 2004). Turbidite paleoseismology uses 
combined evidence from sedimentology, tests of synchroneity, stra  graphic correla  on, 
and analysis of non-earthquake triggers to develop a reliable earthquake record for 
submarine fault zones (Adams, 1990; Bea  e and Dade, 1996; Goldfi nger et al., 2012 a).

Turbidite paleoseismology has been largely successful in regions where an 
understanding of the fl ow systems and pathways (including secondary factors) can 
be developed in order to maximize the poten  al for success through careful core site 
selec  on. While the tectonic interpreta  on of these deposits is not the principle focus 
of this paper, it is these interpreta  ons (and correla  on of deposits) which allow us to 
make our observa  ons regarding the forcing factors along these two margins.

In the following sec  ons we describe some site locali  es and turbidity current 
pathways along the Sumatra and Cascadia margins. Detailed turbidite correla  ons and 
seismogenic trigger ra  onale in Cascadia are found elsewhere (Goldfi nger et. al., 2012 
a) and we discuss correla  ons and seismogenic ra  onale for Sumatra in this paper. 
These correla  ons are used here to provide a framework for discussion of architectural 
controls on turbidite sedimenta  on in marginal slope basin and trench se   ngs of the 
Sumatra and Cascadia margins.

3-1.1 Physical Geography

The sedimentary systems of the con  nental slope and abyssal plain off shore Sumatra 
and Cascadia are controlled largely by the tectonics of the accre  onary prism and the 
glacial history of the regional and local sources of terrestrial sediment. There exists a 
wide range in sedimentary se   ngs along both of the margins off  Sumatra and Cascadia 
(Fig. 3-1). 

The con  nental slope is formed by the accre  onary prism of the subduc  on zone and 
many of these geographical features are controlled by the geometry of the prism (Wang 
and Davis, 1996; Wang and Hu, 2006). The intersec  on of the slope with the abyssal 
plain may be close to the trench axis (Sumatra), or may be the intersec  on of the frontal 
fault limb or megathrust with a fi lled trench (Cascadia). Submarine canyons cross the 
slope and may headwardly migrate through growing an  clinal folds, into up-slope 
basins and branch into tributary canyons. Submarine channel systems are meandering 
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channels that form in the sediments of the abyssal plain and may follow the trench axis 
(Carter, 1988). In Sumatra, there is no ac  ve channel system in the axis. In Cascadia, 
the fi lled trench allows channels to trend away from the slope, following trends defi ned 
by Pleistocene fan systems and the age of the subduc  ng Juan de Fuca plate. Channels 
emanate from submarine canyons and submarine landslide complexes at the base of 
the slope (Carter, 1988). Dune fi elds and sediment waves are mul  beam-resolvable 
landforms that have bedforms in the shape of transverse dunes (Nelson et al., 2000). A 
plunge pool forms in the trench where sediment fl ows from the slope scour the area at 
the base of the slope (probably due to the steepness of the slope), forming a recessed 
pool (Nelson et al., 2000). Apron fans form at the base of the slope and may or may not 
have apron fan channels incised into their surface (Nelson et al., 2000). In the following 
sec  ons, we will describe the specifi c landforms found in Sumatra and Cascadia, their 
interac  ons, and the rela  ons to their hosted turbidite stra  graphy.

3-1.2 Sumatra Margin

The India-Australia plate subducts to the northeast at 38 to 57 mm/year beneath the 
Sunda plate to form the Sumatra-Andaman subduc  on zone (SASZ) in the northeast 
Indian Ocean (Subarya et al., 2006; Fig. 3-2). Bengal fan channels are ul  mately sourced 
from the Himalayas and formed as a response to climate forcing, par  cularly during 
glacial periods (Curray and Moore, 1971; Curray et al., 2003, Weber et al., 2003). 
Bengal fan deposits thin to the south, as evidenced in ETOPO eleva  on data (Smith 
and Sandwell, 1997). Oceanic basement structures are generally buried north of 1° 
north, and only par  ally buried south of that la  tude (except along the outer rise and 
trenchward of the outer rise, where these structures are reac  vated; the outer rise is a 
convex-up region west of the trench).

While ac  ve Himalayan sedimenta  on forms a fan in the northwestern Indian 
Ocean, turbidity current channels in the eastern Bengal fan are inac  ve since the late 
Quaternary as they no longer receive ac  ve sedimenta  on from northern sources 
(Moore et al., 1976; Weber et al., 2003). In the margin off shore northern Sumatra there 
is but a single relict turbidity current channel (sourced from the north) and it is not 
located in the trench axis, but is posi  oned westward of the outer rise, causing it to 
drain westward towards the Ninetyeast ridge. This relict channel does not refl ect the 
modern gradients in topography as the India-Australia plate fl exes here in response to 
subduc  on. There are no large channel systems in the trench, other than short (with a 
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Figure 3-2. Sumatra core loca  on and plate se   ng map. India-Australia plate subducts 
northeastwardly beneath the Sunda plate (part of Eurasia) at modern rates (GPS 
veloci  es are based on regional modeling of Bock et al, 2003 as plo  ed in Subarya et 
al., 2006). Historic earthquake ruptures (Bilham, 2005; Malik et al., 2011) are plo  ed 
in orange. Bengal and Nicobar fans cover structures of the India-Australia plate in the 
northern part of the map.  RR0705 cores are plo  ed as light blue and cores discussed in 
this paper are darker blue. General loca  on for Figures 1, 5, 6, 8, and 10 are designated 
by green rectangles. SRTM bathymetry and topography is in shaded relief and colored vs. 
depth/eleva  on (Smith and Sandwell, 1997).
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mean length of 7 km) apron fan channels associated with submarine canyons exi  ng the 
con  nental slope and localized submarine landslide amphitheaters. Many of these short 
channels are off set and deformed by bending moment normal faults, further restric  ng 
or altering turbidity current fl ow in these systems. 

Con  nental margin morphology in western Sumatra is dominated by the upper plate 
structure of a Ter  ary and Quaternary accre  onary prism with structural highs and 
forearc slope basins. Upli  ed Ter  ary-Quaternary Bengal and Nicobar fan sediments 
form the core of the duplexed accre  onary prism off shore Sumatra, which acts as a 
local backstop (Fisher et al., 2007; Kopp et al., 2008; Singh et al., 2010; Krabbenhoe   et 
al., 2010). Topography here is controlled largely by the blocks of sediment up to 4 km 
thick (Bandopadhyay and Bandopadhyay, 1999; Fisher et al., 2007) upli  ed from the 
India-Australia plate (likely by duplexing of the accre  onary complex) to form the upper 
part of the accre  onary prism and marginal plateau (Fisher et al., 2007). Between these 
blocks and fault an  clines are the piggyback slope basins that archive sediment in which 
we collected our cores (Fisher et al., 2007; Mosher et al., 2008; Gulick et al., 2011). Slope 
basins in the Sumatra system are formed atop this fold and thrust belt with submarine 
canyon systems linking some basins as they cut normal to the trench. Many basins do 
not drain to the trench and have an expanded Holocene sec  on. Canyon systems tend 
to be short and drainage catchments rela  vely small possibly because there are no 
pathways through the accre  onary complex to the forearc basin or con  nental shelf. 
The outer forearc is sedimentologically isolated from northern Sumatra by the Aceh, 
Simeulue, Nias, Pini, Siberut, and Bengkulu Neogene forearc basins (Sieh et al., 2000; 
Susilohadi et al., 2005) Sediment input from the off shore islands of Simeulue, Nias, 
and Siberut is possible for some basins in the central and southern Sumatra margin. 
Similarly the trench provides sedimentologic isola  on between sites due to the lack of 
large channel systems. In addi  on, core sites in the trench are isolated to sedimentologic 
sources further north along the SASZ. The trench is likely blocked from sedimentary 
input from northern sources by the subduc  ng Ninetyeast Ridge and a large landslide at 
14º N (Moore et al., 1976). 

The trench axis deepens from 4.5 km. to 6.5 km, from north to south, and is fi lled 
with sediment four km thick in the north (Gulick et al., 2011), all deeper than the 
Carbonate Compensa  on Depth (CCD). Trench fi ll sediments are sourced from the 
Bengal and Nicobar fans and par  ally bury lower plate bending moment normal 
faults and fracture zones that trend across the trench. Along the central and southern 
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margin, sediments overlying the oceanic crust thin to less than one km. The trench axis 
morphology is therefore controlled by transverse structures from 2.25° S southward and 
the morphology in turn controls turbidite fl ow within the trench. Where larger lower 
plate structures like the Inves  gator fracture zone and the fossil Wharton ridge cross 
the trench in a northeasterly direc  on, they block sediment fl ow southward down the 
trench axis. The result of these blockages is compartmented sediment basins in the 
trench axis. A secondary eff ect is that sediment sources in the trench compartments are 
restricted to sources of input from adjacent specifi c slope segments. It is remarkable 
that these lower plate structures that compartmentalize sediment deposi  on also align 
with many historic earthquake rupture limits (Newcomb and McCann, 1987; Or  z and 
Bilham, 2003; Sieh et al., 2006; Briggs et al., 2006; Natawidjaja et al, 2004; Chlieh et al., 
2007; Meltzner et al, 2010, 2012). 

3-1.3 Cascadia Margin

The Juan de Fuca and Gorda plates subduct to the northeast at 36 to 50 mm/year 
beneath the North America plate (Fig. 3-3) to form the Cascadia subduc  on zone 
(CSZ) in the northeast Pacifi c (McCaff rey et al., 2007). Sediment thicknesses on the 
lower plates decrease from 4km to <1 km, north to south. Sediment thickness may 
play a role in seismogenic poten  al and segmenta  on of the margin due to unmasking 
of basement structures in southern Cascadia (Goldfi nger et al., 2012 a), as it may in 
Sumatra, where sediment thickness similarly decreases southward. The N-S gradient 
in incoming sediment thickness results in a smooth plate interface along the northern 
margin and a rela  vely rough one in the south, where the subduc  ng Blanco fracture 
zone and two pseudofaults are exposed (Chaytor et al., 2004; Goldfi nger et al., 2012 a). 
Shorter rupture segments along the southern margin are a  ributed to this unmasking 
of basement structure in the south (Goldfi nger et al., 2012 a). CSZ fault coupling in 
submarine se   ngs is evidenced by deforma  on along accre  onary prism faults as 
mo  on is transferred from lower plate sinistral faults (Goldfi nger et al., 1997). Along 
with vergence of accre  onary prism thrust faults (Goldfi nger et al., 1996; Johnson et al., 
2005), wedge taper and structural strike in the prism are likely controlled by basal shear 
stress on the CSZ fault (Goldfi nger et al., 1992; 1996; 1997). These all contribute to the 
variability of plate coupling on the megathrust along both margins. 

The accre  onary prism here is composed of Ter  ary to Quaternary turbidites and 
hemipelagic mud (Westbrook et al., 1994; Johnson et al., 2005). Basins in the CSZ slope 
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Figure 3-3. Cascadia margin turbidite canyon, channel, and 1999, 2002, and 2009 
core loca  on map. Core sites are displayed as green circles and cores discussed in this 
paper are darker green. Bathymetric grid constructed from mul  beam data collected 
in 1999, 2002, and 2009, Gorda plate swath bathymetry collected in 1997 (Dziak et al., 
2001), and archive data available from NGDC. Bathymetry and topography in regions 
outside these higher resolu  on data sets are from the SRTM global data set (Smith and 
Sandwell, 1997). General loca  on for Figures 7, 9, and Supplemental Figure 3-2 are 
designated by green rectangles. Mul  beam bathymetry data collected recently was 
compiled by Chris Romsos at Oregon State University (personal communica  on, 2012).
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are piggyback basins formed between the limbs of folds in the accre  onary prism. 
These slope basins are commonly isolated, but are some  mes connected to other 
basins by relict channel systems, and are occasionally intersected by and connected 
to slope-perpendicular canyon systems. Several slope basins, notably Hydrate Ridge 
Basin West (HRBW), are completely isolated from terrestrial or shallow water sediment 
sources (Goldfi nger et al., 2012 a). As in Sumatra, such isolated slope basins collect local 
sedimenta  on only from submarine landslides derived from the local slopes that defi ne 
the basins. 

The con  nental slope of the Cascadia margin is traversed by numerous submarine 
canyons that deliver an abundant sediment volume to the fi lled trench from the high-
rainfall coastal region and con  nental interior since (Fig. 3-3). The Columbia River, one 
of the largest rivers in North America, has delivered ~20 million metric tons of sediment 
per year mostly to the Washington shelf during the late Holocene (Sternberg, 1986; Wolf 
et al., 1999). During Pleistocene low-stands, when much of the Columbia River drainage 
basin was glaciated, a greater sediment load was delivered directly to the Cascadia Basin 
fl oor turbidite systems (Underwood, 2005). During that  me, the broad Astoria and 
Ni  nat Fans were constructed along the northern margin, and fi lled the subduc  on-zone 
trench (Nelson et al., 1968; Nelson et al., 1987; Normark and Reid, 2003; Goldfi nger et 
al., 1997). During the Holocene high stand, sediment from Cascadia rivers was deposited 
mostly on the shelf and in nearly full shelf basins and upper canyons (Goldfi nger et al., 
1992; McNeill et al., 2000), with only 5% or less of the load delivered to canyon heads 
(Sternberg, 1986; Wolf et al., 1999).

A wide variety of modern turbidite systems are found within Cascadia Basin (Nelson et 
al., 2009, 2001). Base-of-slope sand-rich apron fans, such as Rogue Apron, are defi ned as 
small-scale (<10 km), wedge-shaped turbidite systems abu   ng the base of slope (Nelson 
et al., 2000, 2009, 2011). They do not have signifi cant channel development detectable 
in seismic profi les, side-scan mosaics, or swath-bathymetry at the resolu  on of presently 
available data (Wolf and Hamer, 1999; this study). Submarine fans, such as Astoria Fan, 
are turbidite systems with signifi cant channel development that funnel sediment into 
outer-fan deposi  onal lobes. Another turbidite system type commonly found in ac  ve-
margin se   ngs is the extensive, tectonically-controlled, deep-sea channel system. Deep-
sea channel systems, such as Cascadia Channel, are fed by mul  ple tributary canyons, 
extend for hundreds to thousands of kilometers across basin fl oors and eventually 
connect with abyssal-plain fans (Carter, 1988; Nelson et al., 2000). Large-scale sediment-
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wave or dune fi elds and plunge pools associated with high gradient canyon mouths 
and proximal channels, such as those of the Trinidad and Eel systems, also have been 
observed in swath-bathymetric and sidescan mosaics of basin fl oors (Nelson et al., 2009, 
2000; EEZ-Scan 84 Scien  fi c Staff , 1986; Goldfi nger et al., 2012). In a tectonically ac  ve 
se   ng like the Cascadia margin, folding, faul  ng, and extensive sediment failures can 
disrupt canyon and channel pathways of turbidite systems. 

3-1.4 Seismoturbidites

Adams (1990), Goldfi nger et al. (2003), and Shanmugam (2008) suggest nine plausible 
triggering mechanisms for turbidity currents: 1) storm wave loads, 2) earthquake 
ruptures, 3) tsunami wave loads (local or distant), 4) sediment loads, 5) hyperpycnal 
fl ows, 6) volcanic explosions, 7) submarine landslides, 8) cyclones, and 9) bolide 
impacts. Other mechanisms may reduce slope stability (tectonic oversteepening, 
deposi  onal oversteepening, sea-level lowering, salt movement, glacial loading, biologic 
erosion), but are likely random and not regional nor synchronous (Inouchi et al., 2996; 
Goldfi nger et al, 2007). Discrimina  ng between these mechanisms is central to using 
turbidites for paleoseismology. While subduc  on zones generate suffi  cient seismicity to 
seismically strengthen sediments so these se   ngs are more resistant to other triggering 
mechanisms (Biscon  n and Pestana, 2006; Nelson et al., 2011), we will fi rst discuss 
relevant alterna  ve triggers.

Considering alterna  ve triggers, hyperpycnal storm fl ow related deposits (hyperpycnites) 
may have a fi ner sediment base that ini  ally coarsens upwards (during waxing fl ow), 
then fi nes upwards (as the fl ow wanes ; Mulder et al., 2003) though this sequence may 
also not be represented in the deposit. With wave triggers, the landslide source area 
would be much shallower than the source areas in the region of this study. Tsunami 
waves and storm waves can cause liquefac  on and erosion at upper canyon and shelf 
depths, but source areas for our cores are not at these shallow depths. Tsunami wash-
back sediments have been found in Sumatra (Sugawara et al., 2007) and elsewhere 
(Bondevik et al., 1997; Fujiwara et al., 2000; van den Bergh et al., 2003; Noda et al., 
2007; Abrantes et al., 2008), but these are also at much shallower depths than found 
in this study. They are relevant in Cascadia, but typically wave related triggering causes 
upper canyon transport, but not necessarily igni  on of a turbidity current that reaches 
deep water. Gas Hydrate destabiliza  on would leave behind highly localized deposits. 
Bolide impacts may also lead to turbidites, but their recurrence is far too long to explain 
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the chronostra  graphy in these cores. These and other mechanisms are discussed in 
detail for Cascadia in Goldfi nger et al. (2012 a). Thus sedimentologic discriminators 
between these mechanisms are possible, as are frequency comparisons, but these are 
hardly universal. The primary basis for a  ribu  ng a seismogenic trigger to the turbidite 
record is tes  ng for regional and synchronous deposi  on, combined with comparison to 
historic and other paleoseismic data (Goldfi nger et al., 2007, 2008, 2012 a,).

Earthquakes are well known as subaerial landslide triggers, with a triggering minimum 
earthquake magnitude of ~Mw=5 (Keeper, 1984), and landslide density found to be 
greater in areas of stronger ground accelera  on (Meunier et al, 2007; Strasser et al., 
2006). Earthquakes are also one of the dominant submarine landslide triggers (Hampton 
et al., 1996; Masson et al., 2006; Goldfi nger et al., 2003, 2008, 2012 a), with most 
historic examples a  ributed to ground accelera  ons from earthquakes (Mosher et al., 
2010; Shirai et al, 2010; Mosher and Piper, 2007; St. Onge et al., 2004, 2011). Minimum 
magnitudes for recording seismoturbidites are possibly above Mw=7.1 (Goldfi nger et 
al., 2003) or Mw=7.4 (Nakajima and Kanai, 2000) in subduc  on zone se   ngs, though 
smaller magnitudes (Mw = 5.2) have been observed (Lorenzoni et al, 2012 a) and are 
supported by studies of slope stability and minimum accelera  ons required for failure 
(e.g. Goldfi nger et al 2012 b). 

We test the plausibility of a seismogenic trigger in Sumatra by 1) using tests for 
synchronous triggering of sedimentologically isolated turbidite systems and 2) using 
secondary constraints that consider sedimentologic characteris  cs of the turbidites. 
When turbidites can be correlated between sites separated by a large distance or 
between sites isolated from land sources and from each other, synchronous triggering 
can be inferred and most other triggering mechanisms can be eliminated (Goldfi nger et 
al., 2003, 2008, 2012 a; Shiki, 2000; Gorsline et al., 2000; Nakajima, 2000; Rajendran et 
al., 2008; Shiki et al., 2000). 

A  ribu  ng a seismogenic trigger to turbidites generally requires spa  al and temporal 
correla  on of individual turbidites (Shiki et al., 2000; Gorsline et al., 2000; Nakajima, 
2000; Goldfi nger et al., 2003, 2008, 2012 a; Rajendran et al., 2008). Kneller and 
McCaff rey (2003) and Baas et al. (2005) pose that the ver  cal structure (Middleton, 
1965) is predicted when there are longitudinal (along the fl ow path) changes in 
sediment fl ux within turbidity currents. Source-  me func  ons and rupture geometry 
of earthquakes may provide this spa  al and temporal control on sediment input into 
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these turbidity current systems. The turbidite structure (stra  fi ca  on) le   behind by 
these fl ows thus possibly records an approxima  on of the seismic energy density at the 
landslide source area (Morey-Ross and Goldfi nger, 2004; Goldfi nger et al., 2011, 2012 a, 
b).

Mass was  ng along con  nental margin slope se   ngs has a large range in gene  cs, from 
block falls to nepheloid raveling (Nelson et al., 2000; Lorenzoni et al., 2012 b). However 
li  le is known about the ini  al slope failures that lead to turbidity currents along the CSZ 
and SASZ margins. These turbidity currents may begin as a wide range of mass was  ng 
types, but eventually transform into turbulence driven buoyant sediment rich fl ows 
(Nelson et al., 2011). These turbidity currents can travel 100’s to 1,000’s of kilometers 
if channels and basins extend that distance (Nelson et al., 1968; Goldfi nger et al, 2003; 
Nelson et al, 2011). When turbidity currents are localized in slope basins, they may only 
travel much shorter distances or may escape the slope basin margins by fl owing uphill, 
and may be refl ected within these slope basins (Kneller and McCaff rey, 1995; Bourget 
et al, 2011; Pouderoux et al., 2012). When currents travel in restricted se   ngs (slope 
basins or other se   ngs with no channels), deposits le   behind are controlled largely 
by source proximity (Nelson et al., 1986), but may also be subject to bypassing and 
hydraulic jumps that complicate the recording at any given site (Goldfi nger et al., 2012 
a). 

Coring for seismoturbidites requires an evalua  on of these compe  ng factors so that 
the coring sites can be op  mized to reduce complica  ng factors while enhancing the 
likelihood of recording earthquakes. Here we review coring sites from Sumatra and 
Cascadia as they relate to these compe  ng turbidite structure forcing factors. We also 
discuss the correla  on of these deposits for stra  graphy off shore Sumatra.

3-2. Data and Methods

3-2.1 Site Survey 

We mapped the seafl oor and shallow subsurface in order to select coring sites in 
op  mal loca  ons for collec  ng records of turbidity current deposi  on. For cruises 
on the R/V Thomas G. Thompson (CSZ: 2009, TN0909 cores), R/V Roger Revelle (CSZ: 
2002, RR0702 cores; SASZ: 2007, RR0705 cores), and R/V Melville (CSZ 1999, M9907 
cores) where cores were collected for paleoseismic studies, mul  beam mapping was 
essen  al to evaluate the physiographic se   ng for the relevant sedimentary systems. 
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Mul  beam sonar mapping of the sea-fl oor is collected and edited on board so that 
coring sites can be chosen in real-  me (e.g. RR0705 Superquakes07 Cruise Report h  p://
www.ac  vetectonics.coas.oregonstate.edu/sumatra/report/index.html). Prior to the 
cruises, exis  ng bathymetric data are compiled. Sumatra bathymetry was collected by 
Japanese (R/V Natsushima: Japan Agency for Marine Earth-Science and Technology, 
Jamstec), United Kingdom (HMS Sco  : UK Royal Navy and Southampton Oceanography 
Centre, NOCS), French (R/V Marion Dufresne: Ifremer), and German (R/V Sonne: 
Federal Ins  tute for Geosciences and Natural Resources, BGR) ships and shared u  lizing 
a coopera  ve agreement with these interna  onal ins  tu  ons and the Indonesian 
Government (Agency for the Assessment and Applica  on of Technology, BPPT), without 
which, the coring study would not have been possible (Henstock et al., 2006; Ladage 
et al., 2006). Prior to the 1999 and 2002 cruises, exis  ng Cascadia bathymetry was 
compiled by Dziak et al. (2001) and Goldfi nger et al. (2003). These Cascadia compila  ons 
included older swath bathymetry (including SeaBeam 2000, SeaBeam Classic, and 
Hydrosweep), as well as mul  beam bathymetry. 3.5 kHz Compressed High Intensity 
Radar Pulse (CHIRP) seismic profi les of the shallow sub-bo  om is also an important data 
set to collect when loca  ng core sites. These data reveal the con  nuity (or lack thereof) 
of repeated local turbidite sedimenta  on, local faul  ng, and mass was  ng deposits, 
and may be useful in projec  ng the seismic record beyond the depth limits of coring 
campaigns.

3-2.2 Coring and Lithostra  graphic Correla  on

Piston and gravity coring are the primary methods used to collect strata from the 
sea fl oor, supplemented with Kasten-, box-, and mul  -cores (the la  er two are used 
to sample the sediment-water interface and the upper-most units with minimal 
disturbance). Kasten cores are useful as they provide a larger volume of sediment from 
which volume restricted age samples (CaCO3 foraminiferid tests) are collected. Cores are 
scanned for geophysical proper  es (mul   sensor core logging (MCSL): gamma density, 
magne  c suscep  bility, p-wave velocity, and resis  vity) and then split lengthwise 
and described on lithostra  graphic data sheets. Following the cruise, cores are then 
scanned with Computed Tomographic X-ray techniques (CT scans). CT data also provide 
densostra  graphic informa  on (down-core varia  on in density) when CT imagery is 
used for downcore line-scan analysis. Other post-cruise analy  cal methods that are 
used include laser diff rac  on par  cle size measurements, down-core X-ray Fluorescence 
(XRF), superconduc  ng rock magnetometer measurements of remnant magne  za  on, 
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high-resolu  on point magne  c suscep  bility measurements, 210Pb and 137Cs isotopic 
analyses, and Accelerator Mass Spectrometry (AMS) radiocarbon age control. Core 
geophysical methods are further summarized in Supplementary Document 3-1. 

Cores 55PC and 57PC are used to demonstrate the technique of fl a  ening geophysical 
data between cores in order to wiggle match the fi ngerprints (Fig. 3-4). All correla  ons 
done in this paper are made using this technique, where the ver  cal scale of one dataset 
are scaled to match the ver  cal scale of the other core’s dataset, based on the upper 
and lower stra  graphic contacts of the sedimentary deposits (Thompson et al., 1975). 
MSCL data for core 57PC is “fl a  ened” to the stra  graphic horizons in core 55PC on the 
le  , and 55PC is fl a  ened to 57PC on the right. The core data being fl a  ened is 50% 
transparent and plo  ed on the outside of the core data they are being fl a  ened to. The 
unfl a  ened core data are scaled at the same ver  cal scale as in B.

For basin cores, we selected cores from a variety of basin and trench se   ngs (Table 
3-1). Sumatra cores RR0705-104PC/TC, RR0705-103PC/TC, and RR0705-96PC/TC are 
each in diff erent basin se   ngs: base of cliff , center of canyon, and center of closed basin 
respec  vely (Figs. 3-2, 3-5, and 3-6). These cores are located in the region of the 2004 
SASZ earthquake (Aceh Segment, Kopp et al., 2008) and span a trench–parallel distance 
of 350 km. Cascadia cores RR0207-56PC/TC, RR0207-02PC/TC, and RR0207-01KC are 
all in the same basin: Hydrate Ridge Basin West and are within 4 km of each other (Fig. 
3-7). The Hydrate Ridge cores are also spaced in rela  on to the landslide sources from 
proximal to distal.

For our selected trench cores, also in the Aceh Segment, Sumatra cores RR0705-03PC/
TC, RR0705-05PC/TC, and RR0705-107PC/TC are at the northernmost extent of our cores 
along a 24 km transect (Fig. 3-8). Cascadia core M9907-12PC from the Juan de Fuca 
channel system is then compared with the Cascadia Channel core M9907-23PC, 350 
km down-channel (Fig. 3-9). We discuss two pairs of Sumatra base of slope apron cores 
RR0705-38GC, RR0705-37GC, RR0705-41GC, and RR0705-40GC; separated by 60 km 
in the Siberut Segment (Fig. 3-10, Kopp et al., 2008). Then we fi nally evaluate Cascadia 
cores TN0909-01JC, M9907-30PC, and M9907-31PC at the base of Rogue Canyon, 
spanning an 8 km transect (Fig. S 3-2). Cruise prefi xes for core names will be le   out in 
some cases later in the paper.
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Figure 3-4. Correla  on of sedimentary units using standard stra  graphic correla  on 
techniques between cores RR0705-55PC and RR0705-57PC. A. Bathymetric map with 
cores plo  ed as brown dots and depth contours with 500 m spacing. Cores 55PC and 
57 PC are located in the trench approximately 120 km from each other. B. Stra  graphic 
correla  ons between these cores using lithology, CT, and geophysical proper  es. Mul   
Sensor Core Log (MSCL) data are plo  ed beside RGB imagery and CT imagery that 
displays lower density material in darker grey and higher density material in lighter 
grey. Gamma density, CT density, point magne  c suscep  bility, and loop magne  c 
suscep  bility are plo  ed le   to right as light blue, dark blue, dark red, and light red. The 
certainty of any individual correla  on is ranked and designated by line symbology. C. 
MSCL data for core 57PC is “fl a  ened” to stra  graphic horizons in core 55PC on the le  , 
and 55PC is fl a  ened to 57PC on the right. The core data being fl a  ened is transparent 
and plo  ed on the outside of the core data they are being fl a  ened to. The unfl a  ened 
core data are scaled at the same ver  cal scale as in B.
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Figure 3-4. Correla  on of sedimentary units using standard stra  graphic correla  on 
techniques between cores RR0705-55PC and RR0705-57PC.  
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Figure 3-5. Sumatra slope basin cores RR0705-104PC and RR0705-103PC. As in all 
fi gures and throughout this paper: PC, = Piston core; BC, Box core; KC, Kasten core; GC, 
Gravity core; MC = Mul   core. A. Stra  graphic correla  ons between these cores using 
lithology, CT, geophysical proper  es, and 14C data. Mul   Sensor Core Log (MSCL) data 
are plo  ed beside RGB imagery and CT imagery that displays lower density material in 
darker grey and higher density material in lighter grey. Gamma density, CT density, point 
magne  c suscep  bility, and loop magne  c suscep  bility are plo  ed le   to right as light 
blue, dark blue, dark red, and light red. Radiocarbon ages are calibrated and reported 
with 95% error as is true for all ages in this paper (Supplemental Table 1). “Repeated 
sec  on” refers to strata that have been double cored. This happens when the core 
barrel is accidentally inserted into the sea fl oor twice or more, thus sampling the same 
sediments twice or more (104TC has double repeated sec  on). B. Core sites are plo  ed 
as orange circles on compiled bathymetry data set described in the text (Ladage et al., 
2006). Inset map shows loca  on of large map in red (northern margin) and cores in main 
map are orange dots. C. 3.5 kHz CHIRP seismic data collected at core sites are processed 
in SioSeis and plo  ed in SeiSee (seismic envelope). Core loca  ons are designated by a 
red line scaled to core length. The X axis for the seismic plots is not distance, but shot 
number. These seismic data were collected while the ship was staying on posi  on during 
coring. D. Eleva  on is plo  ed versus distance across the basins for cores 104 and 103. 
Profi le loca  ons are plo  ed as orange lines in Figure 3-5 B.
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Figure 3-5. Sumatra slope basin cores RR0705-104PC and RR0705-103PC.
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Figure 3-6. Sumatra slope basin cores with an expanded Holocene sec  on (Figure 3-3). 
A. RR0705-96PC is plo  ed with the same confi gura  on as Figure 3-2. Median grain 
size data are plo  ed in green with 1 cm spacing. B. Par  cle size distribu  on data from 
sample loca  ons at 10 cm spacing found in A are plo  ed by volume (%) vs. par  cle size 
(μm, log scale) with lines generally designa  ng samples’ depth where the lighter lines 
have a larger mean size and are generally lower in sec  on.  Diff eren  al volume displays 
the percent volume of each par  cle size. C. Core 96TC is scaled to 96PC and graphically 
spliced above 96PC to generate this composite core 96PC/TC. Moment release (vs. 
la  tude) in red (Chlieh et al., 2007) and rela  ve amplitude (vs.  me) in green (Ishi et al, 
2007), brown (Ni et al., 2005), and orange (Tolstoy and Bohnens  ehl, 2006) are scaled 
to match peaks in the loop ms data from composite core RR0705-96PC/TC. Thick grey 
 e-lines correlate the beginning of seismic peaks with each other and with base of 

peaks in the core geophysical data. Thin grey lines show secondary correla  ons (lower 
seismic energy and lower amplitude core geophysical data). D. Core site loca  ons for 
cores RR0705-96PC/TC. Inset map shows loca  on of large map in red (northern margin) 
and cores in main map are orange dots E. 3.5 kHz CHIRP seismic data collected at core 
sites are processed in SioSeis and plo  ed in SeiSee (seismic envelope). Core loca  on is 
designated by a red line scaled to core length. F. Low angle oblique view of core site, 
designated by yellow dot. Due to nature of oblique maps, the scale is only relevant 
nearest the core loca  on.
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sediments were deposited (approx. 150 years; Noller, 2000). B. Low angle oblique view 
of core sites. C. 3.5 kHz seismic data collected during transit for our coring cruise TN0909 
are processed with Sioseis and the envelope is plo  ed in Seisee. Inset map: Track lines 
associated with seismic data are plo  ed with colors that match the seismic data. Core 
loca  on is designated by a red line scaled to core length. Cores are plo  ed in yellow and 
basin is outlined as dashed grey line.
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Figure 3-8. Sumatra trench cores RR0705-03PC, RR0705-05PC, RR0705-107TC and 
RR0705-105PC/TC (Figure 3-3). A. Cores are plo  ed in same confi gura  on as Figure 3-2. 
Radiocarbon ages are displayed with 95% error. These ages are from below correlated 
turbidites in the slope core 108PC/TC (Supplemental Table 1). B. Low angle oblique view 
of core sites. Flow pathway from landslide source area to core sites is designated by a 
grey dashed line. Cores sites are plo  ed as yellow dots. C. Map showing core loca  ons. 
D. Flow pathway profi les as shown in B are plo  ed with eleva  on versus distance. Core 
loca  ons are labeled. E. 3.5 kHz CHIRP seismic data collected at core sites are processed 
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in SioSeis and plo  ed in SeiSee (seismic envelope). Acous  cally opaque sediments are 
marked by a green arrow. Core loca  ons are designated by a red line scaled to core 
length. The profi le is smaller than the dot that designates the core loca  on in Figure 
3-8B.
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Figure 3-9. Cascadia trench: Juan de Fuca (JDF) channel (a tributary to Cascadia 
channel) and Cascadia channel cores MM9907-12PC and M9907-23PC/TC (Figure 3-4; 
Goldfi nger et al., 2012). A. Correla  on diagram for cores 12PC and 23PC with core data 
plo  ed with same confi gura  on as Figure 3-7. B. Low angle oblique view of core sites. 
Because the map is oblique, the scale bar is only relevant nearest the core loca  ons. 
C. CT scan data from cores 23PC (Cascadia channel) and 12PC (Juan de Fuca channel) 
are compared for three well correlated turbidites T-6, T-7, and T-9. The JDF imagery is 
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Figure 3-9 (Con  nued).

“fl a  ened” to the upper and lower sand contacts of the corresponding Cascadia channel 
units. These examples show the rela  vely unchanged internal structure of these typical 
events a  er passing the confl uence at Willapa channel and ~350 km of transport. JDF 
channel imagery is degraded signifi cantly by numerous small gas evolu  on voids, but the 
structural similarity is s  ll evident. The primary structure of two pulses and three pulses 
for T9 and T6, respec  vely, is matched by density and magne  c peaks. T7 shows more 
pulsing (~7) than is resolvable with the geophysical data, but it is apparent in both cores.
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Figure 3-10. Sumatra trench cores RR0705-38GC, RR0705-37GC, RR0705-41GC, and 
RR0705-40GC (Figure 3-3). A. Correla  on of these cores is shown with green  e lines 
and core data are plo  ed with the same confi gura  on as Figure 3-2. The radiocarbon 
age is from hemipelagic sediment underlying the correlated tephra in core 79PC and 
reported with 95% error (Salisbury et al., 2012; Supplemental Table 1). B. Core loca  on 
map with cores plo  ed as orange circles over mul  beam bathymetry, cores 37, 38, 
40, and 41 in green (Ladage et al., 2006). Inset map shows loca  on of large map in red 
(central margin). Dashed grey line shows general trench axis as a poten  al fl ow pathway. 
Purple rectangle shows where the IFZ intersects the trench to isolate these basins (fl ow 
pathway barrier). C. Eleva  on is plo  ed versus distance along a strike line aligned to 
core pairs. Core loca  ons are labeled in green. Profi le loca  ons are plo  ed as red lines 
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Figure 3-10 (Con  nued).

in Figure 3-10 B. D. 3.5 kHz CHIRP seismic data collected at core sites are processed in 
SioSeis and plo  ed in SeiSee (seismic envelope). Core loca  ons are designated by a red 
line scaled to core length. Horizontal extent of seismic data are unresolvable at the scale 
in Figure 3-10 A. Seismic data for cores 37GC, 38GC, and 40GC were collected while 
the ship maintained posi  on over the core loca  on. Seismic data for core 41GC were 
collected while leaving the core site, so the horizontal scale is shown.
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Table 3-1. Cores and their depositional settings.

Margin Core Name Core Setting Site Geomorphology
Depth

(m) Latitude Longitude

Sumatra RR0705-108PC Slope Basin
center of wide unconfined 
valley 2959 4° 39.58' N 93° 08.6'E

Sumatra RR0705-104PC Slope Basin base of slope 3477 3° 52.3' N 93° 28.5'E

Sumatra RR0705-103PC Slope Basin
center of wide unconfined 
valley 3077 3° 36.3'N 93° 37.9'E

Sumatra RR0705-96PC Slope Basin undrained basin 3399 2° 56.0'N 94° 08.4'E
Sumatra RR0705-79PC Slope Basin undrained basin 3833 0° 50.8'S 97° 47.6'E
Sumatra RR0705-03PC Trench trench axis 4443 4° 32.2'N 92° 56.0'E
Sumatra RR0705-05PC Trench trench axis 4480 4° 28.8'n 92° 55.6'E
Sumatra RR0705-107PC Trench above trench floor 4518 4° 19.6'N 92° 55.1'E
Sumatra RR0705-105PC Trench near trench axis 4486 4° 04.7'N 93° 10.9'E
Sumatra RR0705-38GC Trench trench axis 5524 1° 41.9'S 97° 56.3'E
Sumatra RR0705-37GC Trench above trench floor 5497 1° 42.4'S 97° 55.3'E
Sumatra RR0705-41GC Trench trench axis 5620 2° 07.7'S 98° 14.6'E
Sumatra RR0705-40GC Trench above trench floor 5530 2° 08.1'S 98° 13.3'E
Sumatra RR0705-55PC Trench near trench axis 6046 4° 31.2'S 100° 12.8'E
Sumatra RR0705-57PC Trench near trench axis 6069 5° 26.4'S 100° 47.9'E

Cascadia RR0207-01KC Slope Basin
undrained basin, Hydrate 
Ridge West Basin 2110 44° 40.0'N 125° 17.1'W

Cascadia RR0207-56PC Slope Basin
undrained basin, Hydrate 
Ridge West Basin 2250 44° 38.6'N 125° 15.8'W

Cascadia RR0207-02PC Slope Basin
undrained basin, Hydrate 
Ridge West Basin 2311 44°  38.7'N 125° 15.0'W

Cascadia M9907-12PC Trench Cascadia Channel 2658 46° 46.4'N 126° 04.9'W
Cascadia M9907-23PC Trench Cascadia Channel 3211 44° 09.6'N 127° 11.5'W
Cascadia TN0909-01JC Trench Cascadia Channel 3089 42° 26.3'N 125° 16.6'W
Cascadia M9907-30PC Trench base of slope 3112 42° 25.2'N 125° 13.1W
Cascadia M9907-31PC Trench base of slope 3107 42° 24.6'N 125° 12.0'W

3-2.3 Geophysical logging and Lithostra  graphic Correla  on

Stra  graphic correla  on using geophysical signatures represen  ng ver  cal turbidite 
structure is a primary tool for tes  ng individual deposits for their areal extent, a 
signifi cant part of the criteria used to discriminate seismoturbidites from other 
possible types. Down-core geophysical proper  es are used as proxies for par  cle size, 
though this is specifi c to regional lithology and must be tested with detailed grain 
size measurements. We use laser diff rac  on par  cle size measurements (taken with 
a Beckman-Coulter LS 13 -320 laser counter, Blo   and Pye, 2006) to jus  fy this proxy. 
The form of the geophysical signature of each turbidite is referred to as its “fi ngerprint” 
(Goldfi nger et al., 2012). Geophysical wiggle matching (fi ngerprin  ng: Goldfi nger et 
al., 2007, 2012) of turbidites is based on the correla  on of iden  fi able stra  graphic 
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characteris  cs using MSCL data (Fukuma, 1998). This correla  on technique has been 
used to correlate stra  graphic units since the 1960’s (Prell, 1986; Lovlie and Van Veen, 
1995). In detail these “fi ngerprints” represent the  me-history of deposi  on of the 
turbidite and have been shown to correlate between independent sites separated by 
large distances and deposi  onal se   ngs (Goldfi nger et al., 2008, 2012 a). The detailed 
matching of records has been a  ributed to genera  on by the source-  me func  on of 
the earthquake trigger (Abdeldayem et al., 2004; Karlin et al., 2004; St. Onge et al., 2004; 
Hagstrum et al., 2004; Goldfi nger et al., 2003, 2008, 2012 a and b; Gràcia et al., 2010). 
The turbidite itself is commonly composed of single or mul  ple coarse frac  on fi ning 
upward units termed “pulses”. The rarity of a fi ne tail (Bouma Td and Te) or subsequent 
hemipelagic sediment between pulses indicates there is commonly li  le or no temporal 
separa  on between units. The lack of temporal separa  on of the pulses in Cascadia 
has been inferred to represent deposi  on over minutes to hours, and thus most likely 
represent sub-units of a single turbidite (Goldfi nger et al., 2012 b). 

3-2.4 Age Control

Radiocarbon ages provide an important test to our correla  ons and there can be some 
excep  ons (detailed methods are in Document S 3-1). Sumatra trench cores are deeper 
than the CCD, so they do not contain calcareous material suffi  cient for 14C age control. 
For this reason, correla  ons between these and other cores do not have an age test for 
the fi ngerprint correla  on. Radiocarbon discussion for the Cascadia cores is in Goldfi nger 
et al. (2012 a).

The laboratory radiocarbon ages are reported in years before present (BP, measured 
from 1950) with a two standard devia  on lab error (Stuiver et al, 1998). 14C ages are 
calibrated (Stuiver and Braziunes, 1993) and, for Sumatra ages, a marine reservoir 
correc  on of 16±11 years is made using the INTCAL09 database (Reimer et al., 2009). 
Only two delta R values are available for the Sumatra area, and while constraints are 
few on this correc  on, we here are correla  ng marine sites to other nearby marine 
sites, thus the local correla  ons are valid while absolute ages may contain addi  onal 
uncertainty (see Goldfi nger et al., 2012 a for the reservoir correc  on informa  on for the 
Cascadia cores). One addi  onal correc  on we make to the calibrated age is the sediment 
gap thickness correc  on (thickness of sediment between the turbidite and the sample). 
For individual ages, we propagate these uncertain  es using RMS (root mean square) 
calcula  ons using es  mates of the uncertain  es at each step. This calcula  on includes 
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the lab uncertain  es and results in the fi nal reported 95% range for each radiocarbon 
age. No lab mul  pliers were applied to the data.

In order to evaluate the  ming of the possible 2004 turbidite with radiometric 
techniques, we collected sediment samples below the turbidite at 1 cm spacing. 210Pb 
and 137Cs isotopic analyses can provide informa  on about the deposi  onal history of 
the last ~150 years (Noller, 2000). Samples were analyzed using methods developed by 
Guillaume St. Onge at Ins  tut des sciences de la mer de Rimouski.

3-3. Results

Here we fi rst discuss selected core sites and then compare piggyback basin records of 
seismoturbidites from Sumatra and Cascadia. We then similarly compare core sites in 
channels with base of slope apron fans from the trenches of both Sumatra and Cascadia. 
Slope basin and trench se   ngs provide diff erent forcing factors, so we also used this 
dis  nc  on in the organiza  on of our paper. Slope basins are generally more proximal to 
their source, but not always, depending upon the se   ng. Trench cores tend to be more 
distal (in the trench where there are channels) or proximal (in the trench where there 
are no channels). Core suffi  xes are as follows: piston cores (PC), jumbo cores (JC), trigger 
cores (TC), gravity cores (GC), Kasten cores (KC), box cores (BC), and mul   cores (MC). 
Piston coring includes both the PC or JC (depending on how the cruise scien  sts label 
them, technically they are the same, PC is our preference) and the TC, so they generally 
come in pairs. 

3-3.1 Slope Basin Systems

3-3.1.1. Sumatra: Basins

Core 104PC/TC is located in a northwest striking, 2-3 km wide, ~40 km long basin formed 
on the landward side of a landward vergent fold in the Aceh Segment (Kopp et al, 2008). 
The basin is fi lled with locally derived sediment sourced from the surrounding an  clinal 
folds. Sediment sources on the eastern fl ank of the basin are steep at a ~10° slope. Core 
103PC/TC is located in a similarly formed basin, though the bounding folds are more 
disrupted by erosional systems with more complex geomorphology. This basin is not 
linearly shaped like the 104PC/TC basin and the core is located in the center of a 3 km 
wide basin fl oor. Core 96PC/TC is located in a ~3km wide, ~35km long, northwest striking 
basin also formed on the eastern fl ank of a landward vergent fold.
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The lithostra  graphy of the northern Sumatra slope cores is dominated by coarse 
grained Ta-Te turbidites (Bouma, 1962) and fi ne grained turbidites (Bouma, 1962; Stow 
and Piper, 1984) interbedded with massive hemipelagic mud and less common tephras. 
Bioturba  on is common and core-induced deforma  on is observed in some cores. 
Turbidites are composed of coarse silt to coarse sand bases, with fi ning upward sand and 
silt to clay sub-units, with the addi  on of abundant forams in slope cores (all of which 
are above the ~ 4,200 m deep CCD). The coarse frac  on is composed of mica and quartz 
grains with rare mafi cs, consistent with the well-known and mature Himalayan source 
of the accre  ng Bengal and Nicobar fans (Stow et al, 1990). Some slope core basal 
turbidite sub-units are foraminiferal hash. Sand sub-units commonly range in thickness 
from 0.5 to ~20 cm and are laminated and cross bedded, commonly underlying massive 
sand units. Rare thicker sand sub-units range from ~50 to ~100 cm thick. Finer material 
is composed of silt to clay sized par  cles. 0.5- to 10.5-cm thick primary tephras are 
rare and can be correlated between sites using electron microprobe and laser abla  on 
Induc  vely Coupled Plasma Mass Spectrometer (ICPMS) data (Salisbury et al., 2012) , in 
the Siberut segment (Kopp et al., 2006). 

Figs. 3-5 and 3-6 show core, CHIRP seismic, and bathymetric data for cores 104PC/TC, 
103PC/TC, and 96PC/TC. Cores 104, 103, and 96 are in sedimentologically isolated basins 
within 350 km of each other. The light-grey sand bases of turbidites are easily iden  fi ed 
and MSCL magne  c and density maxima correlate well with the CT density maxima 
and grain size peaks. CT data permit a refi ned view of the detailed structure of the 
turbidites and the eff ects of core disturbance and basal erosion. Gamma and magne  c 
data refl ect signals that average the eff ects of core disturbance as measurements are 
made at regular intervals, with measurement volumes perpendicular to the core length. 
Deformed sediment may no longer have horizontally layered strata (commonly concave 
downward, when the edges of the core are dragged down by the core liner during 
coring, Skinner and McCave, 2003). Par  cle size measurements, plo  ed in green (Fig. 
3-6 a) show a good correspondence to the MSCL data, suppor  ng the use of them as 
proxies for grain size. Overall (total) sedimenta  on rates for these cores range from 52 
cm/ka for 103PC, to 97 cm/ka for core 104PC, to 284 cm/ka for 96PC/TC. We correlate 
these strata using integrated stra  graphic correla  on techniques, including visual 
lithostra  graphic descrip  on (color, texture, and structure, etc.), Computed Tomography 
(CT) image analysis, and core log “wiggle matching” of MSCL geophysical data. We grade 
the certainty of our correla  ons with line-thickness and line-type (solid or dashed) in our 
fi gures. The correla  ons with higher certainty have thicker and solid  e lines.
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3-3.1.2. Cascadia: Hydrate Ridge Basin West (HRBW)

Hydrate Ridge is a composite thrust ridge formed from seaward and landward vergent 
thrust faults (Johnson et al., 2005) within the lower slope of the Cascadia accre  onary 
wedge on the central Oregon con  nental margin (Fig. 3-7 C). The basin fl anked on 
the east and west by slope basins. The isola  on of the western slope basin from any 
canyon or channel system sourced to the east indicates that sedimenta  on in the slope 
basin may only be local submarine slope failures of the surrounding bathymetric highs 
(Hydrate Ridge itself), also supported by the lack of transported Mazama ash in the basin 
(Goldfi nger et al., 2012 a). The most likely sediment-transport pathway into the basin is 
a small submarine canyon that cuts into the western fl ank of northern Hydrate Ridge, 
which is on the eastern side of the basin (Fig. 3-7 B); however, several other smaller 
poten  al pathways exist from the east and from the north, as well as the broad steep 
open slopes of the western fl ank of Hydrate Ridge. These slopes are unconsolidated 
sandy turbidites upli  ed by thrust faul  ng, and observed directly on Alvin dives 1898-
1909 and 2043-2055 (L.D. Kulm, pers. comm.). Hydrate Ridge Basin West is isolated from 
all terrestrial and shallow water sediment sources, and thus provides an independent 
environment in which Cascadia turbidites have been recorded (Goldfi nger et al., 2012 a).

The textural and mineralogical details of the turbidites in Cascadia Channel (Griggs, 
1969), Astoria Fan (Carlson, 1967; Nelson, 1968; Carlson and Nelson, 1969; Nelson, 
1976), and regionally (Duncan, 1968; Duncan and Kulm, 1970) are well described. 
Cascadia turbidites, like those in cores in HRBW, are characterized by upward fi ning 
sequences of sand, silt, and clay, with mul  ple amalgamated pulses, sharp bases, and 
upward fi ning of individual sand/silt pulses, when present. These deposits are turbidites 
(Bouma, 1962) exhibi  ng Ta-Te divisions, although rarely are all divisions present in a 
single deposit. Numbers of mud turbidites are observed, primarily along the southern 
Cascadia margin, and these commonly include further subdivisions of Piper (1978): 
laminated silt D, laminated mud E1, graded mud E2, and ungraded mud E3 (Goldfi nger 
et al., this volume). The mud turbidites are dis  nguished from other fi ne deposits by 
their sharp bases, organized internal structure, and fi ning upward sequences. They are 
well-characterized using the schemes of Bouma (1962) and Piper (1978). 
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3-3.2. Trench and Abyssal Systems

3-3.2.1. Sumatra: Trench

Turbidity current pathways in the trench off shore Sumatra are sourced mostly from the 
local con  nental margin slope. The Sumatra outer slope lacks major canyon systems 
delivering large sediment loads, thus the numerous smaller canyons deliver much 
more modest loads to small fan aprons in the trench which have no unifying channel 
system. The SASZ trench channel systems that are evident are not longer than ~100 km, 
averaging 7 km. 

While there are relict turbidity current channels on the incoming India-Australia plate, 
they are not found in the axis of the trench and probably do not capture sediment fl ows 
sourced from the present accre  onary prism. For example, at the la  tude of this study, 
the Box Channel of Moore et al. (1976) is instead located on the outer rise of the fl exing 
India-Australia plate, fl owing downslope towards the Ninetyeast Ridge. This is the only 
poten  ally ac  ve channel in the eastern Bengal Fan, as mapped by Bandopadhyay and 
Bandopadhyay (1999). Further south, normal faults in the incoming plate disrupt other 
channels that are older than the Box Channel. In contrast, channels in Cascadia are 
related to localized high sediment discharge during glacial periods when the shelf was 
narrow and fl uvial systems were directly connected to submarine canyons, so channel 
systems are mostly relict Pleistocene systems in which modern turbidity currents fl ow 
(Nelson et al., 2009; excep  ons discussed in Goldfi nger et al., 2012). 

Cores 03PC, 05PC, 107TC, and 105PC/TC are located near the axis of the trench in the 
northern margin off shore Sumatra (Fig. 3-8). These cores are fed by a channel leading 
from the base of the slope. The channel is formed as the result of recurrent slope 
failures from a landslide amphitheater on the western limb of the landward vergent 
second ridge at 4º 34’ north.  This channel ini  ally is ~ 1km wide and rapidly widens and 
loses defi ni  on in the trench. The channel is only resolvable in exis  ng bathymetry near 
the base of this nearest source canyon. Upper slopes of the canyon are much steeper, 
approaching 5°. At the core sites, the channel follows the base of a par  ally buried, east 
facing, north-striking fault in the downgoing plate. Unlike more longer lived channel 
systems, like the Box Channel of Moore et al. (1976)or the Cascadia Channel (Nelson 
et al., 2000), the channel at the core sites does not appear to have a rectangular cross 
sec  on to confi ne fl ow. 
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Cores 03PC/TC, 05PC/TC, 107TC, and 105PC/TC contain coarse sand and coarse silt 
turbidites, ranging in thickness from ~5 to ~30 cm. Seismic data show the turbidite 
(with basal depth of 95 cm in core 107TC) as acous  cally opaque, labeled as a green 
arrow in Fig. 3-8 E. Using ages from correlated deposits in the slope core RR0705-108PC 
(Document S 3-1), overall sedimenta  on rates for these cores range from 53 cm/ka for 
03PC and 05PC to 35 cm/ka for core 107TC. Ages plo  ed alongside 03PC come directly 
from the ages in core 108PC.

3-3.2.2. Cascadia: Cascadia Channel System

Cascadia has well developed canyons and slope channels that link slope basins with 
Pleistocene channels formed during sea-level low stands when connected to terrestrial 
sediment sources (Nelson et al., 2000). These canyons and slope channels in the north 
have lower channel gradients and form channel systems that traverse the abyssal plain 
draining towards the south. The southern margin lacks a Pleistocene glacial history so 
does not have large fans like in the north. Because of the lack of large fans fi lling the 
trench and the steeper slope angle of the seaward vergent prism, plunge pools and base 
of slope aprons dominate the base of slope environment of the southern margin (Nelson 
et al., 2000).

Juan de Fuca Canyon originates at the Juan de Fuca Strait and, to a lesser extent, likely 
receives input from coastal rivers in northern Washington. Juan de Fuca canyon has a 
low gradient and meanders through the growing an  clines of the broad con  nental 
slope (Goldfi nger et al., 2012 a). Two branches of the Juan de Fuca Canyon exit the 
con  nental slope separately and join as a channel at the base of the slope off  northern 
Washington at the head of the Ni  nat Fan. Juan de Fuca Channel then bends to the 
southwest as part of the Ni  nat Fan, which apparently has only one primary ac  ve 
Holocene distributary channel in the upper fan system. Core 12 PC/TC was collected in 
the main channel (Figs. 3-3 and 3-9). 

Juan de Fuca and Willapa Channels (also comprising the input from Quillayute, Grays, 
and Quinault Canyons) meet on the southwestern part of Ni  nat Fan to form Cascadia 
Channel. Cascadia deep-sea channel crosses Cascadia Basin, then enters the Blanco 
fracture zone (Fig. 3-3) and con  nues hundreds of kilometers into Tu  s Abyssal Plain. 
This turbidity-current pathway traverses ~1,000 km of Cascadia Basin and has remained 
open throughout the late Quaternary up to the present (Nelson et al., 2009; Goldfi nger 
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et al., 2012 a). The ac  ve pathway is verifi ed by the occurrence of the youngest 
turbidite, with an age of 270 (360–180) cal yr B.P. likely corresponding to the A.D. 1700 
Cascadia subduc  on zone earthquake in core 23 PC/TC, collected in Cascadia channel 30 
km north of where the channel enters the Blanco fracture zone (Figs. 3-3 and 3-9).

Turbidites in core 12PC range in thickness from 5 to 25 cm and are well bioturbated, 
except for the coarsest and thickest turbidites. Turbidites in core 23PC range in thickness 
from 20 to 40 cm. These turbidites are generally less bioturbated, except in the units 
with fi nest par  cle size range. Stratal thickness in core 12PC is less than half of that in 
more distal core 23PC. The overall sedimenta  on rate for core 12PC is ~32 cm/ka, while 
the rate at core 23PC is ~84 cm/ka. 

3-3.2.3. Sumatra: Trench

The slope off shore Sumatra refl ects the lack of a glacial history in this region as there are 
no locally sourced large fan systems associated with slope sedimentary systems. Most 
slope canyons deliver sediment to base of slope apron fans in the compartmentalized 
trench. In some loca  ons the frontal thrust is blocking margin slope sediment delivery 
directly to the trench (Ladage et al., 2006; Kopp et al., 2008) and fans are smaller with 
few resolvable fan channels. Once the sediment fl ows reach the base of the slope, they 
may be distributed southward within the trench segments based on the regional slope 
of the trench axis. Current fl ow in the trench has limited distribu  on due to blockage of 
the trench axis by subduc  ng transverse fracture zones and unnamed ridges at -2.23° 
and -3.74° South. 

Cores 38GC, 37GC, 41GC, and 40GC are located in the Siberut Segment (Kopp et al., 
2008), in the trench axis, up-slope (up-trench) from the Inves  gator fracture zone (Fig. 
3-10). Each pair is ~10 km from the base of the margin slope. While each core pair only 
spans a ~3 km trench-normal transect, the more proximal cores were collected near 
the axis of the trench and the other cores located up-slope, more distally on the outer 
trench wall. Fig. 3-10 shows these cores with green  e-lines indica  ng our correla  ons 
in the fi gures. These correla  ons are made with the same methods described for all 
correla  ons in this paper, using lithologic descrip  ons and fl a  ening stra  graphic 
horizons using the turbidite fi ngerprints based on core geophysical data. Trench normal 
topographic profi les were constructed using a 90 m bathymetric data set (Fig. 3-10 B). 
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All four cores, 38GC, 37GC, 41GC, and 40GC, contain silt and sandy turbidites 
interbedded with hemipelagic muds. 38GC and 41GC contain a tephra (demarcated with 
inverted green triangle Fig. 3-10) correlated with 7 other cores in the region using major 
and trace elemental analyses (Salisbury et al., 2012). Ages from RR0705-79PC provide a 
robust age for this tephra at 4,860 ± 60 calendar years Before Present (cal yrs BP; Stuiver 
and Polach, 1977), so the age from core 79PC is projected onto these cores (Salisbury 
et al., 2012; Fig. 3-10). Using the stra  graphic series and geophysical correla  on, we 
further correlate this tephra and turbidites spanning over 280 km along the trench (Fig. S 
3-3), including correla  ons across the IFZ to core RR0705-45PC and possibly to RR0705-
47PC. Sedimenta  on rates in these cores ranges from 15 to 33 cm/ka.

3-3.2.4. Cascadia: Base of Slope Apron Fan (Rogue)

The southern Cascadia margin lacks the dominant Pleistocene regional fan systems, 
found in the north, in favor of base of slope apron fans. The steeper gradients of the 
slope channels in the south, due in part to the lack of fans that fi ll the trench, are 
responsible for the presence of base of slope apron fans and plunge pools (Nelson et al., 
1986, 2000). We examine the base of slope apron cores at the base of Rogue Canyon, 
cores 01JC, 30PC, and 31PC. 

These three cores were collected at the base of the canyon where there is a small (10 km 
wide, 50 m thick) base of slope apron fan. The cores are posi  oned beyond the edge of 
the fan on the ~fl at trench fl oor. Fig. S 3-2 shows these core data and the seismic profi le 
compiled and processed in SioSeis. There is very li  le varia  on (not more than ~5-10%) 
in stratal thickness between these cores. Seismic facies thicknesses also do not vary 
though a slight thickening in the distal direc  on can be seen. This thickening is possibly 
due to bypassing of proximal cores due to a hydraulic jump at the base of the slope 
(Goldfi nger et al., 2012 b). Coarse and fi ne grained turbidites range in thickness from 15 
to 50 cm, with an overall sedimenta  on rate of ~67 cm/ka.

3-4. Discussion

Here we discuss how sedimenta  on varies between sites, and how physical factors may 
infl uence turbidite sedimenta  on in the Sumatra and Cascadia systems in piggyback 
slope basins and trench se   ngs. While earthquake triggering is not the principle 
focus of this paper, we use our correla  ons as a stra  graphic framework with which 
to discuss the varia  ons in stra  graphy. Correla  ons for seismoturbidites, based on 
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geophysical fi ngerprin  ng and lithostra  graphic interpreta  ons, are shown as green 
lines in the fi gures. The stra  graphic sequences and individual units with the most 
unique geophysical “fi ngerprints” (Goldfi nger et al., 2007; 2008; 2012 a) carry the 
strongest correla  ve weight and act as “anchor points” for these correla  ons (Fig. 3-5). 
The correla  ons between anchor points vary in quality and rely more heavily on the 
similarity of stra  graphic sequences. These correla  ons are important as they allow us 
to make comparisons between coeval deposits in diff erent cores.

3-4.1 Sumatra Systems

In Sumatra, the geologic se   ng contributes in several ways to localize sedimenta  on 
in the slope basins and in the trench. All but two basin core sites (cores 85PC/TC and 
92PC/TC; Fig. S 3-3) from cruise RR0705 are isolated from sedimenta  on transported 
from shallower and terrestrial sources, reducing the suscep  bility to processes other 
than earthquakes (Goldfi nger et al., 2012 a). These other se   ngs are more suscep  ble 
to other triggering processes because they are either shallower or near terrigenous 
sources, where those other trigger processes take place (storm and tsunami wave 
base liquefac  on, storm wave resuspension, or hyperpycnal fl ow from fl ooding). The 
uniqueness of each deposit in a core and the similarity of a deposit from one core to 
the next, combined with the isola  on of the sites from terrestrial sources and from one 
another, argue for a common trigger that leaves a record of each event in every core. 
However, given the rela  vely smaller (150 to 1,500 km2) and more proximal source areas 
compared to trench sites, site factors could contribute more signifi cantly to the turbidite 
structure in slope cores. During glacial low stands, only cores in the region of Nias and 
Siberut islands, which were larger in area, would likely have been infl uenced by the 
increase in subaerial exposure in their source drainages. Other core loca  ons remained 
isolated from terrestrial sources due to the forearc basins and deep water catchments. 

Core 104PC/TC is located on a sill at the edge of a par  ally enclosed basin. At 10 
m above the surrounding basin, this low sill probably does not signifi cantly restrict 
fl ow from the basin into the adjacent canyon system to the southeast. This core pair 
is also located at the base of high relief canyons (see profi le Fig. 3-5) and distanced 
250 m horizontally from a steep 1.5 km high cliff , where the upper slopes of the 
canyons approach 10°. Core 104 is thus proximal to very steep slopes, more so than 
other core sites. Core 104 has turbidites that characteris  cally have mul  ple (10-30) 
laminated (<1 cm) silt or sand sub-units (e.g. core depth 175-205 cm). We interpret the 
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numerous small pulses within a single apparently correla  ve turbidite to be the result 
of retrogressive failure of the nearby upper canyon slopes. The “stacked” turbidite 
structure of thin units in this core is unique to this site as compared to interpreted 
correla  ve units at other sites. This is analogous to the turbidity currents that responded 
to retrogressive failures triggered by the 1929 Grand Banks earthquake (Piper and 
Normark, 2009).

In comparison, core 103PC/TC (Fig. 3-5), only 35 km to the southeast of core 104, is 
located in the center of a 2 km wide, ~0.5° sloped, fl at canyon valley. This core records a 
similar sequence of seismoturbidites as core 104 but also shows that the site condi  ons 
exert a secondary control on sedimenta  on. Upper canyons with slopes of 5-8° feed 
this wide valley, but no channel system is resolvable given exis  ng bathymetric data (50 
m resolu  on). Core 103 has thin bedded (5-10 cm thick) sandy and silty turbidites. We 
interpret these to have been the result of turbidity current fl ows that are unconfi ned 
across the wide valley. This core loca  on is more distal with respect to steep source 
areas than 104 and apparently does not receive the retrogressive failures during each 
event that apparently occur on the steeper slopes above the site of core 104. 

While turbidites in the cores discussed in this sec  on likely have primary structures 
related to the earthquake source that accounts for primary deposi  onal structure we 
are correla  ng (Goldfi nger et al., 2008; 2012 a), their structures also have site-related 
forcing. While the stra  graphic sequences correlate well overall, more local variability is 
apparent than in the Cascadia cores. This may be because, since the CCD was shallower 
than the trench in Sumatra causing us to core more along the slope, Sumatra cores were 
in more proximal posi  ons. Variability due to basal erosion, heterogeneous source areas 
within the region, and site geomorphology would be expected at such proximal sites, 
regardless of the triggering mechanism.

We collected core 96PC/TC in a northwest striking, ~2° sloped 3 km wide basin that may 
drain over a 50 m tall sill to the southeast. The basin has several basin crossing sills with 
eleva  ons of 10-20 m and, based on our mul  beam bathymetric interpreta  ons, are 
the result of mass transport deposits sourced from the local slope to the east. These 
sills form small sub-basins within the larger basin. This core pair has the most expanded 
Holocene sec  on of all slope basin cores collected for this study (Figs. 3-2 and 3-6). 
Three size classes comprise the mul  -pulse silt to sandy turbidite sequences at this site. 
Sand-silt turbidites 20-30 cm thick with 3-4 pulses are interbedded with thinner, 5-10 cm 
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thick, mul  -pulse turbidites. The thinner turbidites are more bioturbated, as in most of 
our cores off shore Sumatra. The thickest turbidite in core 96 is ~3.5 m thick, compared 
to less than a meter at all other core sites from the 2007 cruise. This expanded sec  on 
we here interpret to be the result of ponding in the eff ec  vely undrained sub-basin. 

We provide a fi gure that shows our lithologic logs plo  ed alongside the other core data, 
including a plot designa  ng hemipelagites from turbidites (Fig. S 3-4).We plot par  cle 
size for the uppermost turbidite in 96PC using a C/M plot (Passega, 1957, 1964). C/M 
plots are based on comparison C, the one percen  le (d 99), with M, the median grain 
size and can be used to infer the mode of transport and deposi  on (Shiki et al, 2000). 
96PC C/M data are consistent with turbidites elsewhere (Passega, 1957, 1964; Shiki et 
al. 2000). 210Pb decay per minute data are also plo  ed for the sediments underlying 
the uppermost turbidite and show an exponen  al decay, suppor  ng the recency of the 
overlying turbidite. 

We interpret that the uppermost turbidite in cores 105, 104, and 96 is most likely the 
2004 turbidite. The lack of hemipelagic sediment overlying this turbidite, the lack of 
consolida  on when compared to older strata, its great thickness (over 3 m) at one 
site, and excess 210Pb the sediments underlying the uppermost turbidite showing an 
exponen  al decay are consistent with this interpreta  on. Also consistent with this 
interpreta  on is the radiocarbon age of the underlying sediment of 30 +-30 cal. Yrs. B.P. 
(Document S 3-1). In addi  on, the MSCL maxima correlate generally with seismologic 
observa  on maxima, providing the link to the recently historical earthquake (Fig. 3-6). 
There are mapped many accre  onary prism faults (e.g. Graindorge et al, 2008) that are 
possible earthquake trigger sources. The megathrust remains as the single source that 
extends between all these core sites, so deposits that are correlated over these large 
distances are unlikely to be sourced from rupture on these shorter accre  onary prism 
faults. Uncorrelated turbidites may be related to these smaller faults, but we do not 
have suffi  cient core spacing to de-confound those rela  ons. The correla  ons in Fig. 3-5 A 
support the seismologic interpreta  on for these deposits because the stra  graphic units 
are correlated between cores at isolated sites across a broad region.

Cores 03PC and 05PC are closely spaced and have almost iden  cal stratal thicknesses, 
but the more distal core pair 107PC/TC has thinner deposits. This more distal core pair 
was collected on the upthrown side of a normal fault. The fault controls the channel 
posi  on, with a scarp ~25 meters above the channel. The thinner sec  on in these cores 
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may be explained by the upslope posi  on of core 107 where the turbidity currents lose 
energy fl owing up slope, possibly similar to Barkley Canyon and Hydrate Ridge Basin 
West in Cascadia (Goldfi nger et al., 2012 a). 

Turbidites in these three cores are well correlated, spanning a distance of 28.5 km (Fig. 
3-8). Green  e-lines show the correla  ons and the rela  ve confi dence we have in them. 
We cannot test our correla  ons with 14C age control due to the lack of datable material 
at trench depths, although because of our confi dence in the stra  graphic correla  ons 
to nearby basin sites, we use the ages from correlated units in core 108PC to label 
the correlated units in core 05PC (Document S 3-1). Core 107PC has coring ar  facts, 
therefore we use core 107TC for comparison. 

Cores 37GC and 38GC are located on the western side of the trench axis, near the mouth 
of a slope canyon that dissects several slope basins, collec  ng sediment discharge 
sourced from these basins as the fl ows transport down slope (Fig. 3-10 B). In addi  on, 
the most trenchward fold has mul  ple landslide amphitheaters immediately adjacent 
to the cores, which may further contribute to turbidity currents that reach these cores. 
In contrast cores 40GC and 41GC, also west of the trench axis, are located adjacent to a 
slope that has an incipient frontal thrust an  cline. This an  cline may a  enuate turbidity 
currents sourced to the east as they fl ow upslope over the fold axis (Fig. 3-10 B). Both 
trench pairs are on transects normal to the margin. 

For cores 37GC (distal and uphill) and 38GC, both stratal thickness and seismic facies 
depth show a thinning of turbidite deposits in the distal and uphill direc  on (similar 
to cores 03PC, 05PC, and 107TC). In contrast, cores 40GC (distal and uphill) and 41GC 
show a ~10° stratal thickening in the distal and upslope direc  on. Core 40GC is a 6.7 cm 
diameter “Benthos” gravity core, while core 41GC is a 10.1 cm diameter gravity core. 
The fric  on exerted upon layers of sediment (let us call them “soil elements,” Skinner 
and McCave, 2003) is a combina  on of the shear strength of the sediment and the skin-
fric  on between the soil element and the core barrel (Skinner and McCave, 2003). For a 
soil element of unit thickness, the jumbo gravity core has 50% more surface area and a 
propor  onal more fric  on. As more soil is cored, the addi  onal soil elements contribute 
to the downward force and contribute to a cumula  ve ver  cal stress, reducing sediment 
compac  on at the base of the core (Skinner and McCave, 2003). Yet 41GC is compressed 
and 38GC is expanded. Other factors that aff ect how sediment is cored include the 
smearing of sediments along the core-sediment interface and the transfer of pore 
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pressure transfer of fric  on directly to the core base. It is possible that there was an 
hydraulic jump at the base of the slope, causing bypassing at the proximal site and 
thickening at the distal site (Piper and Normark, 2009; Goldfi nger et al., 2012 b)). Any 
of these factors can explain the diff erence in stratal thickness between these cores. In 
addi  on, the inter-core spacing for each of these two core pairs may be too small to 
explain the varia  on in stratal thickness alone, based on source proximity.

3-4.2 Cascadia Systems

In Cascadia isola  on from terrestrial sedimenta  on is also important for studying 
seismoturbidites. The shelf width, as it relates to glacial cycle sea-level fl uctua  on, 
provides a control to this suitability. During low stands, narrow shelf widths allowed 
connec  ons between river mouths and their respec  ve canyon heads. During high 
stands, most sites are isolated from direct terrestrial input because the shelf is wider 
and much of the sediment is captured and swept northward along the shelf by the 
north fl owing winter Davidson Current (Sternberg, 1996). Because of this rela  on, the 
turbidite frequency is higher during glacial periods. The modern shelf near the Eel River 
is amongst the narrowest in Cascadia and turbidite frequency in these Eel Canyon cores 
is the highest of the en  re margin, similar to low-stand  mes (~70 year recurrence 
interval, given 54 turbidites in 3,800 years; Goldfi nger et al., 2012 a). This may be due to 
increased seismicity (including tectonic sources in addi  on to the subduc  on zone) or 
to direct terrestrial input. The overall sedimenta  on rate is also higher in the region of 
Eel Canyon when compared to cores more northward; Rogue cores span 12,000 years in 
eight meters and Eel cores span only 3,500 years in 4.5 meters (67 cm/ka vs. 128 cm/ka 
respec  vely; Goldfi nger et al., 2012 a).

The Holocene stra  graphic record of slope failures preserved as turbidites in the slope 
basin west of Hydrate Ridge, was studied at three core sites west of the submarine 
canyon cut into the western fl ank of Hydrate Ridge (Goldfi nger et al., 2008, 2012 a; Fig. 
3-7). Cascadia cores 56PC/TC, 02PC/TC, and 01KC are all in the same basin and are within 
4 km of each other. All Hydrate Ridge cores contain a rela  vely high silt content that is 
disseminated throughout even the hemipelagic units, making the dis  nc  on of mud-
silt turbidites somewhat more diffi  cult. We a  ribute this to the steep, sandy-silty cliff s 
exposed immediately to the east where seaward vergent thrust faul  ng upli  s Hydrate 
Ridge itself. We suggest these non-cohesive cliff s input a steady rain of sandy-silty 
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material to the proximal basin fl oor. A similar rela  on is observed at proximal Sumatra 
sites.

Considering a cross-basin transect, the most proximal (furthest east) site to the steep 
cliff  contains a late Holocene (~3,000 years BP to modern) record in piston and trigger 
core 02PC/TC. The mid-basin site to the west (56PC/TC) contains a complete Holocene 
record with its base at ~11,000 cal yr B.P. The distal Kasten core site (01KC) may contain 
a par  al Holocene record; however, radiocarbon age control to confi rm Holocene 
stra  graphy was not possible owing to the poor preserva  on of hemipelagic clay 
intervals. The only ages obtained from this core are at the base of the sec  on and are 
late Pleistocene (Fig. 3-7). No Mazama ash is present in any of the Hydrate Ridge cores, 
confi rming the isola  on of the Hydrate Ridge site from fl uvial sources. Core 56PC/TC 
shows among the best resolu  on of individual sand units within individual turbidites in 
exis  ng Cascadia cores, most likely because of its proximal loca  on. With li  le transport 
distance and  me during transport for dis  nct inputs to mix following the ini  a  ng 
event, individual fi ning upward pulses remain more dis  nct (Goldfi nger et al., 2007, 
2012 a). Lithostra  graphic descrip  ons and correla  on details are given in Goldfi nger et 
al. (2012 a). 

Given the robust correla  ons between cores 02PC/TC and 56PC/TC (Fig. 3-7), source 
proximity generally controls turbidite thickness (Nelson et al., 1986). The sec  on in 
proximal core 02PC/TC is about twice the thickness of the equivalent sec  on in core 
56PC/TC. The compressed sec  on of 01KC is further evidence of source proximity for 
control of sedimenta  on in Hydrate Ridge Basin West, likely exacerbated by the upslope 
posi  on of the more distal core on the backlimb of the frontal thrust bounding the basin. 

In Cascadia, turbidite channel systems help us in several ways. First, they provide the 
opportunity to sample diff erent regions of the subduc  on zone. It is also only possible to 
use the confl uence test of Adams (1990) with these linked channel systems. A downside 
of these channel systems is related to their ability to propagate turbidity currents. In 
some channel reaches, the channels are so effi  cient at promo  ng turbidity current 
fl ow that these reaches have evidence of turbidity current bypassing. Some Cascadia 
Channel cores, par  cularly just below the confl uence with Willapa Channel, show these 
are areas of non-deposi  on (Griggs, 1968). Willapa Channel has bare Pleistocene clay 
at the surface, showing turbidity current bypass of 100%. A second example is lower 
Astoria Canyon that has gravel deposited in the thalweg and some bypassing of fi ner 
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frac  ons, making levee sites be  er for turbidite deposi  on (Goldfi nger et al., 2003). This 
is analogous to the evidence of bypassing found in the sedimentary systems off shore the 
Grand Banks following the earthquake in 1929 (Piper and Normark, 2009).

The turbidites in cores 12PC/TC and 23PC/TC are well correlated, evidenced by 
the detailed mul  -pulse turbidite structures seen in Fig. 3-9 C. 23PC/TC is 330 km 
downstream from 12PC/TC and the correla  ons show that channel systems promote 
the long distance conveyance of turbidity currents, even with a low gradient such as 
that found in the Cascadia Channel system (Fig. 3-9). The channel gradients immediately 
upstream of 12PC and 23PC are ~1°. This is reasonable given the fl ow velocity es  mates 
of Griggs (1969) with 5.8 and 3.3 m/s in the upper and middle channels. That these 
turbidites share such detailed turbidite structure, when separated by 330 km, spanning 
reaches of non-deposi  on, strengthens the argument that the turbidity currents 
maintain the seismogenic signal for large distances.

 The Rogue Apron site has a somewhat higher hemipelagic-sedimenta  on rate 
(Goldfi nger et al., 2012 a, b) compared to the other Cascadia cores and is also a proximal 
site at the foot of a steep con  nental slope. Cores 31PC/TC, 30PC/TC, and 01JC/TC form 
an unequally spaced E-W 7 km transect. In contrast to HRBW cores, the sedimentary 
sec  on in 01JC/TC, the most distal core, is expanded by ~5%. This small expansion may 
be due to real varia  ons in deposi  on or to varia  ons in coring results (e.g. incorrect 
scope cable length, Skinner and McCave, 2003). One sedimentologic explana  on would 
be that there was a hydraulic jump at the base of the slope, causing proximal cores to be 
bypassed leaving a thicker deposit at the distal core, similar to the sedimentary response 
to the morphology off shore the 1929 Grand Banks earthquake (Piper and Normark, 
2009). Varia  ons in scope cable length can also change the magnitude of stra  graphic 
sec  on compac  on or extension (caused by over or under pressure from the piston 
system, Skinner and McCave, 2003).

3-4.3. Cascadia and Sumatra, Similari  es and Contrasts

We discussed the factors that contributed to sedimenta  on of seismoturbidites along 
the subduc  on zone se   ngs off shore of Sumatra and Cascadia. Slope basin cores along 
both margins suggest that turbidity currents are not as well organized in these proximal 
sites as currents in more distal or channel se   ngs. Channels serve to confi ne and 
control fl ow, as well as serve as fi lters that allow passage of larger events, fi ltering out 
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smaller ones, as well as amalgama  ng small complexi  es while apparently preserving 
signifi cant elements of heterogeneity from the turbidity current. The evidence from 
more proximal cores is consistent with the preserva  on of greater inter-core variability 
in turbidite structure due mostly to the proximal se   ng. Similar observa  ons have been 
made at the Hikurangi margin (Pouderoux et al., 2011), where cores MD-3002 and MD-
3003 show how local processes strongly control deposi  onal histories, as well as cores 
collected elsewhere (Summer et al, 2010). 

The good stra  graphic correla  on between Sumatra core sites isolated from each 
other, land sediment sources, and from other triggering mechanisms, coupled with 
compa  ble radiocarbon ages suggest that the most likely triggering mechanism is 
regional earthquakes. Uncorrelated events present at some sites may be due to random 
sediment failures or smaller local earthquakes. These uncorrelated turbidites are thin 
and have low mass with non-unique fi ngerprints, making it diffi  cult to interpret their 
trigger origin. 

The youngest turbidite in the northern Sumatra cores most likely triggered by the 26 
December 2004 great SASZ Mw 9.1-9.3 earthquake. This event triggered turbidity 
currents in mul  ple submarine drainage systems that le   stra  graphic evidence in 
the form of mul  -pulse turbidites in isolated slope basin and trench depocenters. 
Radiocarbon and 210Pb analyses support this conclusion.

The poten  al of basin sites was ini  ally undervalued in Cascadia, when it was assumed 
that most turbidity currents of interest would be channelized fl ows. For this reason, 
basin sites in Cascadia are few. However during the Sumatra cruise, we were forced 
to core in slope basins for age control purposes due to the ~ 4,200 meter depth of the 
CCD; this depth was everywhere exceeded in the trench. Analysis of the Sumatra basin 
cores and the Hydrate Ridge Basin West cores subsequently revealed the importance 
of the record of turbidites in these basins, which are commonly quite isolated and thus 
provide a turbidite record free of terrestrial turbidite sources. In Sumatra all but two 
basin cores (85PC/TC and 92PC/TC) are completely isolated from terrestrial sources 
of sedimenta  on; these two cores are possibly infl uenced by canyon systems linked 
to the forearc islands of Siberut and Nias. Cascadia Hydrate Ridge Basin West cores 
were originally collected in the interest of inves  ga  ng slope failures related to hydrate 
destabiliza  on, but were demonstrated to instead record earthquakes (Johnson et al, 
2005; Goldfi nger et al., 2012 a). Other cores (e.g. M9907-10PC) collected in the slope of 
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Washington and Oregon did not have the high relief source area required to generate 
turbidity currents, as evidenced by the lack of turbidites in these cores (Mix, 2012, pers. 
comm.).

Turbidite sedimentary systems along the margins of Sumatra and Cascadia provide 
diff erent forcing factors, controlling the spa  al likelihood of preserving and later 
correla  ng turbidites. Sumatra’s margin is compromised by the lack of channel systems 
in the trench/abyssal plain, making most sites proximal and limi  ng the spa  al extent for 
any given turbidite deposit. This makes it more diffi  cult to dis  nguish and correlate the 
stra  graphic sequences. Cascadia’s channel systems and shallow depth (for radiocarbon 
data) contribute to our ability to correlate seismoturbidites because the channels 
tend to promote low-frequency components of the content of the current over longer 
distances and have mul  ple branches, sampling diff erent regional source areas. These 
channel sites are excellent loca  ons to develop a stra  graphic framework, where more 
proximal slope basins and base-of-slope apron fan se   ngs result in a turbidite structure 
that is likely infl uenced by local physiography and other factors.

3-5 Conclusion

Based on correla  on of similar sequences of individual turbidites between several 
deposi  onal se   ngs, earthquakes are a principal cause for turbidite deposi  on along 
slope and trench se   ngs for the Cascadia and Sumatra-Andaman subduc  on zones 
during much or all of the Holocene. Source proximity, basin eff ects, turbidity current 
fl ow path, earthquake rupture pa  erns (both temporal and spa  al), hydrodynamics, and 
topography all likely play roles in the construc  on of each turbidite as evidenced by the 
ver  cal structure of the fi nal deposits. 

Sedimentary systems in both Sumatra and Cascadia have been impacted by processes 
driven by climate and tectonics. These impacts from the Pleistocene are long lived and 
con  nue to have an eff ect on turbidity current fl ow paths. Basin records in Sumatra 
and Cascadia show that local topography has a dominant control on sedimenta  on, 
infl uencing overall sec  on thickness, degree to which small local downslope movement 
will be recorded, the grain size profi les, and the recording fi delity of transport events. 
Very proximal sites in both se   ngs appear to record much more detail, in some cases 
obscuring some components of the turbidite. Rela  vely more distal cores lose some 
detail but retain the main elements of seismoturbidites for signifi cant distances down 
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channel (Fig. 3-9 B). “Distal” in this sense may be a ma  er of only a few km, as both 
Cascadia and Sumatra cores show strong sor  ng out of the chao  c proximal deposits 
into well-organized correlable deposits in distances as short as 1-3 km. 

Cascadia’s margin is dominated by Pleistocene formed turbidity current channel 
pathways which promote turbidity current fl ows for large distances. Sumatra margin 
pathways do not inherit these sedimentary systems, so turbidity currents are more 
localized. The Sumatra margin lacks a locally sourced supply of sediment, thus there 
are no large fan systems aff ec  ng turbidity current transport in the trench. Bengal/
Nicobar fan sediments extend from the shelf in the northern Bay of Bengal to at least 
the southern  p of Sumatra, but have not been ac  ve since the late Pleistocene (Moore 
et al., 1976; Weber et al., 2003). Holocene hemipelagic sedimenta  on rates are lower in 
this equatorial loca  on (des Combes et al., 1999; Kahru et al, 2010), further contribu  ng 
to the lack of large fans and sediment sources for sheet fl ow turbidites sourced on the 
slope. In Cascadia the regional draping of abyssal plain sedimenta  on on the incoming 
plate is sourced locally. In Sumatra, this sedimenta  on was originally sourced in the 
Himalayas to the North and is now sourced locally through recycling of accreted material 
in the accre  onary prism. Because Bengal Fan sedimenta  on processes are no longer 
ac  ve in the Sumatra trench (Weber et al., 2003), the channel systems on the incoming 
plate are relict systems and disrupted by reac  vated normal faults in the downgoing 
plate. The lack of trench axial channels (channels in the axis of the trench) retards the 
propaga  on of turbidity currents down trench, indicated by the strong rela  on between 
par  cle size and point sediment sources of the turbidity currents in the Sumatra trench.

The presence or absence of turbidite channel systems exerts a fi rst order control on 
sedimenta  on in the trench in these two sedimentary systems. The absence of long 
trench-parallel channel systems in Sumatra is due to interrup  on by subduc  ng features 
and a low sedimenta  on rate since at least the Pleistocene. These two factors appear 
to limit turbidity current transport in the trench. Cascadia basin has some channel 
systems, but also does not have a trench parallel transport system for a diff erent reason; 
the trench is fi lled with the large Astoria and Ni  nat fans and instead has channels that 
trend away from the major fan systems, out into Cascadia basin for long distances. Sites 
in the southern CSZ where there are no large fans tend to be small aprons or plunge 
pools, more like the Sumatra trench. In Sumatra the proximity to localized source areas 
generally controls the thickness and coarseness of turbidite deposits. In Cascadia, 
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the cores and the 3.5 kHz seismic data suggest that sheet fl ow mass was  ng is more 
common, accoun  ng for greater consistency of the deposits. 

Channel confi gura  on controls the distance that turbidity currents can travel in Sumatra 
and Cascadia. Formed during low stands with high sediment discharge, Juan de Fuca and 
Cascadia Channel systems have rectangular cross sec  ons which may tend to promote 
high fl ow veloci  es that maintain fl ows throughout this study area. In contrast, channel 
systems in Sumatra are limited in length or not detectable, so the down-trench fl ow 
propaga  on of coarse grained turbidity currents appears to be quite short. Turbidites in 
Cascadia show that both point source and sheet sources contribute to the sedimentary 
record in the trench (see also Goldfi nger et al., 2012 b). Somewhat in contrast, turbidites 
in Sumatra suggest that point sources are more important with respect to the aerial 
distribu  on of turbidity currents.

Consistent reproduc  on of similar structure across deposi  onal se   ngs in both 
margins reinforces the need for a common source mechanism to explain the observed 
correla  ons. The best explana  on of the observed consistency is an earthquake source. 
Both Cascadia and Sumatra turbidites show evidence of strong local infl uences on 
turbidite structure that are consistent with proximity to and type of locally sourced 
sediment failures. Variability is higher in proximal se   ngs, but so also is the fi delity of 
recording details of the turbidity current. We interpret the eff ects to be superimposed 
on the ini  al longitudinal fl ow structure of the turbidity current, allowing observa  on of 
the infl uences of both the ini  al structure and the local modifi ca  ons to each resul  ng 
turbidite. Long channel systems, more prevalent in Cascadia, tend to promote low-
frequency components of the content of the current over longer distances with some 
loss of detail with distance.   
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Chapter 4  Abstract

Recent papers have documented the probability that turbidites deposited along and 
downslope of subduc  on zone accre  onary prisms are likely the result of strong ground 
shaking from earthquakes. Given the damaging nature of these earthquakes, along with 
the casual  es from the associated tsunamis, the spa  al and temporal pa  erns of these 
earthquakes can inform us about how subduc  on zone faults    be evaluated with paleo-
seismic coring and seismic refl ec  on methods. We evaluate slope stability for seafl oor 
topography along the Sunda subduc  on off shore Sumatra, Indonesia. We use sediment 
material proper  es, from local (Sumatra) and analogous sites, to constrain our es  mates 
of sta  c slope stability Factor of Safety (FOS) analyses. We then use ground mo  on 
predic  on equa  ons to es  mate ground mo  on intensity (Arias Intensity, AI) and ac-
celera  on (Peak Ground Accelera  on, PGA), to constrain seismic loads for pseudosta  c 
slope stability FOS analyses. The ground mo  ons taper rapidly with distance from the 
fault plane, consistent with ground mo  on – fault distance rela  ons measured during 
the 2011 Tohoku-Oki subduc  on zone earthquake. We determine the shaking threshold, 
at some loca  ons upslope of our cores, using the Morgenstern method of slices proba-
bilis  c analysis for 2-D profi les. We also conduct Cri  cal Accelera  on (Ac) and Newmark 
Displacement (Dn) FOS analyses of mul  beam bathymetry of the seafl oor. In addi  on, 
we use es  mates of ground mo  on modeled with a 2004 Sumatra-Andaman subduc  on 
zone (SASZ) earthquake fault slip model, to also compare with our sta  c FOS analyses 
of seafl oor topography. For slopes that contribute to core sites in the 2004 SASZ earth-
quake slip region, we compare the contribu  on of 2004 shaking intensi  es with shaking 
intensi  es from generic earthquakes of magnitude 6 through 9.

All slope and trench sites are sta  cally stable (FOS < 1) and sensi  ve to ground mo  ons 
generated by earthquakes of magnitude greater than 7. We conclude that for earth-
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quakes of magnitude 6 to 9, PGA of 0.4-0.6 to 1.4-2.5 g would be expected, respec  vely, 
from exis  ng GMPE’s. However, satura  on of accelera  ons in the accre  onary wedge 
may limit actual accelera  ons to less than 1 g (Skarlatoudis and C. B. Papazacho, 2012; 
Stewart et al., 2013). Arias intensi  es of 0.4-1.7 to 7.9-33 m/s are es  mated for the M = 
6 and M = 9 events, respec  vely, are expected in the source regions of piggyback basins 
for local slope failures. Typical sites have mean Dn displacements of 0.1, 1.6, 7.7, and 16 
cm for earthquakes of M = 6, 7, 8, and 9; suggested thresholds for displacement range 
between 5 and 10 cm. Thus the observed turbidite stra  graphy in the Sumatra piggyback 
basins can be explained by local ground mo  ons during earthquakes with magnitude 
greater than ~7, given the sta  c stability. Seismoturbidite paleoseismic data suggest a re-
peat  me of 260 ± 160 years, possibly insuffi  cient to destabilize slopes through sediment 
accumula  on alone. Ground shaking along the con  nental slope off shore Sumatra is a 
func  on of distance to the fault (“Rdist”) for generic earthquakes and for the 2004 SASZ 
earthquake. Landslide dimensions may relate to Mw and Rdist, but possibly dominated 
by site condi  ons. Es  mates of ground mo  on depend upon the rate of a  enua  on with 
distance (i.e. the shape of the a  enua  on curve; PGA vs. AI).

4-1 Introduc  on

The Sumatra-Andaman subduc  on zone (SASZ) generates earthquakes of magnitudes up 
to ~9.2 historically in segmented ruptures, possibly controlled by varia  ons in sediment 
thickness and crustal structures (Chhibber, H. 1934; Newcomb and McCann, 1987; Rivera 
et al., 2002; Abercrombie et al., 2003; Bilham, 2005; Natawidjaja et al., 2006; Konca et 
al., 2008; Sieh et al., 2008; Bothara, 2010; Kanamori et al., 2010; Meltzner et al., 2010, 
2012; Malik et al., 2011; Philibosian et al., 2012). Paleoseismology can reveal the behav-
ior of a fault through mul  ple earthquake cycles by using longer  me spans than pos-
sible with historical and instrumental records (McCalpin, 1996; Goldfi nger et al., 2012). 
Submarine (and sublacustrine) paleoseismology is benefi  ed because the sedimentary 
record, while it comprises secondary evidence for earthquakes (McCalpin, 2009), can 
commonly be well preserved for long  me scales.

Strong ground shaking from earthquake rupture has been inferred to trigger turbid-
ity currents that poten  ally leave a very long record of past earthquakes in the form of 
turbidites (Dallimore et al., 2005; Enkin et al., 2013; Goldfi nger et al., 2003, 2008, 2012; 
Inouchi et al., 1996; Karlin et al., 2007; Noda 2008; Rajendran et al., 2008; Shiki 2000; 
Nakajima and Kanai, 2000; St-Onge et al., 2004, 2012). Ini  al assessment of the turbidite 
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stra  graphy and the paleoseismology of the Sunda subduc  on zone and an ini  al exami-
na  on of styles of sediment transport have been presented in Pa  on et al., (2013 a b). 

In this paper we evaluate slope stability along the submarine slopes on the accre  on-
ary prism off shore Sumatra, upslope of core sites selected for R/V Roger Revelle cruise 
RR0705/KNOX05RR in 2007 and used in the ini  al paleoseismic studies (Pa  on et al., 
2013 a). We choose ground mo  on predic  on equa  ons (GMPE’s) and apply our es-
 mates of ground mo  on as seismic loads to our Factor of Safety (FOS) slope stability 

analyses and compare those results with sta  c FOS analyses.

4-1.1 Physical Geography

The India-Australia plate subducts to the northeast at 38 to 57 mm/year rela  ve to the 
Sunda plate, forming the SASZ in the northeast Indian Ocean (Subarya et al., 2006; Fig. 
4-1 A). The historic earthquakes (Newcomb and McCann, 1977; Or  z and Bilham, 2003; 
Sieh et al., 2006; Briggs et al., 2006; Natawidjaja et al, 2004; Chlieh et al., 2007, 2008; 
Konca et al., 2007, 2008; Meltzner et al, 2010, 2012; Philibosian et al., 2012) plo  ed in 
Fig. 4-1 A ruptured along this subduc  on zone fault, including the 2004 and 2005 SASZ 
earthquakes (Chlieh et al., 2007, 2008). Bengal and Nicobar fan deposits thin to the 
south, as evidenced in ETOPO eleva  on data (Smith and Sandwell, 1997). Bengal fan 
channels are ul  mately sourced from the Himalayas (Moore et al., 1982) and formed 
as a response to climate forcing, par  cularly during glacial periods (Curray and Moore, 
1971; Curray et al., 2003, Weber et al., 1997, 2003). Oceanic basement structures are 
generally buried north of 1° north and only par  ally buried south of that la  tude. An ex-
cep  on is along the outer rise and trenchward of the outer rise, where these structures 
are reac  vated. The outer rise, a convex-up region west of the trench, is the region of 
great earthquakes on 2012 April 11, magnitude 8.6 and 8.2 (McGuire and Beroza, 2012, 
Duputel et al., 2012; Wiseman and Bürgmann, 2012). 

The con  nental slope along the accre  onary prism off shore Sumatra has structural highs 
and piggyback basins that generally control sediment fl ow. Off shore Sumatra, the SASZ 
trench deepens from 4.5 km in the north to 6.5 km in the south (Moore et al., 1982; 
Pa  on et al., 2013 a), consistent with the deepening of the oceanic crust (Franke et al., 
2008). Submarine landslides along the prism slopes are ubiquitous. Submarine seafl oor 
slope angles range from ~0° to ~55°. 
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Figure 4-1. Sumatra core loca  on and plate se   ng map with sedimentary and erosive 
systems fi gure. A. India-Australia plate subducts northeastwardly beneath the Sunda 
plate (part of Eurasia) at modern rates (GPS veloci  es are based on regional modeling of 
Bock et al, 2003 as plo  ed in Subarya et al., 2006). Historic earthquake ruptures (Bilham, 
2005; Malik et al., 2011) are plo  ed in orange. Bengal and Nicobar fans cover structures 
of the India-Australia plate in the northern part of the map.  RR0705 cores are plo  ed as 
light blue. SRTM bathymetry and topography is in shaded relief and colored vs. depth/
eleva  on (Smith and Sandwell, 1997). B. Schema  c illustra  on of geomorphic elements 
of subduc  on zone trench and slope sedimentary se   ngs. Submarine channels, 
submarine canyons, dune fi elds and sediment waves, abyssal plain, trench axis, plunge 
pool, apron fans, and apron fan channels are labeled here.

A.
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There exist a wide range of erosive and sedimentary se   ngs off shore Sumatra, where 
many of these geographical features are controlled by the geometry of the accre  on-
ary prism (Pa  on et al., 2013 a; Fig. 4-1 B). Submarine canyons cross the slope and may 
headwardly migrate through growing an  clinal folds, into up-slope basins, and branch 
intro tributary canyons. Many of these canyons are short and drainage catchments rela-
 vely small (few to tens of square kilometers), possibly because there are few pathways 

through the accre  onary complex (Pa  on et al., 2013 a). Many slope basins do not drain 
to the trench and have an expanded Holocene sedimentary sec  on. Submarine chan-
nels that form in the abyssal plain and may follow the trench axis (Carter, 1988) emanate 
from the mouths of submarine canyons and submarine landslide complexes at the base 
of the slope. These landslide complexes some  mes form amphitheater scallop shaped 
landforms, sugges  ng rota  onal failure. Some landslide scarps are also tabular shaped, 
sugges  ng transla  onal failures. There are large (100’s to 1,000’s square meters) block 
failures that leave intact blocks deposited in the trench, though these are rare and an-
cient. Many head-scarps of these block failure landslides are east and downslope of the 
crests of an  clinal folds, sugges  ng they are older than the upli   age of those folds be-
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Figure 4-2. Ac  ve deforma  on at subduc  on zone trench map. The fault refl ects the 
heterogeneous coupling ra  o, here imparted due to varia  ons in crustal topography. A. 
Bathymetry is plo  ed with color overlain upon a shaded relief map. Salient formed in 
the deforma  on front of the Sunda subduc  on zone. B. Bathymetry is plo  ed as slope 
in degrees. Fracture zones in India-Australia plate are reac  vated and exert strain on 
accre  onary prism materials through fault locking on the megathrust. Faults are labeled 
with black arrows. Ancient block failures can be seen in the southeast and even older 
failures are present in the northwest.
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cause the landslides would need to fail upslope in their current posi  ons. In some cases, 
these blocks are also on the crests and upper slopes of an  clinal folds, further support-
ing our interpreta  on of their old age (e.g. the southeastern end of Fig. 4-2 B, there are 
some blocks on the crest of a landward vergent fold). Because these block failures are 
rare, slope failures along the slope off shore Sumatra are possibly debris fl ows that trans-
form into turbidity currents. Unlike se   ngs with a high Pleistocene local sedimenta  on 
rate, like Cascadia (Pa  on et al., 2013 a), channels off shore Sumatra tend to be short 
(fi ve to a few tens of km, mean length = 7 km) and do not form along the trench axis. 
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Lower plate structure dominates topography in the downgoing plate, including the fos-
sil Wharton ridge and numerous north-northeast striking fracture zones, including the 
Inves  gator fracture zone (Fig. 4-1 A). The oceanic crust of the India-Australia plate has 
a large range in thickness; 22-km in the region of the Ninetyeast ridge (Krishna et al., 
2001), 5-km west of the 2004 SASZ earthquake (Franke et al, 2008; Sing et al., 2008; and 
Klingelhoefer et al., 2010), to 3.5- to 4.5-km along the fossil Wharton ridge (Sing et al., 
2010). Sediments overlying the crust range in thickness from 4 km near the la  tude of 
the 2004 SASZ earthquake (Franze et al., 2008; Klingelhoefer et al., 2010; Gulick et al., 
2011) to ~0.5 km in the region of the 2000 SASZ earthquake (Dean et al., 2010). Steps 
in the depth to crust and in the thickness of overlying sediment coincides with some of 
these fracture zones (Franke et al., 2008). These changes in crustal and sediment thick-
ness may contribute to the segmenta  on of the subduc  on zone (DeShon et al., 2005; 
Dean et al., 2010). Salients in the base of the accre  onary prism form where fracture 
zones and crustal topography related to spreading center volcanism are evidence for 
diff eren  al plate coupling (Ruff  and Kanamori, 1980, 1983; Franke et al., 2008; Kopp et 
al., 2008; Fig. 4-2 A). Plate locking (Wang and Dixon, 2008) along the subduc  on zone 
is also evident where displacements on fracture zone faults in the downgoing plate are 
transferred to the accre  onary prism along the lower slope (Graindorge et al., 2008; 
Kopp et al., 2008; Fig. 4-2 B). These fracture zones may be persistent boundaries to slip, 
especially if the faults off set plates of disparate age and temperature. Due to the lack of 
ac  ve sedimenta  on from the north, trench axis morphology is controlled by transverse 
structures from 2.25° S southward.

4-1.2 Landslides

One of the most common landscape responses and most damaging hazards related to 
earthquakes is landslides (Keefer, 1984; Jibson, 1993; Brink et al., 2009; Jibson and Harp, 
2011; Schulz et al., 2012). Over 11,000 landslides were documented associated with the 
1994 Northridge Mw 6.7 blind thrust earthquake (Jibson, 2000) and 60,000 landslides 
triggered during the 2008 Wenchuan earthquake (Gorum et al., 2011). Earthquakes can 
change the pore pressure and shear strength in geologic materials, leading to slope fail-
ure (Jibson, 1993; Wright and Rathje, 2003) and may be triggered with a minimum earth-
quake magnitude ~Mw = 5 (Keefer, 1984; Jibson and Harp, 2012). Landslide concentra-
 on (landslides per km2; Keefer, 2000; Gorum et al., 2011) is generally higher in areas 

of stronger ground mo  on (Meunier et al, 2007; Strasser et al., 2006; Jibson and Harp, 
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2012). In submarine se   ngs, these landslides can transform into turbidity currents, leav-
ing a sedimentary record of the ground shaking (Goldfi nger et al., 2003, 2012, 2013) and 
they can displace sea water suffi  ciently to generate tsunami waves (Wright and Rathje, 
2003). Earthquake magnitude thresholds for submarine landslides at ac  ve margins are 
poorly constrained (Mw = 7.1 in Cascadia, Goldfi nger et al., 2003, 2012, 2013; Mw = 7.2 
and 7.4 on the Kushiro fan, Noda et al., 2008; Mw = 7.4 in Japan, Nakajima and Kanai, 
2000; Mw = 7.9 along the San Andreas fault, Goldfi nger et al., 2007, 2008; Mw = 7.3 in 
northern California/Cascadia, Wilson and Keefer, 1985; Rollins and Stein, 2010; Mw = 
5.2 in Venezuela, Lorenzoni et al, 2012), probably because the evidences are diffi  cult to 
observe. The wide range in minimum threshold magnitudes may also be due to how dif-
ferent tectonic se   ngs may aff ect ground shaking. Se   ngs with faster a  enua  on with 
distance (i.e. “low Q” sites) may have larger minimum thresholds, where se   ngs with 
lower a  enua  on with distance (i.e. “high Q” sites) may have smaller minimum thresh-
olds

Ini  al seismic analysis of dams used the seismic coeffi  cient method, by applying a sta  c 
horizontal iner  al force using a sta  c limit analysis (Hynes-Griffi  n and Franklin, 1984). 
Later, analyses dealt with the cyclic liquefac  on of granular sediment, comparing the ap-
plied dynamic shear stresses to the cyclic strength of materials tested in the laboratory 
(Seed et al., 1975; Seed, 1979; Seed and Idriss, 1983). We use the Newmark Displace-
ment method in this paper because it can es  mate the permanent deforma  on that 
might occur where liquefac  on does not take place (Newmark, 1965). Newmark’s meth-
od models a landslide as a rigid block on an inclined plane. When the base of the block 
experiences a cri  cal accelera  on, it will slide. Newmark Displacement is the cumula  ve 
mo  on of the block as it is subjected to these seismic accelera  ons. The displacement 
es  mates will only be certain if the material proper  es are well known (Wilson and 
Keefer, 2003; Jibson, 2009).

We conduct two forms of slope stability analysis, Newmark infi nite slope displacement 
analysis and Morgenstern-Price method of slices “factor of safety” analysis (Morgen-
stern and Price, 1965; Spencer, 1967). Newmark displacement analysis (Newmark, 1965; 
Morgenstern, 1967) is typically used for a regional scale assessment (Lee et al., 1999; Jib-
son, 2007; Strasser et al, 2011), because o  en there is a lack of detailed data about the 
subsurface materials nor a resolved velocity model at the site scale. We use the method 
of slices technique at the site scale. We conduct slope stability for two purposes; test-
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ing for general seismic response of slopes (Infi nite Slope and Slices) and tes  ng for 2004 
SASZ rupture specifi c response of slopes (Infi nite Slope).

4-1.3 Ground Mo  ons

Keefer (1984) studied historical earthquakes and earthquake intensity data to inves  -
gate the rela  ons between landslide distribu  ons and the seismic parameters Keefer 
considered are, earthquake magnitude, shaking intensity (Modifi ed Mercalli), and the 
distance to the epicenter or fault rupture to fi nd that the aerial response of landslides to 
earthquakes range from 0 km2 at M = 4 to 500,000 km2 at M = 9.2. Factors that control 
the aerial extent of these landslides include earthquake magnitude, local geologic condi-
 ons, earthquake focal depth, and the specifi c ground mo  ons from a par  cular event 

(Keefer, 1985). Petersen et al. (2004) conducted a probabilis  c seismic hazard analyses 
for parts of Sumatra, which included the applica  on of regional earthquake source 
models. Their models were based on assump  ons that historic seismicity supported 
the use of a characteris  c earthquake model, but that was before the 2004 and 2005 
SASZ earthquakes (which falsifi ed their assump  on). We es  mate Arias Intensity (AI; 
Arias, 1970) and Peak Ground Accelera  on (PGA) ground mo  ons for the SASZ fault and 
apply those es  mates as inputs to the slope stability calcula  ons. PGA is a measure of 
the maximum ground accelera  on from an earthquake, measured in units of gravity (g, 
where g is defi ned as 9.81 m/s2). AI measures ground shaking intensity as the integral of 
the square of the accelera  on-  me history and correlates with structural performance 
of buildings, liquefac  on, and seismic slope stability (Arias, 1970; Kayen et al., 1997; 
Travasarou et al., 2003). Prior measurements of seismic intensity were developed us-
ing descrip  ve and qualita  ve observa  ons, but informa  on contained in instrumental 
records is used to assign the AI scale for any given earthquake and site. The Kayen et al. 
(1997) and Travasarou et al. (2003) models are based on strong mo  on data from vary-
ingly extensive earthquake catalogs. Limita  ons to any certain model are governed by 
the limit of data used by any individual study and are assessed for reliability by consider-
ing the residuals between predicted and observed ground mo  ons.

Ground mo  on predic  on models for earthquake faults, and the earthquakes they 
generate, were developed that relate earthquake magnitude and distance to the fault 
with ground mo  ons at or near the ground surface (Keefer, 1985; Youngs et al., 1997). 
Records of strong mo  on from seismometers are classifi ed by earthquake type, site type 
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(geomechanical proper  es of the crust and sediment at any given loca  on), fault geome-
try (related to any given loca  on), and plate tectonic se   ng. The authors then calculated 
regressions for each set of classifi ed seismological data. The Ground Mo  on Predic  on 
Equa  ons (GMPEs) are published with terms for each classifi ca  on term. The applica  on 
of these GMPEs is limited to scenarios with condi  ons similar to those that contributed 
to the GMPE models. The processes that most authors include as terms of their regres-
sions comprise distance and material a  enua  on, magnitude and distance scaling, and 
“soil” response (we use the engineering defi ni  on of soil, not the pedogenic defi ni  on). 

Developed primarily to provide an input to seismic hazard analyses worldwide (Atkin-
son and Boore, 2003, Petersen et al., 2004), these models ini  ally had a small inventory 
of seismologic data (Arias, 1970; Joyner and Boore, 1982, 1988; Crouse, 1991; Wilson, 
1993; Campbell, 1997; Kayen, 1997; Gregor, 2002). Improvements have been made in 
recent years as more strong mo  on seismologic records, at closer fault distances, have 
been considered in their model regressions (Boore, 2003; Atkinson and Boore, 2003; 
Travasarou et al., 2003, Boore and Atkinson, 2008; Atkinson and Boore, 2011; Zhao et 
al, 2012). Specifi c earthquakes are modeled to develop the a  enua  on rela  ons in a 
specifi c region (these a  enua  on rela  ons vary regionally, Atkinson and Boore, 2003), 
that can later be applied elsewhere if some assump  ons are made about the diff erences 
between the sites used to form the a  enua  on rela  ons and the sites the to which the 
model is being applied. Sorensen et al. (2007) used a 2-D fault slip model to es  mate 
PGA and Peak Ground Velocity (PGV) for the 2004 SASZ earthquake. We compare the 
Sorensen et al. (2007) model results with our ground mo  on model results and, later, 
our core data. 

We use these ground mo  on predic  on rela  ons (Zhao et al., 2007; Travasarou et al., 
2003) and ground mo  on modeling results (Sorensen et al., 2007) to provide constraint 
to the seismic load for the pseudosta  c FOS analyses in this paper. We adopt the Zhao 
et al. (2007) spectral accelera  on a  enua  on model for PGA that uses terms for site 
class,, earthquake fault type, tectonic regime, and distance and magnitude a  enua  on 
with distance, allowing the regressions to consider these eff ects separately (Zhao et al., 
2007). The Zhao et al. (2007) model adopts the basic rela  ons established by Abraham-
son and Youngs (1992). We adopt the Travasarou et al. (2003) a  enua  on rela  ons for 
AI. Their point-source model and coeffi  cients are determined with non-linear regression 
analyses using random eff ects (Travasarou et al., 2003). While PGA can be a poor indica-
tor of damage to structures because it is related only to the amplitude of ground mo  on, 
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Figure 4-3. Force and Mass balance 
diagram. This is an illustra  on of 
the infi nite slope factor of safety 
confi gura  on, modifi ed from Hadj-
Hamou and Kavazanjian (1985). 
Units are defi ned in the text.

AI is a more reliable predictor of damage because it incorporates frequency content and 
the dura  on of ground mo  on (Travasarou et al., 2003). However, AI has larger aleatory 
variability, so is be  er for se   ngs that are dominated by short period characteris  cs 
of ground mo  on (Travasarou et al, 2003). We compare models of slope stability that 
include only AI with those that include both AI and PGA (Jibson et al., 2007).

4-2 Data and Methods

We use 90-meter resolu  on bathymetric data as our base data to conduct infi nite slope 
FOS analysis with raster algebra and method of slices FOS analysis on 2-D seafl oor pro-
fi les. The infi nite slope method is conducted in a GIS system where raster data are modi-
fi ed with raster algebra to produce new raster products with solu  ons that represent the 
equa  ons discussed in this sec  on. The method of slices analyses are performed with a 
computer program that considers a geometrical rela  on that balances material forces 
with seismic forces.

Newmark infi nite slope technique balances driving forces with resis  ng forces to es  -
mate the stability of a rigid block on an inclined slope (Newmark, 1965). When the driv-
ing force exceeds the resis  ng force, the Factor of Safety (FOS) is <1 and is unstable and 
may fail or slide (Fig. 4-3). Parameters labeled in Fig. 4-3 include: τ = the shear stress on 
the failure plane, u = pore pressure, σ = normal stress on the failure plane, w = the unit 
weight of the block material, z = the depth of the assumed failure plane, α = the slope 
angle, m = propor  on of slide that is saturated, and Ah = seismic accelera  on in g’s. This 
“block” also has an associated cri  cal accelera  on (seismic load) that is a force threshold 
over which the block fails/slides. The block may not fail at this threshold and requires 

more force. Therefore, to account for this addi-
 onal threshold, a minimum displacement model 

is used  in these analyses (aka the Newmark 
Displacement). We conduct dynamic slope stabil-
ity based upon force balance rela  ons developed 
by Newmark (1965) and most recently refi ned 
by Jibson (1993, 2007, and 2009) and Jibson et 
al., (2000). Jibson et al. (2007) double integrates 
the earthquake accelera  on-  me history that 
exceeds the threshold accelera  on required to 
overcome basal resistance and ini  ate sliding. We 
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Figure 4-4. Method of Slices 
schema  c diagram. Schema  c 
illustra  on depic  ng a generic slope 
divided into slices as used in the 
method of slices factor of safety 
analyses, modifi ed from Chowdhury 
(2010). 

use these empirical rela  ons to es  mate sliding block displacements given ground shak-
ing based on the plate geometry for the megathrust off shore Sumatra and earthquake 
magnitudes 6, 7, 8, and 9. We fi rst es  mate the sta  c FOS for submarine slopes, fi nd the 
cri  cal accelera  on for these slopes based on the FOS analysis, and fi nally determine the 
Newmark Displacement for a given range of earthquake magnitude. 

Newmark Displacement includes the characteriza  on of two key rela  ons (1) dynamic 
slope stability and (2) earthquake induced ground mo  on. Bathymetry provided by the 
Sumatra bathymetric coopera  ve is used as the basis for determining slopes. Suma-
tra bathymetry was collected by Japanese (R/V Natsushima: Japan Agency for Marine 
Earth-Science and Technology, Jamstec), United Kingdom (HMS Sco  : UK Royal Navy and 
Southampton Oceanography Centre, NOCS), French (R/V Marion Dufresne: Ifremer), and 
German (R/V Sonne: Federal Ins  tute for Geosciences and Natural Resources, BGR) ships 
and shared u  lizing a coopera  ve agreement with these interna  onal ins  tu  ons and 
the Indonesian Government (Agency for the Assessment and Applica  on of Technology, 
BPPT; Henstock et al., 2006; Ladage et al., 2006). We create a slab model of the subduc-
 on zone fault and apply ground mo  ons driven from the fault, to the seafl oor topogra-

phy. We then use these ground mo  ons as the source of seismic load in the Newmark 
Displacement analyses.

In order to consider more deep-seated forms of slope failure, that might violate assump-
 ons associated with Newmark Displacement, we conduct site specifi c FOS analyses 

based on slope profi les adjacent to our core sites. We u  lize computer based 2-D slope 
stability factor of safety (determinis  c) and probability of failure (probabilis  c) on cir-
cular surfaces in “soil” using ver  cal slice limit equilibrium methods (Morgenstern and 

Price, 1965; Spencer, 1967). This method of 
analysis was ini  ally developed by Fellenius 
(1927, 1936) and Taylor (1937, 1948). For the 
slices procedure, the poten  al slide mass is 
divided into a number of elements or “slices,” 
then a force and momentum balance proce-
dure is performed on each slice, summing the 
forces across all slices to determine the factor 
of safety for that slide surface (Fig. 4-4). This 
technique can be used to model stability be-
fore or a  er failure (Strasser et al., 2011). 
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We query ground mo  on informa  on restricted by poten  al sedimentary source areas 
for a series of cores in the region of the 2004 SASZ earthquake. We do this to make some 
es  mates of the energy content of ground shaking that is likely to contribute to slope 
stability in source areas that poten  ally contribute to sedimenta  on at our core sites. 
We consider our modeled es  mates of AI, PGA, and fi nally, PGA modeled by Sorensen 
et al. (2007). We then compare these results with sediment core data to determine the 
poten  al impact of ground mo  ons on sedimenta  on off shore Sumatra at our core sites.

4-2.1 Assump  ons

Infi nite slope analysis is considered when a few assump  ons about material rheology, 
mass, satura  on, pore pressure, etc. are sa  sfi ed. Slope failures are transla  onal where 
the ra  o between failure depth (slide thickness) and the lateral extent of slope failures 
is suffi  ciently small to ignore edge eff ects (Strasser et al., 2011). Infi nite slopes assume 
fl uid steady seepage is parallel to the slope, forces on the sides of any given “block” 
are equal and opposite at all points in the block, and that the stress condi  ons are also 
homogeneous and isotropic (Hadj-Hamou and Kavazanjian, 1985). Furthermore, New-
mark’s method treats the slide material as a “rigid-plas  c body” that does not deform in-
ternally, that the block does not experience displacements at accelera  ons less than Ac, 
and that the failure surface is concentrated along a narrow discrete shear zone (Jibson, 
2007). One large source of aleatory uncertainty is the selec  on of material proper  es. 
We use sediment material and strength proper  es from cores in the region and from 
sediments in similar se   ngs and assume that these sediment proper  es represent the 
sediment we model in our calcula  ons. 

The geometry we use for ground mo  on es  mates is limited because the seafl oor 
bathymetry has a 90-meter resolu  on, so the real slopes have a higher varia  on than 
modeled in our calcula  ons. We assume the mul  beam bathymetry represents the real 
seafl oor shape. The resolu  on and nature of the mul  beam systems smooth bathymet-
ric data locally, making the slope values used in our calcula  on likely to represent mini-
mum values. 

 One of the largest sources of uncertainty is the shape and spa  al posi  on of the fault 
slab that we use to model the ground mo  ons. Given the short distances from the fault 
to the landslide source regions, the uncertain  es in ground mo  on rela  ons based on 
global observa  ons, and the likely satura  on of ground mo  ons at short ranges (Skarla-
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Cohesion1 Unit Weight
Sediment2

Unit Weight
Water

Effective Angle
of Internal
Friction3

Slide Thickness
Proportion
Saturated

kPa Kn/m3 Kn/m3 degrees feet %
c' w ' t m

5.6 15.9 9.81 27.2 1 100%

Table 4 1. Parameters used in infinite slope Factor of Safety analysis (Jibson et al., 2000).

1. Cohesion values from Hempel (1985), Sultan et al. (2009), and Johnson et al. (2012)
2. Unit Weight Sediment parameter from Sultan et al. (2009)
3. Angle of Friction comes from uppermost sediments in cores from Tan et al. (2006)

toudis and Papazachose, 2012) this source of uncertainty likely contributes li  le to the 
varia  on in ground mo  ons at the seafl oor. Based on these assump  ons, the results are 
only approxima  ons of slope stability for the seafl oor that we model.

4-2.2 Infi nite Slope Factor of Safety

We use FOS rela  ons derived by Jibson (2000; their equa  on 2):

FOS = (c’/γ * t * sinα) + (tanφ’/tanα) - (m*γw*tanφ’/γ*tanα) (1)

Variables in the numerator tend to correlate posi  vely with slope stability (favor no 
slope failure) and variables in the denominator tend to correlate posi  vely with slope 
instability (favor slope failure). Parameters are as follows: c’ is eff ec  ve cohesion (kPa), γ 
is unit sediment weight (kN/m3), t is slide thickness (meters), α is slope angle (degrees), 
φ› is effective angle of internal friction (degrees), m is percent of slide thickness below 
water table (100% in our submarine se   ng), and γw is the unit weight of water (kN/
m3). Parameter values for FOS analysis are given in Table 4-1. Material proper  es are 
discussed in Suppl. 4-1. We calculate the slope from the bathymetry surface and then 
calculate the trigonometric func  ons based on this slope data. All raster algebra used in 
our analyses that use a trigonometric func  on is based on these data sets (e.g. tanα).

Material property data from a variety of sources are considered. Sultan et al. (2009) 
provide geotechnical data for cores collected in the region of the 2004 SASZ earthquake. 
Johnson et al. (2012) evaluated mechanical proper  es for in situ surfi cial cohesive ma-
rine sediments. Hempel (1995) provide shear strength data for sediment in Kasten cores 
collected along the Cascadia margin. We consider cohesion (shear strength) from sedi-
ment in the uppermost 60 cm of sediment because those are the sediments we consider 
to most likely fail consistently during earthquake induced ground mo  ons. We use eff ec-
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 ve angle of internal fric  on data collected by Tan et al. (2006) for sediments at ODP site 
1244, Hydrate Ridge, Cascadia margin.

4-2.3 Ground Mo  on Predic  ons

We use two types of ground mo  on predic  ons to conduct our infi nite slope models. 
First we use a stochas  c model of ground mo  on based on earthquake magnitude and 
the fault geometry related to seismicity and distance to seafl oor bathymetry. We use 
this model to impart ground mo  ons for generic subduc  on zone earthquakes. Then we 
use ground mo  on data modeled for the 2004 SASZ earthquake (Sorensen et al., 2007), 
apply those specifi c ground mo  ons to the seafl oor, and compare those results with the 
cores and shallow seismic data in that region.

4-2.3.1 Synthe  c Earthquake Ground Mo  on

We evaluate and consider mul  ple ground mo  on predic  on equa  ons developed for 
subduc  on zones and other se   ngs for earthquakes of magnitude 6, 7, 8, and 9. Early 
models considered diff erent fault-distance geometries and were limited by the earth-
quake data sourced to generate these empirical rela  ons (Wilson, 1993; Kayen et al., 
1997; Campbell, 1997). As the earthquake catalog increased in size, the new regressions 
were be  er fi ts to these new data (Gregor et al., 2002; Atkinson and Boore, 2003; Camp-
bell, 2003; Travasarou et al, 2003; Zhao et al., 2006, 2010, 2012; Boore and Atkinson, 
2008; Atkinson and Boore, 2011). Data from near fault and large magnitude earthquakes 
remain a sparse contributor to the catalog and the largest source of epistemic uncertain-
ty (Atkinson and Boore, 2011). 

Peak Ground Velocity (PGV), Peak Ground Accelera  on (PGA), and Arias Intensity (AI) 
are diff erent ways to quan  fy the ground mo  on due to ini  al earthquake mo  on, along 
with forms of a  enua  on through the crust and geological materials. People consider 
the maxima of ground mo  on from PGV and PGA data, as well as the frequency content 
of these measures. These maxima may be reached mul  ple  mes, so AI is considered to 
capture this possibility in that it is an integra  on of all ground mo  ons during the earth-
quake mo  on (in the case that cri  cal accelera  on/velocity is reached more than once; 
Arias, 1970). AI is a ground mo  on rela  on that measures ground mo  on as the integral 
of the square of the accelera  on-  me history (Travasarou et al., 2003). AI actually con-
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a b c d e FR SL SS SSL
1.101 0.00564 0.0055 1.08 0.01412 0.251 0 2.607 0.528

CH C1 C2 C3 C4 r s rT
0.293 1.111 1.344 1.355 1.42 0.604 0.398 0.723

Coefficients for Source and Path Terms of the Models in the Present Study

Table 4 2. Parameters used in ground motion predictions for PGA (Zhao et al., 2006).

Coefficients for Site Class Terms and Prediction Error

QC WC C QI WI I PS QS WS S
0 0 0.303 0 0 0.308 0.1392 0.1584 0.0529 0.321

Fr SI SS SSL Ck hc
1 1 0 0 1.355 15

Coefficients for Magnitude Terms (interevent residuals)

Terms for Earthquake Mechanism

Table 4 2 cont.

tains informa  on about the energy content of the recorded earthquake (Hsieh and Lee, 
2011). That we use AI in our analyses is jus  fi ed by the correla  on of landslide density 
with Arias Intensity (Lee et al., 2008).

We select the model of Zhao et al. (2006, 2007) to model PGA ground mo  ons for 
submarine slopes. While the Boore and Atkinson (2008) model includes a larger earth-
quake catalog, they consider the Joyner-Boore fault distance, which is the distance to 
the surface trace of the fault (which does not refl ect the ground mo  ons expected at 
subduc  on zones when using a stochas  c model). The Zhao et al. (2006) model consid-
ers in their regression the signifi cant eff ects of source distance, source type, and faul  ng 
mechanism. Zhao et al. (2006) consider their simple model to predict accelera  ons that 
are unbiased over magnitude and distance. They also consider fewer terms for site class-
es than other models, so their results are more applicable to a range of tectonic se   ngs, 
especially se   ngs and earthquake magnitudes and hypocentral distances not sourced in 
their regressions (Zhao et al., 2004, 2006). We list parameter values used in our ground 
mo  on predic  ons in Table 4-2.

We select the model of Travasarou et al. (2003) to model AI ground mo  ons for subma-
rine slopes in our analyses. Earlier models (Wilson, 1993; Kayen et al., 1997) generated 
unreasonably large values of intensity, especially at distances nearest the fault. The 
major controls for PGA and AI are the distance to the fault and earthquake magnitude. 
Secondary factors include site class terms (soil or bedrock type), source and path terms, 
sense of mo  on (reverse or normal type earthquake), and subduc  on (interface) or slab 
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M<7.6 M>7.6 M<7.6 M>7.6 M<7.6 M>7.6 M<7.6 M>7.6
c1 c2 c3 c4 s11 s11 s12 s12 s21 s21 s22 s22
2.8 1.981 20.72 1.703 0.454 0.616 0.101 0 0.479 1.013 0.334 0

Coefficients
Table 4 3. Parameters used in ground motion prediction (Travasarou et al., 2003.)

soil type soil type normal reverse

f1 f2 Sc Sd Fn Fr
0.166 0.512 0 1 0 1

Table 4 3 cont.
Coefficients

type event. These a  enua  on regression models use the Na  onal Earthquake Hazard 
Reduc  on Program (NEHRP) Site Class Defi ni  ons (Dobry et al., 2000; Atkinson and 
Boore, 2003). Site classes range from A to E are defi ned by the shear wave seismic veloc-
ity in the upper 30 meters. Thirty meters was chosen because there is a lack of velocity 
data deeper than 30 m and because it does not contribute considerable variability in 
regression models (Joyner and Fumal, 1984; Boore et al., 1997). Based on seismic veloc-
ity (Vs) ranges for NEHRP site classes, we select coeffi  cients for NHERP class D for our AI 
es  mates (Travasarou et al., 2003). We list parameter values used in our ground mo-
 on predic  ons in Table 4-3. Travasarou et al. (2003) do not include satura  on of AI at 

short distances with increasing magnitude because their intra-event residuals (how they 
measure their regression versus the observed ground mo  ons) at distances less than 10 
km show no bias (i.e. their model represents the data at small distances; their fi gure 11). 
This supports our jus  fi ca  on to use AI calcula  ons at distances less than 10 km. One 
downside of their model is that it does not include magnitudes greater than Mw 7.6,  so 
while their rela  ons probably do work at larger magnitudes, they could not test this as-
ser  on. 

We assume that the earthquake may occur anywhere on the fault. While some earth-
quakes appear to rupture specifi c regions of any given fault (Briggs et al., 2006; Bilek, 
2007; Sieh, et al., 2008; Meltzner et al., 2010, 2012; Wang, 2010), we cannot assume 
that the fault will not rupture elsewhere (Tillman et al., 2010; Shulgin et al., 2013). 
Recent earthquakes may have ruptured into the mantle (Singh et al., 2008; Dessa et al., 
2009; Zhan et al., 2012) and up-dip towards the trench (Fujiwara et al., 2011; Ide et al., 
2011; Kodaira et al., 2012; Kozdon and Dunham, 2013). In this sense, the focal depth 
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is the same as the distance to the fault for the Zhao et al. (2006) and Travasarou et al. 
(2003) models.

The form of the equa  on for PGA (Zhao et al., 2006; equa  on 1) is:

Loge(Y) =  a * Mw + b * Rdist - loge(Rdist + (c * exp(d * Mw))  + e(h - hc) * δh + FR + SI + SS + 
Ck (2)

Where Y is PGA (cm/s2), Mw is moment magnitude, x is source distance (distance to 
fault), h is focal depth (same as x), hc is a depth constant, δh is a dummy variable that 
ac  vates the e(h-hc) term when h < hc, FR designates a reverse fault, SI designates an 
interface event, SS designates a subduc  on event, Ck is a site class term, and a, b, c, d, 
and e are coeffi  cients defi ned by regression performed by Zhao et al. (2006). Because we 
are modeling a reverse mechanism on the megathrust, SI and SS terms are zero and FR is 
1 (Fig. 4-5).

The form of equa  on for AI (Travasarou et al., 2003; equa  on 12) is:

ln AI = c1 + c2 * (Mw - 6) + c3 * ln(Mw/6) + c4 * ln(Rdist) + (S11 + S12 * (Mw-6)) * Sc + (S21 
+ s22 * (Mw-6)) * Sd + f1 * Fn + f2 * Fr (3)

AI is Arias Intensity in m/sec, Mw is earthquake moment magnitude, Rdist is the closest 
distance to the fault, and for a reverse earthquake, Fn is 0 and Fr is 1. Other coeffi  cients 
were determined by Travasarou et al. (2003) by regression (their Table III). We plot AI as 
a func  on of distance for three fault thicknesses, using the material proper  es in Table 
4-1 (Fig. 4-6).

4-2.3.2 Fault Slab Model

In order to model generic earthquake ground mo  ons, we construct a fault slab model 
to constrain the parameter distance to the fault (Rdist, also known as Rseis; Campbell, 
1997). We use slab contours derived from seismicity and published by the USGS (Hayes 
et al., 2012). We construct our own up-dip limit to the slab because the published mod-
els do not consider the thickness of sediment on the downgoing slab. Based on seismic 
profi les (Bun  ng et al., 2008, Singh et al., 2008, 2010; Shulgin et al., 2013) sediment 
thickness ranges from 4 km in the northern margin to <500 m in the southern margin. 
The decrease in sediment thickness is due to the decreased proximity to the source of 
sediment in the north (Bengal and Nicobar fans). While there is evidence that there are 
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Figure 4-5. Ground Mo  on predic  ons for Peak Ground Accelera  on 
(PGA), in g. These data represent the form of ground mo  on 
predic  ons regressed by Zhao et al. (2006, equa  on 1), equa  on (2) 
for earthquakes of four magnitudes (M = 6, 7, 8, and 9 are purple, 
green, orange, and blue). “Distance” is the shortest distance between 
the ground surface and the fault plane (Rdist).
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Figure 4-6. Ground Mo  on predic  ons for Arias Intensity (AI), in 
m/sec. These data represent the form of ground mo  on predic  ons 
regressed by Travasarou et al. (2003, equa  on 12), equa  on (3) for 
earthquakes of four magnitudes (M = 6, 7, 8, and 9 are purple, green, 
orange, and blue). “Distance” is the shortest distance between the 
round surface and the fault plane (Rdist).
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Figure 4-7. Distances plo  ed for the fault and bathymetric 
geometry for the subduc  on zone off shore Sumatra. Seafl oor 
bathymetry profi le is plo  ed as a light blue line, the fault plane 
(slab) is plo  ed in red. The cream shaded region under the 
bathymetry and above the fault represents the general posi  on 
of sediments overlying the oceanic crust of the Indo-Australia 
plate. Rdist is calculated by the length of Fdepth distances east 
of the trench (purple arrows) and Fdist distances west of the 
trench (green arrows).

steps in thickness (Dean et al., 2010; Shulgin et al., 2013), we consider a linear change 
in thickness, north to south, because we do not have the data resolu  on to es  mate 
these step changes in thickness with substan  al certainty. We create a raster slab model 
using the ArcGIS tool “Topo to Raster” using the USGS slab contours and our 3-D polyline 
for the up-dip limit of the slab. We call this raster Rdepth. For loca  ons ocean ward of 
the up-dip limit of our slab model (in the abyssal plain), we es  mate Rdist based on the 
distance from the uppermost loca  on of our slab model (the 3-D polyline used in the 
slab raster construc  on). We combine the Rdepth and Rdist data into a composite raster 
Rdist, plo  ed vs horizontal distance in Fig. 4-7. For calcula  ons that use the shortest 
distance to the fault, we use the Rdist raster.
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Figure 4-8. The 2004 SASZ earthquake 2-D fault model. This model (Yagi 
et al., 2004) is used by Sorensen et al. (2007) to es  mate ground mo  ons 
for the 2004 SASZ earthquake. The red rectangles show the sub-faults 
designated to have the largest slip.

4-2.3.3 2004 Earthquake

For the earthquake specifi c case, we choose the only exis  ng ground mo  on model for 
the 2004 SASZ earthquake (Sorensen et al., 2007). We use the PGA simula  ons from So-
rensen et al. (2007) as input for a pseudosta  c infi nite slope FOS analysis that does not 
use Arias Intensity (Hadj-Hamou and Kavazanjian, 1985). 

Sorensen et al. (2007) use a mul   asperity fault model (Yagi, 2004), with the USGS epi-
center, to model ground mo  ons in the region surrounding the 2004 SASZ earthquake 
(Fig. 4-8). The fault is broken into sub-faults that represent the asperi  es (regions of high 
slip). They combine a determinis  c model for low frequencies (0.1-1 Hz) and a semi-
stochas  c model for high frequencies (1-10 Hz). A regional seismic anelas  c a  enua  on 
rela  on of Q = 100f0.8 is used and the simula  ons were performed on a 144 point grid 
with 1.5° la  tude-longitude spacing. Q is a measure of the rate of a  enua  on of seismic 
waves, called the seismic quality factor (Stein and Wysession, 2003), which is inversely 
propor  onal to a  enua  on (a  enua  on = 1/Q). Q is poorly constrained in this region 
(Sorensen et al., 2007). Their model output is then converted to a smoothed surface, 
which is the form we adopt for our modeling. There are other earthquake slip models 
for the 2004 SASZ earthquake (Ammon et al., 2005; Ishii et al., 2005, 2007; Vigny et al., 
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2005; Bosci et al., 2006; Subarya et a;., 2006; Banjeree et al., 2007; Chlieh et al., 2007, 
2008; Hu and Wang, 2012), but the Yagi (2004) model is the only one used to simu-
late ground mo  ons. Another limita  on of the Sorensen et al. (2007) model is that it 
is compared with a single record of strong mo  on located approximately 650 km from 
the earthquake hypocenter. Sorensen et al. (2007) also tested their model by simula  ng 
ground mo  ons in Banda Aceh and comparing those results with es  mates of observed 
Modifi ed Mercalli intensi  es. Their simula  ons reached accelera  ons reaching 140 cm/
sec2, consistent with MM intensity of VII and JMA seismic intensity of 5+ to 6- (Tobita et 
al., 2006). 

Sorensen et al. (2007) compared their results with seismic records of the 2004 SASZ 
earthquake. Their results generally agreed with the seismic data recorded during the 
2004 SASZ earthquake at the PPI site (part of the JSINET seismic network, Ishida et al., 
1999), at 600 km distance from the epicenter. Shaking intensity observa  ons in Banda 
Aceh, converted to ground mo  ons, corresponded to PGA of 300 cm/sec2 and PGV of 80 
cm/sec. Simula  ons presented by Sorensen et al. (2007) es  mated ground mo  ons at 
Banda Aceh as 140 cm/sec2 (PGA) and 60 cm/sec (PGV). 

The form of the equa  on for pseudosta  c slope stability from Hadj-Hamou and Kavazan-
jian (1985; their equa  on 7) is: 

FOS = (c + (1 – m * (y/y’)) * ((1 - R))/(Ah + sinα) * (cosα * tan φ) (4)

The parameters are as follows: c = cohesion (kPa), m = slide thickness (m), R = distance 
to the fault (m), Ah = horizontal seismic accelera  on (g, Sorensen et al., 2007), α is the 
slope of the submarine ground surface (degrees), φ is angle of internal friction (de-
grees). The values we use in our analyses are included in Table 4-4.

4-2.4 Newmark Displacement

We es  mate a Newmark Displacement as a func  on of landslide cri  cal accelera  on and 
earthquake ground mo  on intensity (Ambraseys and Menu, 1988; Jibson, 1993; Jibson 
et al., 1998, 2000). Fig. 4-9 shows how the accelera  on and velocity are integrated to de-
termine cumula  ve off set of infi nite slopes. Recently a larger catalog of earthquakes has 
been evaluated for new empirical regressions (Jibson, 2007; Hsieh and Lee, 2011). Jibson 
(2007) consider 2,270 strong mo  on records from 30 global earthquakes; Hsieh and Lee 
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Figure 4-9. Illustra  on of the deriva  on 
for cumula  ve Newmark displacement. 
These plots are based on earthquake energy-
 me plot for the 6 August 1979 Coyote 

Lake earthquake, California (modifi ed from 
Wilson and Keefer, 1983). A. strong-mo  on 
record with cri  cal accelera  on {do  ed line) 
superimposed, B. velocity of block versus  me, 
and C. displacement of block versus  me. 

(2011) use 1,343 records from six earthquakes, ranging in magnitude from 5.3 to 7.6 and 
6.7 to 7.6 respec  vely. 

For Newmark Displacement, we consider Jibson (2007) rela  ons that consider Arias 
Intensity and cri  cal accelera  on (Jibson, 2007; equa  on 9; Fig. 4-10) and that consider 
Arias Intensity, cri  cal accelera  on, and Amax (peak accelera  on, or PGA) (Jibson, 2007; 
equa  on 10; Fig. 4-11).

logDn =2.401 * logAI - 3.481 * logAc - 3.230 ± 0.656  (5)

logDn = 0.561 * logAI - 3.833 * log(Ac/Amax) - 1.474 ± 0.616 (6)

Slide
Thickness

Unit
Weight
Water

Total Weight
Sediment1 Cohesion1 Angle of Internal

Friction3

h w t c
m pcf pcf kPa degrees
1 125 62.45 5.551 27.1

2. Cohesion values from Hempel (1985), Sultan et al. (2009), and
Johnson et al. (2012)
3. Angle of Friction comes from uppermost sediments in cores from
Tan et al. (2006)

Table 4 4. Parameters used in pseudostatic analysis considering
ground motions calculated by Sorensen et al. (2007).

1. Total Weight Sediment parameter from Sultan et al. (2009)

Dn is the Newmark Displacement in cm, AI is 
Arias Intensity (m/sec), Ac is cri  cal accelera-
 on (g), and Amax is peak ground accelera  on 

(g). Jibson (2007) equa  on 9 (our equa  on 5) 
fi ts their earthquake source data with an R2 
value of 0.71. Jibson (2007) equa  on 10 (our 
equa  on 6) fi ts their earthquake source data 
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Figure 4-10. Newmark Displacement (Dn) plots, in cm, 
using equa  on 5. This plot is for generic slopes given 
four earthquake magnitudes (M = 6, 7, 8, and 9 are 
purple, green, orange, and blue). These rela  ons are 
for Jibson et al. (2007, equa  on 9), using Arias Intensity 
using equa  on 5.

Figure 4-11. Newmark Displacement (Dn) plots, in cm, 
using equa  on 6. This plot is for generic slopes given 
four earthquake magnitudes (M = 6, 7, 8, and 9 are 
purple, green, orange, and blue). These rela  ons are for 
Jibson et al. (2007, equa  on 10), using Arias Intensity 
and PGA using equa  on 6.

with an R2 value of 0.75, with a standard devia  on of approximately ± 0.5 log units. Their 
regressions result results in modeled displacements that span about an order of magni-
tude, therefore this type of analysis should only be conducted on a regional scale. Varia-
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 ons in site condi  ons are the source of varia  on in their ground mo  on a  enua  on 
models. Cri  cal accelera  on (Ac) is a measure of dynamic stability and takes the form of 
Jibson et al., (2000; equa  on 1):

Ac = (FOS – 1) * g * sinα (7)

where g is accelera  on due to gravity (g = 9.81 m/s2), FOS is the sta  c factor of safety, 
and α is the slope angle of the seafloor surface. We plot Ac as a func  on of slide thick-
ness (Fig. 4-12) and as a func  on of earthquake magnitude (Fig. 4-13). Thicker deposits 
have a higher threshold for instability. The cri  cal accelera  on ra  o (CAR) relates Ac with 
Amax and shows that steeper slopes drive the rela  ons with lower CAR ra  os for steeper 
slopes. We use the CAR in equa  on 6.

For comparison with Jibson (2007), we select the Newmark Displacement regression 
from Hsieh and Lee (2011). Their model was created to evaluate the Jibson (1993) and 
Jibson et al. (1998) models, also evaluated and improved upon by Jibson (2007). Hsieh 
and Lee (2011) found that for Jibson (1993) and Jibson et al. (1998), logDn is propor-
 onal to logAc when Ac is large, however logDn and Ac are linearly propor  onal for all 

values of Ac. They added a term to account for this discrepancy in the Jibson forms, 
developing new rela  ons for IA, Ac, and Dn. They conclude with two forms of these re-
gressed formulae, a global form and a local form. Hsieh and Lee (2011) also provide coef-
fi cients for site condi  ons (soil vs. rock). They recommend that the local form be used 
in Taiwan and other ac  ve orogens because their a  enua  on rela  ons are more similar 
to those of Taiwan. Hsieh and Lee (2011) suggest the global form of their regression be 
used away from ac  ve orogens, but the diff erence in fi t for these regressions is small, so 
may not ma  er for regional analyses. Their local form for soil sites (Hsieh and Lee, 2011; 
equa  on 15) is shown here:

logDn = 0.802 * logIa – 19.246 * Ac  + 12.757 * Ac * logIa + 2.153 ± 0.445 (8)

4-2.5 Method of Slices Factor of Safety

We select forty-nine sites to conduct FOS analysis using the Bishop method of slices 
technique. Improved variants of this technique have been developed and are all avail-
able in most modern slope stability analysis so  ware. We chose to consider the models 
of Morgenstern-Price (Morgenstern and Price, 1965) and Spencer (Spencer, 1967). The 
same general principles of force balance apply here as they did for infi nite slope analysis. 
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Figure 4-12. Cri  cal Accelera  on (Ac) is plo  ed vs. 
slope angle. This plot is for generic slopes given three 
landslide thicknesses (t = 0.1, 0.3, and 1 m are red, 
green, and blue). These rela  ons are for Jibson et al. 
(2000) equa  on 1, using the sta  c FOS determined.

Figure 4-13. Cri  cal Accelera  on Ra  o (CAR; Jibson 
et al., 2007) is plo  ed versus slope angle. This plot is 
for four earthquake magnitudes (M = 6, 7, 8, and 9 are 
purple, green, orange, and blue). The CAR is based on 
results for Ac (Figure 12) and PGA (Figure 5).

We fi rst conduct these analyses with a sta  c seismic load (g = 0), then apply a seismic 
load of g = 1, and fi nally we iterate increasingly lower seismic loads un  l the results is a 
stable slope. This resultant seismic load we a  ribute to be the cri  cal accelera  on for 
each site.
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Figure 4-14. Site-scale FOS loca  on map. Core loca  ons are plo  ed as orange circles 
on this map that also shows some historic earthquake ruptures (Bilham, 2005; Malik 
et al., 2011), plo  ed in orange (twenty-fi rst century earthquakes are designated by the 
hachured pa  ern; Briggs et al., 2006; Chlieh et al., 2007, 2008; Philobosian et al., 2012). 

We use SLIDE 6.0 (Rocscience, 2013) so  ware for our analyses and we choose a proba-
bilis  c approach for material proper  es and for seismic loading. We choose circular 
surfaces with composite solu  ons. We model the surfi cial materials and use material 
proper  es appropriate for surfi cial materials. Boundaries for the 2-D profi les are taken 
from ArcGIS profi le measuring tools sampling the bathymetry data provided by the Su-
matra mul  beam surface. Profi les were measured along the seafl oor directly upslope of 
our core sites (Fig. 4-14). 

Material proper  es used here are taken from sediment core data discussed in the infi -
nite slope sec  on. Material proper  es considered include Unsaturated and Saturated 
Sediment Weight (kN/m3), Cohesion (kPa), Angle of Internal Fric  on or “Phi” (degrees), 
water table based pore pressure (HU = 1, or 100% saturated), and excess pore pressure 
coeffi  cient B-bar (Bishop, 1954; Skempton, 1954). Material proper  es are further dis-
cussed in Suppl. 4-1. We choose the Mohr-Coulomb strength rela  ons for our analyses. 
Cohesion, Phi, and Unsaturated Unit Weight are provided with a standard devia  on for 
the probabilis  c analyses so they could be considered random variables. The varia  on 
of these proper  es is used directly to establish the varia  on for the random variables. 
Parameter values are listed in Table 4-5.

We use an auto refi ne search method to fi nd the cri  cal slip surfaces for given slopes 
measured from 90 meter resolu  on mul  -beam bathymetry (Malwaki, et al., 2001). 
For sampling during the probabilis  c search, we use la  n-hypercube sampling, with the 
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Grain
Sediment
Density1

Void
Ratio

Gs dry e sat sat std dev min max distr.

g/cc
2.575 7.35 2.61 15.90 1.11 3.33 3.33 normal

Table 4 5.1 Material Weight

2. Dry Unit Weight as calculated from Gs, dry, and e.
3. Saturated Unit Weight as measured in sediment cores located near the base of
the slope offshore Sumatra (Sultan et al., 2009).

Dry
(Unsaturated)
Unit Weight2

kN/m3

Saturated Unit Weight3

kN/m3

1. Sediment Grain Density as measured in sediment cores from the Indian Ocean
(Anderson, 1971).

Strength
Type1

c' mean c' std. dev. min max distr. mean std. dev. min max distr.

Mohr
Coulomb 5.55 2.6 5 5 normal 27.1 4.10 12.3 12.3 normal

l f l f d f ( l )

Table 4 5.2. Material Strength

Angle of Internal Friction3

degrees

2. Cohesion, as a function of shear strength, measured from uppermost sections of sediment cores
(Hempel, 1985; Sultan et al., 2009; Johnson et al., 2012)

Cohesion2

kPa

1. Strength Type, where shear stress = c' + ( 'n x tan ')

Specific Weight
Sea Water

Excess Pore
Pressure1

Initial Pore
Pressure2

w B bar Hu
kN/m3

10.3 1 1

Table 4 5.3. Pore Pressure

1. Excess pore pressure is determined from seismic load,
where B bar is defined by the relation u = B v. B bar is
the overall pore pressure coefficeint for a meterial
(Skempton, 1954)
2. Pore pressure coefficient Hu is based on the inclination of
the water surface above any given point. Hu = 1 indicates
hydrostatic conditions.

Correlation
Coefficient

Ah Ah std dev min max distr. Av Av std dev min max distr.

1 0.5 1 1 normal 1 0.5 1 1 normal 0.5

Horizontal EQ Acceleration Vertical EQ Acceleration

g g

Table 4 5.4. Seismic Load

“Global Minimum” strategy (Saucier, 2000). Random numbers are generated using the 
Park and Miller v.3 method (using a random number seed based on the  me the analysis 
is run). Sensi  vity Analysis is used to test the convergence of the la  n-hypercube sam-
pling to determine the minimum sample size. The la  n-hypercube method gives similar 
results to a Monte Carlo sampling technique, but with fewer samples (Saucier, 2000). 
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Typical sample size tends to be around 10,000, but may be as high as 100,000 and low as 
5,000. We use a sensi  vity analysis to determine the sample size suffi  cient to converge 
the FOS results. We constrain the slices to 100 and use a Half Sine interslice force func-
 on. Excess pore pressure generated by seismic forces contributes to the balance of 

forces with a pore fl uid weight of 10.3 kN/m3 (for sea water; Rocscience, 2013).

We calculate the sta  c FOS for all forty-nine sites to test the stability of sites without a 
seismic load, then we apply a seismic load of 1 g, both ver  cal and horizontal. GMPE 
models use higher order terms in their a  enua  on rela  ons that produce satura  on of 
ground mo  on with magnitude. This allows their rela  ons to refl ect the strong mo  on 
records from large magnitude earthquakes in Peru (Rodriguez-Marek et al, 2010), 2010 
Chile (Boroschek et al., 2012) and 2011 Japan (Zhao et al., 2012; Abrahamson et al., 
2014). These earthquake records provide magnitude satura  on limits for our assump  on 
of 1 g maximum accelera  on (Stewart et al, 2013). The seismic loads are considered as 
random variable with a standard devia  on for probabilis  c analyses. Seismic forces are 
defi ned as a product of the seismic coeffi  cient and the slice weight and are applied to 
the centroid of the slice. We choose a correla  on coeffi  cient for horizontal and ver  cal 
loads with a value of + 0.5, making the assump  on that the sense of loading (posi  ve or 
nega  ve) is the same for both loads (horizontal and ver  cal).

We choose 1 g as a conserva  ve seismic load based on the scaling of ground mo  on 
predic  ons regressed by Zhao et al. (2012) which include strong mo  on records from 
the 2011 March 11 Mw 9.0 Tohoku-Oki earthquake. Considering some of the sites may 
have excessive accelera  ons (up to 2.73 g; Furumura et al., 2011), we choose a conser-
va  ve es  mate of maximum accelera  on based on their model shown in their fi gure 1. 
We take their fi gure and visually extend their regressed trend to shorter fault distances 
(Fig. 4-15). Zhao et al. (2012) plot their best fi t regression with a concave up shape, with 
an increasing PGA at a fault distance of 45 km. Their 2006 paper (Zhao et al., 2006) data 
are plo  ed in red to a fault distance of 20 km. We extend these trends in red with lines 
in orange. While their data suggest larger accelera  ons (we extend their 2012 best fi t 
line as an orange dashed line), we take this best fi t line and assume the accelera  on will 
saturate near 1 g (Skarlatoudis et al., 2012; Stewart et al., 2013). Our extension of their 
best fi t line is plo  ed in solid purple in Fig. 4-15. Earlier models may have under-pre-
dicted PGA at short fault distances due to the smaller earthquake catalogs used in their 
regressions.
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Figure 4-16. Force and 
Mass balance diagram. This 
illustrates a unit slice, modifi ed 
from Chowdhury (2010). Key 
components include the balance 
between adjacent blocks and the 
underlying slope material. Units 
are defi ned in the text.

Method of Slices solu  ons that consider both force and moment equilibrium are consid-
ered “rigorous” and the Morgenstern and Price method (Morgenstern and Price, 1965) 
is implemented in our analyses (Loukidis et al., 2003). Forces included in this method are 
displayed in Fig. 4-16 (Chowdhury, 2010, their fi gure 5.8). Pw refers to pore water pres-
sure, E designates interslice normal forces, T designates interslice shear force, weight 
of the slice = dW, dS is the mobilized shear stress, while x and y terms defi ne the slice 
geometry (y – yt designates the ver  cal posi  on of the interslice forces). The slip surface 
in this fi gure is given an “arbitrary” shape because the slip surface may not be approxi-
mated by a circular shape (Chowdhury, 2010).

Figure 4-15. Peak ground accelera  on vs. distance. 
Strong mo  on data from the 11 March 2011 Tohoku-Oki 
earthquake are plo  ed as diamonds (Zhao et al., 2012) and 
ground mo  on predic  ons are plo  ed (Zhao et al., 2006 and 
2012; Kanno et al., 2006; Abrahamson et al., 2014), modifi ed 
from Zhao et al., 2012. Hypothe  cal extension of the mean 
regression line (Zhao et al. 2012) is  plo  ed as an orange 
dashed line.  
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We fi nally perform a series of calcula  ons for these 2-D profi les in order to es  mate the 
cri  cal seismic load required to make the slopes unstable. We do this itera  vely, begin-
ning at larger accelera  ons, lowering the seismic load incrementally, un  l the FOS is less 
than one. We determine the cri  cal accelera  on with a 0.01 g resolu  on.

4-3 Results

Regional sta  c FOS analyses show that resis  ng forces are greater than downslope 
driving forces along the majority of slopes for both infi nite slope and method of slices 
methods. Ground mo  on es  mates range from 0.4 to 1.6 g (PGA) and 0.4 to 150 m/s 
(AI). When these seismic loads are applied to these regional infi nite slope analyses, an 
increasing propor  on of slopes are pseudosta  cally unstable with increasing seismic 
load. This is also true for site scale FOS analyses (Fig. 4-17). Cri  cal accelera  on derived 
for these site scale 2-D FOS analyses were between 0.01 and 0.12 g.

4-3.1 Ground Mo  ons and Infi nite Slope FOS for Generic Earthquakes

We summarize the PGA, AI, Ac, and Dn for sites considered for the site scale analyses 
(Table 4-6). These data are from loca  ons collocated with the site-scale FOS analyses 
loca  ons (the loca  on is chosen as the centroid for the 2-D profi les used in the method 
of slices analyses). We choose these loca  ons because they represent the slopes that 
possibly contribute to sediments deposited at our core loca  ons, rather than data asso-
ciated with the core loca  ons themselves. Mean PGA for the four seismic loads increase 
from 0.6 to 1.5 g. Mean AI range from 2 to 40 m/s. The mean Ac for all sites is 3.0 g. We 
plot modeled ground mo  ons PGA and AI for four earthquake magnitudes vs. forearc 
distance and Rdist (Fig. 4-17). Decay in ground mo  on with distance (distance a  enua-
 on) matches that plo  ed in Figs. 4-5 and 4-6. 

We plot PGA and AI for four earthquake magnitudes 6, 7, 8, and 9 (Fig. 4-18). Increasing 
ground mo  on is represented by darker green and is divided into fi ve intensity magni-
tude bins. Increases in PGA and AI are consistent with the fault geometry we created for 
these analyses. Loca  ons nearest the trench reveal that in the southern margin, Rdist is 
closer to the seafl oor due to the southerly decrease in sediment thickness overlying the 
oceanic crust. This is par  cularly evident for plots of M 6, where the width of the largest 
size class (darkest green) is wider in the southern margin (on the right) and non-existent 
in the northern margin (on the le  ). This observa  on can be made for both PGA and AI. 
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Critical
Acceleration 1

g
Ac Mw6 Mw7 Mw8 Mw9 Mw6 Mw7 Mw8 Mw9

min 0.6 0.4 0.7 1.1 1.4 0.4 2 5 8
max 9.5 1.0 1.3 1.5 1.6 8 35 95 150

mean 3.0 0.6 1.1 1.4 1.5 2 9 25 40
std dev 1.5 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.0 1 6 17 28

Static FOS 4

FOS Mw6 Mw7 Mw8 Mw9 Mw6 Mw7 Mw8 Mw9
min 1.0 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1
max 1.0 1 21 38 40 2 24 38 38

mean 1.0 0.1 1 1 2 0.1 1 1 1
std dev 0.0 0.1 3 6 6 0.3 3 5 6

1. Critical Acceleration (Wilson and Keefer, 1983, 1985; Jibson et al., 2000)

3. Arias Intensity (Travasarou et al., 2003)

cm

Jibson Newmark Displacement 5

Equation 9 Equation 10

Table 4 6. Regional slope stability statistics for Newmark Displacement, Critical
Acceleration, PGA, and AI.

g m/s
AI 3PGA 2

2. Peak Ground Acceleration (Zhao et al., 2006)

4. Static FOS (Jibson et al., 2000)
5. Newmark Displacement (Jibson, 2007)

For earthquake magnitude 7, many collocated slope core sites exceed 1 g PGA, but there 
are a few collocated trench core sites that exceed 1 g. However, for earthquake magni-
tude 8, most all slope core sites exceed 1 g PGA, along with many trench sites. Most all 
slope and trench core sites exceed 1 g PGA for earthquakes of M = 9. AI rela  ons show a 
similar rela  on to earthquake magnitude.

We query the ground mo  on results limited to areas upslope of some core sites in order 
to evaluate the shaking intensity (energy) content for the slopes above these core sites. 
We delineate these poten  al sedimentary source areas with orange polygons in Fig. 
4-19. Sedimentary source areas (orange) were determined by outlining drainage divides 
surrounding all submarine topography contribu  ng poten  al gravity fl ows to a given 
core site. We limit these results to slope cores because their sources are more certainly 
es  mated, while trench core source areas may extend up slope from within the trench. 
We also limit these results to cores in the 2004 region so that we may compare the 
ground mo  ons from generic earthquakes with the ground mo  ons from the 2004 SASZ 
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Figure 4-17. Modeled ground mo  ons measured at sites plo  ed in Figure 4-14. These 
sites are plo  ed, magnitudes are displayed in color (M = 6, 6, 7, and 9 are purple, green, 
orange, and blue). A. PGA and AI are plo  ed vs. forearc distance, the distance along 
the subduc  on zone trench measured from the northernmost extent of mul  beam 
bathymetry used in this paper. B. PGA and AI are plo  ed vs. Rdist, the distance from the 
sites to the fault.

A. B.

earthquake and the sediments found in cores from this region. We plot slope versus 
Rdist for these four source areas to show the range in slope angles and distances to the 
megathrust fault (Fig. 4-19).

We plot our calcula  ons of PGA and AI versus slope angle for core sites in Fig. 4-19 for 
earthquakes of magnitude M = 6, 7, 8, and 9 in Fig. 4-20. For generic subduc  on zone 
interface earthquakes, PGA values are in magnitude limited groups with narrow ranges 
of intensity for each earthquake magnitude. For these generic earthquakes, AI values are 
generally also in dis  nct groups, but the ranges for M = 8 and M = 9 earthquakes have 
some overlap. While the PGA range decreases with earthquake magnitude, the AI range 
increases with earthquake magnitude.
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Figure 4-18. PGA and AI are plo  ed for four earthquake magnitudes 6, 7, 8, and 9. 
(Travasarou et al., 2003; Zhao et al., 2006). A. PGA results are placed in fi ve linearly 
spaced equal bins of increasing magnitude as darker green. B. AI results are placed in 
fi ve log10 spaced bins of increasing magnitude as darker green.
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Figure 4-19. Source area site maps. Source areas for sediment that may deliver 
submarine landslides to some core sites. Slope basin and trench source areas (orange) 
were determined by outlining drainage divides surrounding all submarine topography 
contribu  ng poten  al gravity fl ows to a given core site. Green and blue lines show the 
loca  on of profi les we use for our 2-D FOS analyses. A. Shaded relief map showing sore 
sites 103 and 104 plo  ed as orange dots. Intermediate contours of 3,475 m and 3,080 
m depict the shape of the basins. B. Core sites 96 and 95 are plo  ed as orange dots, 
with the seawater depths (3,400 and 3,420 m respec  vely). Eleva  on contours are in 
meters. Intermediate contours of 3,360 m and 3,340 m depict the shape of the basins. 
C. Core site 108 is plo  ed with an intermediate contour (2,950 m) in brown. D. For these 
core sites, we plot Slope (degrees) versus Rdist (m), with colors and outline pa  erns 
associated with each site.
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Summary sta  s  cs for FOS analyses are listed in Table 4-6. Sta  c FOS results show that 
almost all core sites and site-scale sites are stable (FOS ≥ 1). Newmark Displacement for 
earthquakes M = 6 are negligible, larger magnitudes have suffi  cient energy to destabi-
lize slopes above most core sites. The maximum Newmark Displacement for these sites 
ranges from 1 to 40 cm.

Two core pairs are used for loca  ons to evaluate the varia  on in ground mo  on with 
earthquake magnitude; cores 104 and 103 (including 102, collocated with 103) and 
cores 96 and 95. We select these cores sites 103 and 104 since they have slopes with 
similar distances to the megathrust and similar shaking intensity from the 2004 SASZ 
earthquake. We compare the 103 and 104 site source areas with the core 96 site source 
area because these sites represent regions that are have diff erent 2004 SASZ earthquake 
shaking intensi  es and the 2004 seismoturbidite thicknesses are also diff erent. The 2004 
seismoturbidite is ~350 cm thick in core 96 and ~6 cm thick in 102. We will later discuss 
the consequences of these diff erences. Fig. 4-21 shows the sta  c FOS for slopes adjacent 
to adjacent to these core sites. Figs. 4-22 and 4-23 show the pseudosta  c FOS based 
on four earthquake magnitudes 6, 7, 8, and 9 using three models at the two core site 
regions displayed in Fig. 4-21: Jibson (2007) equa  on 9, Jibson (2007) equa  on 10, and 
Hsieh and Lee (2011).

4-3.2 Ground Mo  ons and Infi nite Slope FOS for the 2004 SASZ Earth-
quake

We model pseudosta  c slope stability by applying the Sorensen et al. (2007) seismic 
loads and fi nd an increase in pseudosta  c slope stability, concomitant to the decrease in 
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Figure 4-20. Ground mo  on contribu  ons to core site source areas. We plot envelopes 
of A. PGA (g) and B. AI (m/s) versus slope (degrees) for four earthquake magnitudes M 
= 6, 7, 8, and 9 with purple, blue, red, and green outlines respec  vely. We use diff erent 
line symbols for four slope cores 96, 103, 104, and 108 with fi ll colors green, purple, red, 
and blue respec  vely.
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PGA and PGV with distance from the epicenter of the 2004 SASZ earthquake. With short 
epicentral distance, all slopes are unstable. With greater epicentral distance, only steep-
er slopes are unstable (Fig. 4-24).
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Figure 4-21. Sta  c FOS slope stability maps. Results 
for two regions near fault slip during the 2004 SASZ 
earthquake. A. Cores as they relate to the 2004 SASZ 
earthquake (Chlieh et al., 2007). B. Cores 95 and 96. C. 
Cores 104 and 103.
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In Fig. 4-25 we plot the 2004 SASZ earthquake PGA modeled by Sorensen et al. (2007) 
versus slope angle for core sites in Fig. 4-19. Slopes contribu  ng to sediments in core 
96 has the lowest range of PGA and core 108 has an intermediate PGA content. Slopes 
upslope of cores 103 and 104 have PGA content that overlaps and have the largest PGA 
ranges of these cores. Of the 15 cores that we hypothesize to contain the 2004 seis-
moturbidite, only two cores appear to have the en  re deposit. The thickness of this 
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Figure 4-22. Slope stability for regions surrounding cores 96 and 95. Results are plo  ed 
in rela  on to a series of slope stability analysis results, each series is plo  ed with the 
same rela  ons: (A) pseudosta  c FOS equa  on 5, (B) pseudosta  c FOS equa  on 6, (C) 
pseudosta  c FOS equa  on 8 for earthquakes of magnitude M = 6, 7, 8, and 9 (le   to 
right). Cores are plo  ed as orange dots. FOS is displayed with increasing instability with 
darker green. Stable FOS > 1 is transparent.
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Figure 4-23. Slope stability for regions surrounding cores 104 and 103. Results are 
plo  ed in rela  on to a series of slope stability analysis results, each series is plo  ed with 
the same rela  ons: (A) pseudosta  c FOS equa  on 5, (B) pseudosta  c FOS equa  on 6, 
(C) pseudosta  c FOS equa  on 8 for earthquakes of magnitude M = 6, 7, 8, and 9 (le   to 
right). Cores are plo  ed as orange dots. FOS is displayed with increasing instability with 
darker green. Stable FOS > 1 is transparent.
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uppermost turbidite in the composite core 96 PC/TC is in excess of 3 meters, though 
only 6 cm thick in core 102MC, which was collected at the same site as 103. We cannot 
consider the thickness of the deposit at other core sites since the tail of the turbidite is 
missing in these other cores.

4-3.3 2-D Profi le FOS: Method of Slices

All profi les (but one) show a sta  c FOS above one and all profi les show a FOS less than 
one for seismic load of 1 g. Probability of failure with a seismic load of 1 g was above 
99.65% for all forty-nine sites. The mean sta  c FOS is 1.32 ± .29 and the mean 1 g FOS is 
0.01 ± 0.01 (1 sigma). 

We evaluated parameter space for variables of cohesion, sediment unit weight, and 
angle of internal fric  on along with Rdist and Mw. Distance to the fault plane (Rdist), 
slope, and Mw were much larger contributors to FOS values than the material proper  es 
(Fig. 4-26 and 4-27). We present the results from all of our analyses in Appendix 4-2.

We list a sta  s  cal summary of results for our cri  cal accelera  on es  mates in Table 
4-7. From le   to right we list the cri  cal accelera  on (FSac, g), FSac (determinis  c), FSac 
(mean), PFac, and some ra  os that compare residuals between the sta  c and cri  cal 
seismic accelera  on FOS with the sta  c and cri  cal seismic accelera  on FOS. Cri  cal 
accelera  on is the magnitude load required to make a 2-D slope profi le unstable (FOS < 
1). FS refers to the factor of safety. Determinis  c refers to the factor of safety for one slip 
surface, the global minimum slip surface (the least stable of all calculated slip surfaces). 
The mean factor of safety is the mean of the factor of safety for all slip surfaces. PF refers 
to the probability of failure, where the number of failed slip surfaces are divided by the 
number of total slip surfaces. 

We will later evaluate the rela  ons between sta  c and seismic factor of safety, as they 
relate to the cri  cal seismic accelera  on with the next series of results. FSac/FSsta  c 
is the ra  o between the cri  cal seismic accelera  on and sta  c factor of safety for each 
site. FSsta  c-FSac/FS sta  c is the ra  o between the diff erence of sta  c and cri  cal seis-
mic accelera  on factor of safety divided by the sta  c factor of safety. FSsta  c-FSac/FSac 
is the ra  o of the same diff erence divided by the cri  cal seismic accelera  on factor of 
safety. These cri  cal accelera  on data are plo  ed versus profi le number and core num-
ber in Fig. 4-28. Sites that have a higher cri  cal seismic accelera  on threshold also have 
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Figure 4-24. Pseudosta  c FOS results for the 2004 SASZ earthquake. Results are plo  ed 
using Sorensen et al. (2007) PGA as input for seismic loads using methods of Hadj-
Hamou and Kavazanjian (1985). Increasing slope instability is displayed as darker green. 
A. PGA (cm/s2) is plo  ed as green contours (Sorensen et al., 2007). Cores 104, 103, 96, 
and 95 are labeled (Figure 14). The 2004 SASZ earthquake slip region is shown in orange. 
B. FOS for core sites 104/103. C. FOS for core sites 96/95.
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Figure 4-25. Sorensen PGA (g) vs. slope and Rdist. A. We plot envelopes of the PGA 
content from the Sorensen et al. (2007) model, versus slope (degrees), for cores 96, 103, 
104, and 108 in green, purple, red, and blue respec  vely. B. We plot PGA content from 
Sorensen et al. (2007) versus Rdist (m). C. Overall sedimenta  on rate (mm per year) and 
2004turbidite thickness (cm) versus PGA modeled by Sorensen et al. (2007).
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Figure 4-27. Method of Slices Seismic Load FOS results. A. The pseudosta  c FOS global 
minimum results for all sites are plo  ed as blue dots. B. The 2-D slope profi le for site 21 
above core 96 is plo  ed with all slide failure surfaces colored according to FOS legend 
on le  . The global minimum surface is plo  ed in green and results are placed in a box 
oriented to the axis of rota  on for the global minimum surface. Material proper  es are 
summarized in a table.

FSac
(g)

FSac
(Deterministic)

FSac
(Mean) PFac FSac/FSstatic

FSstatic
FSac/FSstatic

FSstatic
FSac/FSac

mean 0.04 0.93 0.95 64% 0.73 0.27 0.42
std dev 0.02 0.03 0.03 5% 0.13 0.13 0.32

min 0.01 0.82 0.87 55% 0.36 0.05 0.05
max 0.12 0.98 0.99 76% 0.95 0.64 1.76

TABLE 4 7. Critical Acceleration at Slice Profile Sites

A.

B.
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Figure 4-28. Cri  cal accelera  on for 2-D profi les. We plot the cri  cal accelera  on (g) for 
instability along our 2-D surface profi les vs. A. profi le number and B. core number.

Figure 4-29. Ground mo  ons at core site source 
areas. We plot A. PGA (g) and B. AI (m/s) versus 
Rdist for earthquakes of magnitudes M = 6, 7, 8, 
and 9.

A. B.

a larger diff erence between the sta  c and seismic factor of safety. Also, as the diff erence 
between the sta  c and seismic factor of safety diverge, the cri  cal seismic accelera  on 
threshold increases. Finally, the sites that are seismically safer (lower FSac), also have a 
larger diff erence between the sta  c and seismic factor of safety.
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4-4 Discussion and Conclusion

At the bathymetric se   ngs we evaluated off shore Sumatra, slopes that feed our core 
sites are stable under sta  c condi  ons, yet unstable when loaded with seismic forces 
using reasonable Ground Mo  on Predic  on Equa  on models applied to the fault model 
we constructed. These fi ndings are consistent with both infi nite slope and method of 
slices FOS analyses. Ground mo  ons modeled for the 2004 Sumatra-Andaman subduc-
 on zone earthquake (Sorensen et al., 2007) also provide suffi  cient energy to drive some 

slopes in the region to fail, especially those suffi  ciently close to the earthquake slip 
patch. We fi nd that during the 2004 Sumatra-Andaman subduc  on zone earthquake, 
shaking intensity for sedimentary source areas was not the primary factor controlling 
turbidite thickness.

4-4.1 Ground Mo  ons

The ground mo  on predic  ons we use are limited by the source earthquakes, in their 
databases, that they are based upon (Petersen et al., 2004; Atkinson and Boore, 2011; 
Abrahamson et al., 2013). There remains a paucity of strong ground mo  ons at near 
fault loca  ons (<10 km; Atkinson and Boore, 2003), large magnitude earthquakes (> M = 
8.3, Atkinson and Boore, 2003; > M = 8, Zhao et al., 2006) and site amplifi ca  on factors 
are likely regionally variable (Stewart et al., 2013). Recently collected strong mo  on data 
from the 2011 Tohoku-Oki earthquake have yet to be fully implemented into ground mo-
 on rela  ons (Zhao et al., 2012). Our results for Dn for earthquakes with M = 9 should 

consider these limita  ons, but we cannot due to the lack of details in the literature 
(Zhao et al., 2012 leave out defi ni  ons for constants “f” and “ra” in their paper).

One source of epistemic uncertainty for GMPE’s is the ability to fi nd func  ons that de-
scribe the magnitude scaling (Stewart et al., 2013). Some models handle this with linear 
scaling terms, but when higher order regressions are used, the rela  ons saturate with 
increasing magnitude (Skarlatoudis and Papazachose, 2012; Stewart et al., 2013). Accel-
era  ons measured during the Maule and Tohoku-Oki earthquakes support satura  on of 
ground mo  ons at large magnitudes (Fig. 4-15; Zhao et al., 2012; Stewart et al., 2013). 
The error associated with most GMPE’s ranges over an order of magnitude, which con-
tributes to the large uncertain  es for these regional analyses (Zhao et al., 2012). Con-
sidering the limita  ons of GMPE’s we consider, slopes are suscep  ble to smaller earth-
quakes, where the GMPE’s have a larger source of data (so are less uncertain). Given the 
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lack of more site specifi c data with regard to site eff ects like sedimentary basins, using 
GMPEs to model ground mo  ons is s  ll considered the best tool to make regional as-
sessments of landslide suscep  bility (Allstadt et al., 2013).

4-4.2 Slope Stability

Newmark Displacement formula  ons of Jibson (2007) and Hsieh and Lee (2011) show 
remarkable diff erences, especially with earthquake magnitude M = 9. Hsieh and Lee 
(2011) rela  ons show a more sensi  ve response to earthquake magnitude than do the 
Jibson (2007) rela  ons. Jibson considers logAI and logAc in equa  on 5 and logAc and 
logCAR (log(Ac/PGA)) in equa  on 6. Hsieh and Lee (2011) consider log IA and Ac in their 
rela  ons. Cri  cal accelera  on (Ac) includes the FOS calcula  on, which is dependent 
upon material proper  es and slope angle. Given Jibson (2007) considers the log of Cri  -
cal Accelera  on, the Hsieh and Lee (2011) rela  ons impart a greater eff ect due to the 
material proper  es of sediment than do Jibson (2007). This may explain the diff erences 
in our results.

Displacement along an infi nite slope may not necessarily lead to slope failures. The more 
duc  le the materials, the larger the displacement could be prior to failure (Jibson, 1993). 
What a suffi  cient displacement for any given site must be determined for each site based 
on assump  ons about the material proper  es at that site. Submarine se   ngs are more 
diffi  cult to directly evaluate the geotechnical proper  es. Terrestrial earthquake triggered 
landslides provide a more direct measure of the displacement suffi  cient to generate fail-
ure. Wieczorek et al. (1985) found that 5 cm displacement led to slope failures in north-
ern California. Keefer and Wilson (1989) concluded that 10 cm was suffi  cient for coher-
ent landslides in arid southern California. Jibson and Keefer (1993) used a range of 5-10 
cm for landslides in the Mississippi River valley. We use 5 cm as a threshold because the 
sediment material proper  es in the submarine environment may be more suscep  ble to 
failure. 5 cm is s  ll within the range used in some subaerial se   ngs.

Sorensen et al. (2007) do not provide a contour for 0 PGA, so it is diffi  cult to constrain 
the lateral limit of slope instability. We do not have confi dence with the results beyond 
the 200 m/sec2 contour. We suspect that the distance between the 200 and 400 con-
tours is a good es  mate of the distance that our results can be extrapolated (~25 km), 
but possibly twice that distance is reasonable (~50 km). Confounding this is found in core 
96PC, in which has the thickest deposit a  ributed to the 2004 SASZ earthquake. Given 
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the proximity of this core’s source area, we propose that this core site may contribute to 
the expanded sec  on. Core 96 is situated in the center of a basin lying between two an-
 clinal folds. Given that this basin does not drain to the trench, sedimentary thicknesses 

may be increased here.

Material proper  es remain a large source of aleatory uncertainty in our analyses. While 
there are geotechnical data from sediments in the region where our cores are located, 
li  le is known about the varia  on of these geotechnical proper  es at distances from the 
source cores (Sultan et al., 2009). The two key factors, cohesion (shear strength) and an-
gle of internal fric  on, are important factors, but Rdist and earthquake magnitude have 
a much more strong control on Newmark Displacement (the Ac coeffi  cient is nega  ve in 
the Jibson, 2007 rela  ons, but has terms of both sign in Hsieh and Lee, 2011). Materials 
that behave visco-elas  cally may a  enuate ground shaking more rapidly, so our results 
may be slight overes  mates (Jibson, 1993; Jibson et al., 1994).

Sites that have a higher cri  cal seismic accelera  on threshold also have a larger diff er-
ence between the sta  c and seismic factor of safety (Fig. 4-30). Also, as the diff erence 
between the sta  c and seismic factor of safety diverge, the cri  cal seismic accelera  on 
threshold increases. Finally, the sites that are seismically safer (lower FSac), also have 
a larger diff erence between the sta  c and seismic factor of safety. These results make 
sense because slopes that are steeper would require lower levels of seismic accelera  on 
to generate displacement.

4-4.3 Ground Mo  on and Sediment Cores

We compare shaking intensity upslope from selected core sites for generic earthquakes 
and for the 2004 SASZ earthquake (Sorensen et al., 2007). Fig. 4-19 D shows how the 
slope distribu  on and Rdist ranges vary for the four slope basin sites. Source areas for 
cores 103 and 104 are spa  ally close, and have a similar range in slope angles, but do 
not have an overlapping range in Rdist. Core 104 has a higher overall sedimenta  on rate 
than core 103, which is an  -correlated with Rdist. Something other than Rdist must be 
responsible for the diff erence in sedimenta  on rates. 

For a PGA and AI applied during a generic earthquake, each site has a similar capacity to 
shake with intensity related to Mw (Fig. 4-20). Therefore, if there is a diff erence in site 
response at these regions, it is not due to Rdist, but the spa  al rela  on to slip distribu-
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Figure 4-30. 2-D slices FOS seismic-sta  c ra  os. We plot various residuals for diff erences 
between sta  c, seismic, and thresholds for FOS. A. FS residual vs FS threshold. B. FS 
residual vs. FS sta  c. 
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 on and site eff ects (geomorphology, Fig. 4-25). For the 2004 SASZ earthquake, the PGA 
content for four slope basin core sites refl ects directly the distance to regions of larger 
slip (Fig. 4-24). However, for the 2004 SASZ earthquake, shaking in source areas has an 
inverse rela  on to turbidite thickness (Fig. 4-25 C). Even though each source area may 
have a range of shaking intensi  es related to heterogeneous slip on during megathrust 
earthquakes, the site eff ects may be more signifi cant factors controlling the thickness of 
turbidites.

Ranges in PGA and AI shaking intensity for generic earthquakes are diff erent, AI range in-
creases with increasing earthquake magnitude and PGA range decreases with increasing 
earthquake magnitude. For four core sites (Fig. 4-19), we plot PGA and AI versus Rdist 
for earthquakes of magnitude M = 6, 7, 8, and 9 (Fig. 4-29). The shape of the a  enua  on 
curves drives the distribu  on (range) of ground mo  on intensity for each of these four 
core sites poten  al source areas (Fig. 4-30).
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Ground shaking along the con  nental slope off shore Sumatra is a func  on of distance to 
the fault (Rdist) for generic earthquakes and for the 2004 SASZ earthquake. Landslide di-
mensions may relate to Mw and Rdist, but are probably dominated by site condi  ons for 
some earthquakes. Es  mates of ground mo  on depend upon the shape of the a  enua-
 on curve (PGA vs. AI) versus Rdist, the smaller the distance to the earthquake slip, the 

wider range in AI and shorter range in PGA.

4-4.4 Future Direc  ons

There remain some improvements that could be made to decrease epistemic and alea-
toric uncertainty in these analyses. Some of these improvements are una  ainable. The 
assump  on of a stochas  c fault source can be modifi ed based on the geode  c analyses 
that have been used to invert GPS data into plate locking or coupling ra  o (Chlieh et al., 
2008; Prawirodirdjo et al., 2010). Assuming earthquake slip is heterogeneous and collo-
cated with patches of higher coupling ra  o, these zones of “locking” may provide be  er 
insight towards poten  al seismic slope stability. The applica  on of heterogeneous slip 
to new GMPEs, that consider recent great earthquakes, would improve the results of 
seismic slope stability calcula  ons in the region off shore Sumatra. This is especially true 
for turbidites that could be a  ributed to a given historic earthquake (which has a slip 
model) or generic segmented fault rupture.

Sediment material proper  es are probably the most elusive parameter to constrain. To 
be  er characterize sediments at the seafl oor, we could acquire the backsca  er data that 
is associated with the mul  beam bathymetry we use for this study (Lee et al., 2000). 
These backsca  er data could be minimally calibrated with the sediment material proper-
 es collected at the loca  ons of the cores collected by Sultan et al. (2009); their cores 

and backsca  er data were collected on the same cruise, which makes their correla  on 
more valid.

Recent seismic slope stability modeling for the Sea  le region used site scale modeling to 
improve their es  mates of slope instability based on a series of data sets and models we 
were unable to implement for our regional analyses. Allstadt et al. (2013) used synthe  c 
broadband seismograms in order to capture a fuller range of slope displacements (Fran-
kel, 2009). Landslide triggering is frequency dependent (Jibson et al., 2004), so models 
like the ones we used that do not take this into account tend to underes  mate landslide 
hazard. Allstadt et al. (2013) were also able to model 3-D basin amplifi ca  on for Sea  le, 
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which we were unable to do because we do not have the data for such a regional analy-
sis. Allstadt et al. (2013) compared their site specifi c analyses with generic models con-
structed using GMPEs models (Travasarou et al, 2003). Allstadt et al. (2013) found these 
AI based models produced results with large uncertainty. Allstadt et al. (2013) recognize 
that, while site scale analyses like they did for Sea  le are be  er, regional analyses based 
on GMPEs are a good approxima  on for failures because they are simpler and less  me 
consuming, especially if the uncertainty in ground mo  ons (like for AI) is included and 
not just the mean values. We do have some seismic refl ec  on data for our slope basins 
that may be used for a site specifi c analysis, but we are not confi dent that the  me in-
vestment would be jus  fi able.
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Appendix S 2-1 Core Geophysics and Age Control Methods

Core Geophysics
The 144 cores collected off shore Sumatra (Appendix. S2-6) were scanned at sea with a 
GEOTEK Mul   Sensor Core Logger (MSCL), obtaining P-wave velocity, gamma ray density, 
resis  vity, and loop magne  c suscep  bility (MS) at 0.5 cm spaced intervals in 1.5-m length 
sec  ons. Split cores were imaged with a high resolu  on line-scan digital camera and the 
lithostra  graphy was described. High resolu  on point MS data were collected using a 
Bar  ngton MS2E point sensor at 0.5 cm spacing. The cores were imaged with the Oregon 
State University Aquilion 64 slice X-ray Computed Tomography (CT) system with a nominal 
voxel size of 0.5 mm. 

Age Control Methods
Age control for stra  graphy is provided by Accelerator Mass Spectrometer (AMS) 14C and 
210Pb radiometric techniques.  14C data is based on decay with a half-life of 5,730 years and 
is useful for strata between ~300 - ~35,000 years old (Stuiver and Braziunes, 1993). 210Pb 
data, based on a shorter half-life of 22 years (Noller, 2000), provides informa  on about 
sedimentary deposi  on for the past ~150 years. We use 210Pb age data to constrain the 
 ming of deposi  on for the most recently deposited sediments. 

To es  mate ages of the turbidites using radiocarbon, we extract the calcium carbonate 
shells of plank  c foraminifers preserved in the hemipelagic sediment below each turbidite 
to provide a maximum limi  ng age. We u  lized plank  c foraminiferid species as they most 
closely represent the age of the youngest sea water, the surface water that is most closely 
in 14C equilibrium with the atmosphere. We sample below each turbidite because this 
is the sediment closest in age to the turbidite. We do not use the age of the sediment 
above the turbidite because the boundary between the top of the turbidite tail and the 
hemipelagic sediment is diffi  cult to iden  fy reliably and bioturba  on is concentrated at 
this boundary. These methods are outlined in Goldfi nger et al. (2011a).

Trench core sites were deeper than the Carbonate Compensa  on Depth (CCD), the depth 
below which foraminiferid CaCO3 tests dissolve faster than they are deposited. Therefore 
foraminiferid abundance was nil in trench core sediments, so 14C age control applies only 
to the slope cores.

Sediment samples were removed from the cores while avoiding the 0.5 cm of material 
nearest the core walls to avoid visible or undetected deforma  on and fric  on drag 
along the core walls. In some cases, highly irregular turbidite bases resulted in sampling 
an interval below the basal irregulari  es, and applying a correc  on to the hemipelagic 
thickness called the gap correc  on. Hemipelagic sediment samples were freeze dried to 
separate clay par  cles to improve rinsing through a sieve, washed in a dilute Calgon (sodium 
hexametaphosphate) solu  on to keep the fi ne par  cles in suspension, sieved through a 
125 μm stainless steel sieve, then dried in a warm oven. Typically 25-50 individual plank  c 
foraminifers (depending on size/weight) were iden  fi ed then removed from this dried > 
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125 μm size frac  on using a fi ne sable brush moistened with dis  lled water. Foraminiferal 
sample ages were determined using Accelerator Mass Spectrometry (AMS) methods at 
the Keck AMS facility at University of California, Irvine in collabora  on with John Southon.

The primary sources of radiocarbon error include varia  on of the age in surface and 
near surface sea water, the sedimenta  on rate, the level of atmospheric radiocarbon in 
the atmosphere, and the basal erosion during turbidite emplacement. There does not 
yet exist suffi  cient prehistoric benthic-plank  c age pairs with which to construct an age 
model in this region, so the reservoir correc  on is probably the largest source of error in 
this study and we have no way to evaluate this source of epistemic error. While we can 
evaluate basal visually to some extent, and diff eren  al erosion can be inferred between 
nearby cores from diff erences in hemipelagic thickness and the 14C ages (Goldfi nger et 
al., 2011a), there will likely be undetected erosion in these data. Sedimenta  on rates are 
calculated using 14C age es  mates and thickness of hemipelagic sediment. Sedimenta  on 
rates are used to calculate ages for turbidites that have no direct age.

The radiocarbon ages are reported in years before present (BP, measured from 1950) with 
a 2 standard devia  on lab error (Stuiver et al., 1998). 14C ages are calibrated (Stuiver and 
Polach, 1977) and a marine reservoir correc  on of 16±11 years is made using the Marine09 
database (Reimer et al., 2009). Only two delta R values are available for the Sumatra area, 
and while constraints are few on this correc  on, we here are correla  ng marine sites to 
other nearby marine sites, thus the local correla  ons are valid while absolute ages may 
contain addi  onal uncertainty. One addi  onal correc  on we make to the calibrated age is 
the sediment gap thickness correc  on (thickness of sediment between the turbidite and 
the sample; see OxCal code below). For individual ages, we propagate these uncertain  es 
using RMS (root mean square) calcula  ons using es  mates of the uncertain  es at each 
step. This calcula  on includes the lab uncertain  es and results in the fi nal reported 95% 
error range for each radiocarbon age. In later sec  ons of the paper, we calculate region 
wide mean event ages. For these, we average the ages (using the combine func  on in 
OxCal), and again apply RMS calcula  ons to the averaged error ranges to produce the 95% 
error ranges for each averaged age. No lab mul  pliers were applied to the data. 
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OxCal Code
Code for Table 2-5 A
 Options()
 {
  Plot()
  BCAD=FALSE;
  Curve(“Marine13”,”Marine13.14c”);
  Delta_R(“LocalMarine”,16,11);
  Sequence(“2004 Region Gap”)
  {
   Boundary(“Start”, -8000);
   R_Date(“RR0705_108PC_345_347_SUM-195”, 7175, 20)+N(174,17);
   Boundary(“T-29”)
   {
   };
   R_Date(“RR0705_108PC_330_332_SUM-041”, 6685, 25)+N(64,6);
   Boundary(“T-28”)
   {
   };
   {
    Combine(“Sum-T-28”)
    {
     R_Date(“RR0705_108PC_312.5_314.5_SUM-043”, 6115, 20)+N(53,5);
     R_Date(“RR0705_103PC_383_385_SUM-253”, 6020, 25)+N(13,1);
    };
   };
   Boundary(“T-27”)
   {
   };
   R_Date(“RR0705_108PC_290.5_292.5_SUM-044”, 5950, 20)+N(19,2);
   Boundary(“T-26”)
   {
   };
   R_Date(“RR0705_103PC_324_326_SUM-224”, 5575, 25)+N(17,2);
   Boundary(“T-25”)
   {
   };
   R_Date(“RR0705_108PC_257_259_SUM-042”, 4840, 20)+N(52,5);
   Boundary(“T-24”)
   {
   };
   Date(“Sum-T-24”);
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   Boundary(“T-23”)
   {
   };
   R_Date(“RR0705_108PC_212.5_214.5_SUM-045”, 4625, 20)+N(46,5);
   Boundary(“T-22”)
   {
   };
   Date(“Sum-T-22”);
   Boundary(“T-21”)
   {
   };   
   {
    Combine(“Sum-T-21”)
    {
     R_Date(“RR0705_108PC_194_196_SUM-194”, 4340, 20)+N(24,2);
     R_Date(“RR0705_103PC_209_211_SUM-050”, 4360, 20)+N(3,0);
    };
   };
   Boundary(“T-20”)
   {
   };
   {
    Combine(“Sum-T-20”)
    {
     R_Date(“RR0705_108PC_175_177_SUM-046”, 4070, 15)+N(43,4);
     R_Date(“RR0705_103PC_174_176_SUM-087”, 3925, 20)+N(125,13);
    };
   };
   Boundary(“T-19”)
   {
   };
   R_Date(“RR0705_108PC_156_158_SUM-083”, 3500, 15)+N(74,7);
   Boundary(“T-18”)
   {
   };
   {
    Combine(“Sum-T-18”)
    {
     R_Date(“RR0705_108PC_132.5_134.5_SUM-081”, 3035, 15)+N(0,0);
     R_Date(“RR0705_104PC_326_328_SUM-235”, 3000, 35)+N(6,1);
     R_Date(“RR0705_103TC_079_081_SUM-180”, 2985, 20)+N(0,0);
    };
   };
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   Boundary(“T-17”)
   {
   };
   Date(“Sum-T-17”);
   Boundary(“T-16”)
   {
   };
   Date(“Sum-T-16”);
   Boundary(“T-15”)
   {
   };
   R_Date(“RR0705_96PC_399_401_SUM-232”, 2410, 20)+N(12,1);
   Boundary(“T-14”)
   {
   };
   R_Date(“RR0705_104PC_207_209_SUM-115”, 2420, 220)+N(17,2);
   Boundary(“T-13”)
   {
   };
   Date(“Sum-T-13”);
   Boundary(“T-12”)
   {
   };
   Date(“Sum-T-12”);
   Boundary(“T-11”)
   {
   };
   {
    Combine(“Sum-T-11”)
    {
     R_Date(“RR0705_103TC_039_041_SUM-179”, 2065, 20)+N(0,0);
     R_Date(“RR0705_96PC_374_376_SUM-090”, 2115, 20)+N(7,1);
    };
   };
   Boundary(“T-10”)
   {
   };
   {
    Combine(“Sum-T-10”)
    {
     R_Date(“RR0705_108PC_039_041_SUM-080”, 2015, 15)+N(41,4);
     R_Date(“RR0705_108TC_020_022_SUM-172”, 1930, 20)+N(44,4);
     R_Date(“RR0705_104PC_158_160_SUM-082”, 2040, 20)+N(5,0);
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     R_Date(“RR0705_103PC_049_051_SUM-054”, 1940, 25)+N(18,2);
     R_Date(“RR0705_103TC_036_038_SUM-178”, 1890, 20)+N(23,2);
    };
   };
   Boundary(“T-9”)
   {
   };
   Date(“Sum-T-9”);
   Boundary(“T-8”)
   {
   };
   Date(“Sum-T-8”);
   Boundary(“T-7”)
   {
   };
   {
    Combine(“Sum-T-7”)
    {
     R_Date(“RR0705_104PC_122_124_SUM-061”, 1630, 45)+N(17,2);
     R_Date(“RR0705_96PC_287.5_289.5_SUM-089”, 1490, 15)+N(3,0);
    };
   };
   Boundary(“T-6”)
   {
   };
   Date(“Sum-T-6”);
   Boundary(“T-5”)
   {
   };
   {
    Combine(“Sum-T-5”)
    {
     R_Date(“RR0705_104TC_047.5_049.5_SUM-175”, 1220, 20)+N(12,1);
     R_Date(“RR0705_103PC_020_022_SUM-084”, 1225, 20)+N(5,0);
    };
   };
   Boundary(“T-4”)
   {
   };
   {
    Combine(“Sum-T-4”)
    {
     R_Date(“RR0705_104PC_049.5_051.5_SUM-060”, 1065, 20)+N(9,1);
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     R_Date(“RR0705_96PC_222_224_SUM-228”, 1145, 15)+N(8,1);
    };
   };
   Boundary(“T-3”)
   {
   };
   R_Date(“RR0705_104TC_011_013_SUM-176”, 705, 20)+N(35,3);
   Boundary(“T-2”)
   {
   };
   R_Date(“RR0705_96PC_206_208_SUM-227”, 480, 15)+N(8,1);
   Boundary(“T-1”)
   {
   };
   Date(“Sum-T-1”);
   Boundary(“T-0”, 2007)
   {
   };
  };

OxCal Code
Code for Table 2-5 B
 Options()
 {
  Plot()
  BCAD=FALSE;
  Curve(“Marine13”,”Marine13.14c”);
  Delta_R(“LocalMarine”,16,11);
  Sequence(“2004 Region Gap”)
  {
   Boundary(“Start”, -8000);
   R_Date(“RR0705_108PC_345_347_SUM-195”, 7175, 20)+N(174,17);
   Boundary(“T-29”)
   {
   };
   R_Date(“RR0705_108PC_330_332_SUM-041”, 6685, 25)+N(64,6);
   Boundary(“T-28”)
   {
   };
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   {
    Combine(“Sum-T-28”)
    {
     R_Date(“RR0705_108PC_312.5_314.5_SUM-043”, 6115, 20)+N(53,5);
     R_Date(“RR0705_103PC_383_385_SUM-253”, 6020, 25)+N(13,1);
    };
   };
   Boundary(“T-27”)
   {
   };
   R_Date(“RR0705_108PC_290.5_292.5_SUM-044”, 5950, 20)+N(19,2);
   Boundary(“T-26”)
   {
   };
   R_Date(“RR0705_103PC_324_326_SUM-224”, 5575, 25)+N(17,2);
   Boundary(“T-25”)
   {
   };
   R_Date(“RR0705_108PC_257_259_SUM-042”, 4840, 20)+N(52,5);
   Boundary(“T-24”)
   {
   };
   Date(“Sum-T-24”);
   Boundary(“T-23”)
   {
   };
   R_Date(“RR0705_108PC_212.5_214.5_SUM-045”, 4625, 20)+N(46,5);
   Boundary(“T-22”)
   {
   };
   Date(“Sum-T-22”);
   Boundary(“T-21”)
   {
   };
      
 
   
   {
    Combine(“Sum-T-21”)
    {
     R_Date(“RR0705_108PC_194_196_SUM-194”, 4340, 20)+N(24,2);
     R_Date(“RR0705_103PC_209_211_SUM-050”, 4360, 20)+N(3,0);
    };
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   };
   Boundary(“T-20”)
   {
   };
      
 
   
   {
    Combine(“Sum-T-20”)
    {
     R_Date(“RR0705_103PC_174_176_SUM-087”, 3925, 20)+N(125,13);
    };
   };
   Boundary(“T-19”)
   {
   };
   R_Date(“RR0705_108PC_156_158_SUM-083”, 3500, 15)+N(74,7);
   Boundary(“T-18”)
   {
   };
      
 
   
   {
    Combine(“Sum-T-18”)
    {
     R_Date(“RR0705_108PC_132.5_134.5_SUM-081”, 3035, 15)+N(0,0);
     R_Date(“RR0705_104PC_326_328_SUM-235”, 3000, 35)+N(6,1);
     R_Date(“RR0705_103TC_079_081_SUM-180”, 2985, 20)+N(0,0);
    };
   };
   Boundary(“T-17”)
   {
   };
   Date(“Sum-T-17”);
   Boundary(“T-16”)
   {
   };
   Date(“Sum-T-16”);
   Boundary(“T-15”)
   {
   };
   R_Date(“RR0705_96PC_399_401_SUM-232”, 2410, 20)+N(12,1);
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   Boundary(“T-14”)
   {
   };
   R_Date(“RR0705_104PC_207_209_SUM-115”, 2420, 220)+N(17,2);
   Boundary(“T-13”)
   {
   };
   Date(“Sum-T-13”);
   Boundary(“T-12”)
   {
   };
   Date(“Sum-T-12”);
   Boundary(“T-11”)
   {
   };
      
 
   
   {
    Combine(“Sum-T-11”)
    {
     R_Date(“RR0705_103TC_039_041_SUM-179”, 2065, 20)+N(0,0);
     R_Date(“RR0705_96PC_374_376_SUM-090”, 2115, 20)+N(7,1);
    };
   };
   Boundary(“T-10”)
   {
   };
      
 
   
   {
    Combine(“Sum-T-10”)
    {
     R_Date(“RR0705_108TC_020_022_SUM-172”, 1930, 20)+N(44,4);
     R_Date(“RR0705_103PC_049_051_SUM-054”, 1940, 25)+N(18,2);
     R_Date(“RR0705_103TC_036_038_SUM-178”, 1890, 20)+N(23,2);
    };
   };
   Boundary(“T-9”)
   {
   };
   Date(“Sum-T-9”);
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   Boundary(“T-8”)
   {
   };
   Date(“Sum-T-8”);
   Boundary(“T-7”)
   {
   };
   R_Date(“RR0705_96PC_287.5_289.5_SUM-089”, 1490, 15)+N(3,0);
   Boundary(“T-6”)
   {
   };
   Date(“Sum-T-6”);
   Boundary(“T-5”)
   {
   };
      
 
   
   {
    Combine(“Sum-T-5”)
    {
     R_Date(“RR0705_104TC_047.5_049.5_SUM-175”, 1220, 20)+N(12,1);
     R_Date(“RR0705_103PC_020_022_SUM-084”, 1225, 20)+N(5,0);
    };
   };
   Boundary(“T-4”)
   {
   };
      
 
   
   {
    Combine(“Sum-T-4”)
    {
     R_Date(“RR0705_104PC_049.5_051.5_SUM-060”, 1065, 20)+N(9,1);
     R_Date(“RR0705_96PC_222_224_SUM-228”, 1145, 15)+N(8,1);
    };
   };
   Boundary(“T-3”)
   {
   };
   R_Date(“RR0705_104TC_011_013_SUM-176”, 705, 20)+N(35,3);
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   Boundary(“T-2”)
   {
   };
   R_Date(“RR0705_96PC_206_208_SUM-227”, 480, 15)+N(8,1);
   Boundary(“T-1”)
   {
   };
   Date(“Sum-T-1”);
   Boundary(“T-0”, 2007)
   {
   };
  };
 };
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Radiocarbon Age Model Logs
These log fi les include the input and output for each of the OxCal Age Models in these 
papers.

Age Model Name  Short Descrip  on     
2004 All Ages   This is the age model that includes all the ages 

(Table 2-2, 2-5 A)
2004 Passes   This is the age model that only includes ages that meet 
    our criteria (Table 2-5 B).
96PC 2004   The Sequence age model for core 96PC (Table 2-3)
102MC 2004   The Sequence age model for core 102MC (Table 2-3)
96PC P_Sequence  The P_Sequence age model for core 96PC (Table 2-7)
103PC P_Sequence  The P_Sequence age model for core 103PC (Table 2-7)
103TC P_Sequence  The P_Sequence age model for core 103TC (Table 2-7)
104PC P_Sequence  The P_Sequence age model for core 104PC (Table 2-7)
104TC P_Sequence  The P_Sequence age model for core 104TC (Table 2-7)
108PC P_Sequence  The P_Sequence age model for core 108PC (Table 2-7) 
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OxCal v4.2.3 Bronk Ramsey (2013); r:5
 IntCal13 atmospheric curve (Reimer et al 
2013)
FALSE
OxCal v4.2.3 Bronk Ramsey (2013); r:5
Marine13 Curve(Marine13.14c)
 Marine13 marine curve (Reimer et al 2013)
LocalMarine Delta_R(16,11)
  68.2% probability
    3 (68.2%) 29
  95.4% probability
    -7 (95.4%) 39
-8000
 : -8000
( Boundary Start
Start Boundary(-8000)
  68.2% probability
    8002BC (68.2%) 8001BC
  95.4% probability
    8002BC (95.4%) 8001BC
) Boundary Start
RR0705_108PC_345_347_SUM-195 R_
Date(7175,20)
  68.2% probability
    5702BC (68.2%) 5645BC
  95.4% probability
    5727BC (95.4%) 5619BC
N(174,17)
  68.2% probability
    157 (68.2%) 191
  95.4% probability
    140 (95.4%) 208
( Calculate 
RR0705_108PC_345_347_SUM-
195+N(174,17)
  68.2% probability
    5532BC (68.2%) 5465BC
  95.4% probability
    5566BC (95.4%) 5433BC
) Calculate 
T-29 Boundary()

RR0705_108PC_330_332_SUM-041 R_
Date(6685,25)
  68.2% probability
    5287BC (68.2%) 5220BC
  95.4% probability
    5318BC (95.4%) 5192BC
N(64,6)
  68.2% probability
    58 (68.2%) 70
  95.4% probability
    52 (95.4%) 76
( Calculate 
RR0705_108PC_330_332_SUM-
041+N(64,6)
  68.2% probability
    5224BC (68.2%) 5155BC
  95.4% probability
    5256BC (95.4%) 5126BC
) Calculate 
T-28 Boundary()
RR0705_108PC_312.5_314.5_SUM-043 
R_Date(6115,20)
  68.2% probability
    4621BC (68.2%) 4527BC
  95.4% probability
    4666BC (95.4%) 4493BC
N(53,5)
  68.2% probability
    48 (68.2%) 58
  95.4% probability
    43 (95.4%) 63
( Calculate 
RR0705_108PC_312.5_314.5_SUM-
043+N(53,5)
  68.2% probability
    4566BC (68.2%) 4474BC
  95.4% probability
    4614BC (95.4%) 4440BC
) Calculate 
RR0705_103PC_383_385_SUM-253 R_
Date(6020,25)

2004 All Ages
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  68.2% probability
    4511BC (68.2%) 4431BC
  95.4% probability
    4546BC (95.4%) 4370BC
N(13,1)
  68.2% probability
    12 (68.2%) 14
  95.4% probability
    11 (95.4%) 15
( Calculate 
RR0705_103PC_383_385_SUM-
253+N(13,1)
  68.2% probability
    4499BC (68.2%) 4418BC
  95.4% probability
    4533BC (95.4%) 4356BC
) Calculate 
( Combine Sum-T-28
Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    4514BC (68.2%) 4455BC
  95.4% probability
    4546BC (95.4%) 4427BC
 Agreement  94.4%
Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    4514BC (68.2%) 4455BC
  95.4% probability
    4546BC (95.4%) 4427BC
 Agreement  95.4%
Sum-T-28 Combine()
 X2-Test: df=1 T=1.326(5% 3.841)
  68.2% probability
    4514BC (68.2%) 4455BC
  95.4% probability
    4546BC (95.4%) 4427BC
 Agreement n=2 Acomb= 92.9%(An= 
50.0%)
) Combine Sum-T-28
T-27 Boundary()
RR0705_108PC_290.5_292.5_SUM-044 
R_Date(5950,20)
  68.2% probability

    4428BC (68.2%) 4357BC
  95.4% probability
    4455BC (95.4%) 4331BC
N(19,2)
  68.2% probability
    17 (68.2%) 21
  95.4% probability
    15 (95.4%) 23
( Calculate 
RR0705_108PC_290.5_292.5_SUM-
044+N(19,2)
  68.2% probability
    4408BC (68.2%) 4338BC
  95.4% probability
    4436BC (95.4%) 4312BC
) Calculate 
T-26 Boundary()
RR0705_103PC_324_326_SUM-224 R_
Date(5575,25)
  68.2% probability
    4023BC (68.2%) 3956BC
  95.4% probability
    4071BC (95.4%) 3926BC
N(17,2)
  68.2% probability
    15 (68.2%) 19
  95.4% probability
    13 (95.4%) 21
( Calculate 
RR0705_103PC_324_326_SUM-
224+N(17,2)
  68.2% probability
    4005BC (68.2%) 3940BC
  95.4% probability
    4055BC (95.4%) 3908BC
) Calculate 
T-25 Boundary()
RR0705_108PC_257_259_SUM-042 R_
Date(4840,20)
  68.2% probability
    3247BC (68.2%) 3106BC
  95.4% probability
    3302BC (95.4%) 3067BC
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N(52,5)
  68.2% probability
    47 (68.2%) 57
  95.4% probability
    42 (95.4%) 62
( Calculate 
RR0705_108PC_257_259_SUM-
042+N(52,5)
  68.2% probability
    3194BC (68.2%) 3055BC
  95.4% probability
    3249BC (95.4%) 3013BC
) Calculate 
T-24 Boundary()
Sum-T-24 
T-23 Boundary()
RR0705_108PC_212.5_214.5_SUM-045 
R_Date(4625,20)
  68.2% probability
    2899BC (68.2%) 2856BC
  95.4% probability
    2952BC (95.4%) 2830BC
N(46,5)
  68.2% probability
    41 (68.2%) 51
  95.4% probability
    36 (95.4%) 56
( Calculate 
RR0705_108PC_212.5_214.5_SUM-
045+N(46,5)
  68.2% probability
    2854BC (68.2%) 2809BC
  95.4% probability
    2905BC (95.4%) 2782BC
) Calculate 
T-22 Boundary()
Sum-T-22 
T-21 Boundary()
RR0705_108PC_194_196_SUM-194 R_
Date(4340,20)
  68.2% probability
    2542BC (68.2%) 2466BC
  95.4% probability

    2580BC (95.4%) 2434BC
N(24,2)
  68.2% probability
    22 (68.2%) 26
  95.4% probability
    20 (95.4%) 28
( Calculate 
RR0705_108PC_194_196_SUM-
194+N(24,2)
  68.2% probability
    2517BC (68.2%) 2442BC
  95.4% probability
    2557BC (95.4%) 2409BC
) Calculate 
RR0705_103PC_209_211_SUM-050 R_
Date(4360,20)
  68.2% probability
    2560BC (68.2%) 2480BC
  95.4% probability
    2606BC (95.4%) 2455BC
N(3)
  68.2% probability
    3 (68.2%) 4
  95.4% probability
    3 (95.4%) 4
( Calculate 
RR0705_103PC_209_211_SUM-050+N(3)
  68.2% probability
    2557BC (68.2%) 2478BC
  95.4% probability
    2603BC (95.4%) 2451BC
) Calculate 
( Combine Sum-T-21
Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    2527BC (68.2%) 2472BC
  95.4% probability
    2550BC (95.4%) 2450BC
 Agreement 104.4%
Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    2527BC (68.2%) 2472BC
  95.4% probability
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    2550BC (95.4%) 2450BC
 Agreement 108.4%
Sum-T-21 Combine()
 X2-Test: df=1 T=0.196(5% 3.841)
  68.2% probability
    2527BC (68.2%) 2472BC
  95.4% probability
    2550BC (95.4%) 2450BC
 Agreement n=2 Acomb=109.2%(An= 
50.0%)
) Combine Sum-T-21
T-20 Boundary()
RR0705_108PC_175_177_SUM-046 R_
Date(4070,15)
  68.2% probability
    2189BC (68.2%) 2097BC
  95.4% probability
    2213BC (95.4%) 2029BC
N(43,4)
  68.2% probability
    39 (68.2%) 47
  95.4% probability
    35 (95.4%) 51
( Calculate 
RR0705_108PC_175_177_SUM-
046+N(43,4)
  68.2% probability
    2145BC (68.2%) 2053BC
  95.4% probability
    2171BC (95.4%) 1985BC
) Calculate 
RR0705_103PC_174_176_SUM-087 R_
Date(3925,20)
  68.2% probability
    1975BC (68.2%) 1889BC
  95.4% probability
    2022BC (95.4%) 1862BC
N(125,13)
  68.2% probability
    112 (68.2%) 138
  95.4% probability
    99 (95.4%) 151
( Calculate 

RR0705_103PC_174_176_SUM-
087+N(125,13)
  68.2% probability
    1854BC (68.2%) 1765BC
  95.4% probability
    1903BC (95.4%) 1729BC
) Calculate 
( Combine Sum-T-20
Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    2006BC (68.2%) 1967BC
  95.4% probability
    2024BC (95.4%) 1913BC
Warning! Poor agreement - A= 20.0%(A’c= 
60.0%)
 Poor agreement  20.0%
Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    2006BC (68.2%) 1967BC
  95.4% probability
    2024BC (95.4%) 1913BC
Warning! Poor agreement - A=  1.6%(A’c= 
60.0%)
 Poor agreement   1.6%
Sum-T-20 Combine()
 X2-Test: df=1 T=15.216(5% 3.841)
Warning! X-Test fails at 5% - Sum-T-20 X2-
Test: df=1 T=15.216(5% 3.8)
  68.2% probability
    2006BC (68.2%) 1967BC
  95.4% probability
    2024BC (95.4%) 1913BC
Warning! Poor agreement - n=2 Acomb=  
1.7%(An= 50.0%)
 Poor agreement n=2 Acomb=  1.7%(An= 
50.0%)
) Combine Sum-T-20
T-19 Boundary()
RR0705_108PC_156_158_SUM-083 R_
Date(3500,15)
  68.2% probability
    1449BC (68.2%) 1386BC
  95.4% probability
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    1488BC (95.4%) 1362BC
N(74,7)
  68.2% probability
    67 (68.2%) 81
  95.4% probability
    60 (95.4%) 88
( Calculate 
RR0705_108PC_156_158_SUM-
083+N(74,7)
  68.2% probability
    1376BC (68.2%) 1311BC
  95.4% probability
    1416BC (95.4%) 1284BC
) Calculate 
T-18 Boundary()
RR0705_108PC_132.5_134.5_SUM-081 
R_Date(3035,15)
  68.2% probability
    859BC (68.2%) 798BC
  95.4% probability
    895BC (95.4%) 786BC
N(0)
  68.2% probability
    -0 (68.2%) 1
  95.4% probability
    -0 (95.4%) 1
( Calculate 
RR0705_108PC_132.5_134.5_SUM-
081+N(0)
  68.2% probability
    858BC (68.2%) 798BC
  95.4% probability
    896BC (95.4%) 785BC
) Calculate 
RR0705_104PC_326_328_SUM-235 R_
Date(3000,35)
  68.2% probability
    840BC (68.2%) 768BC
  95.4% probability
    894BC (95.4%) 747BC
N(6,1)
  68.2% probability
    5 (68.2%) 7

  95.4% probability
    4 (95.4%) 8
( Calculate 
RR0705_104PC_326_328_SUM-
235+N(6,1)
  68.2% probability
    835BC (68.2%) 761BC
  95.4% probability
    888BC (95.4%) 741BC
) Calculate 
RR0705_103TC_079_081_SUM-180 R_
Date(2985,20)
  68.2% probability
    813BC (68.2%) 768BC
  95.4% probability
    856BC (95.4%) 747BC
N(0)
  68.2% probability
    -0 (68.2%) 1
  95.4% probability
    -0 (95.4%) 1
( Calculate 
RR0705_103TC_079_081_SUM-180+N(0)
  68.2% probability
    812BC (68.2%) 768BC
  95.4% probability
    854BC (95.4%) 746BC
) Calculate 
( Combine Sum-T-18
Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    816BC (68.2%) 789BC
  95.4% probability
    839BC (95.4%) 777BC
 Agreement  98.7%
Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    816BC (68.2%) 789BC
  95.4% probability
    839BC (95.4%) 777BC
 Agreement 128.7%
Posterior 
  68.2% probability
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    816BC (68.2%) 789BC
  95.4% probability
    839BC (95.4%) 777BC
 Agreement 102.1%
Sum-T-18 Combine()
 X2-Test: df=2 T=1.421(5% 5.991)
  68.2% probability
    816BC (68.2%) 789BC
  95.4% probability
    839BC (95.4%) 777BC
 Agreement n=3 Acomb=116.2%(An= 
40.8%)
) Combine Sum-T-18
T-17 Boundary()
Sum-T-17 
T-16 Boundary()
Sum-T-16 
T-15 Boundary()
RR0705_96PC_399_401_SUM-232 R_
Date(2410,20)
  68.2% probability
    124BC (68.2%) 32BC
  95.4% probability
    162BC (95.4%) 9AD
N(12,1)
  68.2% probability
    11 (68.2%) 13
  95.4% probability
    10 (95.4%) 14
( Calculate 
RR0705_96PC_399_401_SUM-
232+N(12,1)
  68.2% probability
    110BC (68.2%) 20BC
  95.4% probability
    150BC (95.4%) 21AD
) Calculate 
T-14 Boundary()
RR0705_104PC_207_209_SUM-115 R_
Date(2420,220)
  68.2% probability
    372BC (68.2%) 164AD
  95.4% probability

    696BC (95.4%) 398AD
N(17,2)
  68.2% probability
    15 (68.2%) 19
  95.4% probability
    13 (95.4%) 21
( Calculate 
RR0705_104PC_207_209_SUM-
115+N(17,2)
  68.2% probability
    355BC (68.2%) 181AD
  95.4% probability
    679BC (95.4%) 415AD
) Calculate 
T-13 Boundary()
Sum-T-13 
T-12 Boundary()
Sum-T-12 
T-11 Boundary()
RR0705_103TC_039_041_SUM-179 R_
Date(2065,20)
  68.2% probability
    287AD (68.2%) 379AD
  95.4% probability
    257AD (95.4%) 411AD
N(0)
  68.2% probability
    -0 (68.2%) 1
  95.4% probability
    -0 (95.4%) 1
( Calculate 
RR0705_103TC_039_041_SUM-179+N(0)
  68.2% probability
    288AD (68.2%) 378AD
  95.4% probability
    256AD (95.4%) 411AD
) Calculate 
RR0705_96PC_374_376_SUM-090 R_
Date(2115,20)
  68.2% probability
    237AD (68.2%) 329AD
  95.4% probability
    178AD (95.4%) 362AD
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N(7,1)
  68.2% probability
    6 (68.2%) 8
  95.4% probability
    5 (95.4%) 9
( Calculate 
RR0705_96PC_374_376_SUM-090+N(7,1)
  68.2% probability
    244AD (68.2%) 335AD
  95.4% probability
    184AD (95.4%) 369AD
) Calculate 
( Combine Sum-T-11
Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    273AD (68.2%) 338AD
  95.4% probability
    251AD (95.4%) 369AD
 Agreement 101.9%
Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    273AD (68.2%) 338AD
  95.4% probability
    251AD (95.4%) 369AD
 Agreement 106.9%
Sum-T-11 Combine()
 X2-Test: df=1 T=0.942(5% 3.841)
  68.2% probability
    273AD (68.2%) 338AD
  95.4% probability
    251AD (95.4%) 369AD
 Agreement n=2 Acomb=106.2%(An= 
50.0%)
) Combine Sum-T-11
T-10 Boundary()
RR0705_108PC_039_041_SUM-080 R_
Date(2015,15)
  68.2% probability
    360AD (68.2%) 425AD
  95.4% probability
    311AD (95.4%) 455AD
N(41,4)
  68.2% probability

    37 (68.2%) 45
  95.4% probability
    33 (95.4%) 49
( Calculate 
RR0705_108PC_039_041_SUM-
080+N(41,4)
  68.2% probability
    401AD (68.2%) 466AD
  95.4% probability
    353AD (95.4%) 497AD
) Calculate 
RR0705_108TC_020_022_SUM-172 R_
Date(1930,20)
  68.2% probability
    446AD (68.2%) 531AD
  95.4% probability
    418AD (95.4%) 567AD
N(44,4)
  68.2% probability
    40 (68.2%) 48
  95.4% probability
    36 (95.4%) 52
( Calculate 
RR0705_108TC_020_022_SUM-
172+N(44,4)
  68.2% probability
    489AD (68.2%) 575AD
  95.4% probability
    462AD (95.4%) 612AD
) Calculate 
RR0705_104PC_158_160_SUM-082 R_
Date(2040,20)
  68.2% probability
    331AD (68.2%) 411AD
  95.4% probability
    274AD (95.4%) 429AD
N(5)
  68.2% probability
    4 (68.2%) 5
  95.4% probability
    4 (95.4%) 5
( Calculate 
RR0705_104PC_158_160_SUM-082+N(5)
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  68.2% probability
    335AD (68.2%) 416AD
  95.4% probability
    280AD (95.4%) 434AD
) Calculate 
RR0705_103PC_049_051_SUM-054 R_
Date(1940,25)
  68.2% probability
    434AD (68.2%) 524AD
  95.4% probability
    402AD (95.4%) 567AD
N(18,2)
  68.2% probability
    16 (68.2%) 20
  95.4% probability
    14 (95.4%) 22
( Calculate 
RR0705_103PC_049_051_SUM-
054+N(18,2)
  68.2% probability
    452AD (68.2%) 541AD
  95.4% probability
    421AD (95.4%) 584AD
) Calculate 
RR0705_103TC_036_038_SUM-178 R_
Date(1890,20)
  68.2% probability
    484AD (68.2%) 575AD
  95.4% probability
    445AD (95.4%) 606AD
N(23,2)
  68.2% probability
    21 (68.2%) 25
  95.4% probability
    19 (95.4%) 27
( Calculate 
RR0705_103TC_036_038_SUM-
178+N(23,2)
  68.2% probability
    507AD (68.2%) 597AD
  95.4% probability
    467AD (95.4%) 630AD
) Calculate 

( Combine Sum-T-10
Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    457AD (68.2%) 485AD
  95.4% probability
    444AD (95.4%) 511AD
 Agreement  64.9%
Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    457AD (68.2%) 485AD
  95.4% probability
    444AD (95.4%) 511AD
Warning! Poor agreement - A= 54.8%(A’c= 
60.0%)
 Poor agreement  54.8%
Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    457AD (68.2%) 485AD
  95.4% probability
    444AD (95.4%) 511AD
Warning! Poor agreement - A=  1.8%(A’c= 
60.0%)
 Poor agreement   1.8%
Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    457AD (68.2%) 485AD
  95.4% probability
    444AD (95.4%) 511AD
 Agreement 124.7%
Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    457AD (68.2%) 485AD
  95.4% probability
    444AD (95.4%) 511AD
Warning! Poor agreement - A= 38.7%(A’c= 
60.0%)
 Poor agreement  38.7%
Sum-T-10 Combine()
 X2-Test: df=4 T=15.726(5% 9.488)
Warning! X-Test fails at 5% - Sum-T-10 X2-
Test: df=4 T=15.726(5% 9.5)
  68.2% probability
    457AD (68.2%) 485AD
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  95.4% probability
    444AD (95.4%) 511AD
Warning! Poor agreement - n=5 Acomb=  
7.6%(An= 31.6%)
 Poor agreement n=5 Acomb=  7.6%(An= 
31.6%)
) Combine Sum-T-10
T-9 Boundary()
Sum-T-9 
T-8 Boundary()
Sum-T-8 
T-7 Boundary()
RR0705_104PC_122_124_SUM-061 R_
Date(1630,45)
  68.2% probability
    705AD (68.2%) 820AD
  95.4% probability
    680AD (95.4%) 889AD
N(17,2)
  68.2% probability
    15 (68.2%) 19
  95.4% probability
    13 (95.4%) 21
( Calculate 
RR0705_104PC_122_124_SUM-
061+N(17,2)
  68.2% probability
    723AD (68.2%) 836AD
  95.4% probability
    696AD (95.4%) 907AD
) Calculate 
RR0705_96PC_287.5_289.5_SUM-089 
R_Date(1490,15)
  68.2% probability
    900AD (68.2%) 975AD
  95.4% probability
    857AD (95.4%) 1006AD
N(3)
  68.2% probability
    3 (68.2%) 4
  95.4% probability
    3 (95.4%) 4
( Calculate 

RR0705_96PC_287.5_289.5_SUM-
089+N(3)
  68.2% probability
    905AD (68.2%) 975AD
  95.4% probability
    859AD (95.4%) 1010AD
) Calculate 
( Combine Sum-T-7
Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    859AD (68.2%) 928AD
  95.4% probability
    817AD (95.4%) 966AD
Warning! Poor agreement - A= 38.1%(A’c= 
60.0%)
 Poor agreement  38.1%
Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    859AD (68.2%) 928AD
  95.4% probability
    817AD (95.4%) 966AD
 Agreement  69.4%
Sum-T-7 Combine()
 X2-Test: df=1 T=3.842(5% 3.841)
Warning! X-Test fails at 5% - Sum-T-7 X2-
Test: df=1 T=3.842(5% 3.8)
  68.2% probability
    859AD (68.2%) 928AD
  95.4% probability
    817AD (95.4%) 966AD
Warning! Poor agreement - n=2 Acomb= 
39.0%(An= 50.0%)
 Poor agreement n=2 Acomb= 39.0%(An= 
50.0%)
) Combine Sum-T-7
T-6 Boundary()
Sum-T-6 
T-5 Boundary()
RR0705_104TC_047.5_049.5_SUM-175 
R_Date(1220,20)
  68.2% probability
    1179AD (68.2%) 1245AD
  95.4% probability
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    1140AD (95.4%) 1277AD
N(12,1)
  68.2% probability
    11 (68.2%) 13
  95.4% probability
    10 (95.4%) 14
( Calculate 
RR0705_104TC_047.5_049.5_SUM-
175+N(12,1)
  68.2% probability
    1191AD (68.2%) 1256AD
  95.4% probability
    1153AD (95.4%) 1289AD
) Calculate 
RR0705_103PC_020_022_SUM-084 R_
Date(1225,20)
  68.2% probability
    1173AD (68.2%) 1241AD
  95.4% probability
    1131AD (95.4%) 1274AD
N(5)
  68.2% probability
    4 (68.2%) 5
  95.4% probability
    4 (95.4%) 5
( Calculate 
RR0705_103PC_020_022_SUM-084+N(5)
  68.2% probability
    1178AD (68.2%) 1247AD
  95.4% probability
    1138AD (95.4%) 1279AD
) Calculate 
( Combine Sum-T-5
Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    1193AD (68.2%) 1242AD
  95.4% probability
    1175AD (95.4%) 1267AD
 Agreement 114.0%
Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    1193AD (68.2%) 1242AD
  95.4% probability

    1175AD (95.4%) 1267AD
 Agreement 115.4%
Sum-T-5 Combine()
 X2-Test: df=1 T=0.069(5% 3.841)
  68.2% probability
    1193AD (68.2%) 1242AD
  95.4% probability
    1175AD (95.4%) 1267AD
 Agreement n=2 Acomb=121.4%(An= 
50.0%)
) Combine Sum-T-5
T-4 Boundary()
RR0705_104PC_049.5_051.5_SUM-060 
R_Date(1065,20)
  68.2% probability
    1294AD (68.2%) 1351AD
  95.4% probability
    1286AD (95.4%) 1396AD
N(9,1)
  68.2% probability
    8 (68.2%) 10
  95.4% probability
    7 (95.4%) 11
( Calculate 
RR0705_104PC_049.5_051.5_SUM-
060+N(9,1)
  68.2% probability
    1303AD (68.2%) 1359AD
  95.4% probability
    1294AD (95.4%) 1405AD
) Calculate 
RR0705_96PC_222_224_SUM-228 R_
Date(1145,15)
  68.2% probability
    1255AD (68.2%) 1295AD
  95.4% probability
    1225AD (95.4%) 1310AD
N(8,1)
  68.2% probability
    7 (68.2%) 9
  95.4% probability
    6 (95.4%) 10
( Calculate 
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RR0705_96PC_222_224_SUM-228+N(8,1)
  68.2% probability
    1262AD (68.2%) 1303AD
  95.4% probability
    1233AD (95.4%) 1318AD
) Calculate 
( Combine Sum-T-4
Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    1292AD (68.2%) 1317AD
  95.4% probability
    1280AD (95.4%) 1329AD
 Agreement  74.9%
Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    1292AD (68.2%) 1317AD
  95.4% probability
    1280AD (95.4%) 1329AD
 Agreement  74.8%
Sum-T-4 Combine()
 X2-Test: df=1 T=3.163(5% 3.841)
  68.2% probability
    1292AD (68.2%) 1317AD
  95.4% probability
    1280AD (95.4%) 1329AD
 Agreement n=2 Acomb= 66.4%(An= 
50.0%)
) Combine Sum-T-4
T-3 Boundary()
RR0705_104TC_011_013_SUM-176 R_
Date(705,20)
  68.2% probability
    1583AD (68.2%) 1660AD
  95.4% probability
    1540AD (95.4%) 1673AD
N(35,3)
  68.2% probability
    32 (68.2%) 38
  95.4% probability
    29 (95.4%) 41
( Calculate 
RR0705_104TC_011_013_SUM-
176+N(35,3)

  68.2% probability
    1616AD (68.2%) 1695AD
  95.4% probability
    1574AD (95.4%) 1709AD
) Calculate 
T-2 Boundary()
RR0705_96PC_206_208_SUM-227 R_
Date(480,15)
Warning! Date may extend out of range - 
480+/-15BP
Warning! Date probably out of range - 
480+/-15BP
  68.2% probability
    1865AD (68.2%) ...
  95.4% probability
    1818AD (95.4%) ...
N(8,1)
  68.2% probability
    7 (68.2%) 9
  95.4% probability
    6 (95.4%) 10
( Calculate 
RR0705_96PC_206_208_SUM-227+N(8,1)
  68.2% probability
    1872AD (32.6%) 1920AD
    1926AD (35.6%) ...
  95.4% probability
    1828AD (95.4%) ...
) Calculate 
T-1 Boundary()
Sum-T-1 
2007
 : 2007
( Boundary T-0
T-0 Boundary(2007)
  68.2% probability
    2006AD (68.2%) 2007AD
  95.4% probability
    2006AD (95.4%) 2007AD
) Boundary T-0
( Sequence 2004 Region Gap
2004 Region Gap Sequence()
) Sequence 2004 Region Gap
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Posterior 
( MCMC(30000)
Warning! Poor agreement - A= 15.6%(A’c= 
60.0%)
Warning! Poor agreement - A=  9.2%(A’c= 
60.0%)
LocalMarine Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    0 (68.2%) 20
  95.4% probability
    -10 (95.4%) 30
 Agreement  96.5%
Start Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    8002BC (68.2%) 8001BC
  95.4% probability
    8002BC (95.4%) 8001BC
 Agreement 100.0%
Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    5540BC (68.2%) 5472BC
  95.4% probability
    5572BC (95.4%) 5439BC
RR0705_108PC_345_347_SUM-195 Poste-
rior 
  68.2% probability
    5710BC (68.2%) 5650BC
  95.4% probability
    5736BC (95.4%) 5621BC
 Agreement  98.5%
Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    156 (68.2%) 190
  95.4% probability
    139 (95.4%) 207
 Agreement 100.0%
T-29 Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    5417BC (68.2%) 5201BC
  95.4% probability
    5508BC (95.4%) 5164BC
Posterior 
  68.2% probability

    5225BC (68.2%) 5155BC
  95.4% probability
    5256BC (95.4%) 5129BC
RR0705_108PC_330_332_SUM-041 Poste-
rior 
  68.2% probability
    5288BC (68.2%) 5220BC
  95.4% probability
    5318BC (95.4%) 5195BC
 Agreement  99.8%
Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    58 (68.2%) 70
  95.4% probability
    52 (95.4%) 76
 Agreement  99.9%
T-28 Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    5198BC (25.4%) 5008BC
    4737BC ( 1.1%) 4726BC
    4719BC (41.7%) 4466BC
  95.4% probability
    5200BC (95.4%) 4461BC
Sum-T-28 Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    4517BC (68.2%) 4461BC
  95.4% probability
    4549BC (95.4%) 4431BC
Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    4517BC (68.2%) 4461BC
  95.4% probability
    4549BC (95.4%) 4431BC
 Agreement  99.9%
Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    4517BC (68.2%) 4461BC
  95.4% probability
    4549BC (95.4%) 4431BC
 Agreement  89.8%
T-27 Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    4477BC (68.2%) 4385BC
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  95.4% probability
    4511BC (95.4%) 4340BC
Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    4407BC (68.2%) 4338BC
  95.4% probability
    4434BC (95.4%) 4314BC
RR0705_108PC_290.5_292.5_SUM-044 
Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    4426BC (68.2%) 4356BC
  95.4% probability
    4452BC (95.4%) 4333BC
 Agreement 102.0%
Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    17 (68.2%) 21
  95.4% probability
    15 (95.4%) 23
 Agreement  99.8%
T-26 Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    4398BC (66.4%) 4148BC
    4141BC ( 1.8%) 4131BC
  95.4% probability
    4413BC (95.4%) 3983BC
Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    4010BC (68.2%) 3941BC
  95.4% probability
    4064BC (95.4%) 3913BC
RR0705_103PC_324_326_SUM-224 Poste-
rior 
  68.2% probability
    4026BC (68.2%) 3960BC
  95.4% probability
    4081BC (95.4%) 3931BC
 Agreement  98.9%
Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    15 (68.2%) 19
  95.4% probability
    13 (95.4%) 21

 Agreement 100.0%
T-25 Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    3970BC (21.5%) 3764BC
    3748BC ( 0.8%) 3739BC
    3571BC ( 0.4%) 3567BC
    3478BC (45.2%) 3126BC
    3113BC ( 0.3%) 3110BC
  95.4% probability
    3985BC (95.0%) 3099BC
    3093BC ( 0.4%) 3087BC
Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    3227BC (68.2%) 3096BC
  95.4% probability
    3254BC (95.4%) 3037BC
RR0705_108PC_257_259_SUM-042 Poste-
rior 
  68.2% probability
    3278BC (68.2%) 3146BC
  95.4% probability
    3306BC (95.4%) 3090BC
 Agreement  98.7%
Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    47 (68.2%) 57
  95.4% probability
    42 (95.4%) 62
 Agreement 100.1%
T-24 Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    3160BC (68.2%) 2967BC
  95.4% probability
    3215BC (95.4%) 2874BC
Sum-T-24 Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    3049BC (68.2%) 2873BC
  95.4% probability
    3145BC (95.4%) 2832BC
T-23 Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    2948BC (68.2%) 2822BC
  95.4% probability
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    3084BC (95.4%) 2804BC
Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    2856BC (68.2%) 2813BC
  95.4% probability
    2907BC (95.4%) 2788BC
RR0705_108PC_212.5_214.5_SUM-045 
Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    2901BC (68.2%) 2859BC
  95.4% probability
    2952BC (95.4%) 2836BC
 Agreement  99.3%
Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    41 (68.2%) 51
  95.4% probability
    36 (95.4%) 56
 Agreement 100.1%
T-22 Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    2851BC (68.2%) 2711BC
  95.4% probability
    2879BC (95.4%) 2567BC
Sum-T-22 Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    2786BC (68.2%) 2593BC
  95.4% probability
    2833BC (95.4%) 2514BC
T-21 Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    2656BC (68.2%) 2486BC
  95.4% probability
    2784BC (95.4%) 2466BC
Sum-T-21 Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    2523BC (68.2%) 2468BC
  95.4% probability
    2548BC (95.4%) 2448BC
Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    2523BC (68.2%) 2468BC
  95.4% probability

    2548BC (95.4%) 2448BC
 Agreement 106.6%
Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    2523BC (68.2%) 2468BC
  95.4% probability
    2548BC (95.4%) 2448BC
 Agreement 106.5%
T-20 Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    2511BC (50.6%) 2278BC
    2265BC ( 0.6%) 2261BC
    2088BC (16.9%) 1988BC
  95.4% probability
    2518BC (95.4%) 1984BC
Sum-T-20 Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    2007BC (68.2%) 1967BC
  95.4% probability
    2023BC (95.4%) 1914BC
Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    2007BC (68.2%) 1967BC
  95.4% probability
    2023BC (95.4%) 1914BC
Warning! Poor agreement - A= 19.9%(A’c= 
60.0%)
 Poor agreement  19.9%
Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    2007BC (68.2%) 1967BC
  95.4% probability
    2023BC (95.4%) 1914BC
Warning! Poor agreement - A=  1.6%(A’c= 
60.0%)
 Poor agreement   1.6%
T-19 Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    1985BC (35.4%) 1759BC
    1749BC ( 0.4%) 1746BC
    1722BC ( 0.5%) 1718BC
    1600BC ( 0.5%) 1597BC
    1580BC ( 1.4%) 1566BC
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    1561BC ( 1.0%) 1554BC
    1543BC (29.0%) 1360BC
  95.4% probability
    1988BC (95.4%) 1351BC
Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    1380BC (68.2%) 1316BC
  95.4% probability
    1417BC (95.4%) 1292BC
RR0705_108PC_156_158_SUM-083 Poste-
rior 
  68.2% probability
    1453BC (68.2%) 1392BC
  95.4% probability
    1489BC (95.4%) 1369BC
 Agreement  99.7%
Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    67 (68.2%) 81
  95.4% probability
    60 (95.4%) 88
 Agreement 100.2%
T-18 Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    1336BC (15.4%) 1241BC
    1235BC ( 2.3%) 1215BC
    1062BC ( 1.0%) 1055BC
    1041BC (49.6%) 797BC
  95.4% probability
    1341BC (95.4%) 796BC
Sum-T-18 Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    818BC (68.2%) 789BC
  95.4% probability
    842BC (95.4%) 777BC
Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    818BC (68.2%) 789BC
  95.4% probability
    842BC (95.4%) 777BC
 Agreement 100.3%
Posterior 
  68.2% probability

    818BC (68.2%) 789BC
  95.4% probability
    842BC (95.4%) 777BC
 Agreement 127.3%
Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    818BC (68.2%) 789BC
  95.4% probability
    842BC (95.4%) 777BC
 Agreement  99.5%
T-17 Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    816BC (68.2%) 607BC
  95.4% probability
    834BC (95.4%) 343BC
Sum-T-17 Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    763BC (68.2%) 440BC
  95.4% probability
    800BC (95.2%) 236BC
    228BC ( 0.2%) 223BC
T-16 Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    606BC (68.2%) 206BC
  95.4% probability
    754BC (95.4%) 118BC
Sum-T-16 Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    404BC (68.2%) 106BC
  95.4% probability
    621BC (95.4%) 56BC
T-15 Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    232BC (68.2%) 46BC
  95.4% probability
    476BC (95.4%) 8BC
Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    128BC (68.2%) 40BC
  95.4% probability
    163BC (95.4%) 3BC
RR0705_96PC_399_401_SUM-232 Poste-
rior 
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  68.2% probability
    141BC (68.2%) 53BC
  95.4% probability
    175BC (95.4%) 14BC
 Agreement  97.8%
Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    11 (68.2%) 13
  95.4% probability
    10 (95.4%) 14
 Agreement 100.2%
T-14 Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    105BC (68.2%) 17AD
  95.4% probability
    148BC (95.4%) 109AD
Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    70BC (68.2%) 77AD
  95.4% probability
    123BC (95.4%) 165AD
RR0705_104PC_207_209_SUM-115 Poste-
rior 
  68.2% probability
    87BC (68.2%) 59AD
  95.4% probability
    140BC (95.4%) 148AD
 Agreement 130.1%
Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    15 (68.2%) 19
  95.4% probability
    13 (95.4%) 21
 Agreement  99.9%
T-13 Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    39BC (68.2%) 142AD
  95.4% probability
    97BC (95.4%) 236AD
Sum-T-13 Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    21AD (68.2%) 201AD
  95.4% probability

    50BC (95.4%) 276AD
T-12 Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    87AD (68.2%) 267AD
  95.4% probability
    13BC (95.4%) 320AD
Sum-T-12 Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    157AD (68.2%) 303AD
  95.4% probability
    49AD (95.4%) 341AD
T-11 Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    224AD (68.2%) 336AD
  95.4% probability
    115AD (95.4%) 368AD
Sum-T-11 Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    284AD (68.2%) 348AD
  95.4% probability
    257AD (95.4%) 377AD
Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    284AD (68.2%) 348AD
  95.4% probability
    257AD (95.4%) 377AD
 Agreement 107.2%
Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    284AD (68.2%) 348AD
  95.4% probability
    257AD (95.4%) 377AD
 Agreement  98.9%
T-10 Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    341AD (68.2%) 468AD
  95.4% probability
    288AD (95.4%) 482AD
Sum-T-10 Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    457AD (68.2%) 484AD
  95.4% probability
    442AD (95.4%) 509AD
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Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    457AD (68.2%) 484AD
  95.4% probability
    442AD (95.4%) 509AD
 Agreement  68.1%
Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    457AD (68.2%) 484AD
  95.4% probability
    442AD (95.4%) 509AD
Warning! Poor agreement - A= 52.1%(A’c= 
60.0%)
 Poor agreement  52.1%
Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    457AD (68.2%) 484AD
  95.4% probability
    442AD (95.4%) 509AD
Warning! Poor agreement - A=  2.0%(A’c= 
60.0%)
 Poor agreement   2.0%
Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    457AD (68.2%) 484AD
  95.4% probability
    442AD (95.4%) 509AD
 Agreement 124.1%
Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    457AD (68.2%) 484AD
  95.4% probability
    442AD (95.4%) 509AD
Warning! Poor agreement - A= 36.7%(A’c= 
60.0%)
 Poor agreement  36.7%
T-9 Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    462AD (68.2%) 578AD
  95.4% probability
    449AD (95.4%) 722AD
Sum-T-9 Posterior 
  68.2% probability

    492AD (68.2%) 675AD
  95.4% probability
    470AD (95.4%) 798AD
T-8 Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    565AD (68.2%) 796AD
  95.4% probability
    496AD (95.4%) 871AD
Sum-T-8 Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    684AD (68.2%) 873AD
  95.4% probability
    566AD (95.4%) 912AD
T-7 Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    776AD (68.2%) 916AD
  95.4% probability
    641AD (95.4%) 956AD
Sum-T-7 Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    862AD (68.2%) 930AD
  95.4% probability
    822AD (95.4%) 967AD
Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    862AD (68.2%) 930AD
  95.4% probability
    822AD (95.4%) 967AD
Warning! Poor agreement - A= 35.7%(A’c= 
60.0%)
 Poor agreement  35.7%
Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    862AD (68.2%) 930AD
  95.4% probability
    822AD (95.4%) 967AD
 Agreement  73.1%
T-6 Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    881AD (68.2%) 1036AD
  95.4% probability
    844AD (95.4%) 1163AD
Sum-T-6 Posterior 
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  68.2% probability
    970AD ( 0.9%) 973AD
    979AD (67.3%) 1161AD
  95.4% probability
    905AD (95.4%) 1215AD
T-5 Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    1106AD (68.2%) 1237AD
  95.4% probability
    969AD (95.4%) 1257AD
Sum-T-5 Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    1193AD (68.2%) 1241AD
  95.4% probability
    1175AD (95.4%) 1265AD
Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    1193AD (68.2%) 1241AD
  95.4% probability
    1175AD (95.4%) 1265AD
 Agreement 114.8%
Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    1193AD (68.2%) 1241AD
  95.4% probability
    1175AD (95.4%) 1265AD
 Agreement 116.3%
T-4 Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    1231AD (68.2%) 1298AD
  95.4% probability
    1197AD (95.4%) 1315AD
Sum-T-4 Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    1293AD (68.2%) 1317AD
  95.4% probability
    1281AD (95.4%) 1331AD
Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    1293AD (68.2%) 1317AD
  95.4% probability
    1281AD (95.4%) 1331AD
 Agreement  77.7%

Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    1293AD (68.2%) 1317AD
  95.4% probability
    1281AD (95.4%) 1331AD
 Agreement  72.1%
T-3 Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    1296AD (56.7%) 1465AD
    1526AD ( 0.7%) 1529AD
    1545AD (10.8%) 1590AD
  95.4% probability
    1293AD (95.4%) 1653AD
Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    1611AD (68.2%) 1689AD
  95.4% probability
    1572AD (95.4%) 1705AD
RR0705_104TC_011_013_SUM-176 Poste-
rior 
  68.2% probability
    1575AD (68.2%) 1655AD
  95.4% probability
    1536AD (95.4%) 1670AD
 Agreement  99.0%
Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    32 (68.2%) 38
  95.4% probability
    29 (95.4%) 41
 Agreement 100.0%
T-2 Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    1689AD (68.2%) 1875AD
  95.4% probability
    1625AD (95.4%) 1940AD
Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    1832AD (68.2%) 1919AD
  95.4% probability
    1772AD ( 1.8%) 1793AD
    1812AD (93.6%) 1962AD
RR0705_96PC_206_208_SUM-227 Poste-
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rior 
  68.2% probability
    1825AD (68.2%) 1911AD
  95.4% probability
    1763AD ( 1.9%) 1785AD
    1804AD (93.5%) 1953AD
 Agreement  92.3%
Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    7 (68.2%) 9
  95.4% probability
    6 (95.4%) 10
 Agreement 100.0%
T-1 Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    1903AD (68.2%) 2002AD
  95.4% probability
    1839AD (95.4%) 2010AD
Sum-T-1 Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    1957AD (68.2%) 2010AD
  95.4% probability
    1889AD (95.4%) 2010AD
T-0 Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    2006AD (68.2%) 2007AD
  95.4% probability
    2006AD (95.4%) 2007AD
 Agreement 100.0%
) MCMC(240000)
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2004 Passes

OxCal v4.2.3 Bronk Ramsey (2013); r:5
 IntCal13 atmospheric curve (Reimer et al 
2013)
FALSE
OxCal v4.2.3 Bronk Ramsey (2013); r:5
Marine13 Curve(Marine13.14c)
 Marine13 marine curve (Reimer et al 2013)
LocalMarine Delta_R(16,11)
  68.2% probability
    3 (68.2%) 29
  95.4% probability
    -7 (95.4%) 39
-8000
 : -8000
( Boundary Start
Start Boundary(-8000)
  68.2% probability
    8002BC (68.2%) 8001BC
  95.4% probability
    8002BC (95.4%) 8001BC
) Boundary Start
RR0705_108PC_345_347_SUM-195 R_
Date(7175,20)
  68.2% probability
    5702BC (68.2%) 5645BC
  95.4% probability
    5727BC (95.4%) 5619BC
N(174,17)
  68.2% probability
    157 (68.2%) 191
  95.4% probability
    140 (95.4%) 208
( Calculate 
RR0705_108PC_345_347_SUM-
195+N(174,17)
  68.2% probability
    5532BC (68.2%) 5465BC
  95.4% probability
    5566BC (95.4%) 5433BC
) Calculate 
T-29 Boundary()

RR0705_108PC_330_332_SUM-041 R_
Date(6685,25)
  68.2% probability
    5287BC (68.2%) 5220BC
  95.4% probability
    5318BC (95.4%) 5192BC
N(64,6)
  68.2% probability
    58 (68.2%) 70
  95.4% probability
    52 (95.4%) 76
( Calculate 
RR0705_108PC_330_332_SUM-
041+N(64,6)
  68.2% probability
    5224BC (68.2%) 5155BC
  95.4% probability
    5256BC (95.4%) 5126BC
) Calculate 
T-28 Boundary()
RR0705_108PC_312.5_314.5_SUM-043 
R_Date(6115,20)
  68.2% probability
    4621BC (68.2%) 4527BC
  95.4% probability
    4666BC (95.4%) 4493BC
N(53,5)
  68.2% probability
    48 (68.2%) 58
  95.4% probability
    43 (95.4%) 63
( Calculate 
RR0705_108PC_312.5_314.5_SUM-
043+N(53,5)
  68.2% probability
    4566BC (68.2%) 4474BC
  95.4% probability
    4614BC (95.4%) 4440BC
) Calculate 
RR0705_103PC_383_385_SUM-253 R_
Date(6020,25)
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  68.2% probability
    4511BC (68.2%) 4431BC
  95.4% probability
    4546BC (95.4%) 4370BC
N(13,1)
  68.2% probability
    12 (68.2%) 14
  95.4% probability
    11 (95.4%) 15
( Calculate 
RR0705_103PC_383_385_SUM-
253+N(13,1)
  68.2% probability
    4499BC (68.2%) 4418BC
  95.4% probability
    4533BC (95.4%) 4356BC
) Calculate 
( Combine Sum-T-28
Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    4514BC (68.2%) 4455BC
  95.4% probability
    4546BC (95.4%) 4427BC
 Agreement  94.4%
Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    4514BC (68.2%) 4455BC
  95.4% probability
    4546BC (95.4%) 4427BC
 Agreement  95.4%
Sum-T-28 Combine()
 X2-Test: df=1 T=1.326(5% 3.841)
  68.2% probability
    4514BC (68.2%) 4455BC
  95.4% probability
    4546BC (95.4%) 4427BC
 Agreement n=2 Acomb= 92.9%(An= 
50.0%)
) Combine Sum-T-28
T-27 Boundary()
RR0705_108PC_290.5_292.5_SUM-044 
R_Date(5950,20)
  68.2% probability

    4428BC (68.2%) 4357BC
  95.4% probability
    4455BC (95.4%) 4331BC
N(19,2)
  68.2% probability
    17 (68.2%) 21
  95.4% probability
    15 (95.4%) 23
( Calculate 
RR0705_108PC_290.5_292.5_SUM-
044+N(19,2)
  68.2% probability
    4408BC (68.2%) 4338BC
  95.4% probability
    4436BC (95.4%) 4312BC
) Calculate 
T-26 Boundary()
RR0705_103PC_324_326_SUM-224 R_
Date(5575,25)
  68.2% probability
    4023BC (68.2%) 3956BC
  95.4% probability
    4071BC (95.4%) 3926BC
N(17,2)
  68.2% probability
    15 (68.2%) 19
  95.4% probability
    13 (95.4%) 21
( Calculate 
RR0705_103PC_324_326_SUM-
224+N(17,2)
  68.2% probability
    4005BC (68.2%) 3940BC
  95.4% probability
    4055BC (95.4%) 3908BC
) Calculate 
T-25 Boundary()
RR0705_108PC_257_259_SUM-042 R_
Date(4840,20)
  68.2% probability
    3247BC (68.2%) 3106BC
  95.4% probability
    3302BC (95.4%) 3067BC
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N(52,5)
  68.2% probability
    47 (68.2%) 57
  95.4% probability
    42 (95.4%) 62
( Calculate 
RR0705_108PC_257_259_SUM-
042+N(52,5)
  68.2% probability
    3194BC (68.2%) 3055BC
  95.4% probability
    3249BC (95.4%) 3013BC
) Calculate 
T-24 Boundary()
Sum-T-24 
T-23 Boundary()
RR0705_108PC_212.5_214.5_SUM-045 
R_Date(4625,20)
  68.2% probability
    2899BC (68.2%) 2856BC
  95.4% probability
    2952BC (95.4%) 2830BC
N(46,5)
  68.2% probability
    41 (68.2%) 51
  95.4% probability
    36 (95.4%) 56
( Calculate 
RR0705_108PC_212.5_214.5_SUM-
045+N(46,5)
  68.2% probability
    2854BC (68.2%) 2809BC
  95.4% probability
    2905BC (95.4%) 2782BC
) Calculate 
T-22 Boundary()
Sum-T-22 
T-21 Boundary()
RR0705_108PC_194_196_SUM-194 R_
Date(4340,20)
  68.2% probability
    2542BC (68.2%) 2466BC
  95.4% probability

    2580BC (95.4%) 2434BC
N(24,2)
  68.2% probability
    22 (68.2%) 26
  95.4% probability
    20 (95.4%) 28
( Calculate 
RR0705_108PC_194_196_SUM-
194+N(24,2)
  68.2% probability
    2517BC (68.2%) 2442BC
  95.4% probability
    2557BC (95.4%) 2409BC
) Calculate 
RR0705_103PC_209_211_SUM-050 R_
Date(4360,20)
  68.2% probability
    2560BC (68.2%) 2480BC
  95.4% probability
    2606BC (95.4%) 2455BC
N(3)
  68.2% probability
    3 (68.2%) 4
  95.4% probability
    3 (95.4%) 4
( Calculate 
RR0705_103PC_209_211_SUM-050+N(3)
  68.2% probability
    2557BC (68.2%) 2478BC
  95.4% probability
    2603BC (95.4%) 2451BC
) Calculate 
( Combine Sum-T-21
Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    2527BC (68.2%) 2472BC
  95.4% probability
    2550BC (95.4%) 2450BC
 Agreement 104.4%
Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    2527BC (68.2%) 2472BC
  95.4% probability
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    2550BC (95.4%) 2450BC
 Agreement 108.4%
Sum-T-21 Combine()
 X2-Test: df=1 T=0.196(5% 3.841)
  68.2% probability
    2527BC (68.2%) 2472BC
  95.4% probability
    2550BC (95.4%) 2450BC
 Agreement n=2 Acomb=109.2%(An= 
50.0%)
) Combine Sum-T-21
T-20 Boundary()
RR0705_103PC_174_176_SUM-087 R_
Date(3925,20)
  68.2% probability
    1975BC (68.2%) 1889BC
  95.4% probability
    2022BC (95.4%) 1862BC
N(125,13)
  68.2% probability
    112 (68.2%) 138
  95.4% probability
    99 (95.4%) 151
( Calculate 
RR0705_103PC_174_176_SUM-
087+N(125,13)
  68.2% probability
    1854BC (68.2%) 1765BC
  95.4% probability
    1903BC (95.4%) 1729BC
) Calculate 
( Combine Sum-T-20
Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    1854BC (68.2%) 1765BC
  95.4% probability
    1903BC (95.4%) 1729BC
 Agreement 100.0%
Sum-T-20 Combine()
 X2-Test: df=0 T=1.000(5% 0.000)
  68.2% probability
    1854BC (68.2%) 1765BC
  95.4% probability

    1903BC (95.4%) 1729BC
 Agreement n=1 Acomb=100.0%(An= 
70.7%)
) Combine Sum-T-20
T-19 Boundary()
RR0705_108PC_156_158_SUM-083 R_
Date(3500,15)
  68.2% probability
    1449BC (68.2%) 1386BC
  95.4% probability
    1488BC (95.4%) 1362BC
N(74,7)
  68.2% probability
    67 (68.2%) 81
  95.4% probability
    60 (95.4%) 88
( Calculate 
RR0705_108PC_156_158_SUM-
083+N(74,7)
  68.2% probability
    1376BC (68.2%) 1311BC
  95.4% probability
    1416BC (95.4%) 1284BC
) Calculate 
T-18 Boundary()
RR0705_108PC_132.5_134.5_SUM-081 
R_Date(3035,15)
  68.2% probability
    859BC (68.2%) 798BC
  95.4% probability
    895BC (95.4%) 786BC
N(0)
  68.2% probability
    -0 (68.2%) 1
  95.4% probability
    -0 (95.4%) 1
( Calculate 
RR0705_108PC_132.5_134.5_SUM-
081+N(0)
  68.2% probability
    858BC (68.2%) 798BC
  95.4% probability
    896BC (95.4%) 785BC
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) Calculate 
RR0705_104PC_326_328_SUM-235 R_
Date(3000,35)
  68.2% probability
    840BC (68.2%) 768BC
  95.4% probability
    894BC (95.4%) 747BC
N(6,1)
  68.2% probability
    5 (68.2%) 7
  95.4% probability
    4 (95.4%) 8
( Calculate 
RR0705_104PC_326_328_SUM-
235+N(6,1)
  68.2% probability
    835BC (68.2%) 761BC
  95.4% probability
    888BC (95.4%) 741BC
) Calculate 
RR0705_103TC_079_081_SUM-180 R_
Date(2985,20)
  68.2% probability
    813BC (68.2%) 768BC
  95.4% probability
    856BC (95.4%) 747BC
N(0)
  68.2% probability
    -0 (68.2%) 1
  95.4% probability
    -0 (95.4%) 1
( Calculate 
RR0705_103TC_079_081_SUM-180+N(0)
  68.2% probability
    812BC (68.2%) 768BC
  95.4% probability
    854BC (95.4%) 746BC
) Calculate 
( Combine Sum-T-18
Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    816BC (68.2%) 789BC
  95.4% probability

    839BC (95.4%) 777BC
 Agreement  98.7%
Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    816BC (68.2%) 789BC
  95.4% probability
    839BC (95.4%) 777BC
 Agreement 128.7%
Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    816BC (68.2%) 789BC
  95.4% probability
    839BC (95.4%) 777BC
 Agreement 102.1%
Sum-T-18 Combine()
 X2-Test: df=2 T=1.421(5% 5.991)
  68.2% probability
    816BC (68.2%) 789BC
  95.4% probability
    839BC (95.4%) 777BC
 Agreement n=3 Acomb=116.2%(An= 
40.8%)
) Combine Sum-T-18
T-17 Boundary()
Sum-T-17 
T-16 Boundary()
Sum-T-16 
T-15 Boundary()
RR0705_96PC_399_401_SUM-232 R_
Date(2410,20)
  68.2% probability
    124BC (68.2%) 32BC
  95.4% probability
    162BC (95.4%) 9AD
N(12,1)
  68.2% probability
    11 (68.2%) 13
  95.4% probability
    10 (95.4%) 14
( Calculate 
RR0705_96PC_399_401_SUM-
232+N(12,1)
  68.2% probability
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    110BC (68.2%) 20BC
  95.4% probability
    150BC (95.4%) 21AD
) Calculate 
T-14 Boundary()
RR0705_104PC_207_209_SUM-115 R_
Date(2420,220)
  68.2% probability
    372BC (68.2%) 164AD
  95.4% probability
    696BC (95.4%) 398AD
N(17,2)
  68.2% probability
    15 (68.2%) 19
  95.4% probability
    13 (95.4%) 21
( Calculate 
RR0705_104PC_207_209_SUM-
115+N(17,2)
  68.2% probability
    355BC (68.2%) 181AD
  95.4% probability
    679BC (95.4%) 415AD
) Calculate 
T-13 Boundary()
Sum-T-13 
T-12 Boundary()
Sum-T-12 
T-11 Boundary()
RR0705_103TC_039_041_SUM-179 R_
Date(2065,20)
  68.2% probability
    287AD (68.2%) 379AD
  95.4% probability
    257AD (95.4%) 411AD
N(0)
  68.2% probability
    -0 (68.2%) 1
  95.4% probability
    -0 (95.4%) 1
( Calculate 
RR0705_103TC_039_041_SUM-179+N(0)
  68.2% probability

    288AD (68.2%) 378AD
  95.4% probability
    256AD (95.4%) 411AD
) Calculate 
RR0705_96PC_374_376_SUM-090 R_
Date(2115,20)
  68.2% probability
    237AD (68.2%) 329AD
  95.4% probability
    178AD (95.4%) 362AD
N(7,1)
  68.2% probability
    6 (68.2%) 8
  95.4% probability
    5 (95.4%) 9
( Calculate 
RR0705_96PC_374_376_SUM-090+N(7,1)
  68.2% probability
    244AD (68.2%) 335AD
  95.4% probability
    184AD (95.4%) 369AD
) Calculate 
( Combine Sum-T-11
Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    273AD (68.2%) 338AD
  95.4% probability
    251AD (95.4%) 369AD
 Agreement 101.9%
Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    273AD (68.2%) 338AD
  95.4% probability
    251AD (95.4%) 369AD
 Agreement 106.9%
Sum-T-11 Combine()
 X2-Test: df=1 T=0.942(5% 3.841)
  68.2% probability
    273AD (68.2%) 338AD
  95.4% probability
    251AD (95.4%) 369AD
 Agreement n=2 Acomb=106.2%(An= 
50.0%)
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) Combine Sum-T-11
T-10 Boundary()
RR0705_108TC_020_022_SUM-172 R_
Date(1930,20)
  68.2% probability
    446AD (68.2%) 531AD
  95.4% probability
    418AD (95.4%) 567AD
N(44,4)
  68.2% probability
    40 (68.2%) 48
  95.4% probability
    36 (95.4%) 52
( Calculate 
RR0705_108TC_020_022_SUM-
172+N(44,4)
  68.2% probability
    489AD (68.2%) 575AD
  95.4% probability
    462AD (95.4%) 612AD
) Calculate 
RR0705_103PC_049_051_SUM-054 R_
Date(1940,25)
  68.2% probability
    434AD (68.2%) 524AD
  95.4% probability
    402AD (95.4%) 567AD
N(18,2)
  68.2% probability
    16 (68.2%) 20
  95.4% probability
    14 (95.4%) 22
( Calculate 
RR0705_103PC_049_051_SUM-
054+N(18,2)
  68.2% probability
    452AD (68.2%) 541AD
  95.4% probability
    421AD (95.4%) 584AD
) Calculate 
RR0705_103TC_036_038_SUM-178 R_
Date(1890,20)
  68.2% probability

    484AD (68.2%) 575AD
  95.4% probability
    445AD (95.4%) 606AD
N(23,2)
  68.2% probability
    21 (68.2%) 25
  95.4% probability
    19 (95.4%) 27
( Calculate 
RR0705_103TC_036_038_SUM-
178+N(23,2)
  68.2% probability
    507AD (68.2%) 597AD
  95.4% probability
    467AD (95.4%) 630AD
) Calculate 
( Combine Sum-T-10
Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    498AD (68.2%) 558AD
  95.4% probability
    475AD (95.4%) 580AD
 Agreement 112.7%
Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    498AD (68.2%) 558AD
  95.4% probability
    475AD (95.4%) 580AD
 Agreement  98.7%
Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    498AD (68.2%) 558AD
  95.4% probability
    475AD (95.4%) 580AD
 Agreement 103.1%
Sum-T-10 Combine()
 X2-Test: df=2 T=0.985(5% 5.991)
  68.2% probability
    498AD (68.2%) 558AD
  95.4% probability
    475AD (95.4%) 580AD
 Agreement n=3 Acomb=108.3%(An= 
40.8%)
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) Combine Sum-T-10
T-9 Boundary()
Sum-T-9 
T-8 Boundary()
Sum-T-8 
T-7 Boundary()
RR0705_96PC_287.5_289.5_SUM-089 
R_Date(1490,15)
  68.2% probability
    900AD (68.2%) 975AD
  95.4% probability
    857AD (95.4%) 1006AD
N(3)
  68.2% probability
    3 (68.2%) 4
  95.4% probability
    3 (95.4%) 4
( Calculate 
RR0705_96PC_287.5_289.5_SUM-
089+N(3)
  68.2% probability
    905AD (68.2%) 975AD
  95.4% probability
    859AD (95.4%) 1010AD
) Calculate 
T-6 Boundary()
Sum-T-6 
T-5 Boundary()
RR0705_104TC_047.5_049.5_SUM-175 
R_Date(1220,20)
  68.2% probability
    1179AD (68.2%) 1245AD
  95.4% probability
    1140AD (95.4%) 1277AD
N(12,1)
  68.2% probability
    11 (68.2%) 13
  95.4% probability
    10 (95.4%) 14
( Calculate 
RR0705_104TC_047.5_049.5_SUM-
175+N(12,1)
  68.2% probability

    1191AD (68.2%) 1256AD
  95.4% probability
    1153AD (95.4%) 1289AD
) Calculate 
RR0705_103PC_020_022_SUM-084 R_
Date(1225,20)
  68.2% probability
    1173AD (68.2%) 1241AD
  95.4% probability
    1131AD (95.4%) 1274AD
N(5)
  68.2% probability
    4 (68.2%) 5
  95.4% probability
    4 (95.4%) 5
( Calculate 
RR0705_103PC_020_022_SUM-084+N(5)
  68.2% probability
    1178AD (68.2%) 1247AD
  95.4% probability
    1138AD (95.4%) 1279AD
) Calculate 
( Combine Sum-T-5
Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    1193AD (68.2%) 1242AD
  95.4% probability
    1175AD (95.4%) 1267AD
 Agreement 114.0%
Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    1193AD (68.2%) 1242AD
  95.4% probability
    1175AD (95.4%) 1267AD
 Agreement 115.4%
Sum-T-5 Combine()
 X2-Test: df=1 T=0.069(5% 3.841)
  68.2% probability
    1193AD (68.2%) 1242AD
  95.4% probability
    1175AD (95.4%) 1267AD
 Agreement n=2 Acomb=121.4%(An= 
50.0%)
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) Combine Sum-T-5
T-4 Boundary()
RR0705_104PC_049.5_051.5_SUM-060 
R_Date(1065,20)
  68.2% probability
    1294AD (68.2%) 1351AD
  95.4% probability
    1286AD (95.4%) 1396AD
N(9,1)
  68.2% probability
    8 (68.2%) 10
  95.4% probability
    7 (95.4%) 11
( Calculate 
RR0705_104PC_049.5_051.5_SUM-
060+N(9,1)
  68.2% probability
    1303AD (68.2%) 1359AD
  95.4% probability
    1294AD (95.4%) 1405AD
) Calculate 
RR0705_96PC_222_224_SUM-228 R_
Date(1145,15)
  68.2% probability
    1255AD (68.2%) 1295AD
  95.4% probability
    1225AD (95.4%) 1310AD
N(8,1)
  68.2% probability
    7 (68.2%) 9
  95.4% probability
    6 (95.4%) 10
( Calculate 
RR0705_96PC_222_224_SUM-228+N(8,1)
  68.2% probability
    1262AD (68.2%) 1303AD
  95.4% probability
    1233AD (95.4%) 1318AD
) Calculate 
( Combine Sum-T-4
Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    1292AD (68.2%) 1317AD

  95.4% probability
    1280AD (95.4%) 1329AD
 Agreement  74.9%
Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    1292AD (68.2%) 1317AD
  95.4% probability
    1280AD (95.4%) 1329AD
 Agreement  74.8%
Sum-T-4 Combine()
 X2-Test: df=1 T=3.163(5% 3.841)
  68.2% probability
    1292AD (68.2%) 1317AD
  95.4% probability
    1280AD (95.4%) 1329AD
 Agreement n=2 Acomb= 66.4%(An= 
50.0%)
) Combine Sum-T-4
T-3 Boundary()
RR0705_104TC_011_013_SUM-176 R_
Date(705,20)
  68.2% probability
    1583AD (68.2%) 1660AD
  95.4% probability
    1540AD (95.4%) 1673AD
N(35,3)
  68.2% probability
    32 (68.2%) 38
  95.4% probability
    29 (95.4%) 41
( Calculate 
RR0705_104TC_011_013_SUM-
176+N(35,3)
  68.2% probability
    1616AD (68.2%) 1695AD
  95.4% probability
    1574AD (95.4%) 1709AD
) Calculate 
T-2 Boundary()
RR0705_96PC_206_208_SUM-227 R_
Date(480,15)
Warning! Date may extend out of range - 
480+/-15BP
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Warning! Date probably out of range - 
480+/-15BP
  68.2% probability
    1865AD (68.2%) ...
  95.4% probability
    1818AD (95.4%) ...
N(8,1)
  68.2% probability
    7 (68.2%) 9
  95.4% probability
    6 (95.4%) 10
( Calculate 
RR0705_96PC_206_208_SUM-227+N(8,1)
  68.2% probability
    1872AD (32.6%) 1920AD
    1926AD (35.6%) ...
  95.4% probability
    1828AD (95.4%) ...
) Calculate 
T-1 Boundary()
Sum-T-1 
2007
 : 2007
( Boundary T-0
T-0 Boundary(2007)
  68.2% probability
    2006AD (68.2%) 2007AD
  95.4% probability
    2006AD (95.4%) 2007AD
) Boundary T-0
( Sequence 2004 Region Gap
2004 Region Gap Sequence()
) Sequence 2004 Region Gap
Posterior 
( MCMC(30000)
Overall agreement 104.4%
Dynamic agreement  96.9%
LocalMarine Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    1 (68.2%) 21
  95.4% probability
    -10 (95.4%) 31
 Agreement  98.1%

Start Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    8002BC (68.2%) 8001BC
  95.4% probability
    8002BC (95.4%) 8001BC
 Agreement 100.0%
Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    5539BC (68.2%) 5472BC
  95.4% probability
    5571BC (95.4%) 5439BC
RR0705_108PC_345_347_SUM-195 Poste-
rior 
  68.2% probability
    5709BC (68.2%) 5650BC
  95.4% probability
    5733BC (95.4%) 5622BC
 Agreement  98.8%
Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    156 (68.2%) 190
  95.4% probability
    139 (95.4%) 207
 Agreement 100.2%
T-29 Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    5420BC ( 1.6%) 5414BC
    5407BC (66.6%) 5200BC
  95.4% probability
    5508BC (95.4%) 5164BC
Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    5224BC (68.2%) 5155BC
  95.4% probability
    5255BC (95.4%) 5128BC
RR0705_108PC_330_332_SUM-041 Poste-
rior 
  68.2% probability
    5287BC (68.2%) 5221BC
  95.4% probability
    5318BC (95.4%) 5195BC
 Agreement 100.1%
Posterior 
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  68.2% probability
    58 (68.2%) 70
  95.4% probability
    52 (95.4%) 76
 Agreement  99.8%
T-28 Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    5196BC (25.5%) 5004BC
    4997BC ( 0.4%) 4993BC
    4738BC ( 0.4%) 4734BC
    4725BC (41.9%) 4468BC
  95.4% probability
    5207BC (95.4%) 4466BC
Sum-T-28 Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    4517BC (68.2%) 4461BC
  95.4% probability
    4549BC (95.4%) 4431BC
Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    4517BC (68.2%) 4461BC
  95.4% probability
    4549BC (95.4%) 4431BC
 Agreement  99.9%
Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    4517BC (68.2%) 4461BC
  95.4% probability
    4549BC (95.4%) 4431BC
 Agreement  90.1%
T-27 Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    4476BC (68.2%) 4384BC
  95.4% probability
    4511BC (95.4%) 4341BC
Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    4404BC (68.2%) 4338BC
  95.4% probability
    4433BC (95.4%) 4313BC
RR0705_108PC_290.5_292.5_SUM-044 
Posterior 
  68.2% probability

    4426BC (68.2%) 4356BC
  95.4% probability
    4452BC (95.4%) 4333BC
 Agreement 102.1%
Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    17 (68.2%) 21
  95.4% probability
    15 (95.4%) 23
 Agreement 100.2%
T-26 Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    4396BC (68.2%) 4131BC
  95.4% probability
    4413BC (95.4%) 3982BC
Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    4010BC (68.2%) 3941BC
  95.4% probability
    4063BC (95.4%) 3911BC
RR0705_103PC_324_326_SUM-224 Poste-
rior 
  68.2% probability
    4026BC (68.2%) 3960BC
  95.4% probability
    4078BC (95.4%) 3929BC
 Agreement  99.2%
Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    15 (68.2%) 19
  95.4% probability
    13 (95.4%) 21
 Agreement 100.1%
T-25 Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    3969BC (19.7%) 3784BC
    3779BC ( 1.2%) 3761BC
    3728BC ( 0.4%) 3724BC
    3519BC ( 1.6%) 3502BC
    3484BC (45.3%) 3121BC
  95.4% probability
    3981BC (95.4%) 3090BC
Posterior 
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  68.2% probability
    3225BC (68.2%) 3096BC
  95.4% probability
    3255BC (95.4%) 3037BC
RR0705_108PC_257_259_SUM-042 Poste-
rior 
  68.2% probability
    3277BC (68.2%) 3149BC
  95.4% probability
    3306BC (95.4%) 3091BC
 Agreement  98.6%
Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    47 (68.2%) 57
  95.4% probability
    42 (95.4%) 62
 Agreement  99.9%
T-24 Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    3158BC (68.2%) 2964BC
  95.4% probability
    3215BC (95.4%) 2872BC
Sum-T-24 Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    3047BC (68.2%) 2869BC
  95.4% probability
    3148BC (95.4%) 2834BC
T-23 Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    2949BC (68.2%) 2822BC
  95.4% probability
    3077BC (95.4%) 2804BC
Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    2856BC (68.2%) 2813BC
  95.4% probability
    2906BC (95.4%) 2789BC
RR0705_108PC_212.5_214.5_SUM-045 
Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    2901BC (68.2%) 2860BC
  95.4% probability
    2950BC (95.4%) 2836BC

 Agreement  99.8%
Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    41 (68.2%) 51
  95.4% probability
    36 (95.4%) 56
 Agreement 100.1%
T-22 Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    2852BC (68.2%) 2713BC
  95.4% probability
    2880BC (95.4%) 2570BC
Sum-T-22 Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    2791BC (68.2%) 2595BC
  95.4% probability
    2833BC (95.4%) 2517BC
T-21 Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    2661BC (68.2%) 2488BC
  95.4% probability
    2786BC (95.4%) 2467BC
Sum-T-21 Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    2523BC (68.2%) 2468BC
  95.4% probability
    2548BC (95.4%) 2448BC
Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    2523BC (68.2%) 2468BC
  95.4% probability
    2548BC (95.4%) 2448BC
 Agreement 106.7%
Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    2523BC (68.2%) 2468BC
  95.4% probability
    2548BC (95.4%) 2448BC
 Agreement 106.3%
T-20 Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    2514BC (46.3%) 2243BC
    2235BC ( 1.6%) 2221BC
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    2015BC ( 1.5%) 2002BC
    1986BC ( 0.8%) 1979BC
    1968BC (18.0%) 1831BC
  95.4% probability
    2519BC (95.4%) 1813BC
Sum-T-20 Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    1856BC (68.2%) 1767BC
  95.4% probability
    1904BC (95.4%) 1733BC
Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    1856BC (68.2%) 1767BC
  95.4% probability
    1904BC (95.4%) 1733BC
 Agreement  99.6%
T-19 Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    1772BC (22.6%) 1660BC
    1655BC ( 0.5%) 1652BC
    1642BC ( 1.2%) 1636BC
    1631BC ( 0.8%) 1627BC
    1601BC ( 0.9%) 1596BC
    1585BC ( 1.9%) 1575BC
    1565BC ( 1.8%) 1555BC
    1536BC (38.6%) 1357BC
  95.4% probability
    1829BC (95.4%) 1332BC
Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    1379BC (68.2%) 1316BC
  95.4% probability
    1417BC (95.4%) 1292BC
RR0705_108PC_156_158_SUM-083 Poste-
rior 
  68.2% probability
    1452BC (68.2%) 1391BC
  95.4% probability
    1489BC (95.4%) 1368BC
 Agreement  99.8%
Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    67 (68.2%) 81

  95.4% probability
    60 (95.4%) 88
 Agreement  99.8%
T-18 Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    1340BC (22.6%) 1206BC
    1194BC ( 0.7%) 1189BC
    1044BC ( 0.4%) 1041BC
    1022BC (44.5%) 798BC
  95.4% probability
    1347BC (95.4%) 796BC
Sum-T-18 Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    817BC (68.2%) 789BC
  95.4% probability
    842BC (95.4%) 777BC
Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    817BC (68.2%) 789BC
  95.4% probability
    842BC (95.4%) 777BC
 Agreement 100.7%
Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    817BC (68.2%) 789BC
  95.4% probability
    842BC (95.4%) 777BC
 Agreement 127.3%
Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    817BC (68.2%) 789BC
  95.4% probability
    842BC (95.4%) 777BC
 Agreement  99.4%
T-17 Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    816BC (68.2%) 601BC
  95.4% probability
    834BC (95.4%) 347BC
Sum-T-17 Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    759BC (68.2%) 433BC
  95.4% probability
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    799BC (95.4%) 232BC
T-16 Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    593BC (68.2%) 204BC
  95.4% probability
    750BC (95.4%) 115BC
Sum-T-16 Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    404BC (68.2%) 105BC
  95.4% probability
    617BC (95.4%) 52BC
T-15 Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    227BC (68.2%) 43BC
  95.4% probability
    465BC (95.4%) 4BC
Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    125BC (68.2%) 38BC
  95.4% probability
    160BC (95.4%) 3BC
RR0705_96PC_399_401_SUM-232 Poste-
rior 
  68.2% probability
    136BC (68.2%) 50BC
  95.4% probability
    172BC (95.4%) 15BC
 Agreement  98.1%
Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    11 (68.2%) 13
  95.4% probability
    10 (95.4%) 14
 Agreement  99.9%
T-14 Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    105BC (68.2%) 16AD
  95.4% probability
    148BC (95.4%) 103AD
Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    70BC (68.2%) 73AD
  95.4% probability

    123BC (95.4%) 159AD
RR0705_104PC_207_209_SUM-115 Poste-
rior 
  68.2% probability
    88BC (68.2%) 55AD
  95.4% probability
    140BC (95.4%) 143AD
 Agreement 130.5%
Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    15 (68.2%) 19
  95.4% probability
    13 (95.4%) 21
 Agreement 100.0%
T-13 Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    41BC (68.2%) 134AD
  95.4% probability
    96BC (95.4%) 233AD
Sum-T-13 Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    16AD (68.2%) 195AD
  95.4% probability
    50BC (95.4%) 275AD
T-12 Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    80AD (68.2%) 261AD
  95.4% probability
    14BC (95.4%) 316AD
Sum-T-12 Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    151AD (68.2%) 301AD
  95.4% probability
    49AD (95.4%) 340AD
T-11 Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    219AD (68.2%) 334AD
  95.4% probability
    106AD (95.4%) 366AD
Sum-T-11 Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    284AD (68.2%) 348AD
  95.4% probability
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    257AD (95.4%) 377AD
Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    284AD (68.2%) 348AD
  95.4% probability
    257AD (95.4%) 377AD
 Agreement 107.3%
Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    284AD (68.2%) 348AD
  95.4% probability
    257AD (95.4%) 377AD
 Agreement  99.0%
T-10 Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    325AD (36.5%) 414AD
    426AD ( 3.0%) 434AD
    439AD (28.7%) 508AD
  95.4% probability
    288AD (95.4%) 548AD
Sum-T-10 Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    492AD (68.2%) 552AD
  95.4% probability
    472AD (95.4%) 577AD
Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    492AD (68.2%) 552AD
  95.4% probability
    472AD (95.4%) 577AD
 Agreement 112.2%
Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    492AD (68.2%) 552AD
  95.4% probability
    472AD (95.4%) 577AD
 Agreement 102.6%
Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    492AD (68.2%) 552AD
  95.4% probability
    472AD (95.4%) 577AD
 Agreement  99.3%

T-9 Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    504AD (68.2%) 642AD
  95.4% probability
    481AD (95.4%) 774AD
Sum-T-9 Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    552AD (68.2%) 736AD
  95.4% probability
    511AD (95.4%) 846AD
T-8 Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    621AD (68.2%) 845AD
  95.4% probability
    546AD (95.4%) 916AD
Sum-T-8 Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    729AD (68.2%) 912AD
  95.4% probability
    613AD (95.4%) 954AD
T-7 Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    820AD (68.2%) 958AD
  95.4% probability
    687AD (95.4%) 990AD
Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    902AD (68.2%) 972AD
  95.4% probability
    856AD (95.4%) 1002AD
RR0705_96PC_287.5_289.5_SUM-089 
Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    898AD (68.2%) 970AD
  95.4% probability
    851AD (95.4%) 1000AD
 Agreement  99.9%
Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    3 (68.2%) 4
  95.4% probability
    3 (95.4%) 4
 Agreement 100.0%
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T-6 Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    914AD (68.2%) 1059AD
  95.4% probability
    882AD (95.4%) 1175AD
Sum-T-6 Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    1007AD (68.2%) 1172AD
  95.4% probability
    937AD (95.4%) 1217AD
T-5 Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    1115AD (68.2%) 1237AD
  95.4% probability
    997AD (95.4%) 1257AD
Sum-T-5 Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    1194AD (68.2%) 1242AD
  95.4% probability
    1175AD (95.4%) 1265AD
Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    1194AD (68.2%) 1242AD
  95.4% probability
    1175AD (95.4%) 1265AD
 Agreement 114.9%
Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    1194AD (68.2%) 1242AD
  95.4% probability
    1175AD (95.4%) 1265AD
 Agreement 116.2%
T-4 Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    1232AD (68.2%) 1298AD
  95.4% probability
    1198AD (95.4%) 1316AD
Sum-T-4 Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    1293AD (68.2%) 1318AD
  95.4% probability
    1281AD (95.4%) 1331AD
Posterior 

  68.2% probability
    1293AD (68.2%) 1318AD
  95.4% probability
    1281AD (95.4%) 1331AD
 Agreement  77.9%
Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    1293AD (68.2%) 1318AD
  95.4% probability
    1281AD (95.4%) 1331AD
 Agreement  72.0%
T-3 Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    1297AD (54.4%) 1462AD
    1474AD ( 1.9%) 1482AD
    1547AD (11.9%) 1599AD
  95.4% probability
    1293AD (95.4%) 1655AD
Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    1610AD (68.2%) 1691AD
  95.4% probability
    1572AD (95.4%) 1705AD
RR0705_104TC_011_013_SUM-176 Poste-
rior 
  68.2% probability
    1576AD (68.2%) 1656AD
  95.4% probability
    1537AD (95.4%) 1670AD
 Agreement  98.8%
Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    32 (68.2%) 38
  95.4% probability
    29 (95.4%) 41
 Agreement 100.0%
T-2 Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    1693AD (68.2%) 1880AD
  95.4% probability
    1623AD (95.4%) 1938AD
Posterior 
  68.2% probability
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    1832AD (68.2%) 1922AD
  95.4% probability
    1772AD ( 1.7%) 1792AD
    1813AD (93.7%) 1962AD
RR0705_96PC_206_208_SUM-227 Poste-
rior 
  68.2% probability
    1825AD (68.2%) 1913AD
  95.4% probability
    1764AD ( 1.4%) 1784AD
    1805AD (94.0%) 1953AD
 Agreement  93.0%
Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    7 (68.2%) 9
  95.4% probability
    6 (95.4%) 10
 Agreement  99.7%
T-1 Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    1902AD (68.2%) 2003AD
  95.4% probability
    1842AD (95.4%) 2010AD
Sum-T-1 Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    1957AD (68.2%) 2010AD
  95.4% probability
    1892AD (95.4%) 2010AD
T-0 Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    2006AD (68.2%) 2007AD
  95.4% probability
    2006AD (95.4%) 2007AD
 Agreement 100.0%
) MCMC(240000)
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96PC 2004

OxCal v4.1.2 Bronk Ramsey (2009); r:5
IntCal04 atmospheric curve (Reimer et al 
2004)
FALSE
OxCal v4.1.2 Bronk Ramsey (2009); r:5
Marine Curve(Marine09.14c)
Marine data from Reimer et al (2009);
LocalMarine Delta_R(16,11)
  68.2% probability
    5 (68.2%) 28
  95.4% probability
    -7 (95.4%) 39
Start Boundary()
RR0705_96PC_206_208_SUM-227 R_
Date(480,15)
Warning! Date may extend out of range - 
480+/-15BP
Warning! Date probably out of range - 
480+/-15BP
  68.2% probability
    1865AD (68.2%) ...
  95.4% probability
    1818AD (95.4%) ...
N(67,7)
  68.2% probability
    60 (68.2%) 74
  95.4% probability
    53 (95.4%) 81
( Calculate 
RR0705_96PC_206_208_SUM-
227+N(67,7)
  68.2% probability
    1937AD (21.6%) 1974AD
    1988AD (46.6%) ...
  95.4% probability
    1889AD (95.4%) ...
) Calculate 
2007
 : 2007
( Boundary Revelle
Revelle Boundary(2007)

  68.2% probability
    2006AD (68.2%) 2007AD
  95.4% probability
    2006AD (95.4%) 2007AD
) Boundary Revelle
( Sequence 96PC 2004 Turbidite
96PC 2004 Turbidite Sequence()
) Sequence 96PC 2004 Turbidite
Posterior 
( MCMC(30000)
Overall agreement 102.0%
Dynamic agreement 102.4%
LocalMarine Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    5 (68.2%) 27
  95.4% probability
    -7 (95.4%) 38
 Agreement 100.5%
Start Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    1756AD (68.2%) 2007AD
  95.4% probability
    1477AD ( 0.2%) 1480AD
    1488AD ( 1.1%) 1502AD
    1516AD ( 0.4%) 1521AD
    1526AD (93.6%) 2008AD
Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    1941AD (68.2%) 2007AD
  95.4% probability
    1893AD (95.4%) 2011AD
 Agreement  99.3%
RR0705_96PC_206_208_SUM-227 Poste-
rior 
  68.2% probability
    1872AD (68.2%) 1942AD
  95.4% probability
    1825AD (95.4%) 1949AD
 Agreement 103.5%
Posterior 
  68.2% probability
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    60 (68.2%) 74
  95.4% probability
    53 (95.4%) 81
 Agreement 100.1%
Revelle Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    2006AD (68.2%) 2007AD
  95.4% probability
    2006AD (95.4%) 2007AD
 Agreement 100.0%
) MCMC(120000)
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102MC 2004

OxCal v4.1.2 Bronk Ramsey (2009); r:5
IntCal04 atmospheric curve (Reimer et al 
2004)
FALSE
OxCal v4.1.2 Bronk Ramsey (2009); r:5
Marine Curve(Marine09.14c)
Marine data from Reimer et al (2009);
LocalMarine Delta_R(16,11)
  68.2% probability
    5 (68.2%) 28
  95.4% probability
    -7 (95.4%) 39
Start Boundary()
RR0705_102MC_065_075_SUM-249 R_
Date(455,20)
Warning! Date may extend out of range - 
455+/-20BP
Warning! Date probably out of range - 
455+/-20BP
  68.2% probability
    1885AD (68.2%) ...
  95.4% probability
    1834AD (95.4%) ...
N(5)
  68.2% probability
    4 (68.2%) 5
  95.4% probability
    4 (95.4%) 5
( Calculate 
RR0705_102MC_065_075_SUM-249+N(5)
  68.2% probability
    1890AD (68.2%) ...
  95.4% probability
    1840AD (95.4%) ...
) Calculate 
( Sequence 96PC 2004 Turbidite
96PC 2004 Turbidite Sequence()
) Sequence 96PC 2004 Turbidite
2007
 : 2007
( Boundary Revelle

Revelle Boundary(2007)
  68.2% probability
    2006AD (68.2%) 2007AD
  95.4% probability
    2006AD (95.4%) 2007AD
) Boundary Revelle
( Sequence 
Sequence()
) Sequence 
Posterior 
( MCMC(30000)
Overall agreement 101.6%
Dynamic agreement 102.1%
LocalMarine Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    2 (68.2%) 25
  95.4% probability
    -10 (95.4%) 36
 Agreement  99.2%
Start Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    1619AD (68.2%) 1939AD
  95.4% probability
    1374AD ( 1.1%) 1387AD
    1409AD (94.3%) 1948AD
Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    1897AD (68.2%) 1956AD
  95.4% probability
    1841AD (95.4%) 1959AD
 Agreement 104.7%
RR0705_102MC_065_075_SUM-249 Pos-
terior 
  68.2% probability
    1894AD (68.2%) 1953AD
  95.4% probability
    1840AD (95.4%) 1953AD
 Agreement 104.1%
Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    5 (68.2%) 5
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  95.4% probability
    5 (95.4%) 5
 Agreement 100.0%
Revelle Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    2006AD (68.2%) 2007AD
  95.4% probability
    2006AD (95.4%) 2007AD
 Agreement 100.0%
) MCMC(120000)
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96PC P_Sequence

OxCal v4.1.2 Bronk Ramsey (2009); r:5
IntCal04 atmospheric curve (Reimer et al 
2004)
FALSE
0.371
0.356
0.339
0.267
0.237
0.227
0.185
0.128
0.12
0.11
0.05
0.04
0.02
0.015
0.01
0
0
OxCal v4.1.2 Bronk Ramsey (2009); r:5
Marine Curve(Marine09.14c)
Marine data from Reimer et al (2009);
LocalMarine Delta_R(16,11)
  68.2% probability
    5 (68.2%) 28
  95.4% probability
    -7 (95.4%) 39
Start Boundary()
RR0705_96PC_399_401_SUM-232 R_
Date(2410,20)
  68.2% probability
    123BC (68.2%) 32BC
  95.4% probability
    162BC (95.4%) 9AD
96PC-35.6 
96PC-33.9 
RR0705_96PC_374_376_SUM-090 R_
Date(2115,20)
  68.2% probability

    235AD (68.2%) 325AD
  95.4% probability
    175AD (95.4%) 364AD
96PC-23.7 
96PC-22.7 
96PC-18.5 
RR0705_96PC_287.5_289.5_SUM-089 
R_Date(1490,15)
  68.2% probability
    901AD (68.2%) 974AD
  95.4% probability
    861AD (95.4%) 1006AD
96PC-12 
96PC-11 
96PC-5 
96PC-4 
RR0705_96PC_222_224_SUM-228 R_
Date(1145,15)
  68.2% probability
    1254AD (68.2%) 1296AD
  95.4% probability
    1225AD (95.4%) 1310AD
96PC-1.5 
RR0705_96PC_206_208_SUM-227 R_
Date(480,15)
Warning! Date may extend out of range - 
480+/-15BP
Warning! Date probably out of range - 
480+/-15BP
  68.2% probability
    1865AD (68.2%) ...
  95.4% probability
    1818AD (95.4%) ...
96PC-0 
2007
 : 2007
( Boundary Revelle
Revelle Boundary(2007)
  68.2% probability
    2006AD (68.2%) 2007AD
  95.4% probability
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    2006AD (95.4%) 2007AD
) Boundary Revelle
( P_Sequence RR0705-96PC
RR0705-96PC P_Sequence(1000,50)
) P_Sequence RR0705-96PC
Page 
Depth_Model 
Posterior 
( MCMC(30000)
Warning! Poor agreement - A=  2.3%(A’c= 
60.0%)
Warning! Poor agreement - A=  2.1%(A’c= 
60.0%)
LocalMarine Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    12 (68.2%) 34
  95.4% probability
    1 (95.4%) 44
 Agreement  93.1%
Start Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    183BC (68.2%) 125BC
  95.4% probability
    312BC ( 2.8%) 277BC
    253BC ( 0.2%) 250BC
    225BC (92.4%) 76BC
RR0705_96PC_399_401_SUM-232 Poste-
rior 
  68.2% probability
    183BC (68.2%) 125BC
  95.4% probability
    312BC ( 2.8%) 277BC
    253BC ( 0.2%) 250BC
    225BC (92.4%) 76BC
Warning! Poor agreement - A= 44.0%(A’c= 
60.0%)
 Poor agreement  44.0%
96PC-35.6 Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    120BC (68.2%) 53BC
  95.4% probability
    211BC ( 1.9%) 186BC
    174BC (93.5%) 10BC

96PC-33.9 Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    48BC (68.2%) 24AD
  95.4% probability
    128BC ( 0.3%) 125BC
    111BC (95.1%) 65AD
RR0705_96PC_374_376_SUM-090 Poste-
rior 
  68.2% probability
    265AD (68.2%) 335AD
  95.4% probability
    230AD (95.4%) 365AD
 Agreement 103.4%
96PC-23.7 Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    400AD (68.2%) 472AD
  95.4% probability
    362AD (95.4%) 509AD
96PC-22.7 Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    444AD (68.2%) 518AD
  95.4% probability
    405AD (95.4%) 555AD
96PC-18.5 Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    635AD (68.2%) 707AD
  95.4% probability
    600AD (95.4%) 743AD
RR0705_96PC_287.5_289.5_SUM-089 
Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    901AD (68.2%) 956AD
  95.4% probability
    879AD (95.4%) 985AD
 Agreement 112.2%
96PC-12 Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    935AD (68.2%) 990AD
  95.4% probability
    911AD (95.4%) 1020AD
96PC-11 Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    978AD (68.2%) 1034AD
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  95.4% probability
    952AD (95.4%) 1062AD
96PC-5 Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    1242AD (68.2%) 1288AD
  95.4% probability
    1218AD (95.4%) 1307AD
96PC-4 Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    1288AD (68.2%) 1327AD
  95.4% probability
    1265AD (95.4%) 1345AD
RR0705_96PC_222_224_SUM-228 Poste-
rior 
  68.2% probability
    1383AD (68.2%) 1400AD
  95.4% probability
    1375AD (95.4%) 1410AD
Warning! Poor agreement - A=  0.0%(A’c= 
60.0%)
 Poor agreement   0.0%
96PC-1.5 Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    1531AD (68.2%) 1679AD
  95.4% probability
    1475AD (95.4%) 1749AD
RR0705_96PC_206_208_SUM-227 Poste-
rior 
  68.2% probability
    1814AD (68.2%) 1882AD
  95.4% probability
    1719AD (18.2%) 1788AD
    1805AD (77.2%) 1903AD
 Agreement  66.0%
96PC-0 Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    2003AD (68.2%) 2008AD
  95.4% probability
    1994AD (95.4%) 2008AD
Revelle Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    2006AD (68.2%) 2007AD
  95.4% probability

    2006AD (95.4%) 2007AD
 Agreement 100.0%
depthModel Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    99BC (68.2%) 30BC
  95.4% probability
    183BC ( 1.5%) 164BC
    158BC (93.9%) 13AD
depthModel Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    14BC (68.2%) 58AD
  95.4% probability
    78BC (95.4%) 102AD
depthModel Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    74AD (68.2%) 148AD
  95.4% probability
    20AD (95.4%) 186AD
depthModel Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    162AD (68.2%) 233AD
  95.4% probability
    114AD (95.4%) 268AD
depthModel Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    249AD (68.2%) 318AD
  95.4% probability
    212AD (95.4%) 349AD
depthModel Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    336AD (68.2%) 409AD
  95.4% probability
    300AD (95.4%) 441AD
depthModel Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    426AD (68.2%) 501AD
  95.4% probability
    390AD (95.4%) 535AD
depthModel Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    517AD (68.2%) 591AD
  95.4% probability
    480AD (95.4%) 627AD
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depthModel Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    609AD (68.2%) 681AD
  95.4% probability
    572AD (95.4%) 716AD
depthModel Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    700AD (68.2%) 770AD
  95.4% probability
    665AD (95.4%) 805AD
depthModel Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    794AD (68.2%) 856AD
  95.4% probability
    762AD (95.4%) 889AD
depthModel Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    888AD (68.2%) 943AD
  95.4% probability
    864AD (95.4%) 970AD
depthModel Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    974AD (68.2%) 1029AD
  95.4% probability
    948AD (95.4%) 1058AD
depthModel Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    1061AD (68.2%) 1116AD
  95.4% probability
    1032AD (95.4%) 1144AD
depthModel Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    1149AD (68.2%) 1201AD
  95.4% probability
    1121AD (95.4%) 1226AD
depthModel Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    1238AD (68.2%) 1284AD
  95.4% probability
    1213AD (95.4%) 1304AD
depthModel Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    1331AD (68.2%) 1362AD

  95.4% probability
    1312AD (95.4%) 1376AD
depthModel Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    1740AD (68.2%) 1853AD
  95.4% probability
    1667AD (95.4%) 1884AD
) MCMC(240000)
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103PC P_Sequence

OxCal v4.1.2 Bronk Ramsey (2009); r:5
IntCal04 atmospheric curve (Reimer et al 
2004)
FALSE
0.874
0.829
0.827
0.752
0.734
0.632
0.62
0.523
0.458
0.39
0.282
0.254
0.232
0.186
0.169
0.122
0
OxCal v4.1.2 Bronk Ramsey (2009); r:5
Marine Curve(Marine09.14c)
Marine data from Reimer et al (2009);
LocalMarine Delta_R(16,11)
  68.2% probability
    5 (68.2%) 28
  95.4% probability
    -7 (95.4%) 39
Start Boundary()
RR0705_103PC_383_385_SUM-253 R_
Date(6020,25)
  68.2% probability
    4512BC (68.2%) 4431BC
  95.4% probability
    4546BC (95.4%) 4370BC
103PC-82.9 
RR0705_103PC_324_326_SUM-224 R_
Date(5575,25)
  68.2% probability
    4025BC (68.2%) 3956BC

  95.4% probability
    4075BC (95.4%) 3925BC
RR0705_103PC_300.5_302.5_SUM-053 
R_Date(5360,25)
  68.2% probability
    3786BC (68.2%) 3701BC
  95.4% probability
    3861BC (95.4%) 3660BC
RR0705_103PC_277_279_SUM-052 R_
Date(5095,20)
  68.2% probability
    3537BC (63.6%) 3438BC
    3419BC ( 4.6%) 3405BC
  95.4% probability
    3585BC (95.4%) 3374BC
103PC-63 
103PC-62 
RR0705_103PC_209_211_SUM-050 R_
Date(4360,20)
  68.2% probability
    2560BC (68.2%) 2480BC
  95.4% probability
    2607BC (95.4%) 2455BC
RR0705_103PC_174_176_SUM-087 R_
Date(3925,20)
  68.2% probability
    1975BC (68.2%) 1889BC
  95.4% probability
    2023BC (95.4%) 1862BC
103PC-39 
RR0705_103PC_111_113_SUM-055 R_
Date(2985,20)
  68.2% probability
    813BC (68.2%) 766BC
  95.4% probability
    854BC (95.4%) 745BC
RR0705_103PC_092_094_SUM-085 R_
Date(2705,15)
  68.2% probability
    461BC (68.2%) 382BC
  95.4% probability
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    509BC (95.4%) 367BC
103PC-23.2 
RR0705_103PC_049_051_SUM-054 R_
Date(1940,25)
  68.2% probability
    438AD (68.2%) 528AD
  95.4% probability
    402AD (95.4%) 570AD
103PC-16.9 
RR0705_103PC_020_022_SUM-084 R_
Date(1225,20)
  68.2% probability
    1174AD (68.2%) 1241AD
  95.4% probability
    1130AD (95.4%) 1275AD
2007
 : 2007
( Boundary Revelle
Revelle Boundary(2007)
  68.2% probability
    2006AD (68.2%) 2007AD
  95.4% probability
    2006AD (95.4%) 2007AD
) Boundary Revelle
( P_Sequence RR0705-103PC
RR0705-103PC P_Sequence(1000,50)
) P_Sequence RR0705-103PC
Page 
Depth_Model 
Posterior 
( MCMC(30000)
Warning! Poor agreement - A= 12.1%(A’c= 
60.0%)
Warning! Poor agreement - A= 12.4%(A’c= 
60.0%)
LocalMarine Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    -10 (68.2%) 13
  95.4% probability
    -20 (95.4%) 25
 Agreement  66.8%
Start Posterior 
  68.2% probability

    4515BC (68.2%) 4447BC
  95.4% probability
    4555BC (95.4%) 4412BC
RR0705_103PC_383_385_SUM-253 Poste-
rior 
  68.2% probability
    4515BC (68.2%) 4447BC
  95.4% probability
    4555BC (95.4%) 4412BC
 Agreement 106.5%
103PC-82.9 Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    4182BC (68.2%) 4121BC
  95.4% probability
    4222BC (95.4%) 4089BC
RR0705_103PC_324_326_SUM-224 Poste-
rior 
  68.2% probability
    4166BC (68.2%) 4106BC
  95.4% probability
    4209BC (95.4%) 4077BC
Warning! Poor agreement - A=  3.7%(A’c= 
60.0%)
 Poor agreement   3.7%
RR0705_103PC_300.5_302.5_SUM-053 
Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    3736BC (68.2%) 3687BC
  95.4% probability
    3761BC (95.4%) 3659BC
 Agreement  98.0%
RR0705_103PC_277_279_SUM-052 Poste-
rior 
  68.2% probability
    3612BC (68.2%) 3574BC
  95.4% probability
    3624BC (95.4%) 3542BC
Warning! Poor agreement - A= 28.2%(A’c= 
60.0%)
 Poor agreement  28.2%
103PC-63 Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    3093BC (68.2%) 3006BC
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  95.4% probability
    3135BC (95.4%) 2961BC
103PC-62 Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    3028BC (68.2%) 2942BC
  95.4% probability
    3071BC (95.4%) 2897BC
RR0705_103PC_209_211_SUM-050 Poste-
rior 
  68.2% probability
    2499BC (68.2%) 2455BC
  95.4% probability
    2527BC (95.4%) 2401BC
 Agreement  75.3%
RR0705_103PC_174_176_SUM-087 Poste-
rior 
  68.2% probability
    2015BC (68.2%) 1945BC
  95.4% probability
    2046BC (95.4%) 1901BC
 Agreement  80.5%
103PC-39 Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    1565BC (68.2%) 1461BC
  95.4% probability
    1616BC (95.4%) 1411BC
RR0705_103PC_111_113_SUM-055 Poste-
rior 
  68.2% probability
    796BC (68.2%) 756BC
  95.4% probability
    819BC (95.4%) 730BC
 Agreement  93.4%
RR0705_103PC_092_094_SUM-085 Poste-
rior 
  68.2% probability
    461BC (68.2%) 392BC
  95.4% probability
    502BC (95.4%) 377BC
 Agreement 103.0%
103PC-23.2 Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    211BC (68.2%) 96BC

  95.4% probability
    264BC (95.4%) 38BC
RR0705_103PC_049_051_SUM-054 Poste-
rior 
  68.2% probability
    400AD (68.2%) 475AD
  95.4% probability
    356AD (95.4%) 516AD
 Agreement  80.1%
103PC-16.9 Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    566AD (68.2%) 665AD
  95.4% probability
    521AD (95.4%) 716AD
RR0705_103PC_020_022_SUM-084 Poste-
rior 
  68.2% probability
    1066AD (68.2%) 1139AD
  95.4% probability
    1055AD (95.4%) 1188AD
Warning! Poor agreement - A= 19.2%(A’c= 
60.0%)
 Poor agreement  19.2%
Revelle Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    2006AD (68.2%) 2007AD
  95.4% probability
    2006AD (95.4%) 2007AD
 Agreement 100.0%
depthModel Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    4372BC (68.2%) 4298BC
  95.4% probability
    4411BC (95.4%) 4261BC
depthModel Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    4221BC (68.2%) 4154BC
  95.4% probability
    4259BC (95.4%) 4120BC
depthModel Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    4097BC (68.2%) 4032BC
  95.4% probability
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    4131BC (95.4%) 3995BC
depthModel Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    3984BC (68.2%) 3916BC
  95.4% probability
    4019BC (95.4%) 3882BC
depthModel Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    3867BC (68.2%) 3805BC
  95.4% probability
    3901BC (95.4%) 3772BC
depthModel Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    3748BC (68.2%) 3698BC
  95.4% probability
    3774BC (95.4%) 3668BC
depthModel Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    3612BC (68.2%) 3572BC
  95.4% probability
    3624BC (95.4%) 3542BC
depthModel Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    3516BC (68.2%) 3456BC
  95.4% probability
    3538BC (95.4%) 3419BC
depthModel Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    3415BC (68.2%) 3342BC
  95.4% probability
    3446BC (95.4%) 3302BC
depthModel Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    3311BC (68.2%) 3232BC
  95.4% probability
    3346BC (95.4%) 3191BC
depthModel Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    3208BC (68.2%) 3123BC
  95.4% probability
    3246BC (95.4%) 3081BC
depthModel Posterior 
  68.2% probability

    3104BC (68.2%) 3016BC
  95.4% probability
    3146BC (95.4%) 2971BC
depthModel Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    2996BC (68.2%) 2911BC
  95.4% probability
    3040BC (95.4%) 2865BC
depthModel Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    2892BC (68.2%) 2807BC
  95.4% probability
    2931BC (95.4%) 2760BC
depthModel Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    2783BC (68.2%) 2703BC
  95.4% probability
    2825BC (95.4%) 2660BC
depthModel Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    2675BC (68.2%) 2602BC
  95.4% probability
    2714BC (95.4%) 2559BC
depthModel Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    2561BC (68.2%) 2505BC
  95.4% probability
    2598BC (95.4%) 2460BC
depthModel Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    2441BC (68.2%) 2377BC
  95.4% probability
    2471BC (95.4%) 2331BC
depthModel Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    2293BC (68.2%) 2215BC
  95.4% probability
    2331BC (95.4%) 2170BC
depthModel Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    2141BC (68.2%) 2061BC
  95.4% probability
    2180BC (95.4%) 2019BC
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depthModel Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    1991BC (68.2%) 1917BC
  95.4% probability
    2023BC (95.4%) 1872BC
depthModel Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    1860BC (68.2%) 1771BC
  95.4% probability
    1902BC (95.4%) 1724BC
depthModel Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    1726BC (68.2%) 1631BC
  95.4% probability
    1774BC (95.4%) 1580BC
depthModel Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    1591BC (68.2%) 1491BC
  95.4% probability
    1642BC (95.4%) 1440BC
depthModel Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    1456BC (68.2%) 1351BC
  95.4% probability
    1506BC (95.4%) 1301BC
depthModel Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    1314BC (68.2%) 1216BC
  95.4% probability
    1368BC (95.4%) 1169BC
depthModel Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    1176BC (68.2%) 1082BC
  95.4% probability
    1223BC (95.4%) 1037BC
depthModel Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    1033BC (68.2%) 952BC
  95.4% probability
    1076BC (95.4%) 911BC
depthModel Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    886BC (68.2%) 825BC

  95.4% probability
    921BC (95.4%) 795BC
depthModel Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    716BC (68.2%) 646BC
  95.4% probability
    746BC (95.4%) 602BC
depthModel Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    457BC (68.2%) 390BC
  95.4% probability
    499BC (95.4%) 375BC
depthModel Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    236BC (68.2%) 125BC
  95.4% probability
    288BC (95.4%) 67BC
depthModel Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    21AD (68.2%) 140AD
  95.4% probability
    40BC (95.4%) 196AD
depthModel Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    290AD (68.2%) 385AD
  95.4% probability
    235AD (95.4%) 433AD
depthModel Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    515AD (68.2%) 609AD
  95.4% probability
    472AD (95.4%) 660AD
depthModel Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    723AD (68.2%) 825AD
  95.4% probability
    673AD (95.4%) 877AD
depthModel Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    936AD (68.2%) 1027AD
  95.4% probability
    897AD (95.4%) 1081AD
depthModel Posterior 
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  68.2% probability
    1122AD (68.2%) 1202AD
  95.4% probability
    1101AD (95.4%) 1251AD
depthModel Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    1270AD (68.2%) 1358AD
  95.4% probability
    1233AD (95.4%) 1406AD
depthModel Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    1418AD (68.2%) 1510AD
  95.4% probability
    1374AD (95.4%) 1553AD
depthModel Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    1570AD (68.2%) 1655AD
  95.4% probability
    1525AD (95.4%) 1696AD
depthModel Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    1722AD (68.2%) 1798AD
  95.4% probability
    1683AD (95.4%) 1831AD
depthModel Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    1880AD (68.2%) 1935AD
  95.4% probability
    1850AD (95.4%) 1954AD
) MCMC(240000)
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103TC P_Sequence

OxCal v4.1.2 Bronk Ramsey (2009); r:5
IntCal04 atmospheric curve (Reimer et al 
2004)
FALSE
0.091
0.091
0.053
0.038
0.038
0.018
0
OxCal v4.1.2 Bronk Ramsey (2009); r:5
Marine Curve(Marine09.14c)
Marine data from Reimer et al (2009);
LocalMarine Delta_R(16,11)
  68.2% probability
    5 (68.2%) 28
  95.4% probability
    -7 (95.4%) 39
Start Boundary()
RR0705_103TC_079_081_SUM-180 R_
Date(2985,20)
  68.2% probability
    813BC (68.2%) 766BC
  95.4% probability
    854BC (95.4%) 745BC
103TC-9.1 
RR0705_103TC_039_041_SUM-179 R_
Date(2065,20)
  68.2% probability
    281AD (68.2%) 375AD
  95.4% probability
    256AD (95.4%) 416AD
RR0705_103TC_036_038_SUM-178 R_
Date(1890,20)
  68.2% probability
    487AD (68.2%) 577AD
  95.4% probability
    448AD (95.4%) 609AD
103TC-3.8 
RR0705_103TC_012.5_014.5_SUM-177 

R_Date(1310,20)
  68.2% probability
    1065AD (68.2%) 1149AD
  95.4% probability
    1041AD (95.4%) 1186AD
2007
 : 2007
( Boundary Revelle
Revelle Boundary(2007)
  68.2% probability
    2006AD (68.2%) 2007AD
  95.4% probability
    2006AD (95.4%) 2007AD
) Boundary Revelle
( P_Sequence RR0705-103TC
RR0705-103TC P_Sequence(1000,50)
) P_Sequence RR0705-103TC
Page 
Depth_Model 
Posterior 
( MCMC(30000)
Overall agreement  91.2%
Dynamic agreement  92.4%
LocalMarine Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    5 (68.2%) 29
  95.4% probability
    -6 (95.4%) 40
 Agreement  99.0%
Start Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    813BC (68.2%) 766BC
  95.4% probability
    855BC (95.4%) 745BC
RR0705_103TC_079_081_SUM-180 Poste-
rior 
  68.2% probability
    813BC (68.2%) 766BC
  95.4% probability
    855BC (95.4%) 745BC
 Agreement  99.3%
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103TC-9.1 Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    812BC (68.2%) 764BC
  95.4% probability
    856BC (95.4%) 741BC
RR0705_103TC_039_041_SUM-179 Poste-
rior 
  68.2% probability
    262AD (68.2%) 331AD
  95.4% probability
    235AD (95.4%) 380AD
 Agreement  94.4%
RR0705_103TC_036_038_SUM-178 Poste-
rior 
  68.2% probability
    537AD (68.2%) 605AD
  95.4% probability
    495AD (95.4%) 632AD
 Agreement  93.3%
103TC-3.8 Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    539AD (68.2%) 607AD
  95.4% probability
    496AD (95.4%) 639AD
RR0705_103TC_012.5_014.5_SUM-177 
Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    1095AD (68.2%) 1173AD
  95.4% probability
    1056AD (95.4%) 1205AD
 Agreement  92.2%
Revelle Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    2006AD (68.2%) 2007AD
  95.4% probability
    2006AD (95.4%) 2007AD
 Agreement 100.0%
depthModel Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    310BC (68.2%) 126BC
  95.4% probability
    398BC (95.4%) 38BC
depthModel Posterior 

  68.2% probability
    291AD (68.2%) 371AD
  95.4% probability
    261AD (95.4%) 421AD
depthModel Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    696AD (68.2%) 828AD
  95.4% probability
    640AD (95.4%) 898AD
depthModel Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    1365AD (68.2%) 1570AD
  95.4% probability
    1277AD (95.4%) 1675AD
) MCMC(1920000)
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104PC P_Sequence

OxCal v4.1.2 Bronk Ramsey (2009); r:5
IntCal04 atmospheric curve (Reimer et al 
2004)
FALSE
0.416
0.401
0.386
0.341
0.308
0.234
0.17
0.148
0.11
0.09
0.058
0.029
0.01
0
OxCal v4.1.2 Bronk Ramsey (2009); r:5
Marine Curve(Marine09.14c)
Marine data from Reimer et al (2009);
LocalMarine Delta_R(16,11)
  68.2% probability
    5 (68.2%) 28
  95.4% probability
    -7 (95.4%) 39
Start Boundary()
RR0705_104PC_326_328_SUM-235 R_
Date(3000,35)
  68.2% probability
    841BC (68.2%) 766BC
  95.4% probability
    894BC (95.4%) 746BC
104PC-40.1 
104PC-38.6 
104PC-34.1 
104PC-30.8 
RR0705_104PC_207_209_SUM-115 R_
Date(2420,220)
  68.2% probability
    371BC (68.2%) 161AD

  95.4% probability
    701BC ( 0.7%) 675BC
    666BC (94.7%) 404AD
RR0705_104PC_158_160_SUM-082 R_
Date(2040,20)
  68.2% probability
    326AD (68.2%) 415AD
  95.4% probability
    273AD (95.4%) 432AD
104PC-14.8 
RR0705_104PC_122_124_SUM-061 R_
Date(1630,45)
  68.2% probability
    708AD (68.2%) 821AD
  95.4% probability
    680AD (95.4%) 890AD
RR0705_104PC_067.5_069.5_SUM-062 
R_Date(1265,15)
  68.2% probability
    1125AD (68.2%) 1210AD
  95.4% probability
    1075AD (95.4%) 1227AD
RR0705_104PC_049.5_051.5_SUM-060 
R_Date(1065,20)
  68.2% probability
    1294AD (68.2%) 1351AD
  95.4% probability
    1286AD (95.4%) 1397AD
104PC-2.9 
104PC-1 
2007
 : 2007
( Boundary Revelle
Revelle Boundary(2007)
  68.2% probability
    2006AD (68.2%) 2007AD
  95.4% probability
    2006AD (95.4%) 2007AD
) Boundary Revelle
( P_Sequence RR0705-104PC
RR0705-104PC P_Sequence(1000,50)
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) P_Sequence RR0705-104PC
Page 
Depth_Model 
Posterior 
( MCMC(30000)
Warning! Poor agreement - A= 23.4%(A’c= 
60.0%)
Warning! Poor agreement - A= 21.9%(A’c= 
60.0%)
LocalMarine Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    9 (68.2%) 33
  95.4% probability
    -2 (95.4%) 45
 Agreement  93.0%
Start Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    965BC ( 5.4%) 952BC
    935BC (62.8%) 836BC
  95.4% probability
    996BC (95.4%) 789BC
RR0705_104PC_326_328_SUM-235 Poste-
rior 
  68.2% probability
    965BC ( 5.4%) 952BC
    935BC (62.8%) 836BC
  95.4% probability
    996BC (95.4%) 789BC
Warning! Poor agreement - A= 36.9%(A’c= 
60.0%)
 Poor agreement  36.9%
104PC-40.1 Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    867BC (68.2%) 754BC
  95.4% probability
    921BC (95.4%) 705BC
104PC-38.6 Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    784BC (68.2%) 671BC
  95.4% probability
    843BC (95.4%) 621BC
104PC-34.1 Posterior 
  68.2% probability

    547BC (68.2%) 429BC
  95.4% probability
    606BC (95.4%) 374BC
104PC-30.8 Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    370BC (68.2%) 252BC
  95.4% probability
    427BC (95.4%) 194BC
RR0705_104PC_207_209_SUM-115 Poste-
rior 
  68.2% probability
    33AD (68.2%) 140AD
  95.4% probability
    13BC (95.4%) 204AD
 Agreement 110.0%
RR0705_104PC_158_160_SUM-082 Poste-
rior 
  68.2% probability
    390AD (68.2%) 470AD
  95.4% probability
    378AD (95.4%) 540AD
Warning! Poor agreement - A= 44.2%(A’c= 
60.0%)
 Poor agreement  44.2%
104PC-14.8 Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    559AD (68.2%) 653AD
  95.4% probability
    526AD (95.4%) 710AD
RR0705_104PC_122_124_SUM-061 Poste-
rior 
  68.2% probability
    860AD (48.3%) 915AD
    922AD (19.9%) 952AD
  95.4% probability
    832AD (95.4%) 986AD
Warning! Poor agreement - A= 22.8%(A’c= 
60.0%)
 Poor agreement  22.8%
RR0705_104PC_067.5_069.5_SUM-062 
Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    1075AD (68.2%) 1143AD
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  95.4% probability
    1060AD (95.4%) 1180AD
 Agreement  72.7%
RR0705_104PC_049.5_051.5_SUM-060 
Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    1350AD (68.2%) 1405AD
  95.4% probability
    1310AD (95.4%) 1414AD
Warning! Poor agreement - A= 59.9%(A’c= 
60.0%)
 Poor agreement  59.9%
104PC-2.9 Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    1645AD (68.2%) 1735AD
  95.4% probability
    1600AD (95.4%) 1774AD
104PC-1 Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    1870AD (68.2%) 1935AD
  95.4% probability
    1833AD (95.4%) 1956AD
Revelle Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    2006AD (68.2%) 2007AD
  95.4% probability
    2006AD (95.4%) 2007AD
 Agreement 100.0%
depthModel Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    837BC (68.2%) 724BC
  95.4% probability
    895BC (95.4%) 676BC
depthModel Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    732BC (68.2%) 617BC
  95.4% probability
    790BC (95.4%) 564BC
depthModel Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    625BC (68.2%) 509BC
  95.4% probability
    684BC (95.4%) 454BC

depthModel Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    518BC (68.2%) 401BC
  95.4% probability
    578BC (95.4%) 344BC
depthModel Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    411BC (68.2%) 294BC
  95.4% probability
    469BC (95.4%) 236BC
depthModel Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    305BC (68.2%) 189BC
  95.4% probability
    358BC (95.4%) 128BC
depthModel Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    196BC (68.2%) 82BC
  95.4% probability
    251BC (95.4%) 23BC
depthModel Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    87BC (68.2%) 25AD
  95.4% probability
    139BC (95.4%) 86AD
depthModel Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    25AD (68.2%) 132AD
  95.4% probability
    26BC (95.4%) 192AD
depthModel Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    133AD (68.2%) 235AD
  95.4% probability
    93AD (95.4%) 299AD
depthModel Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    244AD (68.2%) 339AD
  95.4% probability
    212AD (95.4%) 405AD
depthModel Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    354AD (68.2%) 439AD
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  95.4% probability
    337AD (95.4%) 509AD
depthModel Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    496AD (68.2%) 591AD
  95.4% probability
    468AD (95.4%) 646AD
depthModel Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    655AD (68.2%) 750AD
  95.4% probability
    615AD (95.4%) 800AD
depthModel Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    814AD (68.2%) 901AD
  95.4% probability
    779AD (95.4%) 944AD
depthModel Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    1011AD (68.2%) 1089AD
  95.4% probability
    980AD (95.4%) 1129AD
depthModel Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    1192AD (68.2%) 1262AD
  95.4% probability
    1161AD (95.4%) 1293AD
depthModel Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    1367AD (68.2%) 1427AD
  95.4% probability
    1326AD (95.4%) 1447AD
depthModel Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    1568AD (68.2%) 1657AD
  95.4% probability
    1523AD (95.4%) 1699AD
depthModel Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    1796AD (68.2%) 1872AD
  95.4% probability
    1754AD (95.4%) 1904AD
) MCMC(240000)
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104TC P_Sequence

OxCal v4.1.2 Bronk Ramsey (2009); r:5
IntCal04 atmospheric curve (Reimer et al 
2004)
FALSE
0.022
0.021
0.012
0.007
0
OxCal v4.1.2 Bronk Ramsey (2009); r:5
Marine Curve(Marine09.14c)
Marine data from Reimer et al (2009);
LocalMarine Delta_R(16,11)
  68.2% probability
    5 (68.2%) 28
  95.4% probability
    -7 (95.4%) 39
Start Boundary()
RR0705_104TC_047.5_049.5_SUM-175 
R_Date(1220,20)
  68.2% probability
    1179AD (68.2%) 1246AD
  95.4% probability
    1140AD (95.4%) 1277AD
104TC-2.1 
104TC-1.2 
RR0705_104TC_011_013_SUM-176 R_
Date(705,20)
  68.2% probability
    1584AD (68.2%) 1661AD
  95.4% probability
    1540AD (95.4%) 1673AD
2007
 : 2007
( Boundary Revelle
Revelle Boundary(2007)
  68.2% probability
    2006AD (68.2%) 2007AD
  95.4% probability
    2006AD (95.4%) 2007AD
) Boundary Revelle

( P_Sequence RR0705-104TC
RR0705-104TC P_Sequence(1000,50)
) P_Sequence RR0705-104TC
Page 
Depth_Model 
Posterior 
( MCMC(30000)
Overall agreement 101.1%
Dynamic agreement 102.5%
LocalMarine Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    3 (68.2%) 27
  95.4% probability
    -9 (95.4%) 39
 Agreement  98.1%
Start Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    1171AD (68.2%) 1241AD
  95.4% probability
    1127AD (95.4%) 1275AD
RR0705_104TC_047.5_049.5_SUM-175 
Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    1171AD (68.2%) 1241AD
  95.4% probability
    1127AD (95.4%) 1275AD
 Agreement  97.6%
104TC-2.1 Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    1190AD (68.2%) 1270AD
  95.4% probability
    1139AD (95.4%) 1325AD
104TC-1.2 Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    1440AD (68.2%) 1556AD
  95.4% probability
    1375AD (95.4%) 1598AD
RR0705_104TC_011_013_SUM-176 Poste-
rior 
  68.2% probability
    1612AD (68.2%) 1670AD
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  95.4% probability
    1565AD (95.4%) 1683AD
 Agreement 106.7%
Revelle Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    2006AD (68.2%) 2007AD
  95.4% probability
    2006AD (95.4%) 2007AD
 Agreement 100.0%
depthModel Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    1859AD (68.2%) 1980AD
  95.4% probability
    1781AD (95.4%) 2001AD
) MCMC(120000)
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108PC P_Sequence

OxCal v4.1.2 Bronk Ramsey (2009); r:5
IntCal04 atmospheric curve (Reimer et al 
2004)
FALSE
1.153
1.117
1.077
1.043
1.034
0.892
0.842
0.819
0.812
0.721
0.605
0.523
0.523
0.221
0
OxCal v4.1.2 Bronk Ramsey (2009); r:5
Marine Curve(Marine09.14c)
Marine data from Reimer et al (2009);
LocalMarine Delta_R(16,11)
  68.2% probability
    5 (68.2%) 28
  95.4% probability
    -7 (95.4%) 39
Start Boundary()
RR0705_108PC_345_347_SUM-195 R_
Date(7175,20)
  68.2% probability
    5704BC (68.2%) 5644BC
  95.4% probability
    5729BC (95.4%) 5619BC
RR0705_108PC_330_332_SUM-041 R_
Date(6685,25)
  68.2% probability
    5287BC (68.2%) 5220BC
  95.4% probability
    5320BC (95.4%) 5191BC
RR0705_108PC_312.5_314.5_SUM-043 

R_Date(6115,20)
  68.2% probability
    4621BC (68.2%) 4526BC
  95.4% probability
    4667BC (95.4%) 4495BC
RR0705_108PC_290.5_292.5_SUM-044 
R_Date(5950,20)
  68.2% probability
    4429BC (68.2%) 4357BC
  95.4% probability
    4456BC (95.4%) 4331BC
108PC-103.4 
RR0705_108PC_257_259_SUM-042 R_
Date(4840,20)
  68.2% probability
    3247BC (68.2%) 3106BC
  95.4% probability
    3302BC (95.4%) 3067BC
108PC-84.2 
108PC-81.9 
RR0705_108PC_212.5_214.5_SUM-045 
R_Date(4625,20)
  68.2% probability
    2899BC (68.2%) 2856BC
  95.4% probability
    2953BC (95.4%) 2829BC
RR0705_108PC_194_196_SUM-194 R_
Date(4340,20)
  68.2% probability
    2542BC (68.2%) 2466BC
  95.4% probability
    2581BC (95.4%) 2433BC
RR0705_108PC_175_177_SUM-046 R_
Date(4070,15)
  68.2% probability
    2190BC (68.2%) 2096BC
  95.4% probability
    2214BC (95.4%) 2029BC
RR0705_108PC_156_158_SUM-083 R_
Date(3500,15)
  68.2% probability
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    1447BC (68.2%) 1387BC
  95.4% probability
    1487BC (95.4%) 1362BC
RR0705_108PC_132.5_134.5_SUM-081 
R_Date(3035,15)
  68.2% probability
    861BC (68.2%) 797BC
  95.4% probability
    896BC (95.4%) 784BC
RR0705_108PC_039_041_SUM-080 R_
Date(2015,15)
  68.2% probability
    358AD (68.2%) 429AD
  95.4% probability
    301AD (95.4%) 458AD
2007
 : 2007
( Boundary Revelle
Revelle Boundary(2007)
  68.2% probability
    2006AD (68.2%) 2007AD
  95.4% probability
    2006AD (95.4%) 2007AD
) Boundary Revelle
( P_Sequence RR0705-108PC
RR0705-108PC P_Sequence(1000,50)
) P_Sequence RR0705-108PC
Page 
Depth_Model 
Posterior 
( MCMC(30000)
Warning! Poor agreement - A=  0.3%(A’c= 
60.0%)
Warning! Poor agreement - A=  0.2%(A’c= 
60.0%)
LocalMarine Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    0 (68.2%) 33
  95.4% probability
    -6 (95.4%) 40
 Agreement  87.2%
Start Posterior 
  68.2% probability

    5659BC (68.2%) 5612BC
  95.4% probability
    5686BC (95.4%) 5563BC
RR0705_108PC_345_347_SUM-195 Poste-
rior 
  68.2% probability
    5659BC (68.2%) 5612BC
  95.4% probability
    5686BC (95.4%) 5563BC
 Agreement  62.5%
RR0705_108PC_330_332_SUM-041 Poste-
rior 
  68.2% probability
    5260BC (68.2%) 5203BC
  95.4% probability
    5300BC (95.4%) 5177BC
 Agreement  96.2%
RR0705_108PC_312.5_314.5_SUM-043 
Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    4686BC (68.2%) 4637BC
  95.4% probability
    4716BC (95.4%) 4602BC
Warning! Poor agreement - A= 34.5%(A’c= 
60.0%)
 Poor agreement  34.5%
RR0705_108PC_290.5_292.5_SUM-044 
Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    4436BC (68.2%) 4373BC
  95.4% probability
    4456BC (95.4%) 4342BC
 Agreement 103.7%
108PC-103.4 Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    4374BC (68.2%) 4302BC
  95.4% probability
    4404BC (95.4%) 4266BC
RR0705_108PC_257_259_SUM-042 Poste-
rior 
  68.2% probability
    3319BC (68.2%) 3275BC
  95.4% probability
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    3333BC (95.4%) 3246BC
Warning! Poor agreement - A= 37.3%(A’c= 
60.0%)
 Poor agreement  37.3%
108PC-84.2 Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    3071BC (68.2%) 3011BC
  95.4% probability
    3104BC (95.4%) 2985BC
108PC-81.9 Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    2950BC (68.2%) 2897BC
  95.4% probability
    2988BC (95.4%) 2878BC
RR0705_108PC_212.5_214.5_SUM-045 
Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    2909BC (68.2%) 2864BC
  95.4% probability
    2952BC (95.4%) 2849BC
 Agreement  91.7%
RR0705_108PC_194_196_SUM-194 Poste-
rior 
  68.2% probability
    2517BC (68.2%) 2461BC
  95.4% probability
    2554BC (95.4%) 2441BC
 Agreement 107.5%
RR0705_108PC_175_177_SUM-046 Poste-
rior 
  68.2% probability
    1993BC (64.5%) 1938BC
    1924BC ( 3.7%) 1918BC
  95.4% probability
    2036BC (95.4%) 1901BC
Warning! Poor agreement - A=  2.2%(A’c= 
60.0%)
 Poor agreement   2.2%
RR0705_108PC_156_158_SUM-083 Poste-
rior 
  68.2% probability
    1310BC (68.2%) 1252BC
  95.4% probability

    1330BC (95.4%) 1220BC
Warning! Poor agreement - A=  0.8%(A’c= 
60.0%)
 Poor agreement   0.8%
RR0705_108PC_132.5_134.5_SUM-081 
Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    1037BC (29.4%) 1021BC
    1004BC (38.8%) 987BC
  95.4% probability
    1045BC (95.4%) 972BC
Warning! Poor agreement - A=  0.0%(A’c= 
60.0%)
 Poor agreement   0.0%
RR0705_108PC_039_041_SUM-080 Poste-
rior 
  68.2% probability
    415AD (29.2%) 459AD
    496AD (39.0%) 542AD
  95.4% probability
    398AD (95.4%) 550AD
Warning! Poor agreement - A= 32.4%(A’c= 
60.0%)
 Poor agreement  32.4%
Revelle Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    2006AD (68.2%) 2007AD
  95.4% probability
    2006AD (95.4%) 2007AD
 Agreement 100.0%
depthModel Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    5451BC (68.2%) 5371BC
  95.4% probability
    5491BC (95.4%) 5332BC
depthModel Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    5216BC (68.2%) 5141BC
  95.4% probability
    5254BC (95.4%) 5096BC
depthModel Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    4938BC (68.2%) 4841BC
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  95.4% probability
    4987BC (95.4%) 4795BC
depthModel Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    4661BC (68.2%) 4606BC
  95.4% probability
    4690BC (95.4%) 4570BC
depthModel Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    4512BC (68.2%) 4447BC
  95.4% probability
    4542BC (95.4%) 4414BC
depthModel Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    4367BC (68.2%) 4295BC
  95.4% probability
    4399BC (95.4%) 4258BC
depthModel Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    4227BC (68.2%) 4140BC
  95.4% probability
    4269BC (95.4%) 4095BC
depthModel Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    4084BC (68.2%) 3987BC
  95.4% probability
    4130BC (95.4%) 3939BC
depthModel Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    3938BC (68.2%) 3838BC
  95.4% probability
    3986BC (95.4%) 3789BC
depthModel Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    3787BC (68.2%) 3692BC
  95.4% probability
    3836BC (95.4%) 3644BC
depthModel Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    3638BC (68.2%) 3549BC
  95.4% probability
    3685BC (95.4%) 3506BC
depthModel Posterior 

  68.2% probability
    3484BC (68.2%) 3409BC
  95.4% probability
    3522BC (95.4%) 3374BC
depthModel Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    3326BC (68.2%) 3281BC
  95.4% probability
    3344BC (95.4%) 3251BC
depthModel Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    3228BC (68.2%) 3172BC
  95.4% probability
    3252BC (95.4%) 3142BC
depthModel Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    3128BC (68.2%) 3067BC
  95.4% probability
    3157BC (95.4%) 3040BC
depthModel Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    3024BC (68.2%) 2966BC
  95.4% probability
    3060BC (95.4%) 2941BC
depthModel Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    2915BC (68.2%) 2869BC
  95.4% probability
    2958BC (95.4%) 2852BC
depthModel Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    2835BC (68.2%) 2778BC
  95.4% probability
    2872BC (95.4%) 2753BC
depthModel Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    2751BC (68.2%) 2689BC
  95.4% probability
    2786BC (95.4%) 2661BC
depthModel Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    2664BC (68.2%) 2601BC
  95.4% probability
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    2698BC (95.4%) 2572BC
depthModel Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    2576BC (68.2%) 2512BC
  95.4% probability
    2608BC (95.4%) 2489BC
depthModel Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    2486BC (68.2%) 2423BC
  95.4% probability
    2521BC (95.4%) 2398BC
depthModel Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    2398BC (68.2%) 2330BC
  95.4% probability
    2435BC (95.4%) 2299BC
depthModel Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    2311BC (68.2%) 2237BC
  95.4% probability
    2347BC (95.4%) 2204BC
depthModel Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    2218BC (68.2%) 2146BC
  95.4% probability
    2257BC (95.4%) 2112BC
depthModel Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    2126BC (68.2%) 2056BC
  95.4% probability
    2166BC (95.4%) 2021BC
depthModel Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    2031BC (68.2%) 1965BC
  95.4% probability
    2072BC (95.4%) 1935BC
depthModel Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    1903BC (68.2%) 1823BC
  95.4% probability
    1946BC (95.4%) 1784BC
depthModel Posterior 
  68.2% probability

    1742BC (68.2%) 1652BC
  95.4% probability
    1786BC (95.4%) 1606BC
depthModel Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    1573BC (68.2%) 1485BC
  95.4% probability
    1618BC (95.4%) 1443BC
depthModel Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    1396BC (68.2%) 1322BC
  95.4% probability
    1436BC (95.4%) 1291BC
depthModel Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    989BC (68.2%) 934BC
  95.4% probability
    1010BC (95.4%) 909BC
depthModel Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    896BC (68.2%) 828BC
  95.4% probability
    926BC (95.4%) 795BC
depthModel Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    805BC (68.2%) 724BC
  95.4% probability
    837BC (95.4%) 684BC
depthModel Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    708BC (68.2%) 623BC
  95.4% probability
    747BC (95.4%) 578BC
depthModel Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    614BC (68.2%) 521BC
  95.4% probability
    658BC (95.4%) 475BC
depthModel Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    517BC (68.2%) 419BC
  95.4% probability
    562BC (95.4%) 368BC
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depthModel Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    421BC (68.2%) 317BC
  95.4% probability
    468BC (95.4%) 268BC
depthModel Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    323BC (68.2%) 217BC
  95.4% probability
    374BC (95.4%) 170BC
depthModel Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    226BC (68.2%) 117BC
  95.4% probability
    275BC (95.4%) 70BC
depthModel Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    128BC (68.2%) 21BC
  95.4% probability
    179BC (95.4%) 31AD
depthModel Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    32BC (68.2%) 79AD
  95.4% probability
    80BC (95.4%) 129AD
depthModel Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    72AD (68.2%) 180AD
  95.4% probability
    23AD (95.4%) 224AD
depthModel Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    170AD (68.2%) 280AD
  95.4% probability
    123AD (95.4%) 319AD
depthModel Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    272AD (68.2%) 376AD
  95.4% probability
    227AD (95.4%) 413AD
depthModel Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    365AD (27.8%) 409AD

    423AD (40.4%) 480AD
  95.4% probability
    333AD (95.4%) 500AD
depthModel Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    478AD (23.4%) 518AD
    524AD (44.8%) 590AD
  95.4% probability
    445AD (95.4%) 616AD
depthModel Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    621AD (68.2%) 731AD
  95.4% probability
    568AD (95.4%) 770AD
depthModel Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    754AD (68.2%) 867AD
  95.4% probability
    700AD (95.4%) 919AD
depthModel Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    889AD (68.2%) 1008AD
  95.4% probability
    836AD (95.4%) 1061AD
depthModel Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    1031AD (68.2%) 1146AD
  95.4% probability
    973AD (95.4%) 1199AD
depthModel Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    1168AD (68.2%) 1283AD
  95.4% probability
    1112AD (95.4%) 1336AD
depthModel Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    1311AD (68.2%) 1422AD
  95.4% probability
    1254AD (95.4%) 1471AD
depthModel Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    1452AD (68.2%) 1555AD
  95.4% probability
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    1399AD (95.4%) 1600AD
depthModel Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    1596AD (68.2%) 1689AD
  95.4% probability
    1547AD (95.4%) 1730AD
depthModel Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    1745AD (68.2%) 1819AD
  95.4% probability
    1704AD (95.4%) 1850AD
depthModel Posterior 
  68.2% probability
    1895AD (68.2%) 1945AD
  95.4% probability
    1868AD (95.4%) 1962AD
) MCMC(240000)
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Appendix S 2 -8. Sedimenta  on 
Rates for cores 96, 103, 104, 
and 108.
These sedimenta  on rates are based 
on calibrated radiocarbon ages and an 
es  mate of the thickness of hemipelagic 
sediment overlying them.  Cumula  ve 
hemipelagic thickness, with 1 standard 
devia  on error bar, is plo  ed on 
the ver  cal axis. Calibrated age, in 
calendar years before present (1950 
AD) are plo  ed with 95.4% error on the 
horizontal axis. The sedimenta  on rates 
are based on the linear regression.
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modified from Stow and Piper, 1984.

 Supplemental Document S 2-9: Turbidite Classi  ca  on

Turbidite Division Classi  ca  on. A. Bouma (1962) and van der Lingen (1969) turbidite structure 
classi  ca  on for  ne grained turbidites is dra  ed on the le  . Divisions are designated by le  ers A 
through F, typically designated with a preceding “T.” Stow (1977) and Piper (1978) turbidite structure 
classi  ca  on system for  ne grained turbidites is dra  ed on the right. Piper (1978) divisions are 
designated by E and F le  ers. Stow (1977) divisions are designated with “T-#.” Both Stow and Piper 
divisions  t within the Bouma Te division. 

re  ned by van der Lingen (1969). Piper (1978) and 
Stow (1977) further subdivide Te into several more 
divisions, also based on turbidite structure. Below 
are the major criteria that de  ne these divisions. 
We adopt Bouma (1962) and Stow (1977) for our 
research.

We adopt turbidite classi  ca  ons to describe 
the stra  graphy in our sediment cores (Stow and 
Shanmugam, 1980; Stow and Piper, 1984). We 
choose to combine the Bouma sequence with the 
Stow sequence. Bouma uses turbidite structure 
to break out  ve main parts of a typical turbidite 
sequence (Bouma, 1962). This model further 
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Bouma Sequence(Bouma, 1962)

Te: Massive, ungraded mudstone, some-
 mes with evidence of trace fossils (i.e., 

bioturba  on). The Bouma E layer is o  en 
missing, or di   cult to di  eren  ate from 
the Bouma D layer below.

Td: Parallel-laminated siltstone.

Tc: Ripple-laminated  ne-grained sand-
stone. O  en the ripple lamina  ons are 
deformed into convolute lamina  ons and 
 ame structures.

Tb: Planar-laminated  ne- to medium-
grained sandstone. The base of Bouma B 
o  en has features known as sole markings, 
such as  ute casts, groove casts and par  ng 
linea  on.

Ta: Massive to normally graded,  ne- to 
coarse-grained sandstone, o  en with peb-
bles and/or rip-up clasts of shale near the 
base. Dish structures may be present. The 
base of the sandstone, below A, is some-
 mes eroded into underlying strata.

Piper Sequence (Piper, 1978)

Tf hemipelagic or pelagic sediment

Te3 ungraded mud

Te2 graded mud

Te1 laminated mud

Td laminated sand and silt

Stow Sequence (Stow, 1977)

P pelagite or hemipelagite, bioturbated

T8 turbidite (+ part pelagite), microbiotur-
bated

T7 ungraded mud, occasionally with silt 
pseudonodules

T6 graded mud, o  en with dispersed silt 
lenses

T5 wispy convolute silt laminae in mud

T4 indis  nct, discon  nuous silt laminae in 
mud

T3 thin, regular, con  nuous parallel silt 
laminae in mud

T2 thin, irregular, slightly len  cular silt 
laminae in mud, o  en with low-amplitude 
climbing ripples

TI thick mud layer, o  en with thin convo-
lute silt laminae To thick, basal, len  cular, 
silt lamina, o  en with fading-ripple top, 
microlaminated interior and scoured, load-
cast base
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S 3-1 Core Geophysics and Age Control Methods

Core Geophysics

The cores collected off shore Sumatra (Fig. 3-2) were scanned at sea with a GEOTEK Mul   
Sensor Core Logger (MSCL), obtaining P-wave velocity, gamma ray density, resis  vity, and 
loop magne  c suscep  bility (MS) at 0.5 cm spaced intervals in 1.5-m length sec  ons. Split 
cores were imaged with a high resolu  on line-scan digital camera and the lithostra  graphy 
was described. High resolu  on point MS data were collected using a Bar  ngton MS2E 
point sensor at 0.5 cm spacing. The cores were imaged with the Oregon State University 
Aquilion 64 slice X-ray Computed Tomography (CT) system with a nominal voxel size of 0.5 
mm. 

Age Control Methods

Age control for stra  graphy is provided by Accelerator Mass Spectrometer (AMS) 14C and 
210Pb radiometric techniques.  14C data is based on decay with a half-life of 5,730 years and 
is useful for strata between ~300 - ~35,000 years old (Stuiver and Braziunes, 1993). 210Pb 
data, based on a shorter half-life of 22 years (Noller, 2000), provides informa  on about 
sedimentary deposi  on for the past ~150 years. We use 210Pb age data to constrain the 
 ming of deposi  on for the most recently deposited sediments. 

To es  mate ages of the turbidites using radiocarbon, we extract the calcium carbonate 
shells of plank  c foraminifers preserved in the hemipelagic sediment below each turbidite 
to provide a maximum limi  ng age. We u  lized plank  c foraminiferid species as they most 
closely represent the age of the youngest sea water, the surface water that is most closely 
in 14C equilibrium with the atmosphere. We sample below each turbidite because this 
is the sediment closest in age to the turbidite. We do not use the age of the sediment 
above the turbidite because the boundary between the top of the turbidite tail and the 
hemipelagic sediment is diffi  cult to iden  fy reliably and bioturba  on is concentrated at 
this boundary. These methods are outlined in Goldfi nger et al. (2012).
Trench core sites were deeper than the Carbonate Compensa  on Depth (CCD), the depth 
below which foraminiferid CaCO3 tests dissolve faster than they are deposited. Therefore 
foraminiferid abundance was nil in trench core sediments, so 14C age control applies only 
to the slope cores.
Sediment samples were removed from the cores while avoiding the 0.5 cm of material 
nearest the core walls to avoid visible or undetected deforma  on and fric  on drag along the 
core walls. In some cases, highly irregular turbidite bases resulted in sampling an interval 
below the basal irregulari  es, and applying a correc  on to the hemipelagic thickness called 
the “gap.” Hemipelagic sediment samples were freeze dried to separate clay par  cles to 
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Sample 
Number

Lab Sample 
Number 1 Sample Name

Core 
Number

Depth 
(cm)

Lab 
Age 2

Lab Age 
Error

Cal. 
Age 3

Cal. Age 
Error

Hemi Sed Rate 
(cm ka-1)4

Sed Rate 
Error

SUM-145 77175 RR0705_79PC_307_309_SUM-145 79PC 308 4650 20 4860 60 18 1
SUM-227 107808 RR0705_96PC_206_208_SUM-227 96PC 207 480 20 30 30 1 1
SUM-228 107806 RR0705_96PC_222_224_SUM-228 96PC 223 1150 20 670 40 11 1
SUM-089 65300 RR0705_96PC_287.5_289.5_SUM-089 96PC 288.5 5920 20 6280 60 18 1
SUM-090 65301 RR0705_96PC_374_376_SUM-090 96PC 375 2430 20 2040 80 22 1
SUM-232 107809 RR0705_96PC_399_401_SUM-232 96PC 400 2410 20 2010 90 18 1
SUM-177 76991 RR0705_103TC_012.5_014.5_SUM-177 103TC 13.5 1310 20 840 70 2 1
SUM-178 76992 RR0705_103TC_036_038_SUM-178 103TC 37 1890 20 1400 80 3 1
SUM-179 76993 RR0705_103TC_039_041_SUM-179 103TC 40 2070 20 1610 80 5 1
SUM-180 76994 RR0705_103TC_079_081_SUM-180 103TC 79.5 2990 20 2750 60 5 1
SUM-084 65297 RR0705_103PC_020_022_SUM-084 103PC 21 1230 20 740 70 11 1
SUM-054 54323 RR0705_103PC_049_051_SUM-054 103PC 50 1940 30 1450 80 24 1
SUM-085 65298 RR0705_103PC_092_094_SUM-085 103PC 93 2710 20 2350 70 11 1
SUM-055 54324 RR0705_103PC_111_113_SUM-055 103PC 112 2990 20 2720 60 8 1
SUM-087 65299 RR0705_103PC_174_176_SUM-087 103PC 175 3930 20 3770 90 11 1
SUM-050 54306 RR0705_103PC_209_211_SUM-050 103PC 210 4360 20 4480 80 11 1
SUM-052 54322 RR0705_103PC_277_279_SUM-052 103PC 278 5100 20 5430 110 16 1
SUM-053 65528 RR0705_103PC_300.5_302.5_SUM-053 103PC 301.5 5360 30 5720 110 13 1
SUM-224 107805 RR0705_103PC_324_326_SUM-224 103PC 325 5580 30 5890 80 20 1
SUM-253 107804 RR0705_103PC_383_385_SUM-253 103PC 384 6020 30 6350 90 26 1
SUM-176 77107 RR0705_104TC_011_013_SUM-176 104TC 12 710 20 290 70 2 1
SUM-175 77106 RR0705_104TC_047.5_049.5_SUM-175 104TC 48.5 1220 20 740 70 1 1
SUM-060 65529 RR0705_104PC_049.5_051.5_SUM-060 104PC 50.5 1070 20 600 60 11 1
SUM-062 54325 RR0705_104PC_067.5_069.5_SUM-062 104PC 68.25 1270 20 790 80 11 1
SUM-061 65530 RR0705_104PC_122_124_SUM-061 104PC 123 1630 50 1150 110 12 1
SUM-082 65531 RR0705_104PC_158_160_SUM-082 104PC 159 2040 20 1590 80 11 1
SUM-115 65532 RR0705_104PC_207_209_SUM-115 104PC 208 2420 220 2080 550 18 1
SUM-235 107807 RR0705_104PC_326_328_SUM-235 104PC 327 3000 40 2760 70 20 1
SUM-080 65294 RR0705_108PC_039_041_SUM-080 108PC 40 2020 20 1530 80 17 1
SUM-081 65295 RR0705_108PC_132.5_134.5_SUM-081 108PC 133.5 3040 20 2790 60 13 1

- All results have been corrected for isotopic fractionation according to the conventions of Stuiver and Polach1, with 13C values measured on prepared graphite using the AMS 
spectrometer. These can differ from 13C of the original material, if fractionation ocurred during sample graphitization or the AMS measurement, and are not shown.

- Inverted age in trigger cores (in gray) represent repeated section not shown in Figure 2 nor in Supplemental Document 1. 

1. Radiocarbon samples were analyzed at the Keck Carbon Cycle Accelerator Mass Spectroscopy Facility at Earth System Science Dept., UC Irvine.

2. Lab-reported age errors reported to 2 standard deviations.
3. Calibrated age (in calendar years) ranges before A. D. 1950 according to Stuiver and Reimer2 calculated using marine reserevior correction ( R = 16) errors reported with 95% error.

4. Hemipelagic Sedimentation rate is calculated from dividing unit thickness by the calibrated age.

- Radiocarbon concentrations are given as fractions of the  Modern standard, D14C, and conventional radiocarbon age, following the conventions of Stuiver and Polach1.

- Size-dependent sample preparation backgrounds have been subtracted, based on measurements of 14C-free calcite.

Supplemental Table 3-1.

improve rinsing through a sieve, washed in a dilute sodium hexametaphosphate solu  on 
to keep the fi ne par  cles in suspension, sieved through a 125 μm stainless steel sieve, 
then dried in a warm oven. Typically 25-50 individual plank  c foraminifers (depending 
on size/weight) were iden  fi ed then removed from this dried > 125 μm size frac  on 
using a fi ne sable brush moistened with dis  lled water. Foraminiferal sample ages were 
determined using Accelerator Mass Spectrometry (AMS) methods at the Keck AMS facility 
at University of California, Irvine in collabora  on with John Southon.
The primary sources of radiocarbon error include varia  on of the age in surface and near 
surface sea water, the sedimenta  on rate, the level of atmospheric radiocarbon in the 
atmosphere, and the basal erosion during turbidite emplacement. There does not yet 
exist suffi  cient prehistoric benthic-plank  c age pairs with which to construct an age model 
in this region, so the reservoir correc  on is probably the largest source of error in this 
study and we have no way to evaluate this source of epistemic error. Because of the small 
number of cores collected at any given core site, we cannot evaluate basal erosion, and 
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there will likely be undetected erosion in these data. Sedimenta  on rates are calculated 
using 14C age es  mates and thickness of hemipelagic sediment. Sedimenta  on rates are 
used to calculate ages for turbidites that have no direct age.
The “lab” radiocarbon ages are reported in years before present (BP, measured from 
1950) with a 2 standard devia  on lab error (Stuiver et al., 1998). 14C ages are calibrated 
(Stuiver and Polach, 1977) and a marine reservoir correc  on of 16±11 years is made using 
the Marine09 database (Reimer et al., 2009). Only two delta R values are available for the 
Sumatra area, and while constraints are few on this correc  on, we here are correla  ng 
marine sites to other nearby marine sites, thus the local correla  ons are valid while 
absolute ages may contain addi  onal uncertainty. One addi  onal correc  on we make 
to the calibrated age is the sediment gap thickness correc  on (thickness of sediment 
between the turbidite and the sample; see OxCal code below). For individual ages, we 
propagate these uncertain  es using RMS (root mean square) calcula  ons using es  mates 
of the uncertain  es at each step. This calcula  on includes the lab uncertain  es and 
results in the fi nal reported 2σ range for each radiocarbon age. In later sec  ons of the 
paper, we calculate region wide mean event ages. For these, we average the ages (using 
the combine func  on in OxCal), and again apply RMS calcula  ons to the averaged error 
ranges to produce 95% RMS error range for each averaged age. No lab mul  pliers were 
applied to the data. 
Some stra  graphy in trench cores has been correlated with deposits in slope cores. Based 
on these correla  ons (turbidites and a tephra deposit), the ages from the slope cores 
are plo  ed on the trench core fi gures (Figures 3-8 and 3-10). The turbidites in cores 
03PC, 05PC, and 107TC are correlated using geophysical wiggle matching (techniques in 
Goldfi nger et al., 2012) with turbidites in core 108PC, 104PC, and 103PC. The tephra in 
38GC and 41GC is correlated using electron microprobe and Induc  vely Coupled Plasma 
Mass Spectrometry, ICPMS (Salisbury et al., 2012)
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Figure S 3-4. Sumatra core RR0705-
96PC. AA Core 96PC is plo ed with the
 same con gura on as Figure 3-6, with
 the addi on of 210Pb isotopic results
 (dpm) for depths between 222 and
 232 cm. Measurements at 222 and
 223 cm re ect possible biologic mixing
 and the underlying results show an
 exponen al decay. Median grain size
 data are plo ed in green with 1 cm
 spacing. In addi on, core 96PC is
 displayed with shipboard (for refe-
rence) and nal lithostra graphic core
 logs and lithostra graphic contacts. B.
 Par cle size data are plo ed in a C/M
 diagram (Passega, 1957, 1964). Details
 in this gure are op mally viewed at
 1200% zoom level (especially the lith
 logs, CT imagery, and 210Pb age data)

Appendix S 3-4 Sumatra core RR0705-96PC
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Appendix 4-1
Parameter Selec  on and SLIDE se   ngs

We discuss the parameters and their selected values and ranges of values used in this 
paper. Se   ngs used for each analysis, along with the results for each site, are listed in 
Appendix 4 -2.

Cohesion is determined by combining the results of several studies (Hempel, 1985; 
Sultan et al., 2009; Johnson et al., 2012). Hempel (1985) used sediment from Kasten 
Cores collected off shore Washington and Oregon on the con  nental slope. Hempel 
(1985) conducted shear strength measurements using a motorized shear vane device 
inserted normal to bedding planes. Sultan et al. (2009) collected cores from the base 
of the con  nental slope and trench off shore Sumatra and provide geotechnical data 
for cores MD05-2972 and MD05-2975. Johnson et al. (2012) conducted in situ analysis 
of tensile fracture toughness (measuring the stress required to cause tensile failure of 
sediments) and these data are correlated with shear strength. We combined the data 
from in the uppermost sediments from these three studies.

Angle of Internal Fric  on 
was determined from undrained triaxial strength tes  ng conducted at the MIT 
(Cambridge, Massachuse  s, USA) geotechnical laboratory using the reference standards 
ASTM D4767 (ASTM Interna  onal, 2003). These tests were conducted on sediment 
collected from whole core samples from the Ocean Drilling Program Site 1244, Hydrate 
Ridge, Cascadia con  nental margin. We use the mean peak angle of internal fric  on for 
the uppermost sediments that are not remolded nor resedimented.

Sediment Weight
Unit Weight, γ, γsat, γdry, γ’, kN/m3 is expressed as a force per unit volume.

When all the voids are fi lled with water, the bulk unit weight is iden  cal to the saturated 
unit weight, γsat, and when all the voids are fi lled with air, the bulk unit weight is iden  cal 
with the dry unit weight, γdry.

Pore Water Pressure
Excess pore pressure refers to a sudden increase in pore pressure within sediment due 
to rapidly loading condi  ons, commonly referred to as “undrained loading.” We consider 
excess pore pressure from two sources: that imparted due to the change in stress from 
the overlying sediment mass and that imparted due to seismic loads. SLIDE so  ware 
uses the B-bar coeffi  cient in their calcula  ons of excess pore pressure (Skempton, 1954; 
Rocscience, 2012)
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Excess pore pressure is related by the following equa  on:

∆u = B-bar * ∆σv

 Where σv  is the change in ver  cal stress. B-bar relates directly to the percent to which 
the sediment is saturated. We assume the sediment is completely saturated, so we set 
B-bar = 1.

Determinis  c Safety Factor
Safety Factor calculated for the global minimum slip surface, from the regular (non-
probabilis  c) analysis. 

Mean Safety Factor
The mean Safety Factor obtained from probabilis  c analysis. Average safety factor, of all 
the safety factors calculate for the Global Minimum slip surface. This should be close to 
the value of the determinis  c safety factor. For suffi  ciently large samples, the two values 
should be nearly equal.

Probability of Failure
The Probability of Failure is the number of analyses with safety factor < 1, divided by the 
total Number of Samples. PF = number failed/number samples X 100%

For PF = 11%, 110 out of 1000 samples have FS < 1

Reliability Index
The Reliability Index is an indica  on of the number of standard devia  ons which 
separate the Mean Safety Factor from the cri  cal safety factor ( = 1).

A Reliability Index of at least 3 is usually recommended, as a minimal assurance of a safe 
slope design. For this example, RI = 1.24, which indicates an unsa  sfactory level of safety 

for the slope. 
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